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·ABSTRACT 

The following dissertation consists of a study of an eighth 

century A. D. Sanskrit text dealing with the soteriological implications 

of the nature of 11 bhoga 11 -- 11mundane experience" or, more precisely, 

"empirical consciousness'~. The dissertation can be subdivided into 

two major sections.. 1he firs~ section consists of a critical discussion 

or the doctrine of bhoga in the Bhogakarikavrtti; the second section 

consists of an English translation of the Sanskrit text. 

The following study of the Bhoga Karika and its commentary has 

as its major concern the explication of the idea of 11 bhoga 11 put forth 
-I 

in the text. According to the school of Saivism to which the author of 

the Bhoga Karika belongs, souls are by nature possessed of the two 

11capacities 11 (~akti) of consciousness and agency. Existing in a beginningless 

condition i~ the soul~ these two capacities are obfuscated by the 

defiling power of a cosmic principle described as 11mala 11 • Due to 

this defilement the soul is forced into experiencing things in a 

limited manner, i.e. 1 solely as an ego-personality whose self

understanding is both defined by and limited to the empirical sphere 

of experience. 

In explicating the doctrine of bhoga expressed by Sadyojyoti and 
I

defended his commentator Aghora Siva, the dissertation takes up a 

discussion on the various polemics against other systems, such as the · 

Buddhists, Carvaka, Nyaya and Sa~khya. As well, an attempt is made to 

point out the particular .manner in which Sadyojyoti's doctrine of 11 bhoga" 

shares close affiliations with the schools of Mima~sa and Sa~khya-Yoga. 
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The text was translated under the guidance of Dr. s. s. Janaki , 

the Director of Kuppuswami Sastri Research Institute in Madras. The 

Sanskrit text of the Bhoga Karika consists of 146 verses by a renowned 

Saivite author, Sadyojyoti (8th c. A. D.) and a brief commentary by 
I I 

another renowned Saivite author, Aghora Siva (14th c. A. D.). = ~!though 

by themselves the verses are difficult to understand without the aid of 

the commentary, the commentary itself is written in simple Sanskrit 

- ' prose. The Bhoga Karika is one of a host of Saivite "manuals" that 

systematically define the essential teachings and particular themes of 
/ I 

Agami~ Saivism. Aghora Siva's commentary on the Bhoga Karika is typical 

of the commentaries accompanying most of these manuals: it is brief 

and polemical. 

Chapter I of the dissertation deals with the authors Sadyojyoti 
I I 

and Aghora Siva in relation to the Saivite tradition; ;as well, Chapter 

I treats the basic concepts of 11 bhoga 11 and 11tattva 11 employed in the 

Bhoga Karika. Chapter II deals with the doctrine of the subtle and the 

gross elements, emphasizing the concern of the tattvic doctrine that 

each tattva is a sine qua non in the event of bhoga. Chapter III treats 

the sphere of the motor, sense and intellectual organs and the polemics 

against the Carvakas and Nyaya concerning the role of "consciousness" 

in the sphere of empirical experience. The specific organs of the 

11 antal;lkarana 11 , i.e. ,manas, buddhi and ahamkara, are treated in Chapter 

IV. More epistemological issues are discussed in Chapt~r V, most notably 
- · I. •

I . 

the Saivite doctrine that the soul" has intrinsic to ~.it the dual capacities .(takti) of 
r 

consciousness and agency. The last chapter, Chapter VI, deals 

with the trans-buddhi conditions governing empirical consciousness, 
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. and includes a discussion of the soteriological import of maya and 

mala. Appendix I consists of the translation of the Bhoga Karika Vrtti 

while the transliteratidn of the text appears in Appendix II. 
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The known categories of the object cannot be 
applied to what forms the very precondition of 
objectivity itself. The self being a transcen
dental condition of experience cannot be evidenced 
in the same manner in which any content of experience 
becomes evident to our understanding.

-K. ,Sivaraman, 
Saivism in Philosophical

Perspective 



NOTES 
/

111Siva ~ Purar:ia, 11 Vol. III, Ancient Indian Tradition and Mythology
Series, ed:-J:° L. Shastri (Varanasi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1959), III, 3. 

2The Tiruvasagam by Manikka-Va¥agar, trans. and notes Rev. G. 
U. Pope COxrord: The Clarendon Press, 1900), p. 326. 
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FOREWARD 


The text which forms the basis of the following study stems from 

appr.oximately the eighth cent. A.O. and is a philosophical expression of a par:

ticular form of early Indian religiosity that is ultimately based on the wor

ship of the god Siva. The worship of this god is thought by some to be 

one of the earliest forms of worship indigenous to the Indian soil and 

is also thought to predate the Sanskrit speaking culture whose gods and 

mythology have been captured in the ~g Veda. 
. I 

Histoiically, Saivism developed along various lines according 

to the respective social groups and local traditions in which and 

through which it came to be cultivated. Basically, one can discern two 
I

"forms" of Saivism that r:an be described as "folkloric" and "orthodox". 
~ 

The Saivism of folklore has been captured, for example, in a work known 
I 

as the Siva PuraQa,which is a collection of tales and legends dealing 

with the mythic proportions of Siva and the role of the devotee. 

Throughout its expostion the Siva PuraQa emphasizes the value of a fun

damental devotion (bhakti) towards Siva and the consequential "grace" 

soteriologically bestowed upon the devotee for such devotion. The 

Pura~ also emphasizes the transcendent nature of the teaching cancer

ning Siva; ' in some cases, simply hearing a discourse on the nature of 

Siva is said to guarantee a heavenly existence after death, as is the 

case with a certain Devaraja who, shortly before his death, "just 

I 



happened11 to hear a discourse on the nature of ~iva: 

Devaraja, the base brahmin, addicted to wine, enamoured of a 
vile harlot, slayer of his own father, mother and wife and who 
out of greed for money killed many brahmins, ksatriyas, vaisyas, 
and sudras and others, became a liberated soul'instantaneously 

> reaching the supreme Loka. 11 

Other works of folkloric Saivism, such as the Tamil 

Tiruvacagam by Ma~ikka Va~agar, emphasize a divine and cosmic 11eros 11 

at the basis of the world and human existence; for example, in a moment 
./

of ecstatic rapture, the poet Manikka vacagar invokes Siva as a lover 
' J 

would a beloved:2 

Thee, Lord Supreme, with milk-ash adorn'd, meeting with grace su
perne, thy servants true, 

Who dost appear, and show the heaven of grace-
Thee, glorious light, I void of rightousness, extol as my ambro

sia, praising Thee--praise, glorify, invoke with weepings loud! 
Master, thus working in me mightily, in grace 0 speak, in pity 

speak ! 

The 11orthodox 11 expression of Saivism brings the Saivite tea

chings more in line with the basic cultural and ritualistic forms of 
, 

Vedic religiosity. The literature of orthodox Saivism has been recor-
I ded in the "revealed" writings known as the Saiva Agamas. The form 

of Saivism expressed in the Agamas represents a totally self-contained 

and self-explained "cosmos" wherein every aspect of the devotee's ex
/

istence is understood according to the Saivite teaching. In very pre
,I 

cise detail the Saivite Agamas describe, for example, the accepted the-
I

ological doctrines concerning the nature of the god Siva; the mytholo-
I

gical sphere of the pantheon of Saivite demigods; the epistemological, 

soteriological ftnd eschatolcgical nature of the soul; the accepted 
- ,

philosophical position of Agamic Saivism and the refutation of 

other systems; the exact architectural standards to be employed in the 
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building of temples and other sacred structures; the details govern

ing :iconographical representations; the particular vows, rites and cere

monies to be employed on the proper occasions; etc. 
/

Although, like its folkloric counterpart , orthodox Saivism 
/

accepts as fundamental a basic devotion towards Siva, orthodox 

Saivism places a greater degree of importance on the inherent effica

ciousness of the consecratory and sacramental rites (diksa) governing 

the devotee's life and soteriological development. Coupled with this 
/ notion of the importance of the purificatory rites the Saivite Agamas 

also place a ·corresponding degree of emphasis on the soteriological 

importance of 11understandi ng 11 or 11 insight 11. (jnana). 

The text that forms the basis of the following study falls 
/

within the scope of 11orthodox 11 Saivism and is more concerned with the details 

concerning the soteriological role of 11understanding 11 rather than with 

the details concerning the rites. The text specifically treats the 
""' ./

philosophical position of Agamic Saivism concerning the nature of 

consciousness and the refutation of other doctrines. The term 

11phi losophical 11 is applied to the main import of the text in order to 

indicate the critical and thematic format employed by the authors in 

the exposition of their views. 

The text essentially treats the nature of the 11 soul 11 or 11self 11 

in terms of its engagement in mundane existence, or what I have chosen, 

for philosophical reasons, to designate as 11empirical consci:ousness 11 • 

In the process of the discussion of the .import of the text it will 

become increasingly clear to the reader that the text employs, or 

perhaps it might be more appropriate to say 11 presupposes 11 , two different 
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methods of interpreting the nature of the self and consciousness. On 

the one hand, the self endowed with consciousness is treated and under

stood in a definitively mythic manner as designating an "eternal soul 11 that is 

completely separate from the 11fallen 11 and 11reincarnating 11 condition 

of physical embodiment and mundane existence; soteriological 11 liberation 11 

in this mythic ~ense r~fers to the final release from reincarnating exis

tence and to the consequent attainment of a heavenly and blissful existence. 

On the other hand, however, the conscious self is also treated and under

stood in a definitively literal manner as designating the principle of · 
' 

individualized consciousness engaged in mundane experience; soteriologi

j 	 ail -l1iberation in this 11 literal 11 sense refers to a more experiential state 

of affairs according to which the self is understood as the pre-empirical 

·condition of mundane or empirical experience itself. 

Although onG does not find a clearly dr~wn distinction between 

these two manners of interpreting the self in the Bhoga Karika and its 

commentary, and although it is clear that the authors would subsume the 

literal under the mythical, according to both ways of interpreting the 

self, 1 iberation is soteriolog·ically understood as a more 11puri fied 11 

condition of experience (suddha-bhoga). 

In the study of the Bhoga K~~ik[ and its commentary which 

. follows, I have chosen to treat the more literal interpretation of the 

self in greater detail, as my interests lie more with philosophical 

concerns. Although readers untrained in the , clas~ical Indian thought 

of the more advanced texts may find that the following study contaiQs 

much that is unfamiliar, I have attempted to discuss the epistemological 

and ontological doctrines put forth in the text in . 

the clearest possible terms. 
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CHAPTER I 


AUTHOR, TEXT AND TRADITION 

1. Author 

We may speculate that Sadyojyoti flourished approximately during 

the eighth :century A. D. This date is arrived at through the more estab-. 
I

lished dating of other Saivite authors and texts. The terminus ad quern 

for Sadyojyoti 's writings is placed prior to the beginning of the ninth 

century, which is the time during which one of his commentators, Rama

kantha II, has been established to have flourished. 1 There are no.. 
means to establis~ securely the earliest period of Sadyojyoti's writ-

I 

ings except through the very general dating of the earliest Saiva 

Agamas, since Sadyojyoti is considered to have commented on at least two 

of the Agamas. Scholars are divided as to the precise century the 
-Agamas began to be composed; after a consideration of the available 

theories concerning this period, J. Gonda has suggested the seventh cent. 

A. D. ai the earliest possible dating. 2 Thus, as a compromise between 

the earliest and latest datings of works having direct relevance to his 

works, Sadyojyoti is established to have flourished approximately in the 

8th century.3 

Sadyojyoti's works fall into ~wo genres: either commentaries .on 

Agamas or manuals (prakarana) summarizing the Saiva 11darsana•:J i.e., view 

of the world 11 philosophy 11 in the classical sense. 4 He is said to have 

written a commentary on the Raurava Agama, :.and claims himself to have 

written a commentary on the Svayambhuva Agama.5 Although more will be 



2 

said of Sadyojyoti's apparent commentary on the Raurava Agama in the 

sequel, it is sufficient at this point to mention that the commentary 

has not been recovered. His commentary on the Svayambhuva, which he 

mentions in one of his own manuals, exists in an incomplete form and 

remains unpublished.6 Although there is no way of knowing how many 

philosophical manuals Sadyojyqti composed, five have come down to us. 

Originally, these manuals may have been written for inclusion in an 
-Agama as specific treatments of certain topics. All the manuals are 

written in very concise and complex argumentative verses (karika); 
1

without the commentaries · that accompany each of the manuals, it is 
,

doubtful whether modern scholars or traditionally trained Saiva pundits 

could discern the intent of the verses, although this is not to suggest 

that the early commentators are always correct in their interpretations 

of the original verses. According to Sadyojyoti in the opening line 

of the Bboga Karika, the ·Moksa · Karika and Bhoga Karika actually form ·one 
1

complete text, although the complete te~t was early on chosen by the 

commentators as two separate texts. 
; . 

I 
Aghora Siva (twelfth cent. A. p.) has can

mented on the Bhoga Karika while Ramakantha II (ninth cent. A. D.) has can
• t . 

mented on the Maks~ Karika. While the Bhoga Karika 9pens with the ap

propriate statement of obeisance (mangala), the Moksa Karika ends with a 
I

traditional colophon stating some detail about the author. Aghora Siva 

has also commented on the Tattva Samgraha7 ·and the Tattva Traya Niroaya; 
r /

the former work summarily treats the entire Saivite cosmology while the 

later specifically deals with the relationship between the three basic 

categories of God, bondage and the soul. The Paramoksa Nirasa Karika 
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deals with the refutation of other doctrines of release and has been 

commented on by Ramakantha II • .. 
In the works that <;till survive, neither Sadyojyoti nor his 

commentators provide much in the way of biographical detail. In the 

Tattva Samgraha the author refers to himself as "Sadyojyoti, the author 

of the Good Commentary (suvrttikrt). 118 Aghora Siva takes this to mean 

that Sadyojyoti is the author of the Sadv.r!!!_, a commentary on the 

Raurava Agama. 9 In his own conclusion to the Tattva Samgraha Aghora 
I 

Siva refers to Sadyojyoti as Khetakanandana; other authors also refer to 
' 

10him by this name. In the closing verse of the Tattva Traya Nirnaya 

Sadyojyoti refers to himself as the author of the commentary on the 

11Svayambhuva Agama. _ In the closing verses of the Moksa Karika the au

thor refers to himself as "Sadyojyoti 11 and -to his teacher as "Ugrajyoti 11 
.; 

/

hefurther says that his teaching ultimately derives from Siva who 
-revealed it to the sage Ruru who passed it on the Atreya, from whom 

Sadyojyoti received it. 12 Ramakantha II pays particular respect to 
' ' 

Sadyojyoti as one of the founders of the Saiva-darefana:13 

Among the masters one should pay particular respect to,Sadyojyoti 
and Brhaspati, 14 who have illuminated the path of the Saiva position 
through their accomplished virtues. 

After Pghora Siva (twelfth cent. A. D.), Sadyojyoti 's \\Orks no 1 anger gained 

the attention of serious commentators, although even during thefourteenth 

century Sadyojyoti is still recognized as an authoritative representative 
I ~ 

of the Saiva doctrine, as he is quoted, for example, in both the Sata Ratna 
. -

Ullekha.1-5 and in Madh;va's Sarva Darsana Samgraha. 16 In the later 
' 

·deve 1opment of the tradition, sroycijoytt ·": is considered to be one of the 

eighteen renowned authors of manuals. 17 
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We can gath~r from such textual references that Sadyojyoti 

considered himself and was considered by others to be an authoritative 
/

and exalted spokesperson of the Saiva tradition. As well, it can be 

-concluded that he represented the tradition of the Raurava Aqama and 

Svayambhuva Aqama. He may also have written his philosophical manuals 

in order to clarify the Saivite position on points of doctrine that 

the various Agamas differed over. Whether he was from northern or 
/

southern India· remains an unanswered question, as both Aghora Siva, 

a Tamilian, and Ramakantha II, a Kashmiri, wrote commentaries on Sadye.. 
jyoti 1 s works; however, since Ramakantha II predates Aghora Siva by two.. 

centuries, one is led to believe that Sadyojyoti is originally from the 

north and that his works travelled to the South. 18 

Of direct concern to the work at hand is the relation between 

Sadyojyoti's Bhoga Karika and the Raurava Agama, as the Bhoga Karika 

claims to describe bhoga in terms of the tradition established by Rur.u> 
-the supposed sage of the Raurava Agama. In the following section a more 

detailed account of this connection between the two texts will be dealt 

with. 

2. The Relation Between the Bhoga Karika and the Raurava Agama 

In the second verse of the Bhoga Karika Sadyojyoti says that 

he is going to describe empirical consciousness and liberation, i.e., 

bhoga and moksa, "in accordance with the teaching of Ruru (rurusiddhanta

samsiddhau bhogamoksau sasadhanau vacmi). 1119 Aghora Siva 

explains that this means "in accordance with the Raurava Agama (sri

madrduravatantropalaksitasiddhantasastre) .1120 As will be pointed 

out ·in the sequel; there are specific points of agreement between 
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-
Sadyojyoti and the philosophical position of the Raurava Agama . to , 
warrant Aghora Siva's identification between Ruru's teaching and 

the Raurava Agama. However, there is less reason to accept, as is 
/

generally accepted,21 Aghora Siva's and Ramakantha II's assertion that 
t • 

/

Sadyojyoti is in fact the author of a Raurava Vrtti, which Aghora Siva 

specifically refers to as the Sadvrtti. There are two problems with 

this identification. Firstly, although Sadyojyoti refers to himself as 

the author of "the author of the good commentary (suvrttikrt)" in the 

Tattva Samgraha, 22 he does not state which text he is the commentator 

of; this statement could indeed refer to his commentary on the Svayam
-bhuva Agama which he refers to in the closing verse of the Tattva Traya 

Nfr9aya, describing himself as the commentator (vrttikrt) of the Svayam

bhuva Agama.23 Secondly, there is a problem with Aghora Siva's descrip

tion of the title of Sadyojyoti's Raurava Vrtti as the Sadvrtti ,since 
I 
Srikantha in the closing verses of his Ratna Traya claims that his men.. 

, 
tor, Ramakan. t. ha I, wrote a 11 Sadvrtt i 11 which Srikantha has mode 1ed his 

) , . 
own Ratna · Traya after. 24 In his commentary on the Ratna Traya Aghora 

Siva peculiarly says nothing about the reference to the Sadvrtti.25 

Although Ramakantha II mentions a Raurava Vrtti in his commentary on the.. 
Matanga Paramesvara Agama, he does not actually quote from it; as well, 

it is difficult to discern whether or not he is referring to his own 

commentary on a certain Raurava Vrtti called the Raurava Vrtti Viveka 

or to the position of the Raurava Vrtti itself •26 This confusion over 
-the authorship of the commentary on the Raurava Agama is further com~ 

pounded by the fact that it no longer exists, or at least has not been 

discovered. Nor i.s the "Raurava Vrtti II quoted by the commenta

http:Sadvrtti.25
http:Agama.23
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; 

tors most familiar with Sadyojyoti's works, i.e. Aghora Siva and Rama

kantha II; an actual citation from a certain Raurava Agama ~ .' 

in the commentary on the Matanqa Parame~vara Agama is actually a 

verse from Sadyojyoti's Paramoksa Nirasa Karika.27 If there had been 

such a 1r:tU on the Raurava Aqama and indeed if it had been written by
• 

Sadyojyoti, the likelihood exists that it no longer existed by the time 
/

Ramakantha II and Aghora Siva came to write their commentaries on 
' . 

Sadyojyoti 1 s manuals. 

3. The Doctrinal Relation Between the Bhoga Karika and the Raurava Agama 

Ideally, each Agama contains four sections which treat philos

ophy {jnana-oada), yogic discipline {YQ.9.E-pada), ritual (kriya-pacta) 

and conduct (carya-pada). To date, only the sections dealing with .d 

philosophy and ritual have been recovered from the Raurava Agama. The 

-
philosophical section of the Raurava Agama, which has been edited by N. 

R. Bhatt of the French Institute of Indology, is most likely an incom

plete, abridged version of a larger text; most of the manuscripts of the 
-Raurava Agama actually refer to it as tne· Raurava Sutra Samgraha in the 

I 

colophon of each sub-section (patala). 28 Bhatt suggests that th~ Raurava . 

Sutra Sa~graha has been taken for the Raurava Agama itself since the 

12th century, as is evident from the fact that the various commentators 

of the philosohical manuals refer to it as if it were the Agama; if the 

text of the Raurava that we possess is actually the Aqama, it may be 
-referred to as a "summary" since, like other Agamas, it claims to be a 

summary of a much larger teaching.29 
-In his discussion of the importance of the Raurava Agama in 

.. 
light of Agam ic literature, Bhatt distinguishes three things which make 

http:teaching.29
http:Karika.27


-
its section on philosophy of interest in light of other Agamas; firstly, 

the exposition of yoga lists just six members of yoga instead of the 

traditional eight as passed down by Pataffjali;30 secondly, the tattvas 

are listed as thirty whereas in most of the Agamas and manuals they 

are listed as thirty six--Sakti, Sadasiva, i£vara, Suddhavidya, Kala and 

Niyati are omitted; 31 thirdly, in the manuscripts of the Raurava Agama 

which have been discovered so far, there is no evidence that the twelve 
~ 

verses which form the Siva-jnana Bodha, the locus classicus of the 
-Tamil "Meykandar School", come from the Raurava Agama, a claim upheld by

' . 
commentators on the Sivajnana Bodha, although this is not to say that in 

the future a more complete text of the philsophical section will be 

found which will contain the twelve verses.32 

Of more specific concern to the connection between the Bhoqa 

Karika and the Raurava Agama one can point to Sadyojyoti's claim that he 

is going to explain bhoga according to the teaching of Ruru. Concerning 
-Ruru WG learn in the Raurava Agama that he is the only one who can 

cause the understanding of Siva (~ivajnanaikarana). 33 The object of 

Ruru's discourse is the instruction of other sages in the understanding 
, 

of Saivite doctrine. Like Sadyojyoti in the Bhoga Karika, Ruru speaks 

in the first person. He says that other sages have come to him, i.e. 

Bhargava, Angirasa, Atreya and Marici, in great obeisance to ask him to 
I

reveal the nature of the Saivite doctrine and the enumeration of the 

tattvas. 34 

Another area we find some doctrinal similarity between the Bhoga 

Karika and the Raurava Agama concerns the basic metaphysical view shared 
~ 

by both works, i.e. a pantheistic dualism wherein the Supreme Being Siva 

http:ivajnanaikarana).33
http:verses.32
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is both immanent in the war1 d and at the sarre tirre tr.anscendent to it, a 
~ 

condition that applies to the soul as well. Although Siva is, on the 

one hand, "beyond" the world and any connections to it, He is, in the fu

form of · Sadasi va, engaged and immanent "in the world". Objectively, 

Sada~iva is described as the creator of the world and time--indeed, of 

"everything" (sarvakr,t), including the gJds Brahman etc.; subjectively, 

He is described as residing in the self of all things (sarvabhutatma

bhutastha). Sadasiva is "the soul of the world (paratma). 1135 

Throughout the Vidyapada of the Raurava Agama solar imagery is 
/ I 

employed to describe the relation between the world and Siva. Siva is 

described as a source of light and the world as the light its~lf (qua 

Sakti). 36 Sivajnana is said to cause the supreme "illumination" for 

those who are "blinded 11 by the darkness of the bonds. The primordial 
/

impurity (mala or a~ · iana) is the primordial darkness. Although Siva is 

devoid of this impurity he engages in it i-n-order to "purify" it and bring 

about the "illumination" of the estranged · souls. The dualism between 
I /
Siva and the world begins with the separation of Siva from a host of 

lower gods who carry out the various worldly superintending activities;37 
,

these gods are Siva's own "rays of illumination (svakirana). 11 The image

ry of light and darkness is employed both cosmologically and soteriologi

cally in order to explain the benefits conferred upon the initiate, as 

the Raurava Agama states:38 

Just as darkness quickly disappears when it encounters sunrise, 
thus after obtaining initiation one is freed from merit and demerit 
(dharmadharma). Just as the sun illuminates these worlds wjth its 
rays, thus God shines (becomes manifest) with his powers (sakti) in 
the mantra sacrifice. Just as s~all sparks dart out of the fire, ~ 
thus the powers come forth from Siva. When (ritually) urged (used) 
they reach the bodies of those who aspire to success (sadhaka), 
just as the sun with its rays removes the impurity which is on the 
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earth. 

Concerning the specific enumeration of the 
... 

tattvas, Sadyojyoti 

is in close agreement with the- Raurava Agama in leaving out 11time 11 (kaia) 

and 11 limitation 11 (niyati) from the account of the tattvas from kala to 

the earth. In the Raurava Agama the cosmic function of 11time 11 is as-

I -'cribed to Siva in his form as Sadasiva, who is "the instigator of all 

time" (sarvakalapravartaka) ·: --~dd "the lord of time" (kaladhipa). 39 A 

similar approach to "time" as a pre-tattvic factor of creation is also 

foun·d in the Bhoga Kari ka. Al though 11 l imitation 11 
, the factor .that 

limits one to specific life experiences and temporal events, is not 

mentioned in the Raurava Agama, the Bhoga Karika discusses it in non

tattvic terms as the working out of each soul's karma that is ultimate-
I ly under the guidance of Siva. As well, neither the Raurava Agama nor the 

Bhoga Kiriki treats the soul as a tattva, i.e~ the purusatattva, as 
- Ido other forms of Agamic Saivism. 

For the above discussed reasons, there appears to be sufficient 

reason to hold that the teaching of Ruru referred to in the Bhoga .Karika 

actually refers to the teaching established in the Raurava -Agama, as 

Aghora Siva asserts. 

r
4. Aghora Siva, the Commentator on the Bhoga Karika 

Aghora Siva, who flourished during the the 12th century, 40 was 

not only an accomplished poet, dramatist and commentator, but 

also a religious leader as well, with a_very large number of fol~. 

l~rs.41 He tel ls us that he is from the Co!a country', i.e. Tami lnadu; 

although he is a southerner, in one of his works he claims to represent 

·. 
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the teachings of RamakaQtha II, a Kashmiri. 42 As a testament to Aghora 
I ' Siva's importance and authority in the Saiva tradition, his works on 

/
ritual are said to be conscientiously followed by all the Saiva priests 

in the south to this day.43 
I

Since Aghora Siva choose to comment on three of Sadyojyoti's 

works, we must consider that he was well acquainted with Sadyojyoti's ,
thought. From Aghora Siva's commentary on the Mrgendra Agama ~ by 

I 

Ramakantha II it is evident that Aghora Siva ·was very well acquainted with the'. 
I -Saivite philosophical doctrine and the positions of many other Agamas. 

Although Sadyojyoti claims to represent one Agamic tradition in the 
- / -Bhoga Karika, i.e. the Raurava Agama, Aghora Siva appeals to many Agamas 

to justify his views--eg. Kirana, Raurava, Svayambhuva, Matanga, 
44Mrgendra, etc. As a commentator, Aghora Siva is clear and consistent. 

His main aim is expository, usually word by word or phrase by phrase. 

His own doctrinal concerns are always clear. Three such concerns 

are often expressed in his commentary on the Bhoga Karika: ~ and not 
/

jnana is the major prerequisite for moksa; Siva has no direct material . . 

/

contact with anything worldly, as Siva is solely the instrumental cause 

and .not the material cause of the world; and lastly, there are no 
-doctrinal contradictions among the various Agamic teachings. 

/

The particular style of Aghora Siva's commentarial writings on 

Sadyojyoti's manuals is perhaps brought out through a comparison of his 

commentary on the Tattva Prakasa by Bhoja Deva (11th century) with the 
~ / ~ 

commentary by Sri Kumara, a clear exponent of Saiva monism. While Sr1

kumara quotes many Vedic texts (i.e.) the Upani~ads and BrahmaDas), 

Puranas and Agamas, Aghora Siva ignores the Vedic material and Pura~as 
• 
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/-and solely relies on the Agamas. Again, wh·ile Srikumara stresses logi

cal and definitional clarity in his interpretation of the verses, Aghora 
• · 

, 	 / 
Siva stresses the scriptual authority of the Saivite Agamas to explain 

and justify the ideas expressed in the verses.45 

5. The Manner l!!. Which 11 Bhoga 11 ~ Introduced in the Bhoga Karika 

In the first four verses of the Bhoga Karika Sadyojyoti both 

introduces and summarizes his treatment of the concept of 11 bhoga 11 
, i.e., 

empirical consciousness. He begins with a traditional obeisance 

(mangalacarana) to Siva and an outline of the work (anubandha). 46 The 

outline is fourfold, describing the subject matter (visaya), the purpose 

of the work (prayojana), the method of treatment (samgati) and, finally, 

the person for whom the work is written (adhikarin). In due order, the 

subject matter is said to be the dual topics of bhoga and moksa; the 

p~rpose "the discernment" of these two topics; the method of treatment 

is "by tradition, logic,47 and brevity 11 48~ and 	 the person for whom the 

49work i S directed i S described as "the Sadhaka II, i. e • the One engaged 

ir. the quest for siva-jnana. 

Concerning the two fundamental spheres of experience described 
/ 

as bhoga and moksa, Siva is described as the one who "provides" or 
' 

11 gives 11 both of these. By stating this at the outset of the Bhoga , 
Karika) Sadyojyoti is expressing a basic theological concern of Saivism 

that the soul is ·not the sole "cause" or 11 means 11 (nimitta) of 

its soteriological station in life. 	 " Ultimatley, the Saivite 
/

argues, the supreme being, Siva, is the instrumental cause of all of 

the soul's experiences. 

In a cosmological sense, bhoga is said to arise when those souls 

http:verses.45
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fhat have the "triple bonds" come in contact with kala, the manifesting 

agency of bhoga qua individual consciousness. 50 The "triple bonds" 

include mala, the orig-inal obscurational factor inhibiting the soul, 

karma, the repository and instrumental agency of the particular defilements 

of each individual soul, and maya, the more specific obscurational cause of 

the soul 's absorption in the condition of arpirical consciousness. This bound condition 
describes the more cosmic side of bhoga since Kala actually originates 


from maya or can be said to be a further development of maya--thus making 


the three "bonds" characterize the bhoga-eondition of the soul. Ulti
, 

mately, according to the Saivites, there are only three basi~ 11 categor: 

ies" {padartha) of reality: God, Souls and Bonds. 51 "Bond" in this 

sense is another term to designate that which experientially limits the 

full capacity' -Of the soul's innate powers of consciousness and agency. 

In Sadyojyoti's works one discovers a tendency to seem.ala itself as 

representative of the category of bond {pata), i.e. as the obscurational 

and defiling power (rodha~akti) responsible for the soul's predicament 

in the condition of bhoga. Thus, all bonds are referred to as material 

{jadat va) and unconscious (acetana) and are set in cosmic opposition to 

the soul, which is of a non-material and conscious nature. Bhoga 

simply represents the predicament of the soul when it is .involved 

in this cosmic opposition. 

Sadyojyoti adds a further, more specific, desoription of bhoga 

which brings out the psychological sense of the notion. The term 

"bhoga" literally means "enjoyment" and in this psychological account of 

bhoga the idea of "enjoyment" plays an important role. Sadyojyoti ex

presses the classically yogic idea that bhoga is the "buddhi-v.ill!_-· 
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anuraNjana 11 --the (impassioned-) attachment to the modifications of the 

mind. 52 ,· The conception of the "modifications of the mind" (buddhi

vrtti) ·is based rm the distinction between the soul qua source of con-.----

sciousness and the mind as constitutive of the experiential "object" 

of the soul's consciousness. The mind is simply that in which and through 

which empirically circumscribed - consciousness comes to be; the mind 

is that in which and through which the bonds of the triadically bound 

soul come to form "empirical" or "mundane" forms of consciousness for 

Lndividual souls. The modifications of the mind act as the final in

stantiation of the "limited" condition of the soul in its empirical pre

dicament. The limitation is a result of the soul's empathetic identifi

cation with the modifications of the mind; due to the establishment of 

this empathetic identification circumscribed by the condition of bhoga, 

the mind appears as anything but 11 unconscious 11 and "material". 

The term Sadyojyoti uses for this condition of the soul's empa

thetic identification with the "buddhi-vrttti 11 is 11 anuranjaka 11 
, which 

literally means to be coloured by something, "enreddened" in the sense 

of "passionately attached to" as well as "endarkened" in the sense of 

"obscured". 11 An,uranjaka 11 is a condition of being not only 11 impassioned 11 

but also 11 deluded 11 by the modifications of the mind. The term closely 

approximates the conception of bhoga as enjoyment. Throughout the 

Bhoga Karika Sadyojyoti plays on the twofold sense of 11 bhoga 11 as both 

"experience" and "enjoyment". As the empathetic identification with the 

buddhi-vrtti, 11 bhoga 11 is something the soul 11 wants 11 and 11 enjoys 11 in spite 

of --the-fact "that 11 bhoga 11 is essentially an "impure•i condition of 11 self-

estrangement". It is precisely this element of pleasure constitutive of 
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bhogic experience that the notion of anuranjaka addresses. Bhoga is 

not only a certain kind of 11 experience 11 but at the same time the desire 

for this experience. 
, 

If it were not for the grace of Siva the soul would be eternally 

caught in the enjoyment of empirical experience through continual re

births. Out of 11 graciousness 11 
, Siva grants the possibilty of the separ

ation from bhoga for the snapping asunder of the obfuscating and empa

thetic identification with the buddhi-vrtti. Bhoga is a privation of 

the soul's innate capacities of consciou~ness and agency; moksa is the 

overcoming of this privation. However, although bhoga is the only means 

souls have open to them to bring about mok§a, moksa cannot be considered 

at more developed condition of bhoga, a more "cultivated" or "refined" 

form of bhoga. Soteriologically, phoga is only a 11means 11 to moksa. 

6. The Concept of ~ Tattva 

The concept of a 11 tattva 11 plays an important role in the Bhoga 

Kirik~ as it does in Sadyojyoti's Tattva Sa~graha. In both works 

Sadyojyoti begins with the lowe~t tattvas, defining and describing them 

by providing a logical foundation for the postulation of their existence 

as separate causative aspects of phenomenal reality: no tattvas are 

l.n themselves directly open to perception, except of course to yogi

pratyak§a.53 In the case of all the tattvas there is a link from the 

"lowest" to the "highest", a genetic and constitutive link causally con

necting each stage of the creation and maintenance of the world. Even 

the "subtle body" is considered to be a 11 set 11 or 11 collection 11 of a spe

cific grouping of 11tattvas 11 
, a personal 11 set 11 of tattvas said to trans

http:pratyak�a.53
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migrate into one of the various physical bodies employed in rebirth. 

In spite of the importance of the conception of the notion of a 

11tattva 11 
, neither the Bhoga Karika nor the Tattva Samgraha offers a 

clear definition of the concept of a tattva. The term is usually em

ployed in two different senses that can be described as "general" 
54and 11 specific 11 In a general sense the term is used to refer to the • 

formal and underlying constitution of the world as descriptive of the 

ontological structures that the notion of "the world" can be reduced 

to. The more specific sense of the term is used to describe the genesis 

of the world-event and the consciousness of it; 11tattva 11 in this sense 

is a more causal notion which forms the basis of the satkaryavada, the 

doctrine that states that the effect pre-exists in the cause, or that 

the 11effect 11 is simply a "modification" (vrtti) of the cause. 

The more general use of the notion of a tattva is found in most 
I /
Saivite texts, although expressed in different ways. The Sivajnana

siddhiyar, for example, gives a clear expression of this use of the 

term:55 

The whole universe, constituting all that has form, the formless, 
and those that have form and no form, is the manifestation of the 
tattvas. 

Within this same work we find a concomitant idea of the general 

conception of tattva when the author defines "other" .doctrines according to 

the tattva level they construe as fundamental; for example, the Carvakas 

are said to remain within the sphere of the gross elements, the Buddh

ists the sphere of the mind, etc.56 Again, in the Sataratna Samgraha 

we find a similar, more general conception of tattva:57 

Tattva, in reality, is only rine, but in the process of creation 
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assumes different names as nada, bindu etc., in the same way as 
gems of the same cutting assume different names in different 
settings. 

Abhinavagupta, for example, describes 11tattva 11 as something akin 

to a 11 form 11 or 11 universal 11 :58 

Tattva (the essential nature of that) means one that shines undi
vided in the various groups of things, with distinctive features, 
and so serves as the cause to justify their being represented as 
belonging to one class. For example, a mountain, tree and city are 
all, in their essential characteristic, earth, and so are river, 
lake and sea water. 

11We find a more specific 11 approach to the onto 1 og ica1 status of a 

tattva in the Tattva PrakaSa and a more detailed account of this concept 
/ - J _,

by Srikumara and Aghora Siva. In the Tattva Prakasa the specific notion 

of a tattva is framed in temporal and spatial terms:59 

A tattva is that which provides enjoyment (bhoga) for all beings
and which continues to exist up to the period of the periodic cos
mic destruction. Thus, pots, physical bodies etc. are not consid
ered tattvas. 

/
Srikumara explains that up until the period of the periodic 

cosmic desrtruction, the tattvas act as the cause (karana) of the enjoy

ment of all beings. He explains what he means by "cause": the tattvas 

are pervasive over a certain amount of time whereas the objects such as 

pots, bodies, etc. do not continue through time. He provides an anal

ogy: just as the forms (rupa) of the mind (buddhi) [i.e.1 the eight dis

positions] are responsible for the various 11modifications 11 it assumes, 

so are the tattvas responsible for the various modifications of pots etc 

etc. 60 Srikumara further quotes a Saivite text which gives an interpre

tation of 11tattva 11 based on an etymological interpretation of the term 

6111 tattva 11 derived from the root tan which means "to extend 11 
: 

The tattvas are so called because of their extensiveness and con
stancy--extensiveness here has reference to their pervasiveness 
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(vyipti) with regard to space while constancy refers to thett per
vasiveness with regard to time. The tattvas, which even have per
vasiveness over millions of miles, exist up to the periodic cosmic 
destruction. Otherwise, even pillars would be classified as 
tattvas. 

According to the Tattva Praka£a the tattvas continue to exist-------> 
"up to" the time of the cosmic destruction and survive this period in 

embryonic form in maya; although the Tattva Praka~a does not further 
J 

explicate this notion of the embryonic form of the tattvas, the Saiva 

Paribhasa does, bringing out in more specific terms the exact relation 

between the "form" and the "function" of the tattvas.62 During the em

bryonic period of rest following the cosmic destruction, the tattvas 

maintain a basic ontological status and are said to "exist" (vidyamana

tva); however, the "functions" or "activities" (~yapara) of the tattvas 

are said to lack existence (abhava). 63 After the period of the cosmic 

destruction, the tattva can resume its activity only after the inter

vention of a third element, the soul; in order for the functional as~c~ 

pect to become "engaged 11 and to take on the status of "existence",, there 

needs to be a "conjunction" (SalJlyojana) between the soul and the tattva_. 

Like the tattva, the soul is also said to "exist" in embryonic form 

during the cosmic destruction, and its "functions" are also said to 

lack existence. By first prompting the functional activity of the soul 
I

through the prompting of each soul's karmic predispositions, Siva ulti

mately prompts the activity of the tattva to serve the soul in the 

bringing about of bhoga. 

I -Sivagrayogin provides an analogy to explain this relation be

tween the soul and the tattva: although both a fire and a piece of iron 

may exist, due to the "non-existence" of the activities of a person to 
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bring them together, the iron will not heat up:64 

Just as there is conjunction of the fire with iron and disjunction
of iron from fire, similarly there is the dependence on karma of 
tjle tattvas and (the conjunction and disju·nction) of the soul from 
saktl. 

In this description of the activity of the tattvas it is clear that 

insofar as bhoga is concerned, the essential activity the soul is en

gaged in occurs between the soul's karmically accumulated predispositions 

and the tattvic forms. Both karma and tattva (qua sub-subspecies of maya) 

are aspects of the category of p8sa; thus, pasa as circumscribed by 
_,, 

11 bhoga 11 is essentially this specific relation between the two pasas~ 

karma and maya [~ tattva]. 

Throughout the Bhoga Karika Sadyojyoti tends to employ the notion 

of a 11 tattva 11 in its specific sense as a causal principle; through a 

process of logical deduction he begins with the most phenomenally 

11 given 11 --i.e.,the qualities of the gross elements--to establish the ex

istence of the lowest tattvas on the basis of which the higher tattvas 

come to be explained. This more causal employment of the notion of a 

tattva is most notable when Sadyojyoti does not include the soul under 

the category of tattva, a sphere of being that is limited by the finite 

conditions of temporal sequence and spatial restrictedne&s. 



Chapter I 

NOTES 
1Bhatt establishes the date of Ramakantha II in an indirect 

manner which is ultimately based on the dating'of Abhiijqvagupta. In 
his MAV Narayaoakaotha cites a verse from Utpaladeva (Bvarasiddhi, 
v. 5~KSTS, vol. 24, 1921, p. 30). Utpaladeva is known to be the peer 
of Laksmanagupta who is the mentor of Abhinavagupta, who states in his 
Tantraloka, 12.25: ,11 Utpaldeva is the master of my master . 11 

; Utpaladeva
1s therefore established to have flourished around the second half of 
the 9th c. As a result, it can be inferred that Uarayanakantha and 
RamakaQtha II are prior to the beginning ·of the 9th c.;cf. ·• . 
Matanga~arame~vara Agama (Vidyapada), critically edited by N. R. Bhatt, 
PLlblica ions de L1 institut Franca1s d1 Indologie, No. 56 (Pondicherry:
Institut Francais d1 Indologie, 1977), pp. viii-vii. Since RamakaQ~ha 
II commented on two of Sadyojyoti 1 s works and since Ramakaptha II con
siders Sadyojyoti to be one of ,11the venerable ancient masters.11 

-

indicating that some time must have passed between Sadyojyoti and 
Ramakantha II -- the latest date for Sadyojyoti can be set as approximate
ly the 8th c. This does not, however, rule out the possibility that 
Sadyojyoti 1 s date might be much earlier. 

2A precise date .for the oldest Agamas cannot be established al
though various dates have been S!J.Qgested. For example, K. S. Ramaswami 
$astri maintains that the early Agamic literature is pre-Vedic; cf. K. 
S. Ramaswami Sastri, Vol C. (Adyar: Kunhan Raj~, 1946), p.74. Dasgupta, 
on the other hand, suggests that the earliest Agamas began to be composed
in the second or third centuries A. D.; cf. Surendranath Dasgupta, A 
Historl of Indian Philosophy (Varanasi: Motilal Bauarsidass, 1975),-II, 
40. AtliOugh Jan Gonda accepts that the earliest Agamas may have been 
composed between the fifth and the ninth centuries A. D., he concludes 
his discussion of the various datings put forth by other authors by re
stricting the earliest dating to the seventh or eighth century; cf. Jan 
Gonda, ,11Medieval Religious Literature in Sanskrit, i11 Vol. II, Fasckle I, 
A History of Indian Literature, ed. Jan Gonda (Wiesbadenv Otto Harrassowitz, 
\977),, pp.103-165. In passing it may be noted that the Saivite 
~vetasvatara U~anijad is generally held to have been compo~ed around the 
fifth or fourt century B.C.; cf. Jan Gonda·, Vi,~uism and Sivaism: A 
Comparison (New Delhi: Munshi ram Manoharlal, 19 ) , p.-m. 

3Pandey suggests the ninth century, although he does not provide 
the specific reasons for this dating; however, he probably adopted it as 
g compromise between Ramkantha II 1 s dating and an early dating of the 

11Agamas; cf. K. c. Pandey, ,11 BhaskarT,
1 

Vol. I I I, The Princess of Wales 
Saraswati Bhavana Texts, ed. by T. P. Upadhyaya, No. 84 (Lucknow: 
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Superintendent, Printing and Stationary, U. P., 1954), p. xv. 
4A style of work which would not fit into these genres would be 

the Mantravartika attributed to Sadyojyoti by Ramankantha II in his 
c~mmentary on the MK, p.4. The Mantravartika has not oeen recovered. 

51n the closing verse of the Tattva Traya Nin;iafa (v.32, 
p. 21)_Sadyojyoti refers· to himself as the commentatorvrttikrt) of 
the Svayambhuva Agtma and claims that the Tattva Trava N1rnaya is 
written according o the teaching of the Svayambhuva Agama 

6The Institut Francais D1 Indologie has an unpublished manuscript 
of the Svayambhuva Agama -~ entitled the SvayambhuvasutrasamgrahavrttiQ 
-- whose incomplete commentary is attributed to SadyoJyoti; the commen
tary cpntains the first four sections gf Jnanapada which deal with Pati, 
Pasu, Sakti and Adhva. Various other Saivite authors refer to this--com
m~n~ary by ~adyoJyoti as Sva ambhuvasutra ika, Svalambhuvavrtti, 
Svayambhuvasutrasangrahavr 1 an v am uva astra,ika; cf. Bhatt 
Matai1 a a'ramesvara Agpma, pp. ~vi-Xv11. It I~ also referred to as the 
a o o I ; cf. andit Panchan Sastri. ,11Sataratna Safllgraha with 

· ataratnol ekh~ni,:1 intro. by Shrimat Svami Bha1rabananda, Tantrik Texts, 
ed. Arthur Avalon,_vol. xxII {Calcutta: Agamanusandhao Samit1, 1944),
p.83. In ten:ns of Agamic chronology, the Svayambhuva Ag3m1 is prior to 
the Raurava Agama as Ruru refers to the f onner work in • 4 of the 
Raurava Agama. 

7In his commentary on the TS, Aghora Siva mentions a ,"long 
commentary," (brhat~ikii) called the""i'aranni~a by HiiriiyapakaQ1;ha of which 
his own, which he escribes as ."a short commentart• (laghutika), is 
modeled 	after; cf. TS, p. 1. · 

8v. 57; TS, p. 52 
9Ts, p. 52: ,11 suvrttih sadvrttiriti rauravavrtternama 

tatkartreaam ni nni ttam1 tyarthaQ •. 11 

1°For example, cf. also MAV, p. 153. Sadyojyoti is also referred 
to as Khetakabala in MPV, p. 72.~e is referred to as Khetapala in 
Jayaratnais commentary on the Tantraloka (KSTS, XXIX, p. 74 and 211). 

11 Tattva Traya Nir9aya, v. 32, p. 21. 
127~ja Karika .v. 155, p. 63: ."~ivat arariipariiyatau bhogamok2au 

~asadhanau a reiaya munindrepa ruruna SaT~r~ a I au., n the 
ivamahapuraQahe twenty-eight or1g1nalogtcharyas are enumerated; 

each of the twenty-eight had four disciples of which a certain .11 Rur!J.11 is 
said to be a prominent one; cf. Vayavrya Sa~hita, 2,9. The Raurava Aglma 

11is said to be communicated by the sage Ruru to 
1

11 Marici, who in genera 
11	 11mythology is , an ancient sage and demi urge; the mental ·son of Brahma, -

cf. E. Hopkins, Epic Mythology (Strassburg: Meiner and Co. 1915), p.189. 
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13 , 11 Yabhyam prakas'i tam vartma siddhante siddhabhavatatj gurunamapi 
tau vandya~ sadyOJYOtib~haspatrw:· This mangala§loka IS found in both 
the MKV, p. 2 and the Mv, p. 1. · 

14 In hisrcomrnentary to 1.104A of the Tantraloka which states that 
i'' in the Si vatanusastra the Lord is revealed by the masters~11 , Jayaratna 

11says that the tenn °masters, refers to Brhaspati (the plural being1

honor;.i f i c) ; cf. KSTS, XX II, p. 146. One· is thus 1ed to cone 1ude that 
the Sivatanusast'Fa'Talthough lost) is by Brhaspati and that he is prior 
to Abhinavagupta. • 

15The Moksa Karika is quoted in the commentary on v. 27 and the 
T)lttva Sa~graha is quoted in the commentary on vv. 40, 41, and 76. Cf. 
Sataratnasan raha of Sri lJmapati Si vacarya, trans. p. Thi rugnanasambandan, 

a ras, n1vers1ty .of ~ras, 1973). 
16Madhava quotes TS 24B-25A and Aghora Siva's commentary thereon; 

cf. Madhava, Sarvadarsana-S-amgraha, trans. E. B. Cowell and A. E. Gough,
Chowk. Sanskrit Series Studies, Vol. X (Varanasi: The Chowk 
Sanskrit Series Office, 196t), pp. 122-123. 

d

17For the list of the eighteen renowned authors, of ;nanuals, 
i.e.,Ugrajyoti, Sadyojyoti, R.ftmakaQtha, Soma~ambhu, Aghora Sambhu, etc.; 
cf. H. Brunner-Lachaux, Soma~ambhu-Paddhati, Publications de L'Institut 
Francais d1 Indologie, 2 Vol., No. 25/(Pondicherry: Institut Francais 

1 Indologie, 1963, 1968), I, xxii. Sri Umapati quotes from the Mok§a 
~rika, Tattva~Trata Uir¥aya and Tattva Sa~graha: cf. the 
"Sararatnollekhani ommen ary on verses 2·1, 27, 40, 41 and 76. 

18RamakaDtha II claims that he is from Kashmir in the last verse 
of his Nada Karika (v. 25; AP, p. 14) and Aghora Siva claims that he 
is from"tfie region of the CQTa both in the TTNV (v. 32; AP, p. 22) and 
the Kriyakramadtotika (Madras; Cintadripet,--r9TO), ~- 44"3:" 

Since RamakaQtha II is earlier than Aghora ~iva it is more 
plausible that Sadyojyoti is also from Kashmir and that the wor~s of 
Sadyojyoti and Ramkaotha II were brought to the south. Aghora ~iva 
claims to remain faithful to the · ,11 teaching,11 of Ramaka~tha II (MAD, p.
cf. also Bhatt, MP, p. ix-x. ---

in 

1); 

19BK , v • 2A , p • 1 • 

20BKV, p. 2. 

21 f - .... . C • for example, Pan~ey, Bhask2_!:.!. p. xvi and Bhatt,
Mataingaparamesvara Agama, p.xv1. 

22rs, v. 57, p. 52: ,uityavadattatvan~ tu -~adyojyotiQ. suvrttikrt. , 11 

23 - ' Tattva Traya Nirta~a, v. 32, p. 21. 11 ulttah samasatoyam
tatvatrayani rnaya$ ..c.a yftt _k_fjj .svayambhuvasya' ••• ii , -- --

• 4 • • • 
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24v. 319, Ratna Traya, p. 107: srTramakaQthasadvrttim 
mataivamanukurvata.,11 This problem is eveJl further complicated by the 
re erence to a SadvtttiQ, by a certain Srirana; for a discussion of this 
problem cf. Bhatt, MPA, p. xiV. 

25 Ratna Traya, p. 107. Aghora Siva adds almost no commentary
to the last six verses. 

11 
26cf. MPAV (3, 19) 

1 
p. 68: ,11darsitamasmabhi ••• rauravav ttiviveke 

iti.
1 

Bhatt ta"KeSthis to refer to e auravavr ivive a y
Ramakantha II • . . 

27 In the MPAV the quotation from the so-cal led .11Raurava~ama
vrttib,11 actually refers to v. 52 of the Paramokia Ni ra"sa kah'.ka; in 
~1(\1 Ramakaptha II may simply be referring to his commentary on 
either-this work' or the Mok~a Karika; cf. MPAV, p. 609. 

28with respect to t~e title of the Raurava Aqama as the 
Raurava-,11 sutra-.11 sa~graha, Agamic writers loosely refer to the verses as 
Sutras rather than lokas; cf. MA, I, 27. 

29compared to the Jffana~adas of other iigamas,such as the Matan9a 
and Mrgendra,the Jnanapada oft e Raurava Agama is very paltry. In the 
Raurava ~gfma itself Ruru says that the A~ama was first revealed in 
differen ormspy the five faces of Sadas~va and was later reconstituted 
by Anantaparamesvara to form one crore of !lokas, which Ruru further con
~nsed to 1200. The;>resent edition of the Vidyapada contains 399 
slokas. If all lhe slokas from the Kriyapada are ta~en into account the 
present Raurava Agama would contain well over 1,200 slokas. For a 
summary of the ten sections of the Jnana~ada of ~aurava Agama. cf. Gonda, 
Medieval Religious Literature in Sanskri , ~- 1~~~ 

1130cf. RA, 7 .5. For a discussion of the Sai vite construal of. . yoga,11 
cf. DasguQ_ta, op. cit. p. 204. ~hatt mentions the listing of the Angas
in other AA!m{s: Matariga aremesvara (Yo9a~ada, patala 1) lists the 
same six; yoga-~, a a a ists t e same six but adds ~; _ 
Kirapagama""\"yo~da, pata a lists six_but replaces the tarkac5f RA 
w~th asana; anh~ Suprabhedagama (yogapada, patala 3) lists the eignt 
given in the Yogasutras. 

31 Actually, an exact numeri~al enumeration of the tattvas does 
not appear to be a concern of the RA; for instance, in some sections11 11 , manas, is included among an enumeration of the tattvas while ~lsewhere 
it is excludeq._(cf.~1.13 and 4.49). _Although thr;oughout the RA the five 
Sivatattvas (Siva, ~akti, SadaSiv~. 1£vara, and Suddhavidya'.) are dis
cussed in the exposition of the aivadarsana in 10, 98-101, they are not 
included in a numerical exposition of the t3ttvas. 

32certain Tamil commentators on the Sivajnanabodha claim that 

http:excludeq._(cf.~1.13
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, 
the Sivjnanabodha is ~ portion of the twelfth adhyaya of the seventy
third eatala of the RA designated as the i11 pa~av1mocanaeatala,11 ; as 
well, in \he Kannaga speaking area of the · south there is a legend that 
a teacher called ~11 Sivajnanabodha,11 _wrote the twelve verses as a condensed 
version f 

11of the -essence,11 of thE} RA. For a discussion of the Meykandar
literature, cf. K~ Siva·raman, SaTVism in Philosophical Perspective .. 
(Varanasi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1973),"J)"p. 30-39. 

33Raurava Agama, Upodgh3ta: ·, v. 2; Vol. I, p.1. 
34 Ibid., vv. 3-5, p. 1. 
35 Ibid., v.8; P.· 2: ~11 sarvakrtsarvavettaram sarva;ffamaoaraiitam/ 

sarvabhut~tma15hntastham prab6to 'srni saci_~ivam. . Sadasiva is comparable 
to the Vai~TJavite ,11 ~sudeva~"; for a discussion of Vasudeva, cf. 71 
Brunner-Lauchaux, .s.se, p. 10 and the index, p. 335. 

/ 36Raurava Agama, Si vatattvani, v. 14, p. 5: ,11tato cdhi ~~haya

vid~eso ma{alli~ .Qaramesvarsf17_~..t>ba¥itva svak~~.t1 s~.e~.la.osTIJI. 

k al am.,11 

37cf. v • 518-52, p. 48 and MK, v. 117, p. 44. For the contra
1~1ekatva111 cf. TS, v~ 54, pp 50 and MK":-vv. 131-133, p. 51. The liberated 
condition of Vldyesvaras is a lower-type of liberation. The higher 
moksa is 1,he ,11 {i vasam,ya~· where all the bond~ are removed and the soul 1 s 
·"1~-kriya-s'akti:' becomes manifest. Aghora ::.iva is emphatic that this 
. iva-) sam,yarcrpp is not a participation in a condition of ,11 onenesst11 

in-rfi'e way represE;Jlted by a ,11 universal ,11 
, i.e., the soul does not come 

to participate in ~11 Sivahoodf11 • Rather, it . is a)Tlore negative condition . 
where every distinction between the soul and Siva 11falls away:•. 

" 

1 

38For this translation, cf. Gonda, Medieval Religious Literature 
..!!! Sanskrit, p. 190. 

39 _.
Raurava Agama, Upodghata , v. 18, p. 2. 

40Aghbra Siva lists his date in the colophon of one of his 
major texts as ,11the saka era 1080 [1157 A.D.]~11 ; cf. Kriyakramad,yotika, 
p. 437 and Brunner-Lauchaux, SSP, I, XLII. 

41 For a history of his works, cf. Bhaskari, p. XXIV. 

. 42cf~ Tattvatra,yaniroa,ya, v.32, p. 21 and Aghora ~iva•s opening
mangala to MAD. 

43cf. Gonda, Medieval Religious Literature,p. 215. 
4~The maiority of hamic citations_described by ~ghora Siva come 

_from the Srimatsva,yambhuva Asama, Mrsendra Asama and Matansa Agama. 
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45cf. Pierre-~ylvain Fi 11 io/at, _;1Le Tatt;1ar.iraka£a du Roi /Bhoja et les commenta1res d 1Aghoras1vacarya et de Srikumara, "Annee,
1971, p. 249. - 

46These four traditionally accepted ~"anubandha .. 11 (eg.,, tatra 
anubandho nama adhikarivi ayasambandha rayo·andl11 -- Sadananda's 
Vedantasttra;-T. are not a ways c ear y ev1 ent in the original texts 
as interpreted by the commentators;/ for example, Kumarila Bhatta in 
the pratijnanasutram, 11-25 of his Slokavartika draws all four.from 
Jaimrni 1 s first sutra, ,'_'athato dharmaJ IJlTasa/1 

• 

1147By 111 logic~ Sadyojyoti means something along the lines of includ
ing ."simple enumeration 11 (udde{a), definition (lak§a9a) and examination1 

(parik~a), which are considered to be the characteristics good manuals 
(samgraha) should possess; cf., for example, Athalye•s notes in the 
TarKasawgraha of Annambha~Sa with Author's orpika and Govardhana's 
~ t5a Bodhint,--ed. by Y•. Atharye and trans. by ~R. Bodas, 2nd ed., 

y Sanskrit Series, No. LV (Poona: Bhandarkar .Institute Press, 1963), 
p. 71. 

_ 48This is the same claim made by Ruru in the RA; in fact, many 
Agamic authors claim that what they are presenting isa condensed ver
sion of a larger and more detailed teaching • 

11 . 49Aghora Siva takes the term :•sadhakab/' to refer_ !o !_he '.'acaryabf
11 11by playing on the etymology of the term ,nscrdhaka, ; the l11acaryab,

1

are the 
ones whg, f"bring to accompl ishment1 

11 (sadhayanti) both bhoga and mok~a. 
Aghora ~iva•s comments do not, however, agree with Sady0Jyoti 1 s own re
mark at the end of the MK that the work was written for the /'dull
minded,11. (mandabuddhayailJ, unlE;Ss of course 11 manda ~ has reference to al 11 1
who are 1 

11 loweri~' than the god Siva, and the sages Atreya and Ruru 
mentioned in the karika previous to this stat~ment. 

Concerning the term ~11 sadhaka111 in the Agamas, H. Brunner-Lauchaux 
Q.efines,,the term in its technical usage in light of the four sc~_l~s of 
Agamic Saivism initiation, i. e. samayin, putraka, sadhaka and acarya. 
The sadhaka :'is the disciple who, after the 1n1tiat1ons called samaya
and n1rva9a-diksa, chooses the path of powers (siddhi) and is given to/ 
that effect a special COQSecration.

1 

11 Cf. 1
11 Le Sadhaka, Personnage Oubl ie 

du siva1sme du Sud,:.· Annee, 1~75, p~. 4;43. · _ . 
/ Generally, samayadik~a and v1se~adTksa allow one to worshrp 

Siva, render service in the temples and observe obligatory duty. ,"But 
the nirvaQadik~a is OD.e which provides eligibility fpr the study, re
flection etc. of the Agamas. ,11 Cf.,~PB, p. 297 The SPB Lists_seven 
different kinds of diksa, ~lthough-rf does not discuss acaryabhiseka. 

50 1111 Bhoga, as ~"enjoyment." also has reference to k.arma as the soul 
11is the one 

1 

who enjoys the effects of karmic fruits. ,11AnuranJika, is 
also etymologically used in describing raga; the soul 1s!affected/11coloured by raga, ( ragena ranj i taQ)' which attachment designates the 
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attachment to objects (visaya-isaktiQ or visaya-anurafi'~~k~). In 
Safl)khya the term has the same sense; for example, in is commentary 

, on SK 40, Gaudapada glosses 11 to be endowed with,11 (adhivasita) · [with 
respect to the subtle body b~ing endowed with the e1gnfonavas] with 

11 
u anurafij i ta _ •

1 

51 Although a distinction must be drawn between the three fundamental 
categories or .''eadartha," -- i.e. pat~, ¥~Su and paia -- and the concept of 
the tattvas, qufte often even the pa ar as are re erred to as tattvas. 

In the Ratna Thaya and Tattva _Traya fJ1ryaya, for instance, the three basic 

:•tattvas,11 whic are discussed are actua ly lhe three padarthas (in the 

former work, bindu is representative of path while in the latter maya is).

According to the Tattva-Traya NirQafa the ree padarthas are saiaro be 

aspatial, atempqral and possessed o agentive powers. In his commentary on 


11 11 
•BK 1458 Aghora Siva uses the term ,11 tattva. to describe a .1 1padartha, Therfe 

t:$ also an unresolved problem o~er which aadartha the five Pure Tattvas (Siva 
Sakti, Sadasiva, Isvara, Mantresa, and Sa v1dya-mantra)should fall. on tne
one hand, qua tattvas, they are said to fall under the pati-~adartha 

11while, on the other hand, )iS.11 higher, forms of maya (i.e. asrndu) they are 

said to fall under the p~sa-padartha. , / _ 


Different texts--a5Sume more than three padarthas; Sivagrayogin 

enumerates the various extra padarthas, held by other AgafD.as, but concludes 

that the extra tattvas fall under.the pasa-padartha. cf. SPB, pp. 59-60; as 

well, cf. Das Gupta, p. 29 and~' xviii-xxiv. --

52The second sUtra of the Y¥ga SUtras states the i;nportance of 
this concept ilJ. terms of the goal o yog1c practice: 1 11 hogascittavrttinirodhaQ!~ 
cf. Patafijalasutrani with the Scholium of ~yas~ and t e Corrmentar~ of 
Vacaspat1. Ed. DaJavarn""Shastri sodas, SOm ay an5Krrt'"'Ser1es, XL 1--. 

(Bombay: Department of Public Instruction, 1892), p. 4. 
1153 In this case .11~-pratiak$a, is an exception; Sadyojyoti, how

ever, begins his description · and Justification of the tattva theory from the 
11 11point of view of . • Iaukika-prat1ak§a, Even pratyak~a qua""svasamvedana• 

in the form of a aham~ratya¥a is not a direct perception of the 

ahamtattva as the pra yaya is an effect of the tattva and not the tattva 

itself. 

54This twofold manner of viewing the tattva, i.e. what is here 

called the general and the specific, would be doubted by some. G. 

Larson eschews the identification of the tattvavada with the Satkaryavada; 

he claims that the concepts of cause and effect are inappropriate in 

discussing the relation between the tJttvas and the world. Larson argues 


11· that even the early authors of the tattva theory .11 themsel ves confused.
the two by drawing causal analogies from ~the phenomenal space-time
leveli11 ·to which the Satkaryavada applies -- such as the milk and curd or 
water · in different fonns -- to apply to the theory of tattvas •. 

In place of this causal interpretation of the role that the 

tattvas play in the t attvavada, G. Larson applies a structural model 


11which stresses the idea of ,11 transformational change, wherein the tattvas 
11are viewed as the ,11 deep structures, of the surface reality and are those 
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elements of the yogic world which provide ,11the idea of wholeness, the 
11idea of transformation and the idea of sel f-regulation.

1 
Cf. G. Larson, 

1

11 The notion of satkarya in Samkhya: Toward a Philosophical Reconstruc
tion. ~" Philosophy .M and West, { 1984 ) , pp. 31-48. The major fault of 
Larson's analysis is clear:---iie shows no concern for any possible compar

11able conceptions of the concept of ,"deep structure, in classical Samkhya.
In his short critique of Larson's article, Bhagawan 8. Singh also points 
out that the conception of , 11 k~ra(la11 in the tattvic view is ,"much richer," 
than the specific concept of a cause; cf. Bhagwan 8. Singh~ ,11 Commentary 
on Gerald L. ~arson's 'The Notion of Satkarya in Saf!1khya 1 and .Frank 
Pgdgorski 's ,11 Safllkara 1 s Critique of Satnkhyan, Causality in the Brahma
sutrabhasya 1 ~ ~11 Philosophy East and West, { 1984), p. 59-63. It might 

11further be argued that wha-rLarSoii carrs ~"the structuralist perspecti ve,
 
simply brings out in greater relief the role that ontology and soteri- · 

ology play in the tattvic theory, especially classical Sa~khya. According

to the Satkaryavada, the ontological conception 'of the tattvas postulates

that a-il creation proceeds from prakrti as a "transformation" or "modi

fication" (vrtti) and is connected to the teleological conception of the 

soul 1s utilitarian engageTEnt in the tattvas (Le., ri-imitta-naimittika prasarigena) that havg

their ™"1 soteriological purpose--YA'lich is "for the release of each soul" (pratipuilsavirroksartham). 


11Incidentally, the term ."tattva. is· mentioned only ohte in the 
Sawkhya Karika; in verse 64 the study of the tattvas {tattva-abhyasa)
is said to lead to the correct understanding of things. A similar use of 
the term is found in the Samkhya Sutras (1.107; 3.73; and 4.1) and is 
mentioned incidentally in 5.30; 5.72 claims that everything but Prakrti 
and puru~a is anitya -- which would imply that if prak~ti is co~sidered 
anitya so must ."tattva,'' be. The term is not used in t e Yoga Sutras. 

The analysis of the transformation of 11 structures:rTrom a deep1 

to a surface reality has also been used to explain forms of Indian 
ritualism, cf. Frits Staal, :'Ritual, Grammar, and the Origins of Science 
in India, ~'.' Journal of Indian Philosophy, 10 (19'B"2/,pp. 1-24.

55 #\ / .v ~ 
cf. Arunandi Sivacharya, Sivajffana Siddhiyar, translation, 

introduction and notes by J. M. Nallasvam1 Pillai (Madras: Meykandar
Press, 1913), p. 183. At this cosmic level the tattvas seem to operate 
at the level of the 1

11form,11 through which the sr~t1krama operates, as 
m~Ya and not ·~attva is sti 11 considered the see from which tt).e whole 
unIVerse evolves af.ter the pralaya. In/the act of creation, Siva is the 
~ffecient cause, maya the material and Sakti the instrumental; cf. 
Sivajnana Siddhiy~p. 129. · 

/ 56 Ibid., p. 184. This is the same approach to the various 
11 , 11 da~anasi found in other works, such as, for example, Madhava's Sarva 

Darsana S~ graha, although this work does not treat the other systems
along t v1c ines. One of the more detailed accounts of other systems 
from a a1v1 e point of view is found in Ksemaraja's Prq;tyabhijna Hcdaya. 
K~emaraja says that al 1 the other doctrines are simply $1va 1 s !

11 rolesi11 

as the dramatic dancer disguising himself; the tattvic level reached 
by the other doctrines follows these general lines: Carva"ka remains on 
the level of the Bhutas; Nyaya, MTmamsa and the Saugata Buddhists remain 
at the level of the Buddhi-tattva; Vedanta, MadhYamikas and the 
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Pancaratras remain at the lep1el of Prakrti; Sa~khya remain~ at the 
level of V£tflanakala; the ,"Srutyanta, 11 aHain the level of ISyara;
and the Vy arana attain/the level of Sadasiva -- only the Saiv1tes 
attain the level of the Siva-tattva. Cf. Pratyabhijnahradayam, trans. 
and intro. by Jaideva Singh ('Varanasi: Motilal Banars1aass, 1980), 
pp. 65-69. 

57"SRL, p. 20. 
58AJamiidhikara, Ahn. I, ,11T§vara Pratyabhijfici Vimars'inT ,," 

BhaskarT, t 1, 191. 

5 9 -~ - - - /' - Cf. Tattvaerakasa with the Tatparyad1pika of Sr1kumaradeva 
and Vrtti by Aghora~1 vacttrya-;ed:-I<. N. Mishra. (Varanasi: chaukharT)ba
,O,riental;'a-:-1976)., p. 143: /'a pralayam ..YE.!. ti~thati sarvesam bhogadayi
onutanam tattvam1 t1 proktam ~ sari raghatadi* tattvamatati. 11 

A very similar view of a tattva understood in temporal terms as the 
essence (a¥pa) of things which is not affected by the manifestation and 
ultimate isappearance of created objects, i.e. a distinction between the 

11 11 
,
11 vyRkta, and the ~11 rITpa, is found in the Yukti oraika: cf. YuktidT~ika, ed. 
by am Chadra Pandeya (Varanasi: Motilal Banars1 ass, 1967), pp. 7-61. 
For a discussion of this concept of the tattva in the Sa~khya, cf. . ' · 
Pulinbihari Chakravarti, Origin and Develotment of the SmtJkhya System
of Thought (Delhi: Oriental BookSl<eprrntorporaffon, 1975), pp. 251-253. 

60 1bid,.., p~. 143. It should be 
I 

added that, ultimately according 
to 1the mon·1st Sri Kumara, insofar as al} the tattvas fall under the 
Rasa aspect of the tripartite, egti, pas~, and ~sa, tattva is simply a 
, superimpostion (u¥iidhi) on the asic unity of 1va. Cf. TattvaprakaSa, 
p. 17 anct,[.illioza, p_. 

1 
263. . 

Tattva Prakasa, p. 144: 
tatatvat san~atatvacca tattvaniti tato viduQ 
tatatvam desato vya~tih santatatvaillCa kalatap 
lakiad1yoianavya'p1 atlvamtt ¥ra[ayat:-Sth1tam 
anyatha s ambhakumbhtdirap1attva~ prasaJyate 

This play on the etymological sense of the term t"tattva,11 being 
111inked to the root tan which means ,"to extend. and is meam:-ro-indicate 

the spatial and temporal extensiveness aspect of the tattva [tan changing 
to tat before -tva] is probably the very opposite of the actuar-etymo

11logTCa"l conception of the literal meaning of ,11 tat-tva, as 11 thatness1
11 

[i.e.,tad-tva] in an immediately experiential sense whose 
1

apodictical conno
tation!entTtself to a conception of the aspatial and atemporal 11 essence:'. i 

of a thing (i.e., as in the Mahabhii'pa 1..:..1. 1, ,"fada)i nityaill yasmistattvam 
~.v~hanyate .. kim punastattvam -- adbhavastat vam. In this sens~, the 
or1g1nal meaning of the term tattva has its more literal reference in 
something comparable to the ,"tode ti ." in Aristotlf' s Categories (i.e., 
as in 3b.10: 11 

m:iaa oE: O~OLCL 6~ -r69e: 'tL ariµaCve: "-:i•) 
62cf. SPB, pp. 138-139. In the TP the t attvas are said to 
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/

dissolve (liyante) into maya (v.67); only ma~~· Puru~a and Siva contin
ue to exist during the cosmic destruction (v. ). 

63 1n the ma~ner in which Sivagrayogin describes the Mahapralaya, the 
three abhavas are: Sivasaktiprerana, Purusa-vyap~ra and Tattva-vyapdra.
The real ,"fuse," is karma (i.e. ,11 bliojak~drsta,n). 

__ 645Ps,_µ,. 139:~ayasagneryatha: yoga viyogo 'gneryathayasa/
tattvanamatiiianascaiva saktya kannava~aaDfiavet. 
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Chapter I.I 

DOCTRINE OF THE SUBTLE AND GROSS ELEMENTS 

1. The -Teleological Concern Regarding the Elements 

In the BK the gross and subtle elements are dealt with solely in 

terms of a theology that construes all events as ultimately connected 
/

to the will or intention of the Supreme Being, Siva; within this con

ception of the world the elements serve a specifically teleological 

goal as contributory factors engaged in the final release of the soul. 

The elements are thus exclusively treated in terms of their participa

tion in and contribution· towards bhoga; they are merely the 

1111 ancillaries, of bhoga (bhogarigatva) without which the soteriological 

activity of bhoga could not be brought to fruition. 1 

Once a soul is bound by 11 pa£au qua maya, the foundational 

material cause of the world, it is .!.Q_sofactcf".united with all the 

ancillary members of maya. The 11 elements 11 
-- specifically the material 

elements -- are considered to be the final evolutes in the last stage of 

the evolution of the world process (srstikrama). The gross element rep

resents, in a more abstract manner, the final stage of -"manifestation 11 

(vyakta); it represents the experiential plenum of the vyakta, the 

sphere of the world-experience on the grounds of which the whole 
2tattvic doctrine comes to be .11 inferred 11 

• If one were to set up a 
/

cosmic duality in the Saiva doctrine between !'matter" and "spirit", the 

level of the gross elements certainly represents the final manifested 

form of .11matter11 
; since the ultimate calling of the spirit relates to 

29 
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its freedom from the connection to matter, the elements, and all they 

teleologically entail, represent the basic .''hindrances," which must 

first be ,"overcome," in a soteriological sense. 

2. The Origin of the Gross Element 

The five gross elements (bhuta) are described as earth (prthivi) 

water (jala), fire (agni), air (vayu), and ether (akas'a). ~adyojyoti spe-

cifically deals with gross elements in terms of their functions (~tt~) and 

their qualities (guQa)~ The function of each gross element is either 

,
11 common11 

( sadharaQa) or ,"unique," ( asadharana). The common function 

describes the process whereby the gross elements collectively work to

gether in constituting the physical body by means of which the ~ense 

organs come to operate. The unique function describes the specific 

activity,which is relative to each individual gross element. The 

."qual ities, 11 of the gross elements are also considered in a two-fold 

manner as either common or unique: each gross element has its unique 

quality while at the same time sharing the qualities of the other gross 

elements, except in the case of ether. The qualities are very important 

in terms of the establishment the tattvic doctrine, since it is only 

through the ,"perceptual," qualities that the imperceptible gross 

elements are inferred. 

In describing the origin of the gross elements in terms of the 

process of tattvic evolution, Sadyojyoti employs biological terminology 

applicable to organic genesis. 4 The gross elements are said to be 

,"filled out,11 (pustaQa) in the organic sense of being .''nourished:'' or 

."fed,11 The source or cause (karanabhuta) of this nourishment is the • 
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subtle element (tanmatra). In an organic sense the process of material 

11creation is understood as an ongoing activity which brings the .. "cause,

and the ,.'effect." into a concomitant and inseparable relation. The 11 cause!1 

qua cause continues to exist .11 in 11 
, so to speak, the effect. 5 This under

standing of causality is in direct opposition with the asatkaryavada ------;J 
which holds that the cause ceases to have a direct ontological relation 

with the effect once the effect comes into existence. 6 

/
Aghora Siva cites a text which emphasizes the twofold activity 

of causation as well as maintenance involved in this organic creation: 

.
11 the activity of prakrti is [said to have two functions]: the increas

ing of that which has already been accomplished and the acting as the 

cause of that which has not yet been accomplished (akrtasya karanam 
7krtasya parivardhanam £ prakrtikarma yataQ) .... In this quoted passage 

.
11 prakrti,11 stands for the entire realm of the material world and the 

manner in which all causality is governed by the concomitant inter

connectedness of the cause and the effect. Both the original causation 

and the ongoing maintenance of the material elements is due to the 

subtle elements. 

3. The Common and Unique Functions of the Gross Elements 

As has been mentioned, the functions of the gross elements are 

either common or unique. The common function of the gross elements is 

said to involve the supporting of the sense and motor organs (indriyadharatva). 

This function is not actually carried out directly by the gross elements 

but takes place through the instrumentality of the physical body. 

Through the commonly shared activity of constituting .the physical body, 
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the gross elements come to support the activity of the organs. Al

though the sense organs are technically described as having their 

11."locus, (sthana) in the subtle body,8 the gross elements are said to 

11,"bear, them, i.e., provide a receptacle for them, as a cup, for instance, 
9does for water. Aghora ~va .argues for the necessity of postulating 

the existence of a specific medium to bear the organs, even though the 

organs already have a supporting locus in the subtle body. He argues that 

the organs are in themselves inactive and require a medium through which 

they come to be active, i.e.,the physical body. In one sense this 

common function precedes the actual unique functions of the gross elements, 

since it is only when this common function exists that the unique 

functions come into being. Teleologically, the specific functions of 

the gross elements do not come into being on their own account but 

simply on account of bearing the sense organs; this bearing requires that 

the collection of the unique functions of the gross elements work 

together as a common function. Howeve~ it is not the physical body 

understood as the totality of the unique functions working collectively 

but the soteriological activity of karma that ultimately activates 

the sense organs, since karma directly controls the activity of bhQ.Q.Q.~ 

insofar as the gross elements are essentially considered to be 

,
11 ancillaries of bhoga1 

11 all their activity is directed towards bhoga
---. > ) 

whose overriding cause is karma. 10 Since both the sense organs and 

the gross elements (in their embryonic form as subtle elements) have 

their locus in the subtle body, the sense organs and gross elements 

share the common purpose of bringing about the enjoyment of karmic 

effects. Although the subtle body is, in part, constituted by these 
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two separate groups of tattvas, it is said to carry out one goal, as 

is the case with a lamp (bhinnajatiyamapyekaphalam ~gavastuvat) .. !

11 

In a word, all of the functions of the gross elements are subsumed 

under this one goal of the subtle body, i.e. karmabhoga. 

The following specific functions of the gross elements are 

listed in verse six of the BK: ,"supporting," belongs to the earth, 
11 11 11 ,11 bringing-together~ to water, !'maturing1 to fire, ,11 structuring, to air 

11and ,11 providing space, to ether. In a very significant sense these 

unique functions are the gross elements themselves, since it is as 

these unique functions that the gross elements carry out the common 

functions and possess the qualities. The gross elements exist in the 

form of these specific functions and not as separate !'entities,11 removed 

from the activities of these functions. 

4. The Qualities of the Gross Elements 

In terms of understanding the relationship between the gross and 

subtle elements and the ontological status of both, the· qualities of the 

gross elements serve a much more important role than the functions since 

it is only by means of the qualities that the existence of th~ non-· 

perceptual gross and subtle elements can be pramaDically established, 

i.e. through inference. 12 

Sadyojyoti first describes the qualities of the gross elements 

before giving the logical proofs justifying this description. Each gross 

element is said to possess one specific quality. Although ether only 

possesses sound as its quality, each of the other gross elements posse~ses 

at least one other quality besides its own specific quality; earth, 
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for instance, possesses all the qualities besides its own specific quality, 

smell. -From the most subtle to the most gross, the elements along with 

their qualities are arrangeo hierarchically as follows: 

Gross Element (Bhuta): Quality (Guna): 

Ether (akasa) •••••••••••••• Sound (sabda) 
/II -Air (vayu) ••••••••••••••••• Touch (sQarsa) 

II IIFire (agni) •••••••••••••••• Colour (ruQa) 
II II IIWater (jala) •••••••••••••••• Taste (ng) 

II II IIEarth (prthivi) •••••••••••• Sm~ 11 (~ : andha) 

This ordering of the gross elements together with their qualities 

should not be confused with a similar arrangement known as the 

1
1
.
1paficikaraoa,11 according to which each gross element accompanied by its 

unique quality is conjoined with the other gross elements accompanied by 

their unique qualities. The numerical ratio of this combination of gross 

elements is very exact: each gross element constitutes half and the 

other four one eighth each of the combination. 13 Ether, for example~is 

the result of the following combination of gross elements and their 

qualities: 

Air Touch 
Fire ••••.•••• Colour 
Water Taste 
Earth Smell 

Ether Sound 
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According to Sadyojyoti each quality is itself subdivided into 

various species which are differently associated with the various gross 

11elements. 14 For example, 11 colour, is of six varieties in its specifict 

substratum ear.th, although it is said to be only 11white,11 (sukla) int 

water. According to the manner in which the qua~ities are arranged in 

the various gross elements, the specific ,11 arrangement.11 of the gross 

elements is inferred; Sadyojyoti demonstrates the reasoning process 

that leads to the following inference (BK, v. 16-16A): 

No cognition of earth is possible without a cognition of odour etc., 
while a cognition of water etc. takes place without a cognition 
[of odour etc.]; consequently, earth is separate from water 
etc. but is not separate from odour etc. 

In . this manner the necessary connection (avyatirekitva) between 

the substratum and quality (i.e. the guQin and gupa or vise~yatva and 

visesana) comes to be inferred on the basis of the principle that 

:'the apprehension of the thing possessed by qualities is preceded by the 

apprehension of the qualities (gupigrahaoasya gu1;1agraha9apurvakatvam) •. " 

(laKV on v. 17 ) The order (krama) established at the level of the 

:•qualitie~ therefore establishes the order at the level of the possessor 

of these qualities, i.e. the gross elements. The Naiyayikas, who hold 

that the substratum of the qualities and the qualities themselves are 
I

both separately and perceptually cognized, argue against this Saivite 

principle by citing the specific example. of the white crystal put next 

11to something red; the fact that the crystal takes on the ,11 red1 colour 

of the object beside it indicates that there can be an apprehension of 

the qualities of a thing apart from any necessary substratum-quality 

connection belonging to the apprehension. 15 In the case of the quartz 

http:arrangement.11
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11the real .11 colour
1 

quality is whiteness, not redness; however, if one is 
/ 

to accept the principle put forth by the Saivites, then the quartz when 

11perceived as ,11 red, would h-aye to be naturally qualified by redness, 

which is not, in fact, the case. This proves, according to Nyaya, that 

the quartz qua substratum can in fact be perceived as separate from its 

quality, as it is perceived in the second instance as qualified by redness. 
I 

To this specific argument against the Saivite•s conception of the 

connection between the substratum and quality, Sadyojyoti claims that the 

quality :•colour.11 should be understood as consisting of two things, both 

the colour and the general configuration (samsthana) of the thing to 

which the colour belongs. In other words, certain things possess certain 

colours; hence, even when the crystal appears 11 red.11 
, we remember that1 

this particular four cornered object originally possessed a white colour. 

Hence, the principle is not violated. 16 

5. The Subtle Elements 

The five subtle elements have the same names as the five 

qualities and stand to the gross elements in exactly the same sequential 

order as the five qualities 

Subtle 	Element (Tanmatra): Gross Element (Bhuta): 

Sound Ether 
II Touch •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Air 
II Colour •••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fire 
II Taste ••••••••••••••••••••• Water 
II Smell ••••••••••••••••. Earth 

http:�colour.11
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The view that the subtle elements are established as the causes 

of the gross elements is based on an argument initially founded on the 

following principle: if an object is of an unconscious and manifold 

nature, it should be considered an ."effect,11 From the condition of • 

being an effect, some cause must be inferred. Since the material 

elements are considered to fall under the category of effects, a cause 

must be postulated to account for these material elements. Furthermore, 

the specific nature of the cause is established through the nature of 

the effect; in the case of the gross elements, the qualities of the gross 

elements are thought to define the ontological status of the gross 

elements as effects. Hence, the nature of the cause of the gross 

elements will be comparable to the nature of the qualities; as a result, 

the subtle elements construed as the causes of the gross elements are 

· 	 designated with the same characteristics as the qualities, sound etc. 

One could almost say that the subtle elements are the unmanifested form 

of the qualities themselves operating through the instrumentality of 

the gross elements. The gross element, nevertheless, is still con

sidered to be the ."effect," of the subtle element; the gross element, 
11qua 11 substratum, (qunin) of the quality, cannot be considered apart 1 

from the quality. The guQin-guQa or bhUta-guQa complex is considered 


to be the ,11 effect,11 which explains f.he necessity for the postulation of 


the subtle element as the cause. This explains why the subtle 


elements themselves cannot operate as the substrata of the qualities; 


the subtle elements are those causal factors that are themselves 


without manifested qualities (anabhivyaktavi£e§atva). 17 
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As the causes of the gross elements the subtle elements are 

described as the 11 generating-loci,11 (yooi); although they are in essence! 

of the same nature as the manifested qualities of the gross elements, 

they do not share the same functions of the gross elements. Accord

ing to the idea already mentioned that all creation is a combination of 

both causation and maintenance, the subtle elements function in a dual 

role: as the ,11 cause1
11 (karana) the subtle element functions as the 

material cause {upadana) in the bringing about of that which has not yet 

emerged (akrtasya karaoam) and as the .11maintainer,11 {apurana) the 
. I , . 

subtle element is that which continues the maintenance {po~aka) of that 

18 
· which has already come into existence (krtasya parivardhanam). 

In concluding the discussion of the elements, it may be pointed out 

that in the section of the BK that specifically treats the elements and 

their contribution towards bhoga, Sadyojyoti does not describe the direct 

origin of the elements as stemming from the individual instantiations of 

the ego-principle, i.e., the tamasic aspect of the aha~kara (from which 

the subtle elements directly arise). 19 In thus avoiding to discuss the 

direct origin of the elements at this point in the discussion of the 

tattvas, Sadyojyoti may be avoiding the possible charge by an opponent 

that each individual soul both mater~ally and e~perientially creates its 

own world (bhuvana). 20 Restricting the originating locus of the elements 

to the ego, which is "specific" to each "individual" soul, may in principle 

rule out the possibility of the independent status of an "external" and 

11 intersubjective 11 world. An opponent might argue that tJ;lis "individual 

ego-creation theory" leaves us with a conception of the mundane 11 world 11 

I 

as simply a totality of many individual, ego-experiencing wdrlds. 
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This possible criticism never enters into the doctrine of elements 
/ 

as described by Sadyojyoti and Aghora Siva, nor, for that matter, in the 

works on Sall)khya thatllold asimilar doctrine of elements. Although both 

the Saivites21 and the Samkhya22 assume the existence of a commonly 
I 

shared, 11 onjective 11 world (whether its basic material cause is assumed to 
/

be 11 maya 11 
, as according to the Saivites,or "prakrti",as according to Sarrikhya), 

the physical evolution of this world appears to end in the ego-based 

creation of individually created and individually experienced worlds. 

In short, an opponent may conclude that the ego-based origin of the 

elements leads to a solipsistic conception of the world, i.e., in order 

to account for an independent world, the tattvic doctrine would have 

to avoid limiting the creation and genesis of the . elements to the 

locus of the ego-principle. 

/ 




Chapter II 

NOTES 

1The larger function of the element5 concerns the role the ele
me~ts play in bringing about bhofia; it concerns ti1~ 11 instrument3l itt' 
(sadhand) of the elements. In t ese terms the elements are not consid
ered in ·a specifically cause-effect relation with bhoga; 11 sadhana11 is 
not specifically causal in a purely instrumental manner as . 11 karaoan. 
Rather, ,11 sadhana11 refers to the instrumental role of the elements as 
,''contributory factors.'' (ariga)-- in the activity of bhoga. 

2Although ordinary mortals who lack lordly powers cannot per
ceive the elemental tattvas directly, yogins can, since their powers of 
cognition are not limited to the buddhi. (BK, v. 8Ab-8B) Nor can 
ordinary mortals perceive the Pisacas, the 'deities who have yogic powers
(eisvarya) and who rule over the tattvas from the buddhi to earth: cf,
SEE, p. 239. 

3More mythic and life-world associations that ~he material elements 
possess are described in other works. For the deities, geometric forms, 
colours, Tamil lettet;S and symbols (sword of diamond for aka~a, lotus 
for air, etc.), cf. Sivajnana Siddhiyar ~3. 67-68), p. 182. 

4This more biological terminology is employed as well in describ
ing hayf, the ultimate material cause of the world, as the 11 seed.11 out of 
whic a 1 created things arise. Such an organic model of the world is 
in accordance with the conception of this manifestation as a single 
source of both the matter and the form of things, of both the cause and 
the effect -- in short, as a whole--rr:l"spite of its formalization in a 
numerical and tattvi~ manner. The only .11 external factor." of the 
."tagadbija,11 is the isvarecca which activates the activity of the seed; 

1 

c . BK, v.4. 
5According to Sivagrayogin, a change of something into something

else can qnly occur in five ways, according to the ontological status 
of the effect: paripama, transformation; arambha, a totally new 
creation; samuha, a aggregation of something totally new and something
contributory; v1varta,~an illusory manifestation and vrtti, a modifi
cation. In descr1b1ng ~iva•s agency (pravartakatva) in creation 
(sn~i), the jagat qua karya is said to be a 11 Vftir= 

lherefore, Just as 1n the original state o e cloth (as folded) 
and of the snake as coiled there is even without detriment to 
the original nature (of the thing) the attainment of another 
state, constituting vrtti, similar!~, the world, too, ~s but 
a vrtti of the suddha- and asuddhamayas controlled by Siva.:• 

39 
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/
SPB, pp. 92-93. 

6The common criticism of the satkaryavada points to the apparent 
contradiction in identifying the ,11 cause!11 with the ,"effect" as Kamalasila,
for example, points out: · · · 

This cannot be right: as a matter of fact, it is not the same thing
that becomes changed ( anyathatvam); because :"change,1' consists in 
the production of another nature or character (svabhavantarotpattib); 
now this ,"change," that you speak of -- is it someth mg different 
from the Thing itself? Or is it the Thing itself? It cannot be 
the Thing itself; as that has already been produced by its own 
Cause [and hence could not be produced again by the cause of the 
change]. If it is something different from the Thing, then the 
Thing itself remains as before, retaining its pennanence; so that 
it has not changed •. " /

Cf. The Tattvasamgraba of Santaraksita with the Commentary of 
Kamalasila, trans. by Ganganatha""""Jha. Gaekhwad's ~-urfental Series, ~ 
No. LXXXIII, 2 Vol. (Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1937), 243,and 
Tattvasa~graha of Santarak§ita with the Commentary of Kamalasila, ed. 
Embar Krishnamacharya. Gaekhwad'-S--Oriental Series, TIO. XXX, 2 Vol. 
(Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1926, p. 141. 

7Also quoted by Aghora Siva in the TSV, p. 5. 
8The subtle body (suk~madeha) is .also c.alied ,"the eightfold oneu 

(purastaka) in that it is constituted by the three inner organs (buddhi, 
manas arid ahamkara) and the five subtle elements; the ,11 organs,11 

(indriyani) can only be said to have their locus irythe subtle body inso
far as they fal 1 under a species of the ·aharpkara. Si vagrayogin provides 
the inference establishing the existence of the subtle body (SPB, pp.285
286): 

.1 
1The soul's going to another world, etc., is to be accomplished
by some instrument, since it is .an act, like a member of the 
gross body. Nor is this possible directly for the self which 
is pervasive; hence it should-be said to have an adjunct;
hence, that (subtle :body) is established as an adjunct. 

9Since the gross elements are effects of the subtle elements, 
the condition of bearing the sense organs belongs to both kinds of 

11elements and is referred to as a joint state of ."sthulasuk§matva, • 

Together, the two kinds of elements form a receptacle. As a receptle, 
the subtle elements are like the pot itself and the gross elements its 
[enamel] covering (tanmatraniha ha avadvisesasca pralepavat); this 
analogy is provided by Aul in~ c • r~en r gama: Sections de_!! Doctrine 
et du Yoga, trans. by M. Hulin. Publications de L'lnstitut Francais 
lJTfnaolog1e, No. 63 (Pondicherry: Institut Francais 01 Indologie, 1980), 
pp. 266-267. ' 

10NarayaQa KaQ}ha presents a long argument defending the bhoga
di rected teleology of the gross elements through a consideration of the 
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use (or purpose, uea¥oga) of the gross elements themselves. He presents
only four possibilities of this purpose.

Although God is the ."creator." (~artr) of the gross elements, 
they are of no use to God (qua upayotin , as God's comportment is not 
self-directed (."svatmaniu) but is ra her directed towards eternal plen
itude (nityaparipurpasvarupam); they cannot be of use to themselves 
(svopayogin) because they are of an unconscious nature; they cannot 
be !'useless." (anupayogin) on account of the greatness of their creator, 
God; consequently, they must serve the purpose of another (anyopayogin), 
which upon further investigation turns out to be individually bound 
souls. Cf. ~v, pp. 177-179. 

11 MA (12.32A), p. 341. The introduction of the subtle body and 
11karma (qua.11 adrsta, ) at this point of the discussion, especially the claim 

in"B"Ab-8b thar-tfi'e subtle body is only perceptible by those who have 
lordly powers,may be an argument against the Carvakas who argue that the 
,
11 cena.11 of the organs is solely and self-evidently a product of the 
physical body. · 

121n the MAV, p. 332, Aghora Siva holds that the five gross ele
ments can be inferred on account pf their functions; he refers to the 
five spec.ific functions (sam avise anam) of the five gross elements, 
which are inferred by their , e ec s: aryani), the functions (vrttayah). 

13uThe compounding takes place thus: each of the five elements, 
viz. ether etc., is divided into two equal parts; of the ten parts 
thus produced five -- being the first half of each element -- are each 
subdivided into four equal parts. Then leaving one half of each 
element to the other half is added one of these quarters from each of 
the other four elements. ," Cf. Vedanta Sara of Sadananda, trans. Swami 
Nikhilananda (Calcutta: Advaita Ash~grna-;-T9'"4'9T, p. 58. A similar 
description is found in the Pancadasi (1.27) and in the Brahma Sutra 
Bhasya (on 2.4.22). 

14An exact enu~eration is not given in the BK; the commonly
accepted enumeration views rasa as sixfold, gandha--as ninefold, rupa 
as sixfold

1 
vayu as fivef~1cramr sabda as fourfold. 

15The Naiyayika conception of rupa does not include the . 11 formu 
or ." shape,11 of a thing (akarav i se$a~) as, for examp 1 e, roundness or 
squareness. The Naiyayikas particularize this charac;teristic as a 
.••particular arrangement of parts (avayavasarjlsthanavise~ah) .. 11 For 
a discussion of this view, cf. Tarka-Sa~graha of Annam hatta, ed. and 
notes by Y. V. Athalye and trans. by M. R. Bodas • Bombay Sanskrit 
Series, No. LV (Poona: R. N. Dandekar, 1963), p. 155; Dharmendra 
Nath Sastri, The Philosophy of Nyaya Vaise9ika and its Conflict with 
The Buddhist UTgnaga School TIJelhi: Bharatiya Vi0Ya""15rakashan, f904), 
pp. 251-261: Bimal Krishna Matilal, Perception (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1986), pp. 250-254. 

http:11cena.11
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16The Naiyayikas argument is unconvincing since the crystal qua 

guoin is cognized with the 11 changed colour.11 and not without colour,
t 

i.e.,with a gupa; cf. MAV, p. 187. · 
17Aghora Siva explains this conception in gre~ter _ detail _in 

· "Possessing ttie sarre prop:rties as these gross elerents, 
the subtle elerents are the material causes and sustaining agents of the gross elerents; . 
althoi.Jgh the QJ'!)SS ele.n=nts oos~es~distinct properties, the subtle elerents lc;ck_:__~uc;l]_QYJ2Qe~!-es ..___ 

.. . (tadbhutasamanagupam karanam aourakam t=a taSyaivf·tanmatram bhCJtasya
11hyayam v1se$0 v1se~arahitam tat) .. .-- . 

1118MA, 12.5, gives the etymology of the term ,11 tanmatra. as ,"just 
11those th1ngs [their measures are such .•• tad-matramil, -- i.e~, they are solely

what they are without the manifested distrnct1ons or qualities
(anabhivyaktavisesatvam), as the gross elements; Narayana Kantha describes 
them as being of the nature of fundamental elements (bhiitaprakftirupam ). ~ · 
With the receptacle analogy already mentioned, the subtle elements are 
themselves without manifested qualities, as a pot. Only the covering is 
perceptible. /

In his gloss on SK, v. 38 Vacaspati Misra glosses . 11 avisesa 11 with 
respect to the subtle eTements as .11 s4k§ma 11 

, w)lich is in opposition to the 
."sthula.11 

, the gross element i .e.t!'v1sesa.11 ~ Srikumara holds a similar 
con~eption in his commentary on _E_, v.61 ·{p. 124). 

19Besides vv. 5-20 .of the BK, the elements are also treated in verses 
30A-31 wherein a contra-pranantaliKaranavada (which links the gross element 
vayu with caitanya .) is refuted. In verses 37-42 the ·bautikendriyavadins 
are also refuted. In verse 45 there is a description of the subtle 
elements as they arise from the ego and in verses 68B-72A there is a 
refutation of the view that the bhoktr is simply a modification of the 
gross elements. · 

20This is clearly brought out in the MA and MAV; in MA, 6.1 where
in the atman is described as the cause or means (nTmftta) or-the universe, 
the locus is not considered to be the ego but the atman itself. In MA, 5. 
10 the mala-tainted souls are said to create the bhuvanas. In his ~ 
commentary Naraya~a KaQtha explains that the atman IS the nimitta qua
pravartika, the instigating cause, on account of the arising [as effects]
of the_/'worlds, organs and bodies,11 

-- all of which takes place for the 
bhogasadhana. · 

21 The specific manner of viewing the condition of ."embodiment" . 
11occurs on account of the .11 bhogasadhana. (BK, v. 4) and is threefold, consist

ing of the subtle body which is specific to individual souls, the objective
and intersubjective world which is common to all bound souls, and the 
-"bodies born of their world.11 (bhuvanajadeha) which represents both a common 
and rgstricted condition. A s1m1lar conception of embodiment is found in 

11the MAD. On the one hand, the physical body is saip to be a ,11 product.
of the material world (bhauti~J deha iti bhuvanajasarirasyopalakaanam, 
p. 343) while on the other hand, material creation when discusse is 

http:world.11
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done only with respect to the elements constituting the body -- for 
example, when the author of the MA comes to enumerate the qualities of 
the gross elements in some detaiT;' the discussion is restricted to the 
qualities constituting the physical body (cf. pg. 339-340). In the 
final analysis, the soul comes to share a common world and have its own 

11subjective world through a 1
11 specific1 subtle body; however, the accept

ance of the ,"common, shared world," (sadharanabhuvana) is not ontologic
ally explained given the ego-locus of the production of the elements, 
which only accounts for the ,11 bhuvana~adehal11 creation of the body itself. 
Vaise~ika, it may be noted, avoids t 1s problem with its doctrine of 
11 atoms/1 (taramar)uvada); the material atoms in their state as ,"effects," 1

(of the e ernal atoms) are threefold: in the form of the body, the 
sense organs and the objects of mundane consciousness (eg., Vaisesika 
Sutras 4.2.1: ,"tatpunah e,rthi VJadi karyain dravyam tri vidham sarirendriya
vi sa1asam~haka[I\" [only ~ga does not fall under this threefold distinc
tion ). mesha Sastri still construes the ultimate creation of the atoms 
and all they entail,. i.e.,the entire sphere of the ja<ja, in very
subjective terms: ~"The relation between 1Matter 1 an<rthe 1Atman 1 is 
vyan2ya-vyanjakabhava; so that, the harmony of the samsarayatra under 
the influe11ce of adqi;a becomes possible. ," Cf. Umesha Sastri, Conception
of Matter (Allahabad: Omesha Mishra, 1936), p. 55. 

22 
11The ~"phautikasarga, mentioned in SK, 52 and 53 does not . 

11elaborate on the evolution of the various ,''WOrlds, in connection with the 
elements. For a discussion of this problem in classical Sa~khya, cf. 
Gerald James !arson, Classical Samkhya (Santa Barbara: Ross Erikson, 
1979), pp. 193-197. 



Chapter III 

lHE SPHERE OF THE ORGANS 

1. 	The Sense and Motor Organs: The .''Organ." (indriya)Considered ~ ~ 

ucapacity,11 (s'akti) Distinct From its Corporeal-locus (sthana) 

Both the sense and motor organs are dealt with by Sadyojyoti 

independently of their originating-locus, the ego; a similar method is 

adopted in the treatment of the elements. In the examination of the 

organs, the argument is put forth that what is cal led an ."organ" is 

something quite distinct from the body part identified with the specific 

functioning of the organ, 1 a position dramatically opposed to the materi

alist, who holds that the organ is in fact just the corporeal functioning 

of certain body parts. According to the materialist, in the case of both 

the sense and motor organs, whenever there is a r"def ect,11 in the body part, 

the ."organ;" is not seen to function; for example, in the case of the 

motor organs, one may have legs and feet, which constitute the motor organ 

11of . 11 locomot ion. , and yet one may be -unab 1 e to wa 1k. The person may be 

crippled by a debilitating disease which prevents the body parts from 

functioning, thus proving that the body part and the organ are one and 

the same thing. In the case of the sense organs a similar argument 

applies: when one is blind, i.e. when there is a defect with one's 

eyes, one does not see, ."the sense of sight." is absent. 2 This absence of 

the ,"senseudue to a "defect" in the body part, the materialist argues, 

establishes that the sense organ is in fact identical with the body part. 

44 
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~ 

The Saivite uses the same examples offered by the materialist to 

prove the opposi~conclusion, i.e., that the sense organs cannot be 

identified with the body part. In the case of the motor organs and the 

11example of a 1
11 defect1 in those body parts contributory to the locomotive 

organ, i.e., the . legs and feet, the fact that the body parts exist and 

the motor ability is absent is proof that the two cannot be identified. 

If the body part is to be identified with the motor organ, then the ex

istence of the fonner necessitates the existence of the latter. The 

same argument applies to the sense organs and the example of blindness: 

one may have eyes yet one may not see. According to Sadyojyoti the cause 

of the absence of the functioning of the organ even when the body part is 

present is not due to a defect in the body part itself but rather in a 

defect of the sense organ whose capacity to function (takti) is separate 

from the body part. Sadyojyoti appeals to a cause of this .11 organ defect.11 

which the materialists would be unable to accept: karmic influences. 

Due to the 11 imperceptiblei11 

. 
(adrsta) karmic influences one may be given1 . 

eyes but not the ability to ,11 see.11 
, legs but net the ability to ,"walk", etc. 

In the case of the absence of the body part, the organ does not 

function due to the fact that the organ depends on the physical body 

part to provide it with a locus whereby it can be active. More specific 

terminology is employed by Aghora ~iva to describe the exact relation

ship between the organs and their corporeal loci. The general purpose 

11 11of both the sense aAd motor organs is .11 vitality1 or ."activity, (ce~ta 

or kriya). The organ (iQdriya) he describes as an instrument ~]~) 

which is essentially a faculty or capacity (Sakti) to function in a 

specific manner; however, it can only function when dependent on the 

http:11see.11
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corporeal-locus (sthana) which acts as a supporting-medium for the 

active functioning of the organ. 3 Although the organ is distinct from 

the corporeal-locus, it is dependent on this locus for its functioning. 

The metaphysical underpinning of this view is clear: the corporeal

locus (sthmia) is abstractly a representation of the sphere of material 
11creation, the sphere of the manifested ,11 qualities of the gross elements; 1 

it is only at the level of material creation that any real 11 activity,11 of1 

the sense and motor organs can occur since they both are only instru

ments engaged in material activity. 

2. The Tenfold Enumeration of the Organs 

Sadyojyoti provides the following enumeration of the organs along 

with their specific functions as: 

MOTOR ORGAN (KARMENDRIYA): ACTIVITY(KRIYA)QUA ACTION (KARMAN) 

Genitals (upastha) ••••••••••••••••• Joy (ananda) 

Foot (pada) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Locomotion (gamana) 

Anus (payu) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Evacuation (utsarga)° 

Hand (paqi) ..........................Seizing ( adana) 

Mouth (mukha) •••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• Speaking (vacana) 
-· --· SENSE ORGAN (JNANENDRIYA): ACTIVITY (KRIYA) QUA SENSATION (ALOCANA) 

Ear (sruti) ••••••••••••••••••••••.••Hearing (S°abdagrahakatva) 

Skin (tvak) •••••••••••••••••••••••••Touching(sparsagrahakatva) 

Eye (cak~us) ••••••••••••••••••••••••Seeing (rupagrahakatva) 

Tongue (jihva) ••••••••••••••••••••••••Tasting (rasagrahakatva) 

Nose (nasika~ •••••••••••••••·•••••••• Smel 1 i ng (gandhagrahakatva) 

11The ,11 activities, or .1'functions,11 serve as the inferential marks 
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whereby the organs come to be inferred. The specific and observable 

number of acti vitie·s establishes the enumeration of the imperceptible 

organs. The Naiyayika immediately rais.es the objection that, with 

respect to the motor organs, the reason (hetu) for inferring five organs from 

five activities is not justified; rather, the number of :•activities~ is 

1imi tless and therefore the so-called ."organs," should also be 1imi tless. 

According to the Naiyayikas all five activities fall under the category 

of ,"activity;'' (karman) and are a result of the sou11 s intentionality 

affecting a certain circumscribed part of the body (sariraikadesavrtti). 

Raising the eyebrows, claims the Uaiyayika,is simply one of these activ

ities:if we accept the principle that the 11 activities1
11 are the hetu for 

1 

the inferential establishment of the organs, then there should be an 

organ for every activity and in this case, for example, a specific organ 

for raising the eyebrows. 

By responding to the argument Sadyjoyjoti spells out his position 

more clearly: the ."activities" are said to be only five on account of 

their own inherent characteristics (antarbhava). These five are the 

!"basic factors~" (pradhanabhuta) in the whole variety of activities. 

i"Raising the eyebrows.", for instance, is classified as a species of 

1

11 grasping.11 (adana) and is mediated by the organ designated as the hand; 

in like manner, all forms of bodily evacuation, for example, are repre

sentatively attributed to the organ designated as the anus. Such reason

ing also applies to the sense organ and is most evident in the case of the 
\. 

sense organ ~skin~ whose activity is ~touching~: this organ clearly per

vades the whole ·body,_including a variety of specific body parts> which 

all fall under the category of this organ. 

http:111grasping.11
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With the argument defending the limitlessness of the motor 

organs having been rejected, Aghora Siva turns his attention to a criticism 

of the view that posit$ the singleness of the sense organs. The 

Naiyayika queries:_ - why not have just one 11 organ 11 which senses every-

thing) and the separate ."senses'' acting as "aspects" of this one sense?4 

The grasping of different kinds of objects (bhinnavi~ayagrahaka)can 

simply be explained as taking place through the different loci of one 

sense organ (ekamevaindriyamadhisthanabhedena}~ In his rebuttal Aghora 
I

Siva first accepts the need to postulate the general category of "sense 

organ" according to the principle that all activity is dependent on an 

agent; all activity consists of an . 11 agent 11 
, ,"instrument" and activity"-

in this case, the soul, the sense organ and the sensing. Although this 

11provides the need for a general category of ."organ, in the case of 

11 sensing 11 
, more than one sense organ must be postulated to account for 

the various kinds of sensing. If one were to accept the opponent's view 

then there would always be the necessity of appealing to another type of 

organ to describe the separate acts of sensing: as it is already 

established that there are only five kinds of ,11 activities 11 and therefore 

five kinds of organs, one would have to choose one of these five organs 

to represent the various activities. However, if one were to choose 

the 11 ear 11 
, for example, another organ would have to be postulated in 

order to account for the sensation of smell etc. Although this argument 

put forth by Aghora Siva is based on the prior principle that there are 

in fact only five types of sense activities and consequently five types 

of organs, we find a more general criticism of the opponent's view, for 

example, in the ~lokavartika~ 6 
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If the sense organ were one only, in all cases, then either 
everything or nothing would be perceived. If it be urged that 
we postulate different capacities (or functions) of the same 
sense organ -- then, these capacities themselves could be ·said 
to be so many distinct organs of sense. 

/

The five sense organs, maintains Aghora Siva, are limited to the 

sphere of those five phenomena which are ~grasped~, the specific function 

of the act of sensing. This , 11 grasping,11 is described as an act of sensing 

(alocana) 7 which takes place when the organ is in the proximity (samnidhi) 

of its object. It can also be described in more general terms as an act 
11 	 11of ."resembling, or1

11mirroning, (samnibhatva)8 in tenns of which the sense 

organs, through the medium of the ,11 interna1 organs," buddh i and man as, 
11 	 1 11provide the ,"vidya tattva, ·(the final ,_

1 instrument, facilitating empirical 

consciousness for the soul) with an internal ,"copy," (antarakara) of 

the external counterpart (bahyakarasadr~atva). 

3. 	The Necessity of the Postulation of ~ Separate and Tripartite uinternal 
Organ,... . (antahkarana) Distinct from the Sense with Motor Organs 

The three internal organs -- buddhi, ahawkara and~ -- are in

ferred on account of their activities: cognition (bodha) effort (samrambha) 

and wi 11 ( iccha). Sadyojyoti maintains that these activities cannot be explained by 

the various elements or organs so far discussed; the internal organs, 
I

for example_, are not ."products," of the material elements. Aghora Siva 

provides three reasons for holding that the internal organs must be in

ferred from the three stated activities. The first reason lays down the 

general principle already enunciated that all the tattvas from kala to 

the Earth are ,11 established,11 inferentially by means of their ,!!effects,", 

in this case, cognition etc. Secondly, there is no _other means of !'proof" 
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or ,11 correct cognitioni11 (pramaoa) except inference to establish a correct 
11 11understanding of the observable l

11 activities, or 11 effects. • Thirdly, and1 

lastly, it is inappropriate to bring into the discussion more than three 

tattvas to explain the three basic activities of cognition etc.; thus, 

buddhi, aha~kara and manas each are said to have several functions, 

each of which is a specific transformation (vrtti) of its respective 

organ. However, each of the organs is considered to have ~ single function 

(ekarthatva) encompassing all the various instances of its respective activ

ity. In passing, it should be noted that the establishment of the nature of 

the antaQkaraoa rules out the possibility of attributing this organ to just 

one tattva as, for example, buddhi itself. 

Sadyojyoti employs an analogy to explain the relation between the 

internal organ and the sense organs in the act of cognizing (BK, v.28-29). 

He says that the three internal organs and the five sense organs combine 

together to carry out the activities which are specific to the internal 

organs; the whole process is carried out for the soul in the accomplish

ment of bhoga. The analogy given to explain the relation between the 

internal and sense organs is that of the palanquin and the palanquin

bearers: if either the palanquin or the palanquin-bearers is absent, no 

activity takes place. 10 The internal organs cannot carry out their 

functions without the sense organs nor can the sense organs carry out 

their functions without the internal organs. 

The internal organs are said to be dependent on the sense organs 

because there can be no cognition of things (adhyavasaya) etc. without a 

prior apprehension of some external object perceived through the senses; 
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even in the case of dreaming the images which constitute the dream are 

ultimately derived from the senses even though during the activity of 

the dream the internal organ is not immediately dependent on the senses, 
11i.e., on a perception of an external object (bahyarthalocana). The 

senses, on the other hand, are dependent on the internal organs since 

:''attenti venessr11 
( avadhana) and so forth are required in order to sense 

11 	 11things; the sense organs must be .11directed, and i 
11controlled, by an 

12instrumental and onto-epistemological · faculty higher than themselves. 

4. 	The Refutation _of the View that the Internal Organ is ~ Modification 
of The Vital Air (prapa) 

/
According to Aghora Siva one school of the Carvakas maintains that 

11 11the internal organ is simply the 1 ife-force energy of ~ prapat (pranantahkarana

vada). Although this doctrine came to be developed by Carvaka it is in 

fact a doctrine which runs throughout the Upanisads)wherein praoa is. 
regarded as the first principle of life in the body>and ca~e to be used 

11 	 11as a synonym for .11 lifet in general and 11 consciousness1 in particular. 13 
1 

According to the Carvakas prapa is the cause -0f consciousness and is 

something living organisms are endowed with. Prana itself, however, is 

simply a transformation of one of the four basic material elements consti tut

ing the world. 
/

Aghora Siva brings forth three reasons to refute the identifica

tion of praoa with the internal organ. Firstly, since prana, according 
/ 

11to the Saivites, is ontologically dependent on ,"volitional activity, 

(prayatna) which is one of the functions of the ego-principle qua internal 

organ, prapa obviously presupposes the existence of an internal organ other 

than itself. Secondly, if the function of prana is said to emit 
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consciousness, as the Carvaka maintains, then some t"instrument:' must 

be postulated in order to account for the genesis of consciousness, i.e. 

if praoa is said to be the 11 origin1
11 (utpatti) out of which conscious1 

ness arises, then an instrument must be postulated through which this 
11activity can evolve. In this case, however, . ~ 1 airj (vayu) is consider

ed the cause and consciousness the effect; between the cause -and the 

effect there must be the medium of an instrument. Since prana qua 
11 air 11 is considered to be the cause it cannot also be the instrument. 
• . 1. 

Thirdly, and finally, as the internal organ, pratia cannot be saHJ to emit 

consciousness~as prapa is simply a modification of the material element 
11 '111 air. : something purely ."material ~·· cannot create something 

1

11 conscious.1

With regard to the first two criticisms of the Carvaka view, the 

first claims that praoa itself will require an instrument and the second 

that the production of consciousness will require one; in neither case 

can praQa be considered the instrument. Although it begs the question, 

the first criticism is based on the argument that consciousness in fact 

precedes the biological functions entailed by prana and is not, as the 

Carvaka holds, a result of these functions. For example, in sleep we 

do not engage in physical activities considered to be biological functions 

of prana; such activities are only engaged in once there has been some 

volitional motivation, which indicates that volitional activities pre

cede activity based on praQa. By implication, if volition precedes 

praQa, consciousness precedes prava. Concerning the second criticism, i.e., 

that one and the same thing cannot be considered to be both a cause and 

1 

I 

an instrument, the Carvakas ) might reproach the Saivite with the same 
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charge, as many of the tattvas are often thought of in different casual 
11 	 11terms. The subtle elements, for example, are both f''causes, and effects, 

11 	 11at one and the same time: !
11 causes, of the material elements and .11 effects, 

. 	 . 

of maya. Buddhi, for example, is both the cause and the instrument of 

11 
,
11 cognition. (bodha). The examples could easily be multiplied. The 

Carvakas might also point out that;with respect to the third criticism, 

their own view is in fact not much different from the satkaryavaaa view 

that the ,"gross/' (sthulatva) emerges as a modification of ,"the subtle.11 

(_~~smatva), except that in this case the subtle emerges as a modification 

of the gross. 

5. 	The Refutation of the View that the Internal Organ is ~Quality of 
the Soul (AtmaguQata) 

Sadyojyoti proceeds to criticize the Nyaya conception of the 

internal organ as represented by ,11 buddhi/1 
, i.e. jnana, as a quality of 

the soul considered as its substratum (dravya). The debate takes place 

over the argument concerning the ontological status of buddhi as the 

representative organ of the tri.adic internal organ. Both the Uaiyayika 
, 

and the Saivite agree that the soul is eternal; however, they disagree 

over the explanation of the soul's connection to finite, limited con
/

sciousness. According to Aghora Siva, the soul is intrinsically endowed 

with consciousness -- without any limitations. However, when its powers 

are limited by empirical consciousness, i.e., bhoga, the bu~~h~ functions 

as the means whereby the sou 1 experiences. The sou 1 ,11 grasps,11 the 
~ 

objective content of the buddhi. The Naiyayikas, argues Aghora Siva, 

establish too close a relationship between empirical consciousness and the 

http:subtle.11
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consciousness of the soul when they describe empirical consciousness 

as a quality of the soul; in doing so, they open their view to a host 

of contradictions. 
/

According to Aghora Siva the Naiyayikas adopt a twofold concei:tion 

of the - means of experience (bhogasadhanata)that involves the sense organs 

and material elements. Accordingly, the range of experience (bhogyatva) 

is limited to the sphere (viiayatva) of the material elements and the 

sense organs which grasp those material elements. As the instruments 

whereby experience or bhoga occurs, the sense organs are the only factors 

which could correspond to the role of an internal organ -- collectively 

taking on the role of buddhi. However, for the Naiyayikas buddhi is 

not considered a means of experience; it is simply the experience it

self (samvedana) which arises in the soul when there is the triadic 

contact of the soul with the senses with their objects. 14 The soul 

exists .as the substratum wherein this experience arises as its ,11 qua 1i ty,11 • 

According to Sadyojyoti (BK, 48A) this establishment of the relationship 

betweenlthe soul and buddhi as substratum and quality creates the contra

11diction that 
1 

11 the known object~ can in fact not be cognized, as the soul, 

according to the Naiyayikas, can have no objective relation to the 

:'objects of experience1
11 As wel 1, attributing the transitory condition • 

of cognitive experience to the soul as its intrinsic property cannot make 

sense since the soul is supposed to be ."eternal..1115 

- IIn light of the fault with the Nyaya view Aghora Siva elucidates 
-the Agamic teaching concerning the relationship between the eternal soul 

and the transitory empirical experience. Empirical cognition or ex

perience [specifically designated as the bu::fdhi-originated 11 bodha.1']
1 
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is twofold: of the nature of,11 ascertainment1
11 (adhyavasaya) and of the 

nature of ,11 grasping1 

11 (grahakatva). Ascertainment is described as the 

particular activity of the buddhi wherein there is the changing 

cognitions . 11 of this or thatr~' .and involves the representational activity 

of buddhi as it carries on its role as the instrument of empirical 

11consciousness. The , 11 grasping, aspect of empirical cognition does not 

belong to the buddhi but rather to the soul, as an intrinsic condition 

of the soul. The soul grasps the ascertained object. The grasping 

aspect remains an eternal character of the soul and the ascertaining 

aspect remains a transitory character of the buddhi. Such a position 

is meant to avoid attributing impermanent cognition to the soul • 
.I

According to Aghora Siva the buddhi -- qua representative organ 

of the triadic antahkarana -- is indeed an ,11 object1
11 of experience; he 

quotes the Tattva Samgraha which describes the buddhi qua :'object-of-the

soul 1 s-consciousness1 

11 as appearing to the soul in terms of an internal 

1experience , ·of 11the nature ( rupa) of joy etc .~ and of "the appearing in 

the form of the external object.11 (i.e., the akara of the visaya). In 

this case, there is no triadic , 11 sap.nikar§a 11 oetweenttie soul, senses and1 

the objects. The relation the soul has to the discernment of the buddhi, 

i.e. the modifications of the buddhi (buddhivrtti), does not alter the 

intrinsic and eternal conditions of the soul but merely . covers them 

over. (anuranjakatva). In place of construing the internal instrument 

11 11as a , guoa. dependent on the triadic sarimikaqa Sadyojyoti describes the 

internal organ (together with the senses) as ~the immediate means where

by enjoyment is accomplished (saksat bhogasya sadhanam). (BK, 49) 

http:object.11
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In this case· there is a distinction between lukaranai" and :.''saahanal11
: . 

the i nterna 1 and external senses act as a .1'karaoa-" that funct i ans 

as the immedtate or direct -'~'sadhana." whereby1·the soul comes to grasp 

the;;d'bjects presented by the senses. If the _i•tnstruments 11 were con

sidered to be the direct ."i.nstruments.11 of the soul 1 s cognition they 

would be extensions of the soul 1 s consciousness -- ~. this would attribute 

transitoriness to the soul. By describing them as the ."means" whereby 

this consciousness occurs,Sadyojyoti avoids drawing a direct ontological 

relation between these instruments and the consciousness of the soul. 

Sadyjojoti provides a number of analogies to explicate this 

notion of the !"saksat sadhanatva,1116 role of the internal and external 
/ 

,
11 instruments 11 As Aghora Siva points out, these ana1ogies are meant to•

1 

illustrate a basic teleological· principle of the _satkaryavada: 17 the 

instruments, being by nature of an uncon?cious nature (acetanatva)Jcan

not exist for their own sake (svarthatv~) but must exist for the sake of 

a conscious soul (cetanapur~~rth~). The discussion concerning the 

instruments is hereby elevated from a purely causal framework to one 

concerned with purpose (arthatv~). Just as the king employs (prayunkte) 

soldiers for the purpose of conquering, so the soul is said to employ the 

mental apparatus, i.e. the internal and external instruments. The second 

analogy indicates that not only are the mental apparatus in themselves 

purposeless, they are powerless: when soldiers are engaged in battle>the 

king is said to be the ."agent-", just as when the instruments are engaged in 

experiencing, the soul is said to be .the agent. The final analogy points out 

that the instruments have no purpose of their own; they simply serve 

the purpose of the soul in the same way as the conquest is not for the 

sake of the soldiers but for those things the king desires from the 
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17conquest. In short, the employment, agency and purpose of the internal 

and external , 11 instruments,11 
, i.e. J the totality of mental faculties, are 

attributed to the soul. 18 

The mediating factor between the soul and the ~instruments! 1 , 

the mediating factor engaged in the bringing about of the employment, 

agency and purpose of the instruments, is said to be bhog~. Bhoga is the 

middle term thought to bridge the distinction between, on the one hand, 

a complete separation of the soul from the instruments of empirical 

consciousness and on the other, a limited involvement of the soul in 

empirical consciousness. The main criticism of the Uaiyayika doctrine 

of the connection of the soul to empirical consciousness is based on the 

Naiyayika 1 s account of the soul's invol veme·nt in empirical consciousness: 

it rules out the possibility of an explanation of the !'separation.11 of the 

soul from the condition of empirical cun.sciousness. One may,however, 
/ 

query · the Saivite solution to this problem: does it overcome the 

same difficulty the Uaiyayika conception of the relation is claimed 

to be in? 19 ·· 

Bhog~, as it has been pointed out, is specifically defined as the 

11 buddhivrtti ·~--anurari'jan~.11 , i.e. ,the obscuration or empassionment by the vari

ous states of mind (i.e.Jthe collection of internal and external 

instruments). The Naiyayika may very well argue that this description, 

or perhaps more accurately ."analogy 11 
, actually describes the soul along 

the lines of a substratum qualified by a certain property. The triadic 

formula of -"bho~.-bhog~-bhogya,11 attributes an inseparable (samavaya) 

relation .of the bhoktr and the bhoga; in this case ."bhoga!' takes on 

http:11buddhivrtti�~--anurari'jan~.11
http:separation.11
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the role that buddhi (qua jnana) plays in the Naiyayika system. For, 

although the soul is always considered to be a bhoktr, once the bhogya 

falls away in the released state, so also does the bhoga, even though 

structurally the soul is>by definition,still considered a bhoktr. 

Similarly, according to the Nyaya, the soul is still considered a sub

11stratum (dravya) even though the ,11 quality, of empirical consciousness is 

no longer active; the structure of the _..inherent relation,11 (samavaya) 

still exists. 20 



Chapter III 

NOTES 

1The sense and motor organs fall under the general category of 
11 

,
11 indriya1 -- ,"instrument," or :•organ,". Although their specific functions 
are different, 11 sensing1

11 (alocana) in the case of the sense organs and1 

!'activity," (kannan) in the case of the motor organs, much of what applies
to the one se~ of organs applies to the other. 

2The argument not only defends the bhautika nature of the sense 
o,rgans but also supports the view that the sense organ does not, as the 
Saivite holds, come into contact (sa~nidhi) with its object; the eye
itself is said to be the sense organ on the grounds that we perceive
objects either reflected or embedded in crystals -- proving~that the eye 
11 11 
, organ1 does no;t come in contact with the object. For the ::>a iv ite 
r~sponse, cf.~, pp. 260-264. 

3The schematic representation appears as follows: 
/ 

11 ."SAKTI, 11 CESTA 11 

' • t ' 

• -~ ~RMA~ I 
KARAtlA ~ ..~ STHAilA ,....i KRIYA° ,.... •l -KARWtlDRIYA) 

. 
- .

(INDRIYA) (ADHARA) : .j ~~~~II~liEllDRIVA} 
4Taken up in Nyaya Sutras, 3.1.52-61. 

5According to the view which posits the singleness of the the 
sense organs, the grasping of different objects (bhinnavi~ayagrahakatvam) 
takes place through the different loci of the sense organ (ekam evaindriyani
adhisthanabhedena). The various deficient ."conditions," (vyava"Sth't) such 
as blindness, deafness, ttc. are said to occur through the various and 
respective capacities (saktayah); cf • .sea. pp. 256-258. 

6The Sloka Vartika criticizes this view in a more logical fashion: 
If the sense organ were one only, in all cases, then either everything
or nothing would be perceived. If it be urged that we postulate
different capacities (or functions) of the same sense organ -- then 
these capacities themselves could Qe said to be so m~ny di~tinct organs 
of sensy 1' 

1 
• ekam ~pd{ ~pavedak~am _§rva i rgrhy~ta va .!:§. va/


kalpyate sakt1Dlle0asce sakh revendriy arn bhavet. 
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Cf. Slokavartika, trans. by Ganganatha Jha, J3ibl iotheca Indi,ca; No. 
1183 (Calcutta: Asiatic Society 1908), p. 97; Slokavartika of Sri 
Kumarila Bha~ta, ed. SwamT Dvarikadasa SastrT, PracyabharatY- -S-eries, 
10 (Varanasi: Tara Publications, 1978),p. 133. 

_ l BK, v. 258: 11 s'abdadyalocanarh tesa~ 1rttib Sabdaai sar,11nidhau. ,11 
1

Sarrikhya Karika, v. 28A, IS very similar: saod~dl,?U paiicanamalocanamatramI 

: .syatevctbQ.,11 cf .. Mainkar, Sarpkhya Karika ofiSvarakrsna, p. 84. 

11 11 118Aghora Siva takes .11 samni bhatvam. C11 mi rrori ng1 or 11 resembl i ng, ) as 
a variant reading of 11 sarnnidhiQ, 11 C'_'proximityi").1 

119The Tamil manual 
1 

11 Tattuva-Kattalei, , which is also known as the Tattuva
Prakasam, lists four internal ·organs, the fourth being ,11 sittam (Sanskrit, 
11 s1ddha1Jn. Both the buddhi and sittam are said to evolve directly from 
prakrti; buddhi is the cause of the afiamkara which is itself the cause of 
.man as while s I ttam creates no f urthert attvas and is described as , 11 the wi ll.11 

• 
11Cf. Henry R. Ho1srngton, 11 Tattuva Ka6talei ,, trans. and notes by Henry

Hoisington, Journal of the 
1 

Americanriental· Society, IV (1854), PP. 7, 15, 16. 

10According to Aghora Siva, althougr. ·it is not actually stated the. . 
antaQkaraoa must be the sibhika and the jnanendriyani the collective 
udvah1n, together accomplishing the udvahana which is the various kriya, 
iccha etc. But the soul, for whom this all takes place, is presumably the 
enJoyer of this udvahana. SK, v.35 -presents the analogy of the function as the 
gatekeeper (dvar1n)and the-gate (dvar), the former the antaQkaraQa and the 
latter the .jnanendriyani, the instruments of external perception. This analogy 
plays more on the idea of the internal and the external. In the Katha Upanisad
1.3.3-4, the analogy of the atman riding in a chariot plays on the same--1dea 
0f ~bearing 11 · and indeed on the interdependence of the various aspects which 
do tthe bearing. In Maitri !!£_. (2.4) the atman is described as 11 carted,11 

(rathita). 
1 

11 It is a generally held position by the various philosophical schools 
that dreams are simply an activity of the internal organ; the mental 
creations(vasana) being 11 modifications1 

11 (vrttayT~) of previous perceptions · 1

{purvanubhutavastu) during waking activit!es. is epistemological approach 
to dreams to a certain extent de-emphasizes the portentious aspect of 
dreaming. For a discussion of the understanding of dreaming in Vedanta, 

11cf. Andres O. Fort, , 11 Dreaming in Advaita Vedanta, . PEW 35, 4 (1985), 
pp. 377-386. . 

12The YuktidTpika discusses a similar debate among the Sa~khya
teachers concerning the status of the sense organs in the activity of 

11perceiving things. It is said that a certain 
1 

11 PancaahikaraQa
1 

holds that 
they are due to the antagkaraaa; according to Pancadhikarana the organs are 
destitute of activity, like a dry river -- external factors are re
quired. For discussion of this debate within Sa~khya, cf. Pulinbinhari 
Chakravarti, Origin and Development of the Samkhya System of Thought
Delhi: Oriental Boo~Repr1nt, 1975~ pp. 181-182. --
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13cf•.ladunath Sinha, Indian Psychology of Perception 
(London: _ Trubner and Co., 1934),--p-p. -230-241 and Paul Deussen, 

The Philosophy of the Upanisads (New York: Dover Publications, 1966), 
pp. 274-280. S1nha-5ums up the psycho-biological conception of praoa 
that is shared by Carvaka as well (p.241).

The organism, however, is a material aggregate endowed with life 
(praoa), which is not the activity of an organ in particular, but 
is recognized to be the total function of the body.

As Sinha points out, although both the motor and sensory organs 
are dependent on praoa, 11 in order to perform their respective functions, t 

111 pra2a~11 , in any case, differs from the sense organs (indriya) is not 
being an instrument, and consequently, is not in a position to interact 
with physical phenomena as its objects (vi~aya).: 1 (p. 241). 

14The catu~taya-factor (atman-manas-indriyani-arthani) is not 
mentioned in Hyfa ~utras 1 • 1~4 (." indr I yatthasan ni kar~of pann am ••• 
aratyak~amn. ccording to Vatsyayana this sutra IS not a complete
escrip ion of perception but only mentions the most significant factors; 

cf. Uayaya-sutra with Vatsyayana•s Bhasya, trans. Mrinalkanti Gangopadhyaya
with 1ntr. by Deb1nprasad Chattopadhyaya (Calcutta: Indian Studies, 1982), 
pp. 24-26. • According to Randle, the sutrakara had obviously not 
systematized manas as one of the four factors; cf. H.N. Randle, Indian 
Logic in ~~e ~arl_v Schools (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1930), 
ir.·6/. 

1115Moreover, the Naiyayikas cannot attribute ,11 dharma, etc. (i.e. the 
dispositional qualities) to the soul, as this would attribute insentience 
(jadatva) and mutability (avikaritva) to the soul. Dispositional
qualities entail change through their refining activities and lasting
impressions. 

1116Aghora Siva glosses ,11 saksat sadhanam/1 with sak~at karaciam, ; 

buddhi is not an atmagur.ia but a 1"sak~at 'S'adhanaJ1°1 
, i.e. , karana;11 

• 

17For example, cf. Samkhya Sutras 3.58 and 6.40; prakrti is 
1"pumarthamt'. ' 

18A similar analogy concerning the king, soldiers and the victory 
is found in the Yogabha~ya. 11 The victory or defeat carried out by the 
soldiers is attributed to the king in the same manner as bondage and 
release are attributed to the soul, although they are carried out in 

and by the buddhi:~ The Bhoktr (soul) experiences the fruit of the re
lease or bondage: -bondage 1s of the thinking substance (buddhi) only 
and is the failure to attain the purposes of the Self. Release is the 

11termination of the purposes of the self ., cf. The Yoga System of Patanj al i 
trans. James Haughton Woods (Delhi: Motilal Banars1dass, 1977T:'" p. 145. 

19 11one may question the Sai vite postulation of ,11bhoga, as the 
intermediary link between the soul and the activities of the mental 
faculties. It is clear in Vatsyayana, for example, that the cognitive 

http:atmagur.ia
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11and dispositional activities take place on the level of the 1
11 guf)a~ 

and not in the soul itself. 

20 1n this respect, Saivism is in agreement with mkhya Karika', 
v .37 wherein buddhi is described as the sadhaia of al 1 e ,11 ¥hoga
of the luruja\'Sarvam pratyupabhogain yasmat puruiasya sadhaya i uddh i h ) 1 

11 
• 

Vacaspa i Misra, in his commentary on this verse, completely severs any
ontological link between the bhoktr-b~oga-bhogya triad. He states that 
since the ,"purusiirtha:' is the only mo 1vating factor (prayof katva:) of 
the functioning of all the instruments, the most important pradh~a)
is the one which is 11 the direct means of accomp 1 i shment ( saksats[ ana.) 11 

-- i.e. the buddhi, 
1

just as the king's chief minister in the collection 
of taxes. Cf. Tattva-Kaumudt, trans. Ganganatha Jha (Bombay: Tookaram 
Tatya, 1896), p. 78. 



.Chapter IV 

-THE SPECIFIC INTERNAL ORGANS: MANAS, BUDDHI AND AHAMKARA 

1. The Concept of Manas 

11 111The Sanskrit term . manas is etymologically cognate with the 

English term ,11 mind.11 Generally speaking, in the oldest 1 i terature such• 

as the Vedas, ."manas.11 is held to be the principle of sentiency. Through

11 11 11out the Upani~ads 11manas. stands for the ,11 m~nd, in general; . manasu 

also takes on mythic proportions, as Deussen points out: 2 

Originally manas had a more general meaning, and in its indefinite 
11 11character corresponded nearly to our ,11 disposition , •

11 feeling; ,1 
11 11 

,
11 heart1 , •

11 spi rit, • As such manas represents not infrequently the 
spiritual principle in general, and becomes sometim~s a name for 
the first principle of things, Brahman or the Atman. 

With the rise of the philosophical schools manas generally comes 

to signify an inner faculty or uorgan,11 
; not all of the schools consider 

11manas a ,11 separate, organ. 3 S~kara, for instance, recognizes that the 

.'
1 internal organ,11 (antahkarana) is called by different names in different 

places in the Upani?ads, such as manas, buddhi, vijnana and cit; in 

other places, he says, the internal organ is just sutx:fivided into manas 

and buddhi, the former describing a doubting activity (sa~daya) and the 

latter an ascertaining activity (niscaya). 4 ~ankara himself does not 

specifically establish the separate functions of a buddhi or manas but 

merely wishes to establish the existence of an internal organ respons

i b 1 e for the various menta1 activities, i.e., an internal "' organ that acts as the 

controlling factor over the .11 flow,11 
, so to speak, of perceptions, both 
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apperceptive and external. 5 Moreover, in the formal definition of the 

act of perception the author of the t~yaya Sutras does not include ,11 manas.' 1 

as a factor in the perceptual act nor does it appear in the listing of 
6the sense organs. With those schools that accept manas as a separate 

factor responsible for empirical consciousness, manas is often assigned 

the role of regulating the flow of perceptual activity at the level of 

its genesis, as is the case in the Bhoga Karika. 

Sadyojyoti only devotes one verse to manas (BK, v. 32)) qualify

ing it by three characteristics: it urges the senses into action, 7 

I 
causes volitional activity and functions rapidly. Aghora Siva explains 

these three functions in greater detail. The rapid activity of the manas 

describes its ontological role in the genesis of perceptual activity. 
I 

Eyen though the soul is in itself omniscient, states Aghora Siva, it 

cannot experience objects perceptually in a simultaneous manner; what 

appears as an experience in which we are aware of different perceptions-

i .e.>seeing and smelling one thing at the same time is in fact an ex

perience generated from two separate perceptions occuring in quick 

succession. A unified perceptual experience based -On all five sense 

organs together with an apperception is in fact a collection of temporally 

discrete perceptual events. Aghora Siva provides ' an analogy to explain this 

conception of the sequentiality of perceptual experience (kramikajnana): 

a needle piercing a large quantity of compactly stacked lotus leaves 

appears as if it pierces each of the leaves simultaneously when in fact 

it pierces each leaf separately. Another common analog.Y, although from a 

Buddhist source, is based on the exp·2rience of a dance performance: 8 
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Under such conditions as the witnessing of the dancing girl, 
we find that each single sensation, even though intervened by
five other sensations, appears to be close to, and unseparated
from, the other; for instance, at the same time that one sees 
the girl dancing, he also hears the song and its accompaniments, 
goes on tasting the camphor and other spices, smells the sweet 
fragrance of flowers placed before the n-0strils, touches the 
air proceeding from the fans and thinks Jf making presents of 
clothes and ornaments. 

Manas is also said to have the function of prompting 
/

{pravartaka) particular sense organs into activity; although Aghora Siva 

is not specific concerning the relation between the ,"quick action,11 of the 
11manas and its role as 11the promptor, of the sense organs, one may assume1 

that the former function actually qualifies the latter, i. e.1 manas 

prompts the particular sense organs into action in a rapidly sequential 

fashion. As well, when Sadyojyoti describes the third characteristic of 

manas as .11 the cause of volitional acti vi_ty1

11 (icchahetutva), the fact of 

the rapid activity of the manas applies here as well. According to 
I 

Aghora Siva, manas has the twofold directedness of superintending over 

the activities of the _external (i.e.>sense) organs as well as supertend

ing over the apperceptive activities. As the cause of volitional activi

ty( iccha) manas is ref erred to as the cause of the 11 attention...
1 

(avadhan9) or .11

. 
intention,11 (samkalpa) involved in apperceptive acts. , 

Although it is only reasonable to consider the ."rapid activity." 

of manas as qualifying its involvement in both the external senses and 

apperceptive conditions, the exact nature of the manas is not exactly 
I (

spelled out by either Sadyojyoti or Aghora Siva. Aghora Siva quotes the 

Mrgendra Agama which describes the manas in very similar terms as does 

the Bhoga Karika, i.e.) that manas is the instigator of the senses, acts 
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rapidly and is involved in intentional activity (devapravartakam 

~ighnacari sa~kalpadhanni _ ca); 9 Aghora Siva interprets this in the 

sense that the manas is the superintending or controlling factor in

volved in both external and internal perceptual acts. The Matanga 

Agama,which Aghora Siva also quotes, states that manas is twofold>as it 

11both superintends over the sense organs as we 11 as ,11 interi ori z~s1 the sense 

organs through intentional activity. The question concerning the basic 

function of the manas is important since .11 volition,11 (iccha) is considered 

to be the specific function of manas, as Sadyojyoti refers to volition, 

effort and cognition as the three specific functions of manas, ego and 

buddhi. If.11volition,11 is the specific function of manas, then ,11 rapid 

activity.11 and ,"instigator of the sense organs,11 qualify the volitional 

character of manas, which appears to be the most logical manner of interp

reting the three functions. Ontologically, manas operates in a 

manner that establishes a sequential order (kramika) in cognitive acts; 

epistemologically, manas focuses through intentional activity (avadhana 

11qua .11 iccha. ) on which sense or apperceptive event will be engaged. The 

Tattva Prakasa appears to hold this view that the volitional activity is 

the central function of manas. The difficulty in viewing iccha as the 

specific function of manas appears to be the exact nature of this iccha, 

the wilful activity of choosing this or that perception or apperception. 10 

Another topic discussed by those doctrines that accept manas as a 

separate organ concerns the ,11 size or ,11 magnitude,11 of manas, although 

neither Sadyojyoti nor Aghora Siva discusses this point. The 5aivite 

holds that manas has unlimited magnitude (vibhutv~). To the objection 

http:activity.11
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that if manas manifests things sequentially it must be of a limited 
I

magnitude (anutva), the Saivite responds that all limitation with respect 

to manas is due to the obfuscation of external factors ultimately caused 

by karmic influences. 11 

2. The Three Functions of the Ego 

The ego (ahamkara) is perhaps the most significant aspect of the 

process whereby bhoga is brought about; although the buddhi is the 

locus wherein all the activities of the cognitive faculties of the 

internal organ come to function synthetically, the ego as the principle 

of individuation is the point at which the false identification of the 

soul with the contents of the internal organ actually takes place. It is 

the ego _that attaches a sense of legitamacy, authority and importance to 

the modifications of the buddhi. Buddhi is simply the ascertainment of 

external objects and internal cognitions; the ego ,"individualizes~" this 

ascerta rnme11t and attaches a "persnna 111 ·rea lfty to rit, thus· creating the 

conception that the internal organ is itself the principle of conscious

ness. Soteriologically considered, the ego is indeed the most important 

factor of the triadically constituted internal organ. 

Sadyoyjoti subdivides the ego into three functions constitut

ing two branches: 12 

(The Ego Principle) 

r-----------------------
M~OIFACIO~_ACIIVITY l 

_ _ (vrtt1) _ (janakatva) 
., . 

I 
~- - . - - - - - - - - - ~ _'1
Prompts tne 
 Source of Generates the 
Bio-forces Ego-conception Lower Tattvas 

1 
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These three functions correspond to the physiological, psychological 

and ontological dimensions of the ego. Physiologically the ego 

constitutes the vital functions of the body through the biological 

instigation of the five vital airs (~ etc.); psychologically it is 

the source of the conception (pratvaya) of the notion of .11 I,11 affixed to 

cognitive acts; and ontologically it is the source or cause of all the 

lower tattvas inclusive of manas, the sense and motor organs, and the 

gross and subtle elements. Again, as in his treatment of manas, 

Sadyojyoti does not specifically describe the relation between these 

three subdivisions of the ego, although he does claim that the specific 

function of the ego is physiological, i.e. the prompting of the bio-forces, 

which may indicate that this aspect of the ego has a priority over the 

other two functions in a temporal and constitutive sense. 

As the cause of the lower tattvas the ego is sub-divided into 

three branches according to the preponderance of one of the three gu~as: 

- -JTAIJASA ~ - - - - - .Sense organs and Manas
I 
1 (Sattvika) 
I 

I 


l ARA§1kARA l - - + -1 VAIKARIKA I- - - - - -Motor Organs
I 
1 (Raj asa) 

I 

1 
_ 4(iHDTAOI L- ____ Subtle Elements 

(Tamasa) 

This classification of the ontological aspect of the ego is not 

identical with the more well known classification given in the Samkhya 

Karika, according to which the Sattvika aspect is termed vaikarika and 

the rajasa aspect taijasa; as well, in the Samkhya Karika both the 
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sattvika and tamasa aspects are said to arise on account of the 

rajasa aspect (taijasa vibhaya), t1hic·1 itself: has no specific creative 
11function such as the creation of the 11 active, motor organs. The sattvika1 

aspect is said to be the source of the eleven organs, i.e.>manas and the 

sense and motor organs. 13 The classification found in the Bhoga Karika 
,

is also not identical with classifications found in other Saivite works 

dealing with the tattvas. The Tattva Praka~a, for instance, states that 

the Taijasa aspect gives rise to manas, vaikarika gives rise to the senses 

(ak§a) 14 and the bhutadi gives rise to the subtle elements. Aghora ~iva 

interprets this classification in a manner consistent with the Bhoga 

Karika; 15 SrTkumara, however~alters the gu~ic constitution of the 

taij~~ and vaikarika aspects and assigns a different function to them: 

vaikarika is said to be sattvika and gives rise to the motor and sense 

organs; taijasa is said to be rajasa and is the cause of manas; and 

bhutadi ;remains as tamasa which,is the cause of the subtle elements. 
'· 

The argument employed to prove that the various ,11 resul ts 11 i.e. , 

the lower tattvas -- are in fact ontologically generated from the ego is 

based on t'1e principle that ,11 an effect is seen to act in conformity with 

its cause.:• In the case of the ego the gu~ic traits constituting it 

are considered to be the causative elements contributing to the ontolog
11 11ical 1

11 status, of the 1
11 effects, Hence, since the sense organs and manas• 

are of an illuminating nature they must be derived from that aspect of the 

ego which is of an illuminating ~ature, i.e. sattva. The motor organs 

11are active and are therefore inferred to be derived from the 11 acti ve, , 

rajasic, aspect of the ego. The subtle elements are inferred to be 
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11 11derived from the ,11 dark! or_ .''obscurat i ona1 , i.e. tamas i c, aspect of the 1 

ego by process of elimination. 16 

Although this type of inference from the establishment of the 

ontological status of the effect to the establishment of the status of 

the cause is sufficient to establish that the sense organs, for example, 

are derived from an illuminating, i.e. sattvic cause, it is not sufficient 

to explain why these three different causes are necessarily co-existent 

as one cause, the ego. Although this problem is not directly taken up 
I

by either Sadyojyoti or Aghora Siva,it is obliquely addressed when 

Sadyjojyoti states in verse 41 that kanna is responsible for delegating 

the restrictive scopes of the various sense organs, all of which are 

derived from the ego and are therefore considered to be of :"one." nature. 

The principle appealed to in establishing the gunic traits shared by the 
' 

organs, manas and elements, on the one hand, and the ego on the other, 

cannot be used to explain why certain sense organs are restricted to 

certain spheres of sensation. There is _nothing in the ego to provide a 

rationaeforthe restrictiveness of the senses; hence,Sadyojyoti 

appeals to the notion of k.arma, the ontological raison d'etre of the way 

"things are.11 
• If Sadyojyoti were pushed to explain why the three 

gunically different ,"causes," of the lower tattvas are unified in the 
\ 

ego-tattva, the answer would no doubt point to kanna, as there appears to be 

nothing in the nature of the ego itself that can explain its particular 

ontological constitution as having three separate 
1 

11 aspects.11 each of which 

contains a certain preponderance of one of the guQas. 

A similar problem plagues the Sa~khya conception of the ego; 

http:aspects.11
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at the stage of creation beginning with the ego there is a change in 

, the manner of evolution from what Van Buitenen has described as a change 
1711 11from a ,.1vertical 1 pattern to a ,11 horizontal 1 one. The tattvas, prior to 

the ego, evolve in a vertical evolution, each tattva proceeding from the 

fonner; however, beginning with the ·ego ·,11 this pattern is abandoned: its 

evolution becomes a ramification1• 

1118 Van Buitenen suggests that this 

emphasis on the ego as the focal point of a separate kind of creation 

has its source in the early creation myths as stated, for example, in 

the Brahmanas and Upanisads, wherein the process of creation is set• 
1119going when an original being cries out 

1

11 1 am
1 

and the original sense 

11of the term ,11 aham-kara,11 , i.e. ,.11 sel f-maker. , is most evident ;20 the 

Br:-hadara nvaka Up.ani sad describes th.is. proGess: 

The self was here alone in the beginning in the fonn of a man. 
He looked around and saw nothing but himself: and he cried 

11out at the beginning: ."Here I am •. 11 That is how the name .11 I,
came to be.21 

Madeleine Biardeau takes this cosmogonic function of the ego as 

found in the Upanisads in a sociological sense and argues that it 

reflects the general sense of conflict within 11 Brahmanical rel igionr11 

between two different levels of religious thought and life; the more 

individual°istic, renunciatory and ,11 yogic~1 ideal as opposed to the group

11based, sacrificial religion. 22 ,11Ahamkara. figures in the Upani~ads, 

she argues, whenever the yogic states of meditational discipline are 

described; 23 however, as one of the ,11 levels,11 of the yogic states the 

ego is transferred from a psychological principle to a cosmogonic one, 

taking on mythic proportions in order to be a more ,"popular.11 medium 

for sectarian beliefs. 

http:popular.11
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Although neither Van Buitenen•s nor Biardeau•s account of the 


ego in the tattvic doctrine actually answers the question concerning 


the reason the creation of all the tattvas below the ego have directly 


evolved from the ego, their speculations, in any case, point out the 


fact that the description of the ontological functions of the ego may 


be a result of an understanding of the ego which was first established 


outside of the framework of the tattvic doctrine. 


The physiological aspect of the ego is described as ~sawrambha~, 
11 11a term which has the three basic senses of ~11 seizingl , :'being empassioned1 

11· and i11 self-conceit. ~'_124 Aghora Siva describes it as that which 11 instigates11 

(pravartakatva) the five-fold activities of vayu, i.e.) the five vital 
11functions of the physical body. 25 .11 Samrambhq1 is said to be the instigating 

principle of the five vital functions of the body !'for the sake of keeping 

it alive {jivana) ~'.'. This physiological function of the ego is the source 

11 11of ,11 the will to live
1 

as well as 11 the principle of life1 within the1 

soul's embodiment in a physical body; as it describes the self-assertion 

characteristic of the condition of physical embodiment governed by a 

conception of selfhood, it seems more appropriate to identify this 

function with the ego than with other cognitive faculties, as is done, 

for example, by Prasastapada,who identifies it with the Manas, or 

i{vara Krs.ia who identifies it with the common function (S.amanya.' . ' . 
karana-vrtti) of the internal organ. 

As the principle of psychological individuation the ego is said 

to have two functions: one concerns the purely psychological attitude of 

11 11
1~ 

1 self-pride1 or arrogance
1 

(garva) ·which inv9lves the .... erroneous self


projection:• whereby the empirical ego is itself taken for the sou1,27 
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and the other concerns the more 2- priori aspect of cognizing the !''!.'' 

as the inseparable component of every cognition. The cognition or 

11 1.11ascertaiment (adhyavas[ya) of the . is considered to be a radically 

different kind of cognition than that assigned to the buddhi. The 

difference between the two kinds of cognition is based on the nature of 

the object; the 11 obj ect1
11 of the ego 1 s ascertaiment is an object that a11 

ways remains the same (ekarupa) while the object of the buddhi is always 

different (bhinnarupa). As well, in the case of the ego the object of 

the cognition is the subject, the one who does the grasping (grahaka), 

while in the case of the ascertaiment carried out by the buddhi, the object 

is of the nature of that which is grasped (grahya). In short, although the 
11buddhi, and the ego both carry on an activity of ascertaiment, the ueffect,

28(karya) is different in both cases. 

3. 	 The Conflict with the Naiyayikas Over the Ontological Function of 

the E.9_Q_ 


I
The Naiyayikas criticize the Saivite view that the ego can have 

the specific ontological function of being the cause of the sense organs 

(ahamkarendriyavada); the Naiyayikas rather claim that the sense organs 

are products of the material elements (bhautikendriyav~da). Sady6jyoti 

first voices the Naiy~yika~ major criticism of construing the ego as the 

cause of the sense organs; coming from one single cause the five sense 

organs ought to be of the same nature: if they are of the same nature, 

it becomes impossible for the various sense organs to have different 
I 

! 
11scopes1

11 or respective spheres of objects. As ·.Aghora Siva points out, 

the Naiyayikas put forth this criticism since they hold the view that 
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each particular sense organ is related to one specific sphere of objects: 

the ear is limited to sound, the eye to colour etc. The sense organs, 

maintains the Naiyayikas, have this restrictiveness because the gross 

objects,which are the cause of the sense organs, possess the respective 

qualities apprehendable by the respective sense organs. Sadyojyoti 

criticizes this view on two accounts. Sadyjojyoti 1 s first criticism is 

based on the fact that the sense organs respective restrictiveness 

(visayaniyama) cannot be reduced to a restrictiveness based on the 

material elements putatively thought to constitute the senses (prakrtiniyama). 

The Naiyayikas conception of a one-to-one correspondence between each sense 

organ and the quality of its respective material cause is false according 
~ 

to the Saivite, as all the senses are not related to one sphere of 

material objects; the sense of touch, for example,grasps four spheres of 

material bbjects. The Nyaya response to this criticism concerning the one

to-one correspondence of the sense organ to its physical cause would be 

that the material substances themselves become mixed together and as a result 

the different sense organs perceive their respective objects in spheres· of 

perception not materially connected to that sense organ. For example, 

whenever water smells, it means that the earth and water elements have 
29become mixed up. In fact, this same argument based on the idea of a 

one-to-one correspondence between the senses and their objects can be 
I

used to criticize the Saiva view that all the sense organs stem from 

one cause, the ego, and h-enc-e should be of one nature with one respective 

scope of objects. 30 

Aghora ~iva•s reply is based on an appeal to the basic principle 

of the satkaryavada: the ego is .1 
1transfarmed," into the senses in such a 
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manner that the senses become separate products in the same manner as 

sugar is transfonned into the various products, such as candy, sweet 

drinks, etc. As has already been pointed out, Sadyojyoti ultimately 

appeals to the notion of kanna as the detennining factor in the restric

t ion of the senses to their objects; he further argues that the 

Naiyayikas as well appeal to such a notion as is demonstrated by their 

explanation of the relation between the sense organ and the element 
11akasa, ether. Aka~a is considered to be 111 ubiquitous, and of one nature; 

it can not be the cause of the sense organ of hearing as this would contra

'diet the ubiquity and eternality of akasa. According to the Naiyayikas 

the organ of hearing is described as a certain part of the aka~a 

circumscribed by the ear cavity. 31 But, as Aghora Siva further elucidates, 

there is no reason that the circumscribed part of the body could not also 

be ~the mouth~, for example. Hence~ in spite of maintaining that the 

sense organs are constituted by their respective substances which act as 

the niyamaka-fact~r, the Naiyayikas ultimately appeal to karma to explain 

the rationale behind this restrictiveness, as is most evident with the 

sense of hearing. 32 

The second criticism against the bhautikendriyavada brought forth 

by Sadyojyoti strikes more at the heart of the Naiyayikas methodological 
11first principles, the 11 categoriesl (padartha). 33 The ,"categories," would1 

11 11become impossible to sense given the restrictiveness of the scope of
1 1 

the sense organs to the material elements. 34 In any way that the visaya

niyama of the sense organs is tied to a ,11 prakrti-niyama 1
_
1 one is 

1135faced with ran endless repetition of troubles.1 Although Aghora Siva 

does not deal with such 11 repetitious troubles!", the Nyaya~Vai~e?ika authors1 
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certainly have addressed this problem. The 11 categories 11 can be per

ceived as universals (jati). 36 For example, the category ."movement." 

(karma) is perceived insofar as ·it is perceived as a universal concomit

ant in the perception of moving .things; the technical term for such a 

perpetual contact (sarnnikar~a) is samyukta-samaveta-samavaya,''. 37 Even 

the category of 
1
' 
1inherence,1_1 (samavaya), which is claimed to be impercep

tible and only. open to inference,does not exist in the substances in the 

same way as uni versa 1 s, etc. and the other categories. 38 ."I nherence" is 

inferred from the idea that ."this is in that,", i.e., this 'subsists' in 

that with respect to the relation between the five other categories. 
I 

Srfdhara explains the t~aiyayika position: !'Thus then, inherence should 

be regarded as that whereby is brought about the coherence of distinct 

substances, and serves to set aside independence.,1139 However, to over

come the problem enunciated by the Saivites, for example, Sridhara 

adds that , 11 inherence1" nevertheless is still related to sensuous percep

tion insofar as it is related to the other categories which are more 

directly open to sense perception. 

In choosing the traditional ~aivite polemics against the Naiyayikas 

to def~nd the ontological functio~of the ego in creating the lower 

tattvas, Sadyojyoti has chosen the most vocal critic of the tattvic 

understanding of the ego, especially where the generation of the sense 

organs is concerned. The Naiyayikas do not attribute a separate onto

logical status to the ego; the ego is not listed among the aggregates of 

experience which constitute the twelve ,"knowables,". vatsyayana' for 
11instance, simply considers ,"self-identity,", i.e• ."aham, to be a ."quality" 

of the self; in his commentary on the Nyaya Sutra 3.1.1. Vatsyayana 
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uses 11 aham.11 in theidentifies the self (atman) with the subject who .--· 
various perceptions of things through a process of recognition 

(pratyabhijna).40 Egohood is simply the act of recognition which 

takes place in the soul; recognition, in turn, is simply a form of 

."smrti.1~ memory, which is itself one of the species of cognition, jnana, 

a ,11 quality, 11 of the soul. 

4. 	 Cognition (Bodha) Understood~ the Essential Modification (Vrtti) 
of the Buddh i . 

The buddhi is certainly the main organ of the ,"internal organ" 

(antahkarana). 41 When Sadyojyoti describes the essential characteristic ~ 

_of bhoga as the ,"buddhivrtti - anuranjana,·.· it is clear that buddhi is 

understood as .the essential representative of empirical consciousness; 

the ...internal organ~" is only obliquely assigned this role. In one sense, 

one could say that manas and ahamkara are subsidiary aspects of buddhi 

and that buddhi is itself the internal organ, as both manas and ahamkara 

qualify the type of :"cognition,11 the buddhi presents to the soul. 

The buddhi is first and foremost of an unconscious nature (acit) 

and is only the locus in which the empirical consciousness of the soul 

comes to be manifested. The buddhi is inferred through ,"cognition." 

(bodha) as its modification 	(vrtti). While the sense organs carry out a 

,"manifesting activity" concerned with ."external objects.11 
, which is 

specifically described as .''sensation," (alocana) (BK, v.258), the buddhi 

carries out the type of !'manifesting activity," described as ."ascertain

ment," (adhyavasaya), such as is demonstrated in the cognition !'this is 

11a · pot. f1143 In fact, this ~"ascertainment. is the more specific definition 

of ,11 cognition,11 (bodha). Cognition is in turn subdivided into three types: 

http:objects.11
http:antahkarana).41
http:pratyabhijna).40
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understanding {jnana), imagination (k!rpti) and memory (smrti). 44 

11This triadic cognition is further qualified by certain 11 dispositions11 

(bh~va)and :•conceptions~ (pratyaya),which are to b~ discussed in detail 

in the sequel. 

As a modification of the 11 organ;11 buddhi, cognition is described1 

as a distinct type of manifestation that is in principle different from 

the type of manifesting carried out by the sense organs, as it is consider
11 11ed to be the ,11ground\ (bhumitva) and ,11 locus, (a{ryatva) for the manifesta

11tion of the ,i•cognition1 -- i.e., empirical consciousness -- of the soul 

(puf!lbhodavyaktibhumitva) . ~.4 !=\ it is called 11 bodha 11 in opposition to 

,
11 alocana1

11 since it is directed internally (towards the soul) whereas 

alocana is directed externally (towards objects). The cognition of the 

buddhi serves a mediating role between the soul and the buddhi; on the one 

hand, cognition is ascribed to the buddhi (buddhibodha) while on the other 

hand it is ascribed to the soul (pu~bodha). 46 At face value this appears 

contradictory: - technically the buddhi and,by implication) the buck1hi-bodha 

11are both unconscious and , 11objects of enjoyment1 (bhogya) for the soul; 

since the soul is neither unconscious nor an object of enjoyment>it 

cannot be qualified by something possessing these attributes. In order to 
I

avoid this contradiction Aghora Siva more narrowly defines these two types 

11of,11 cognition
1 

The cognition which belongs to the buddhi is, as has been• 

mentioned, of the nature of ,11 ascertainment:A7 This cognition is trans

itory; it arises and perishes and is not considered an innate property of 

the soul. The cognition which belongs to the soul is indeed considered 

to be an innate property (svabhava) of the soul; in this case, however, 

http:pu~bodha).46
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it does not appear as 11 ascertainment1
11 (adhyavasaya) but rather as the1 

discerner (grahaka), the one who grasps the as_certainment. Very similar 

terminology is employed to describe the twofold nature of cognition 

(bodha) in the Pauskara Agama. 48 The Agama begins by describing the 

basic role of the buddhi as ,"that which ascertain~ the object ·(visaya- . 

adhyavasayin).The cognition (bo~ha) which arises on account of this ascer

tainment is described as being, twofold; one aspect is the ascertainment 

itself (vi~aya-adhyavasa~ a) and 
. ' 
belongs to buddhi · ·while the other 

aspect is the apprehensi0n (vyavasaya-atmaka) of this ascertainment and 

belongs to the soul. 49 As the form of consciousness which ,"grasps" and 

11 discerns 
1

11 the determination of the buddhi )the soul is simply caught in an 

empirical condition in which its original powers of consciousness and 

activity are obfuscated 

1 

5. Introduction to the Doctrine of the Eight Dispositions (Bhava) and 
Four Conceptions (Pratyaya) 

The soteriological analysis of the buddhi rests with the doctrine 

11of the eight 
1

11 dispositions, or .'· bhava. Sadyojyoti, like the author of the 

Sa~khya Karika, does not describe the eight dispositions of the buddhi 

in terms of their specific varieties but rather in terms of the general 

influence they have as contributory factors in the soteriological 

development of the soul. However, in certain Agamas such as the Matanga 
- I _. _,

Paramaresvara Agama and the Pausakara Agama we do find specific details 

concerning the exact enumerations of the dispositional varieties, although 

there appears to be very little agreement among the various authors concerning 

the details of the enumeration. 50 
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The classification of the different configurations of Disposi

tions into the well known distinctions of souls into .11 samsiddhika 11 

r .---~ 

:•vainayika,11 
, and ,11 prakrta,11 is described by Sadyojyoti in such a manner 

that these three distinctions are themselves Dispositions or extensions 

of the Dispositions, as he refers to both the Dispositions and their triadic 

classification as 
1

11 bhava1 

11 (specifically 111 rupa~).In this case the emphasis is 

on the type of soteriological Dispositions the various sa~saric souls have. 

Altbough for the Samkhya these three types circumscribe the various 
' I 

types of souls, for the Saivite the triadic classification merely applies 

to the lowest soteriologically developed soul, the ~Sakala: soul. 

The eight Dispositions are said to be the .11 cause,11 of the four 

~conceptions:• (pratyaya). Although the various Saivite authors ' do not 

appear to find the relation between the doctrine of the eight Dispositions 

and four Conceptions problematic, viewing the Conceptions as more developed 

forms of the Dispositions, mqdern scholars are at a loss to find a log

ical consistency between the two doctrines. Upon examination of the 

two doctrines in the Samkhya, Keith claims that it is a ,11 hopeless1

11 task' . . 

to try and reconcile the two doctrines as they are too identical to be 
52considered ,11 radically different 11 Keith argues that they cannot • 

represent two different views which developed in different ways, as they 

are introduced in the text of the Samkhya Karika without any indication 

as to their relationship -- resulting in the misleading idea, argues 

Keith, that they are concerned with the same thing. Keith therefore 

concludes that the .'1pratyayasarga,1153 is a later interpolation into the 

text. In our discussion of the Conceptions a more detailed account of 

http:111rupa~).In
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I 

the relation between the two doctrines as understood by Aghora Siva and 
I 

other Saivite authors will be examined with Keith's critical observations 

in mind. 
I 

Concerning the relationship between Samkhya and Saivism over the 
• 

doctrine of the Conceptions it is interesting to note that Narayana Kantha. ' 

in his commentary on the section of the Mrgendra Agama which enumerates 

the Conceptions, expresses no qualms in citing the enumeration of the 

Conceptions given in the Samkhya Karika as authoritative. 54 However, 

Aghora Siva~ in his commentary on Narayana Kantha, argues that the enumera

ti on given by Naraya~a is actually a statement concerning one 

of the false ways of construing the Conceptions ..·according to the other 

systems. 1155 Although a comparison of the Saivite and the Samkhya doctrine 
' ' 

of the Conceptions clearly indicates that there is much agreement between 
I 

the two doctrines and that Aghora Siva is obviously over-zealous in his 

denial of such an agreement, there is one very important difference be

tween the two doctrines. For Samkhya the Conception .11Attainment1
11 . . 

(siddhi) is considered to be the model of soteriological perfection for 

the aspirant, i.e. the discernment of .11 the manifest, unmanifest and 
11consciousness •. "56 1

11 Attainment 11 is in fact .11 moska: for the Saf!!khya, 
I

which is not the case for the Saivite. Although we find the same 

description of 11 Attainment1

11 in the Bhoga Karika Vrtti as is given inf 

the Sa~khya Karika it must be remembered that this Attainment only 

pertains to the soul at the level of the ."sakala-", i.e. at the level 

where perfection is reached in the sphere of maya -- full Attainment can 

only be reached once the spheres of mala and karma no longer influence 

the soul. 
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Th~ relation between the three guoas and the eight Dispositions 

appears more direct than it appears elsewhere in the description of the 
11tattvas below the gu[la~. The ,11guf)as, are,''manifestedi" in psychic form 

as sukha, duhkha and moha. 57 In their constitutive-genetic activity the . 
guoas function through the manifested character of the Dispositions. 

In this psychological manner the guf)as affect both ."cognition." and the 

"objects~ of cognition, both the subjective, procreative aspect of the 

buddhi as well as the manifested evolution of the buddhi into lower tattvas. 
J 

As the author of the Sata ~t~ ~~lekha claims, 


experience is related to the sunas in a twofold sense, both immediately 


and mediately: sukha, duhkha and ~' he says, are immediate instantia


tions of the suoas while the five spheres of objects relating to the 


senses are ,"mediate." instantiations. 58 In an attempt to trace the 


historical development of the relation between the bhavas and ~uQas, 


E.H. Johnston maintains that the !'oldest accounts of this relation are 
I 

found in the Santiparvan section of the Mahabharata; he argues that the 

activities of t"psychical, moral qualities," are the original function of 

the three suoas. 59 Van Buitenen, claiming to have more correctly ,"re

constituted," a variety of sections and readings from the Mahabharata, 

claims th•t the bh~vas are indeed found in connection with such !'sensa

tions, qualities and conditions~ as are indicative of psychical, moral 

qualities. 60 However, and even more significantly, he claims there is 

a second sense of the notion of bhava as a ."form of being, cosmic phase 
1161evolved under the influence of a guna. , On this account, bhava is not 

identical with the suoa but a result of it; 62 over time, however, the 
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bhavas take on an independent psychical status of their own: :•at 

exactly the same moment when we watch the evolutionary ~-influenced 

bhavas disappear, we see the 'psychical 1 bhavas appear •. 1163 

It is wrong to think that the doctrine of the eight Dispositions 

and four Conceptions is only held by those who espouse the tattvic 

doctrine, such as Sa~khya and Saivism. Pra~astapada, for instance, 

alludes to the doctrine of the eight Dispositions in his account of the 

periodic creation and destruction of the world. In the creation of the 
- Igods and mortals during the stage of creation,Mahesvara employs the 

services of Brahma who is said to be possessed of a high degree of the 
11 
, gooaf11 Dispositions jnana, vairagya and ai~varya. 64 As his final act of 

creation Brahma is said by Pra~astapada to connect both the gods and 

mortals with the Dispositions of dhanna, jnana, vairagya and ai£varya 
_, - 

according to their respectiveimpressured potentialities (srstyasayanurupa). 

11As well, sukha is said to be aided by the Agency. of:11dharmadi while1 

duhkha is aided by 1

11 adhannadi 11 •65 Finally, Prasastapada describes moksa 

as that which involves 11 dharma, jnana and vairagya •. 1166 

6. Dispositions 	(Bhava) 

11Among the host of meanings that 	the tenn ."bhava, has, al 1 re lat

11 	 11 11ing back to ,11 being, or ."state of being, , ."bhava, has the meaning of 

disposition or inclination, specifically referring to emotional states. 

11In the Sanskrit works on aesthetics (alamkarasastra), ,"bhava. is closely 

related to . 11 rasa~1168 the sentiment, mood or emotional consciousness __ , 
produced by. the various elements in an aesthetic work. The ,11 bhavas.11 are 

11 11said to create the rasa 1 (evam bhava bhavayanti rasan). 69 The bhavas, 

for instance, are said to ,"lie behind, 11 the dramatic activity of a play, 

1 

67 
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as A. K. Warder points out: 70 

~ ,_
From the Natya Sastra•s account of the method used by actors to 
produce rasa rn an audience, we see th.at the object of this 
perceptiO'ii"'"'1"s the bhava-s, the states of mind or emotions, of 
the characters in the play as they participate in its action. 
These emotions are for the most part invisible and are under
stood to be present only through the representation by the 
actors of their causes and effects. 

I 
The eight bhavas as described by Aghora Siva perform a very 

similar role as those described by Warder. The eightfold bhavas are 

said to exist 
1

11 in the buddhi,11 in a pre-conscious, motivational sense as 

11 11 11 
,
11 vasanas, or ,11 samskaras1 , 

11 impressions, left by previous acts and thoughts 

whose soteriological import influences future acts. The 11 cognition.11 of1 

the buddhi comes to be ,11manifested,11 through the latent influences of the 

bhavas; the bhavas represent the. most basic .11 level.11 of buddhi-based 

11consciousness.71 As a more developed .11modification, of maya, the three 

guoas 11 appear,11 
( udbhutatva) in the form of the bhavas through moha,i 

duhkha and sukha; the auxilliary cause (sahakarin) is said to be karma 

(BK, v. 55~. 

The eight bhavas are schematically represented as follows: 72 

DHARMA (Merit ------------------------ADHARMA (Demerit) 


JNANA (Knowledge) --------------------AJNANA (Ignorance) 


VAIRAGYA (NoR-attachment)w------------AVAIRAGYA (Attachment) 

/ I 

AISVARYA (Lordly Powers) -------------ANAISVARYA (Powerlessness) 

In a most mundane sense the four bhavas in the left hand column 

represent the ,11 good.11 dispositions while the four in the right hand column 
11represent the .1 1 bad~ dispositions. The four that have a positive 

soteriological influence are all said to be of a sattvic orgin;while 
/

of the four that have a negative influence, adharma, ajnana and anai svarya 

http:11good.11
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have a tamasic origin while avairagya has a rajasic origin. 

Jnana has for its sphere ~gocara) five things: the three gupas, 

prakrti and the soul (pancadha jnanam buddhyatmakam yattad 

gunavyaktantagocara) .73 This jnana .is said to be the cause of the eon

' ception ,"Attainment," (siddhi); however, as Aghora Siva points out in 

his commentary on the Mrgendra 'Agama Vrtti, this jnana which is the cause 

of ,11 attainment1
11 does not constitute the higher state of release (paramok~a), 

as this can only come about through .'_'initiation." (dik$a).74 Ajnana is 

fivefold and is the cause of the Conception ,11 viparyaya 11 
, error: 75 i) 

,
11 obscurity

1

11 (tamas) is that jnana whereby there is the postulation of the 

soul in that which is not the soul; ."obscurity," is tenfold according 

to how the tattvas from the earth to prakrti are viewed, ii) ."delusion." 

(moha) is the self-interested fixation with the accomplishment of yogic 

powers (animadisu labdhesu paratvapratipattitah •••mohah); this delusion 

is eightfold in that the yogic powers are eightfold/6 iii) "extreme 

delusion," (mahamoha) is the self-interested fixation with sensual ex

perience; iv) ,"darkness!" (tamisra) is the suffering (tapas), which results 

when one is afflicted by both .t'delusion,11 and ,"extreme delusion11~ which is 

due either because of a defect in the means of mundane experience or be

cause of the loss of yogic attainments; and v) ."utter darkness," 

(andhatamisra) one's sensual experience and yogic powers are experienced 

by someone else. 

11Dharma77 is twofold: , yama 11 i.e.> the abstaining from acts not 
--) 

prescribed by the authoritative texts78 a:id ."niyama.!•, i.e.>the engaging 

in the prescribed acts as established in the authoritative texts. Both 

http:dik$a).74
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11 11 11 11 11 
• yama and ,11 niyama. have five subdivisions: , yama, includes non-injury 1 

(ahimsa), truthfulness (sa1~l~), non-stealing (asteya), continence 

(brahmacarya)and non-wickedness (akalkana); ,11 niyama,11 is non-anger (akroda), 
I I - - Iservice to the guru (susrusa), purity (sauca), contentment (santo§a) 

-and straight-forwardness (arjava). 

,
11Aisvarya 11 is eightfold, three relating to the body and five re

lating to the mind. 79 The three which are established on account of the 

body are ,11 anima 11 
, the ability to exist in a subtle form which is sub

atomic in magnitude, ~''laghima,11 quick movement and .11mahTmat1 
, pervasive 

existence. The five powers relating to the mind are 11 prapti ,11 
, the attain

- - 11 "'T'' ment of whatever is desired; .1_1prakamya, , freedom of will; ,11 1sita,11 
, giv

11ing corrmands to Brahma and the other gods, , 111 va~ftv~"-= utne abi 1ity to 

11 11attract and create the world
1 

; and ,11 garima! , ."the non-interference of 

the enjoyments of one 1 s acti vi ties,11 
• 

,
11 Vai ragya,11 is the non-attachment to the body' objects' possess

11 1180 and 11ions and loved ones. . 11 Adhanna. , , 11 anai~varya, . 11 vairagya
1 

constitute 

11 11 
•whatever is opposed to .11 dharma, , 
11 advarya, ~ and ."avairagya-". 81 

According to Sadyojyoti the ,"effects." of the eight bhavas take on 

three forms which are ~escriptive: of the souls possessed by certain 

11 11 11configurations of the bhavas: the .11 praktta
1 

, vainayika. and samsiddhika, • 

The eight bhavas with their respective ."results," are schematically 

represented as follows: 82 
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'" 


,
11 SAMSIDDHIKA 11 

-BHAVAS: RESULTS: RESULTS: 

.. Dharma ••••••••••Svarga, Heaven Va£yordhvasth ~ it~: .Higher 
Superintendance 

. . 
Jnana •••••••••••Mukti, Release Saddrstlbhrtva, Correct Understanding 

Vairagya ••••••••• Prakrtibhava, Material Bhogasprha, , ·bhoga-desi relessness 

Existence 


-
Aisvarya •••••••••Avighata, Absence of Svacintitesu Avighna, Freedom 


Obstacles of Wi 11 


Adhanna •••••••••Samsrti, Worldly Life Bhoganatikrama, Inability Over

coming Bhoga 


Anaisvarya •••••• Vighata, Obstacles Vighna~ Obstacles 
,.... 

Avairagya ••••••• Bandha, Bondage Bhava, Samsaric Existence 

Ajnana ••••••••••Adhogat, Life in Hell P~yakkrti, Disgrace 
·, 

/ -Aghora Siva quotes the Mrgendra Agama which provides a description 


of the three types of souls influenced by these bhavas.83 In the order 


.of soteriological perfection the samsiddhika soul is the most developed, 


the prakrta the least developed and the vainayika lying somewhere between 


the two. The prakrta configuration of bhavas belongs to the soul whose 


understanding of things is so poor (_murcchana) that it is only 


manifested during the embodied condition; the sawskaric cultivation dur


ing this particular embodied condition is of no consequence in the next 


birth (na dehapaya). The soul which has the vainayika configuration 


cultivates the good qualities through its deeds, words and body by means of 

1_ 

~wordly experience, reflection, a religious preceptor and Sastra.~ The 
_ I I I 

fPau?kara Agama adds that 11 

. 
Sastrai11 

. 
means Si va-Sastras and the exercise of 
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I 

Saiva duties. The samsiddhika is that special soul whose good qualities 

are carried through the various embodiments; this soul has samskaras 

that are of a special virtue,1_1 (vis'istadharmasarpskarasamuddfpitacetas) 

and lead, as the Pau§kara Agama points out, to a transcendent sphere and 

the intuition of Siva: 85 

Those who have performed hearing (of scriptures), reasoning and 
~editation in a previous life, but have not had the intuition of 
Siva originat~d in them and for the sake of that have taken on 
bodies, like Sukla, Vamadeva, Jadabhavata etc., and because of the 
impression of ,unirterupted mediatation, they come to have the 
intuition of Siva. 

7. The conceptions (pratyaya) 

11The term 11 pratyaya, generally signifies a mental event such as a
1 

cognition, experience or belief; in particular it tends to refer to a 

mental event involving a settled conviction or assumption. In some 

instances the ,11 pratyaya,11 can refer to the mind itself. Etymologically the 

term is derived from the verb ,11 prati-!_, i.e.JpratT,11 which is based on pratr, 
11 1 11meaning to , go towards,•• or ,11 return.1

_ and .!_, meaning ,11 to go, ; the verb 

,
11 prati;11 has the two basic meanings of ,"return, reach and attain,11 on the 

11 11one hand, and ,11 to understand or bel ieve, on the other. The term ,11 pratyaya,
I 

is used by both the Saivites and Samkhya in a manner to describe a mental 
I 

11event involving a more settled condition than such terms as ,11 jnana,. ,"bodhau 
11and 

1 

11 adhyavasaya, imply. The pratyaya is the psychologically more settled 

condition of the latent bhavas. The bhavas, existing in a latent form 

(vasanatva ) in t'ie buddhi ,become developed into a ,"gross form•• 

(sthularup~), taking on a more settled or fixed nature of cognitive 

activity, and are thus designated as pr.:atvayas, wheraby they become 
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1objects of experience? - bhogy~'. for the soul. In his commentary on the 
~ ... .... .. ....

Mrgendra AgamaJJarayara Ka~~ha says that the bhavas are established as 

the pratyaya because ;tre bhava~ cause.:;the[fixed] cognition of the unreleas1=d 

souls (,..•• te [bhavabJ saf1)saryaQoQ pratyayanat pratyayij i stah ~ .:•86 

The Mrgendra Agama describes the bhava as tile material cause 

(upidana) of tha _Q!atyaya, i.e., as the cause of the . 

11pratyayas~87 How1~ver, as the ' 
1effects1 of the bhava.s, such as he3.ven,1 

hell, etc., these latter ar.: effects that exist in an : 11 objective.'_~ 

situational level; for example, jnana causes release in the sens•: of 

~"leading to it
1

11 
, just as dharma causes He.:iven in the sense of leading to 

it. The pratyayas ho~1t~ve~) are ~'.1 effects,!• that still ·exist in a connect

ed subjective sense to the vasana-condition of the bhavas, although 

in a more evolved state (prakarsavastha). 

The pratyayas are of four kind:5: 1
11Accomplishment,11 (siddhi), 

11 1 11 
,
11 Contentment, (tU§ti)' 1_

1 Incapaci ty, ( a~akti) and r 
11 Error11 

( viparyaya) .. 

Sadyojyoti briefly describes e~ch of these: Accomplishment is the 

awakened cognition (sambuddhi) of the manifest, unmanifest and soul; 

Contentment is the discernment of satisfaction wiv~n Oi1t~ grasps the 

soul; Incapacity is the lack of effectiveness (asamarthya) in attaining 

prosperity etc., and Error is the discernment of an object otherwise t:1an 

It is. In both the Bhoga Karika and Mrgendra ~gama the pratyayas are 

describe1j in a manner that highlights their gunic proportions. Ac::omp··
• 

lishment is the only pratyaya that is basically constituted out of the 

sattvic bh~vas,with only a little connection with rajas; the remaining 

three are basically caused by the tamasic bhavas, adharma etc., with 

Contentment and Error being constituted by a little sattva and Incapacity 
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11by a little rajas.88 11 Accomplishment, is sattvic because it is the1 

illuminating factor (praka~akatva) of the vyakta, avyakta and jna; it is 

rajasa because it is active (pravrtti) for the sa~e of illuminating the 
J 

vyakta etc. Both ~~araya~a Ka~~ha and Aghora Siva explain the connec
11tion of 11Accomplishment1 to a rajasic element as a reference to the 

1 

connection to the bhava vairagya -- even though vairagya is described 

as being sattvic in both the Bhoga Karil<a and Mrgendra Agama: just 
11avairagya is rajasic. ,11Contentment, is derived from the tamasic bhavas 

because it is of the nature of delusion (mithyasvarupa) wherein one thinks 

one is accomplished when one in fact is not; it is also slightly sattvic 

because it is of the nature of pleasure (~). ,11 Incapaciti1 is rajasic 

because it is of the nature of inactivity (aprav(tti) and tamasic because 

it is of the nature of suffering (duhkha). .11 Error11 is tamasic because it is 

of the nature of falsity and -sattvic because it is a resemblance (samanya; 

sadharaoa) -- although the wrong one, it still involves some kind of 

manifesting agency. 

Described as the discernment of the .11 vyakta-avyakta-jna.11 
, 

11 Accompl ish
11ment. ' immediately reminds the student of Indian in this Saivite sense 

Philosophy of the second verse of the Samkhya Karika according to which 

the aim of the Sa~khya doctrine as the threefold suppression of duhkha 
11is described as . 11 vyaktavyaktajna-vijnanat. , even though in the Saf[lkhya 

Karika the account of Accomplishment only plays an incidental role as the 

cause of one of the eight listed Accomplishments, i.e., as the threefold 

suppression of pain.89 The Mrgendra Agama (11.2), which Aghora Siva 

quotes in his comme_ntary on the section of the Bhoga Karika dealing with 
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Accomplishment, is more exact in its description of Accomplishment. The 
- 11Agama states that ."Accompl ishment1 is the consciousness (buddhi) whose 

I 

object is the soul, prakrti, etc. Aghora Siva further points out that the 

soul is not dependent on the buddhi for this illumination, as the soul is 

in itself an :'illuminating agent:•. Just the vyakta and avyakta, maintains 
I 	  11Aghora Siva, are discovered by the buddhi; the 

1

11 jna
1 

-- i.e. ,'1puru$a.'1 
, 

.··~·.· etc. -- is actually discerned by the soul itself in a kind of 
I

.''self-awareness," (tada dra~}OQ svarupe 'vasthanam). Although Aghora Siva 
- N11 	 11accepts that 1

11 Accompl ishment1 is ju_st a form or kind of the bhava 11 jnana, ,! 

he nevertheless argues that this jnana is directly linked to dharma. 

.	 ~Siddhi-j~~na:• is, so to speak, a more elevated (prakar~astha) state of 

mind brought about by the purification of the buddhi to the point where 

one is no longer dependent on the master's teaching -- one has a direct in

sight into the nature of the tenfold dharma (sak~atkrtadharma). Those 

who do not have this direct insight must ~recite mantras etc. according to 

the teaching.111 The eight causes of Accomplishment mentioned in the Mrgendra 

and identified with the eight causes given in the Samkhya Karika by 

Narayana Kantha are, according to Aghora Siva, simply the eight kinds of. '. 
jnana relating to the eight various levels of understanding ,11 Accompl ish

11ment111 -- i.e. , 11mok~a, -- according to the other systems, 90 beginning with 

the Carvakas and ending with the Vedantins, respective of the tattvic 
I 

level they attain to. In short, maintains Aghora Siva, these levels are 

11mere levels of ,11 Contentmentf , not ,"Accompl ishment,11 • 

Being of an illusory and pleasurable nature tu~ti is described by 

Aghora Siva as ,11 a satisfying discernment.11 (krtarthavijnana). Aghora Siva 
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quotes the Mrgendra definition of Contenment>which is said to be the 

assertion of the unaccomplished soul that . 11 I am accomplished ( nurakrtarthasya 

krtartho 1 smi) · ~11 This soteriologically false sense of feeling accomplished 

is a result of the bhava .11Yairagya,11 
, non-attachment, which is of a lower 

order (adha sttiana vi ~ayal;l ) • In hi s commentary on the Ji].endra Ag hora sf v a 

describes vairagya as the cause of the various distinctions of Content-
I 	 ment; he quotes the Srimat Parakhya Agama which describes the manner in 

which the ten vairagya cause the ten kinds of Contentment: 

VAIRAGYA QUA BHAVA: 	 TUSTI QUA PRATYAYA: 

1. 	 seeing living creatures bound 
to torment •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• aversion 

2. 	yoking to the 3 Duhkhas: internal •••••• abhorence of the DuRkha of: internal 
II II II II II 	 II II II3. external 	 external 
II II II II II 	 II II II4. divine •••••••• 	 divine 

5. acquisition of wealth •••••••••••••••••detachment from possessions 

6. 	 lamentation ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• [things] born from lamentation 

7. 	women •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••deception 

8. 	irritation •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• intoxication 

9. cognitions ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• things born from Karma 

10.acceptance of gifts ••••••••••••••••••• ascetic comportment 

This classification of the ten Contentments is obviously very 

different from the account given in the Sa~khya Karika90 which lists the 

Contentments as nine: four internal (adhyatmikatva) -- prakrti, upadana, 

kal.a, and bhagya -- and the five external -- i.e. those that result from 

the abstinence from the five sense organs. The Samkhya Karika text it
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self does not give the import of these nine Contentments or the 

soteriological role they play, except to say that Contentment, along with 

11Incapacity and Error, is a .11 hindrance (anku~a) to mokia· The commenta

tors, however, interpret the Contentments as the way the other systems 

construe mok~a, i.e., ,''the error of confusing purusa with prakrti,11 etc. 

1 

!
11 Incapacity!11 is described as the inability (asamarthya) in 

obtaining prosperity et.c. (£ubha etc.) ifue to the defects in one' s."organs.11 

and, by extension, in one's 11body 11 .91 ,"Prosperity," is glossed by Aghora 
I 
Siva as ~the joy which arises from the activity of the organ of generation~ 

( upasthe ndriyavyapara ahlada ucyate). The t
11 etc. ,11 is extended to include 

the incapacity of the eightfold yogic powers as these are considered to 
-arise on account of the sense organs with the body. The Mrgendra Agama 

offers a broader definition of Incapacity: ."the lack of power over 
1192existent objects (sad a rthaprabhav i snuta) • Uarayana Kantha 1i sts the1 

I i ~ . ' e. I 

number of Incapacities at twenty-eight: eleven defects of the sense 

organs and manas and seventeen which are considered to be the contrarifies 

of Accomplishment and Contentment; he quotes the Samkhya Karika (v. 49) 
I 

to justify this view. Aghora Siva, on the other hand, quotes from a 
I
Saivite text which enumerates twenty-one Incapacities: eight incapacities 

•of the yogic powers (which are caused by anaisvarya), the incapacity of 

the body, the ten organs, manas, the ego and the buddhi. 

,"Error,11 is described as 
1 

11 tne discernment of a thing otherwise than 

as it is" (ayathavastuviJnanam). As based on a ,"resemblance.", error is 

on some truth>as it is a .'_'jnana/' that involves the illuminating power 

of construing one thing as another thing because of some common trait 
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(kimcitsarrianyato 1nyatra matiranya viparyayab). Narayapa Ka~tha gives 

the example of seeing a mirage of water in a desert to explain the element 
I 

of truth in ,''error/'. Aghora Siva states that ,''Error,~· is fivefold, all 

consisting of varieties of ajnana. 

I 

8. 	The Relation Between the bhavas and pratyayas according !£_the Saiva 
Darsana and SaTkhya 

As has been mentioned, both Keith and Larson think that the doctrine 

of pratyayas is a later interpolation into the Samkhya Karika text, given 

the disharmony between the bhava and pratyaya doctrines and the lack of 

any explanation of the relation between the two doctrines in the text it-
f 

self. The Saivite authors, as it has been pointed out, agree with the 

Mrgendra Agama that the bhavas are the ,"material causes," (upadanani) of 

the pratyayas; the pratyaya is a result of certain collocations of dis

positional qualities which exist in a vasana-state, a pre-cognitive and 

affective condition prior to the · more fonnal instantiation in the form 

of pratyayas. Moreover, the bhavas function as the material causes of 

the three character types (samsiddhika etc.); this threefold distinction 

is said to apply to the pratyayas as well (MA, 10.-25). 

The various commentators on the Sa~khya Karikas each has 

developed a specific terminology and interpretation to discuss the re
-	 Ilation between the bhavas and pratyayas. Perhaps closest to the Saivite 

position is the author of the Yukttdipika who regards the pratyayasarga 
11as the final 11 result, (phala) of the bhavasarga. 93 Regarding the three

fold division of the bhavas into sa~siddhika, prak\ta and vaikrtika, the 

Yukt1dfpika discusses the various interpretions of these given by the 

early Sa'!1khya teachers. A ! 11 Pancadhikara~a,11 , for example,subdivides 

1 
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the bhavas ~ twofoldly into prakrta, innate, and vaikrta, acquired. 94 · 

A certain 1uVindhyavasin1 
11 

, on the other hand, denies that there can be 

any innate (prakrta), bhavically influenced cognition; rather, Vindhyavasin 

maintains that there is only the :•vaikrta~··, even for a sage such as Kapi la. 95 

The author of the Yuktidipika argues against the positions of Pancaahikara.na 

and Vindhyavasin, by upholding the view that the Samkhya Karika puts forth 

a threefold distinction wherein Samsiddhika relates to the sage Kapila, 

prakrtika to certain Gods and vaikrtika to ordinary mortals. In this respect 

the author of the Yuktidfpika agrees with Gauqapada, 96 although they differ 

with respect to the details of their expositions. Vacaspati Misra, on 

the other hand, agrees with Pancadhikararya and maintains that the bhavas 

are only twofold. 97 

Gauqapada introduces the pratyayasarga by stating that the nimitta 

and naimittika aspects of the bhavas are described as the causes and 

effects of the bhavas, i.e. 1 dharma leading to heaven etc.; the concept 

11of the pratyayasarga describes the 11 atmaka, of the bhavas, as a further 1 

subdivision of their basic eightfold constitution. Vacaspati Misra denies 

that the four pratyayas are a ,"collection;." (samasa) of the eight bhavas > 

while the fifty varieties of the pratyayas represents an individual 
- - I(vyasa) accounting of the bhavas. Vacaspati Misra also appears to agree 

with the Sa~khya SUtras in emphasizing the soteriological aspect of the 
- 98 - I - IBhava-Pratyaya aoctrine; Vacaspati Misra says that Isvarakrsna brings 

• f, 

in this analysis of the Bhavas and Pratyayas for the sage who is desirous 

of mok~a; the further distinctions of the doctrine are important for the 

sage to conduct himself to this goal. 
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Clearly> the Sa~khya commentators each had a particular inter

pretation of the ontological relation between the bhavas and 

pratyayas,in spite of the fact that the SK text itself does not spell 
I 

out such a relation in much detail. As well, the Saivites do not find 

an incongruity or incompatibility between the two doctrines. Although 

there is no way to "proveu that the two doctrines are an unhappy and 

unconvincing amalgamation of two doctrines that were originally de

veloped as separate accounts of the psychological constitution of the 

buddhi, one is struck, nevertheless, by the redundancy of having two 

separate sets of psychological categories explaining the same phenomena. 

Of more particular interest than the incongruity in viewing the _pratyaya 

as a more developed fonn of the bhavas is the fact that the bhavas are 

considered to be the 11 fonn 11 in which and through which the saf!lskaras 

are manifested. The bhavas are the sa~skaric-form that marks all 

empirical consciousness or 11 bodha 11 One does not discover a "separate" • 

buddhi as a separate substratum harbouring the sa~skarically constituted 

bodha. uauddhi" is in fact the recognition "that the bodha is consider

ed to be a separate reality or phenomenon distinct from other phenomena 

in the tattvic doctrine. The 11 buddhi.11 is simply the formal stucture 

determining the sa~skarically constituted bodha. 
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Chapter IV 

NOTES 

1 1 1 ,11 Manas 11 is also refereed to as 'citta, ~ cf. TS, v .7. 
2oeussen, p. 271. Deussen cites as examples the following 

Upani~ads: Aitareta 3.2; s5hadaraQyaka 5.6.1: Taittiriya 1.6.1 
Muo{Jak? 2.2.-_7 and _handogya ._ 14.2. 

3As it has already been pointed out, the Nyaya Sutras, for in
stance, does not include manas in the list of sense organs (1.1.12) nor 
does it serve a role in the explanation of the act of perception (1.1.4).
However, in other sections of the Nfaya SLltra~ Manas is presupposed as 
a mediating faculty in both externa and appercept1ve perceptions 
(31.8;3.2.1 and 5.2.5), which led to the view among later Naiyayikas
that four factors are involved in the act of sense perception (i.e. 
atman, manas, indriyam and arthah) as well as the view that manas has two 
functions, manasapratyakfa and bahyendriyapratyak~a. In the 
Padarthadhannasa~graha,or example, Pra~astapada construes manas as a 
dravya (as it has qualities) which functions as an instrument for the 
manasapratyak~a of all internal states, inc~uding buddhi, which is on the 
same footing as desTre etc. As such, manas is a recognized quality of 
the sou 1. On the contact of the sou 1 w1 th man as, .11 j ivana-" qua 
11 saf]lrambha 11 arises. Cf. Padarthadhannasarigraha of Pra)astatada with the 
Nyayakanda Ii of kridhara, trans. Ganganatha Jha-rBenares: • J.La."Zarus 
and Co., 1916)-;- QP· 365 ~nd 563. 

In the Sa~khya Karika, verse 36, manas is described as an 
indriya involved in both the motor and sense organs; its function is 
~aid to be "samkalpaka,11 

, discernment. Manas does not play a part in 
Sabara's account of the cognitive act. Indeed, even the notion of a 
separate antahkarana is absent in his epistemology. However, both 
Kumarila Bhatta and Prabhakara hold views concerning -the manas; for a 
discussion of such views, cf. Ganganatha Jha, Purva Mimamsa in its 
Sources (Banaras: Banaras Hindu University, 1964), pp. 35-37:" st.cherbatsky 
claims that while the Madhyamika Buddhists generally consider manas to be 
a special organ; cf .stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, II, 318. !1Manas 11 is 
mentioned three times in the Ytg~ SITtras (3.48 and 1.35), all with 
reference to its :•rapid activ1 y with respect to the activity of mundane 
consciousness. · 

For a general discussion of ~anas in the various systems, cf. 
Saraswati Chennakaswami, Cance t gJ Mind in Indian Philosoohy. 
{New York:Asia Publishing, 1960 • 
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4cf. Brahmasutrabhasya, 2.3~32. The antabkaraQa is ultimately 

considered an nupadh1bhd'ta. 11 of the atman. 


5After assigning manas a sa~Saaafunction, Samkara refers to 
11manas as the ,11control ling factor
1 

( ava hana1 ) over perceptions; he 
cit~ the Brhadaranyaka Upani§ad~ Cf. Ved[nta Sutras with the Commentary
of Sankaracar~a, trans. George Thibaut, Sacred Books oT"tJle-rast. xxxtV, 
2 Vol. (Oxfor : Oxford University Press, 1904), p. 

6cf. footnote 3 above. 
7Neither the BK, TS, M~, nor MP~ adds that manas is also the 


lravartaka of the karmenclrTyaiiT as we~as the jnanendr1yani, as does 

he SK, v. 36. 

8The analogy of the dancer is given by KamalasTla to explain the 

notion of the simultaneity of perceptions giving rise to a unified ex

perience in vs. 1254-1256 of the Tattva Samgraha, trans. p. 631, where

in the analogy of the whirling fire brand is given. 


9 cf. MA (10,7), p. 319 
Manas, bY-rapid activity, sets in motion the senses and. is character
ized by !11 synthesis~11 (sarpkalpa); with regard to hearing and the other 
senses, it perceives, each one in its own domain, sound etc • 

. /..,. -deva ravartakam s1ghracari. sa!Jlkale.adharmi g 
mana sa · 3Visaya granaktssravanadavah 

10cf. TP, v. 56, p. 120. The TP claims that Manas is of the 
11 1111 natUre, Of ,11 ¥Cha. ( iCC hariipam) and that i tS funCt iOn (VYapara ) i S I 

,
1'saf!lkalpa111 

• r1kumara glosses iccha-ruaa as iccha-svarue.a. Aghora Siva 
provides two synonyms for samkalpa, ava h~na and ekagrata, attention and 
concentration; he further cliµms that iccM' is the rhpa of Manas by means 
of the vyapara of saakalpa. Srtkumara, on the other and, describes iccha 
as prartha, wish or es1re, and sa~kalpa more logically as anirdhara, 
mental specification, and ultimately as sa~s~{a, doubt.• whose ex1stel)J:e
g.rovides the hetu for the inferenti~i postula ion of manas. ,In the SPB 
Si vagrayogin ITeS'Cribes ~kalpa as mscaya and vii.kapa as samsaya, boffl 

of which he describes a~ the basic epistemological categories of the 


-manas (cf. p. 250). . 

11 The regulation of this ~_f)ow of perceptual activity assigned to 

manas i.e. the regulation of the ruga~ad or kramika nature of perception, 


11al so concerns the question regarding he ,11magm tude, of m.anas. Some 
think of manas as limited in its magnitude, i.e. as atomic (anutva ), 
while others construe it as having an unlimited magnitude, i.e. as 
pervasive (vibhutva ) [like akasa]. The basic argument in favour of its 
anutva is based on the claim that the soul during empirical conscious
ness would not kramikajnana if manas were vibhutva. The argument in favour 
of its vibhutva is based on the claim that since the soul ~ vibhutva, 
so must the manas be. For example, according to the post-Sabara M1mamsakas,. 
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manas is said to be pervasive for a number of reasons: because it is 
n like aka~ai~ as it is not open to sense perception; because it is a 
substance which lacks a special quality, ,11 like time.'1 

; and because it 
is 1

11 like the soul,", on account of being the adharatva of the 
asamavayTkaraaa-samyoga of jnf47· For a ?iscussi9~ of the vari?US arg~-

1 

ments, cf. Tarkasawgraha, p. • According to Sr1dhara manas is atomic 
because it is the i~strument governing kramikalnana; cf. Pad'arthadharmasa~graha 
trans. p. 160. Prasastapada discusses the qua ity of ,. 1dimens1on!1

, which 
subdivides in a fourfold manner: atomically, pervasiveness, longness and 
shortness. He says that atomicity (aoutvam) is of an eternal and non-
eternal form.. lhe eternal variety beIQ_n ·~s to two realities only, manas 
and atman (ak~sa, space, time and the atman have eternal pervasiveness as 
well); cf. pp. 284-285. )ccording to the Vai~esika STitras (7.23) manas 
is atomic, like akasa or atman. , 

Neither Sadyojyot1 nor Aghora Siva addresses the question concern
ing the mahatva or ariutva of ~· Nor do we find this discussion in 
either the MA or MPA. Sivagrayogin, however, discusses it, arguin,,g that 
manas must oe atoffiiC, since it is the cause of kramika[rlana; cf. SPB, 
pp. 251-254. ~ 

12sK, v. 24, incidentally, describes the specific function of 
Aha'Jlkara 0T11grahakadhyavas~a,11 (qua abhimana)~ The TP also subdivides 
Aharpkara threefoldly into ,11 1vana.11 

, the modification Of_the five vital 
airs, sa~rambha (qua ra atn , e locus of the p{ad~/vayu movement in 
the body, and gahvk, e e enninative-cognition a yavasayah) of the 

1apprehender (gra a a) in the fonn of :1aham 1_ ; cf. TP, v. 54, p.117 
13cf. SK, v. 25. For the various interpretations of this verse 

by the commentators, cf. v. v. Sovani, A Critical fRudy of the Safikhya
(Poona: Oriental Book Agency, 1935), pp. 32-33. e author oft e 
Yuktidipika explains the schema in v.25 in a way that emphasizes the 
priority of the eleven organs; he says that this three fold distinc
tion of Aharkara is a result of the sattvika element (in itself having 
ni~kriyatva· requires the rajasa element as an instigating factor 
<5ravartakatva) and the tamasa element .as a differentiating factor 
(-hedatva) in the tattva-~r§f~· Cf. Yuktidfpika, p.98. The MP.ii follows 
the same manner of classif1ca ion given in the BK and also MA7""al
though it uses the same terminology Q$ SK, v. 2-S-to designate the 
sattvika and rajasa aspects; cf. MPA, j5:" XXXI. 

14 11 Aksani , 11 
, the term used to describe the organs, seems more 

fitting to 
1 

describe the jO-anendriya:ni. The sense of the term ~ 
stret;:hed to apply to the karmendrifigni as well. Both Aghora Siva 1 s 
and Srikumara 1 s interpretat)on oft is verse depends on the meaning of 
the term ak?ani in v.55. Sr!kumara•s identification of sattva with 
vaikarika and rajasa with taijasa certainly goes against the grain of 
v. 54, but provides the basis for his interpretation of manas as 

11 
,
11 rajasa,11 due to its ,"cal a svabhava, ; cf. TP, p. 115. 

15Aghora £iva argues that in BK, v. 54, taijasa, vaikarika and 
bhutadi are respectively described as sattvika, raJasa and tamasa; as 
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well, he says that they respectively create manas and the jnanendriyani, 
the kannendriyani and the tanmatrani. 

16This is the same inference employed by MA, 10.6, p. 318: 
t
11 prakasakarmakr;btarga va i 1 ak~apy~t!alllobhavan .,'' Anoi~er reason is a 1 so 
g1 ven: .11 prakasyatvat;11 

, which N.arayana and Aghora S1 va take to mean that 
the tanmatran1 are open to the perception of the yogins. 

17J.A.B. van Buitenen, ,"Studies in Sa!Jlkhya, 11 JAOS, 
155-157; 77 (1957), II, 15-25; ·77 (1957), III, 88-10-r.

76 (1956), I, 
· 

18van Buitenen, II, 16. In this process the ego is itself divided 
into three different forms, from which the whole .empirical cosmos evolves. 

· Van Buitenen maintains (III, 89) that in the Mok~adharma section 
of the Mahabharata one finds an attempt to harmonize the vertical and 
horizontal evolutionary schemes, as instances are found wherein the 
buddhi evolves into rnanas .that · gives rise to the indriyani which then 
give rise to the ~hutan1. For a more general discussion of van Buitenen 1 s 
conception of the two different schemes.cf. Michel Hulin, ,"Samkhya Literature, ," 
A History of Indian Literature, ed. Jan Gonda. Vol. VI, Fasc:3 (Wiesbaden: · 
Utto Rarrasow1tz, 1978),p.129 and Gerald James Larson Classical Samkhya
(Santa barbara: Ross ERikson, 1979)~ pp. 184-186. 

19van Buitenen, II, 16-17. 
112011self-maker. stresses the -kara aspect, as in kumbhakara; van Buit

enen also points out other senses, as;'tlle utterance of aham 11 
, as in ."om

kara."; cf. van Buitenen, II, 17. , · 

I 
21 atmaivedam ;agra asit purU$avidaV/so 1 nuvrksya nanyad atamano 

1 pasyat/ so 1ham asmity agre vyanarat /tato lhamnamaEhava{ (B.rhadaranyaka
Upcamsad, 1.4:T); cf. S. Radhakrishnan-:-rhe Principal Upani~ads, ed. and 
trans. s. Radhakrishnan (London: GeorgeAflen and Unwfn ;:ta.,/ 1g53), 
p. 163 • Van Buitenen also cites Katha QQ_. 3.10.11 and Svetasvatara ~-
6. 13. 

22Made1.. eirie J3iardeau. ,"Ahaf!lkara: The Ego Principle in the Upani~ad, 11 

Contributions to Indian Sociology, 8 (1965), 62-84. Biardeau finds van 
Buitenen•s philological analysis of the concept of a.hamkara inadequate;
she argues that it is :•meaningless to rearrange the texts so as to build 
a continuous line of e·volution for a given concept.;" (p.62) Her interp
retation of the Ahaf!lkara is a more specific application of Deussen•s 
interpretation of the ideological import of the Upani~ads: ."They are 
nevertheless radically opposed to the enti~Vedic sacrificial cult, and 

11the older they are the more markedly does this opposition declare itself •
1

Cf. Deussen, p. 396. 
23This is a purely individual process, that is, the practical 

quest of one desiring the highest and eternal bliss, the liberation 
mok~a -- from the bondage of perpetual rebirths. Still, at a certain 

http:schemes.cf
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point, the yogic process.leads beyond the limits of empirical individu
11 11ality [i.e. ,11 ahamkara. ] to some kind of experience of the whole. , cf. 

Biardeau, pp. 66~67. 

24Etymologically, sam-rabh derives from rabh, meaning to seize on 
11strongly desire. The concept OT":rsa1J1rambhat plays no part in the Sf_ or 

its commentaries, although it has much in common with the idea of the 
five karmayonayaQ, as described in the Yuktidipika, comm. on vs. 23 
a~d 24, wherein the karmayoniQ collection is said to instigate the five 
~into action (~ravartate); for a discussion of the kannayoni in 
~uktidipika, c • Chakravarti, Origin and Development of Sa~khya, 
pp. 270-277. - 

25cf. MA, 11.20, p. 307: 
1

11 By its activities, the five airs of 
the body are set in motion ( vyaparadyasya cestante sarirap panca vayavaQ) •. 11 

26cF. SK, v. 29, wherein it is claimed that eac~ internal organ
has its own peculiar (asadharana) ,11 v{itF' while combined the organs have 
a general or shared (s<rdharana) 1 11~ , which is said to b~ the five 
vital breaths. In his commeutary Ofltflis verse Vacaspati Misra argues
that the vrtti which is sadharaoa to the three internal organs is the 

11 11 
.
11 karana, for the five vital breaths -- i.e. ,11 jivag.a, , wl)ich is relegated 
to a function of the Ahqmkara by Sadyojyoti and Aghora Siva. 

27Neither in the BK nor in the MA is more emphasis placed on this 
aspect of the ego as the cause of the ego's onto-genetic activity, as is 
the case in SK, v. 24--wllerein it is stated that 11 on account of the 
abhimana/ahajjiKara, there is the threefold creation (abhimano 

111hamkttra · tasmaddvividhaO aravartate sarga~) . or the Yoga strtras (4.4)
that the .ncreated, indivi uahzed forms o consciousness (mrmana:cittas) 
are solely a result of the ego-sense.:• cf. James Haughton Woods, The 
~System of Patai'fjali, Harvard Oriental ~eries, 17 (Delhi: MotilaT 
"'B:aJlarsidass,-,-977), p.303. This sense of ahawkara involves the error 
or illusion of ."erroneous self-projection," whereby the empirical ego is 
assumed··to be the self or soul. Van Buitenen points out that in the 
early Upaniiadic context this erroneous self-projection is not taken in 
a negative sense but a positive one. The process of cosmic creation in
volves the recognition of the :11 1 AM?11 of the Supreme and is a result of a 
sense of incompleteness being completed; cf. II, 20-21. 

28 For a detailed analysis of the difference between :'ad~yavasiiya" 
as a buddhikarya and as a ahamkarakarya, cf. the discussion inPB, p-:--2°46. 

29Annambhatta provides a proof for this: the anvaya example
given is ... when the.two gross elements (earth and water) are mixed up, 
water smel ls;11 and the yyatireka example is given ,"when they are not 
mixed, water does not smell •. 11 and the vyatireka example is given "when 
they are not ~ixed, water does not smelt.:• Cf. Tarkasamgraha, p. 43. 

30cf. Vatsyayana on 1.1.12: ,11 The expression •originating from 
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material elements• i-s used (to indicate that) the characteristic of being
restricted to the respective objects is possible only if these (senses) 
'originate from different elements (nJnU-prakp:i) and it is not possible 
if these •originate from a single suDS't'ance 1 eka-prakrti). Each of the 
senses receives a specific type of object and tfiTs characteristic of the 
senses is explained only when there is 1the law of being restricted to 
re~pecti ve objects (vi ~aya-niyama) •1 

11 Cf. Nyaya-sutra with Vatsyayana 1 s 
Bha~ya, p. 24. 

31 This position leads to the conclusion as stated by Vatsyayana
(comm. on 3.1.73) that 11 akata is ultimately considered to be the auditory 
organ ., 11 cf. i.b..i.Q. p. 218. 

32For Vaisesika all events which involve human experience involve 
adrsta (karman); even in the experience of the quality of colour,the 
adrsta functions; cf. Prasastapada, p. 233: 11 After this the contact of 
the selves with the atoms, as aided by the adr5ta (destiny) of the selves 
destined to experience (the effects of the Jar , produces action in the 
atoms in which the colourhas been produced by the baking.,11 This brings
about the conjunction of the diadic atoms. Cf. also p. 109: ~ ••• the 
unseen potential tendencies of all souls that are the causes of their 

11 11bodies, sense organs and gross elements., The .11 adnta. instru
mentally brings· about all creation through the tonJunction of the souls 
and atoms. 

33ueither the Nyaya nor the Vaisesika works have dedicated much 
analysis to the epistemologically foundational status of the padarthas. 
The padarthas are usually thought of in a neutral sense outside of any
connection to consciousness as consciousness as a reality is subsumed under 
the category of a padartha. In his commentary on Nyaya SUtras 1.1.1 

11Vatsyayana described the category [.11padartha, termed ."tattva 11 J as 1 what
ever is known as what it is, either as existent or non-ex1stent. 11 This 
description, however, doesn 1t explain why the sixteen accepted categories 
are the basic ones nor does it address the epistemological question re
garding their connection to consciousness. Prasastapada's basic 
d~scription of the Vaise~ika padarthas also fails to answer this question
when he boldly describes their properties: ,11 To all six categories belong
the properties of beingness, predicability and cognisability.u Cf. p.
37. 

34The same argument is taken up. in some detail in MAV, p. 329. 
3611Jatis 11 only exist in three padarthas: dravya, guf)a and karma; 

therefore, no Jati of 11 samavala,11 
, for example, can exist. -nie samavd'ya

relations thougi;r-to exist be ween the Jjati and that in which it adheres 
is considered tg be perceptual by the ta1yayikas, although only infer
able by the Vaise~ikas. In BK, v. 40, Sadyojyoti singles out karma, 
samanya and samavala, which aadresses the Nyaya~Vaisesika view that 
the _."bhautika,11 1s imited to the sphere of dravya and 'guQa while karma, 
.samanya and samavaya are in principle out of the direct range of the senses. 
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37This only applies to laukika-pratyak$a; presumably, in 

yogipratyaksa the padarthas would be perceived directly.


'.!Ji his commentary on section 99 of the Padarthadharmasa~graha 

~ (P-408) Sridhara describes the manner in which karma can be perceived. 


38cf. Padarthadharmasamgraha, p. 161. 
39 Ibid., p. 683. 

f 

40 1n the Nyaya Sutras the ego .does not attain inclusion into the list 
of the basic agg~egrates o~ experience constituting the twelve !'objects 

11of correct cognition1 ( rameyani): the self, body, organ, object, buddhi, 
manas, motovational activi y pravrtti) after-life (pretyabha'va),., 
result (ohala) suffering and liberation. The ego technically falls 

-- · under the category of the buddhi although it does}lot serve as the cause 
of the motivational activity as it does with the Saivites. According to 
the Nyaya Sutras (1.1.17) ~tivational activity is the ."setting into 

1 
11engagement.n (.11 arambha ~ -- Sai vite works use the term ,11 sa~rambha, to 

describe this .activity -. through speech, mind (buddhi) an body whose -
immediate cause are the sarpskara-linked 11 fault~ofpassion, hatred . 
and delusion. Vatsyayana comes to construe the aha~kara as a sub-category 
of the buddhi·he attempts to prove the existence of a separate self (atman)
in his commentary on 3.1.1 wherein he appeals to the fact of egohood qua 
self~identity as proof of a self-subsistent and persisting self. The 
self is identified with the subject who . uses 11 aham,11 _)n the various per1

ceptions of things through ,''recognition," (pratyabhiJnana .) .. In this _· · 
case the ahamkara . is simply the act of recognition in the soul. Recog

11nition, in tarn, is a form of 11memory. (smrti ).. which is, qua ,11 buddhiu, 
simply a 1quality

1 

11 of the self 
1 

(cf. comm. on 3.1.14 and 3.2.25)~ Although
Vatsyayana uses descriptions of this aharukara activity suggest · an 
equiprimordializing of the self and the ego {1! ..i.it is the conscious self 
which recognizes an object previously perceived.~.!', p.220), the self has 
egohood only insofar as it has mundane consciousness (i.e. buddhi). 

41 In the SaTkhya Sutras. v. 1.99, we find such an attitude; the 
11 

,
11 antahkarana, -- is ; lighted up with the 1 ight of consciousness, as an 
iron 6all with fire; ,· cf. The Sarpkhya Sutra Vrtti, ed. and trans. Richard 
Garbe (Calcutta: Bibliotheca Indica, 1888), p.56 .. 

42This is a clear instance where_."'q:tt.l'' rn the sense of ,11modi'fica
tion,11 is considered to be an "effect." (karya); · ,11 vrtti .11 and .11 karyau are 
synonymous: 1 

11 ayam ghata ityadyaahyavasayatmana karyeqa bUddhih siddha'' 
(TPV, p.115). I' 

t-... 

43TP is more general in its characterization of buddhi as 

- , 11 vi~ayadhyavasayarupin,11 ; cf. TP, v. 52, p.103. 


144~ghora Siva adds to Sadyojyoti s . ~efinition of bodha that it 
is a prakasa which is characterized by the bhavas and pratyayas, as this 
is not stated by Sadyojyoti, as it is in the MK, v. 11.8. p. 195 . /
Such topics as savikalpa- and nirvikalpa-jnana-are dealt with by Aghora Siva 

http:11vrtti.11
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in ru, pp. 8·-9. 
The threefold division of memory, discernment and imagination 


can also be interpreted in a temporal sense as being ~espectively re

lated to the past, present and future, although the Saiva thinkers do 

not draw such an analogy. 


45 BK and MA_descriptions of this are almost identical :!1bodhavyakti
bhlimitay1i ~aSo~," \RA, v. 11.8; p.295} . and "puffibodhavyaktibhITmitviit.''
(BK, v. 46 • · 

46The MAD describes this more clearly in terms of the bhavas 
which collectively act as the cause of the manifestation of the cognition 
of the soul through acting as the 1

11 objects of enjoyment." in the sarpsaric 
sphere: 1dharmadayo 1.P.!_ bhavati samsaravasthayam bhogyatvenatmano_i 

jnanavvaktihetavo bhavanti •. 11 cf. M1'D,p. 295. . 
47Both buddhi and the ahamkara share this role of adhyavasaya, 

although in the case of the former it applies to an external ascertain
ment and in the latter an internal one. · 

48 ~ Cf. SPB, pp. 226-229~ 

49sa buddhiruditii tantre vitayidhyavas1iyinl
150ddho •tra dviv1dho prok o visayadhyavasayakaQ; 
anyo 'naOJiYavasay[tma vyavasayfrtmakastu yah
S'a5Uddh1ritarastvatmasvabhavo grat'lakatmarlal); cf. SPB, p. 227. 

5°For a d.,etailed exposition of the b~avas and Pratyayas, cf. 
1p. 3~ and SPB pp. 228-246. 

51 Tt is unlikely that the doctrine of the jiiiinakevala, rralaya
and sakala. ~,011ls, whic,h respectively ap~ly to the dissolution o Mala, 
karma and maya, is a Saivite .11 reworking· of the doctrine -- which rs-
more Samkhya-fn origin -- of the_sa~siddhika, vainayika and Prakrta souls . 

• 
52cf. A. s; ·Reith, The S~aJT)khya sistem (Calcutta: YM:A F\Jblishing f-buse,1949). p.

96. Larson also agrees that it is impossible to reconcile the two 
doctrines. cf. Classical Sfil\lkhya, pp. 193-194. 

53SK, v. 46-51, contain the pratyayasarga. 

54 MAV, p. 281. 
55MAo , p • 283 • 

56sK; v. 63, states that the burusa, although bound by the seven 
11bhavas, is---Y::eleased by just orH~, i. e. '1jffana. , which is the cause of the 

1QI.atyaya 11 siddhi.'. • · 

57 In this case the basic principle is that 11 the quality which is 
s~en in the effect resides as well in the cause ( 11 

••• guf]o dr?taQ karye
11karaoasamsrayab) •. Cf. MA, v. 11.6; p. 293. 
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The Sk, v. 12, describes the nature of the gunas as constituted 
by pleasure, pain and indifference ~~~:i, aprlti and visada), which 
Vacaspati Misra glosses as sukha, du a and moha; in v. 38 even the 
subtle elements are said to be cons I u ed by-rfiese three more psycho
logical aspects of the guoas. K. Sivaraman summarizes the manner in 
\jhich the author of the Tamil work. Cindanaiyura, a commentary on the 
Sivaprakasam, analogically construes the three ~qua sukha, duhkha 
and moha in a direction beyond prakrti and the ~ themselves: 

SUKHA----typical of----PATI and the ICCHA power of the self----ANANDA 
D08kAA---typical of----~ and the CIT ~ower of the self------CIT 
MOAA-----typical of----PASA and the l<l<IYA power of the self---~sAT 

Cf. K. Sivaraman, p. 563. 

58sataratnasa~graha, p. 67. He further emphasizes that although ex
perience (iho2a) is of the nature of Sukha, duhkha and moha, karma is 
still the as1s of all experience {p. 69). 

59E. H. Johnston, Early Samkhya, (London: R. A. S. Prize fund, 
1931), pp. 31 ff. 

60van Buitenen, I, 56. 
61 Ibid. 
62 In I, 57 Van Buitenen says: ."We find in the older portions of the 

11Mok9adharma clear evidence that the :uguQas. are indirectly responsible by
their influence on a higher principle for the evolution of three bhavas, 
'forms of being or becoming (bha) cosmic phases• which in one text we 
have reconstituted corresponcft'O manas, senses and elements. 

63 Ibid., II, 25. 
64Padarthadharmasawgraha, p. 111. 
65 Ibid., p. 557. Sukha and duQkha are two of the eight qualities said 

to belong-t'o the soul; the other six are desire, diversion, effort, virtue, 
vice and faculty (cf. p. 211). 

66 Ibid., p. 601. 

67 In the various Saivite works the tenn 11 bhava 11 has a host of desig
nations and synonyms, all of which are usually affl)<ed to buddhi, i.e. 
11 -Qha nna," (BK, 64A), "-r,Ulf (BK, 55), 11 -vasan.3.." (~. p. 238), 11 -sth i ta" 
(MAD on 11.N), ."-~. PB, p. 234) and n-samskara.11 and .11 -gupa"
M~, 11.23). . . - ' 

68commonly eight rasas are mentioned: love (srngara), heroism (vira),
disgust (bibhatsa), anger (raudra), mirth (hasya), terror (bhayanaka), 
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pity (karuoa), wonder (udbhuta), tranquility (santa) and paternal
fondness (vatsatya); ~ch an enumerjltion is found in Mammata•s 
Kavyaprakasa. In his Sringaraprakasa Bhojaraja _classifies all the 
rasas under one, love; cf. E. Gerow, Indfan Poetics A History of Indian _ 
Literature, ed. Jan Gonda, Vol 5, Fasc. 3 (Wiesbaden:- Otto Rarrassow1tz,
1977)' 270. . 

69 Ibid., p. 249 
70A. K. Warder, The Science of Criticism in India (Madras: Adyar

Library and Research Centre, 1978), P:- 14-15. 
SK, v. 42 may be alluding to this psycho-aesthetic conception of the 

bhavas when the subtle body (liriga) is said ,11 to play its part;11 
• 

(vyavatistate)like an actor (natavat) through the instruments of the bhavas. 
71 cf. section 8 of this chapter. 
72The Pauikara Afia{~ describes the eight bhavas as the eight spokes

of a large wheel 1n whic e souls repeatedly revolve in the sa~saric 
conditions; cf. SPB, p. 242. 

73MA, 10,v.65-66; p. 233. Devasenapatti, not citi~g his sources, 
says that :"Jnaµa,11 is fivefold; lauki~a, vaidika, adhyatmika, adhimar9aka 
and mantra; c • ·v.s. Devasenapath1, Saiva s1ddhanta, Madras University
Philosop)liq.l Series, No. 7 (Madras; · University of Madras, 1974), p. 154. 
In the SPB Sivagrayogin says that jnfna is tenfold, although the descrip
tion is not provided; although he c aims that the details can be found in 
the Muktigrak~ana (ch. 5) no such description can be found in this 
section. f. PB, p. 231. 

74 Cf. MAD, p. 288. 
75 In the Yoga SOtras these are respectively called avidya, asmita, 

~, dvell and a15TiTrli vesa; cf. The Yoga System of PatanJ ah, 3;. 3-9. 
TnCfdenta y, the 11 astabliavas 11 are not specificalTy mentioned in the Yoga
Sutras, nor in the' Yoga Bha$y'a or Tattva Vai~ar adi. -

76( I) anima, capacity to penetrate ail things; (II) mahima, ex
tensive magnituae; (III) la{hima, extreme lightness so that one can rise 
up on the rays of the sun; IV) garima, extreme heaviness; (V) prapti,
extensive reach; (VI) lrakamya, obtaining all objects of one 1 s desire; 
(VIII) va{itva, subjuga ion of elemental forces: (VIII) yatra 
kamavasayitva, infallibility of one•s intentions, goals. 

77 .11 Adharrna!1 is not described in the texts; the assumption is there
fore made that a.dharrna simply represents the opposite of dharrna. 

78Yama is further subdivided into ahimsa and satya. 
79These powers are said to be possessed by both gods and men; the 
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gods ace listed as Pisacas, Rak~as, Yak~as, Grandharvas, Indra, Soma, 
Praj apat i and Brahman. The SPB describes the manner in which the .11 powers 
are generated: ,11 For that sow{avu) who is virtuous {dharmin), settled 
in wisdom (~nanani~thasya) desirous of non-attachment (v1r[geccha), 
endowed wit a (keen) intellect, the constituent of sattva in;the 
intellect generates lordly powers according to his des1res •. 11 SPB, p. 237. 

1180 rt is clear that the four 11 bad bhavas, adharma etc., are to1 1 
11 11be thought of _as ,"pri vatvms, of the four ,11 good. bhd\tas, dharma etc. 

The Pauskara Agama {cf. SPB, p. 245), for instance, construes the eight 
bh~vas as the various aspects of the four pratyayas, which are also 
designated as the four varieties of ifiana. The four ,11 good.11 bhavas are 

11 11described as ,"varieties of jnana, {j nanavi se~a) while the four ."bad, bhavas 
are described as varieties of aJfiana, which is not the non-existence of 
jnana {jnanabhava) but 11 i ncorrect,11 Jnana ( anyathaj nana). 1 

81 According to the MPAV {17.157; p. 417) there is a total of 220 
bhiivas; dharma has ten divlslons; Jii~na 80; vairiigya 100; raiSvarya 64: 
a.dharma 10; a.jnana 5, avairan'a 10 an a~naisvarya 10. The SPB lists 149 
tihavas with another 463 subd1v1sions; cf. p. 289. 

82sK v. 44 and 45 and BK vs. 57-58 use identical term~ to describe 
the ,11 result5.11 

, ,
11gamanamurdhva,11etc. Neither the BK nor the MA attributes 

11 11the specific ·Bhava to the specific , 11 r~ult, , i .e.7Dharma, specifically 
causes svarga ...etc•. In the BKV Aghora Siva basis his coordination on that 
given in tne MJ\:V. 

83For example: 
.1'svargomuktih prakrtibhavo vighatasca ••• 11 1.BK, 57A) 
,''svargomukbn prakftatatvav1ghatau •••. 11 (MA, 10.288) 

,
11 va{vordhvasthitisaddrstibhrtvam bhogasprha ••• ,11 LBK, SBA) 
•
1
·
1vafyakrantistatparijrTMayogo bhoganiccha ••• 11 {MA, 10.30A) 

84 MAV, p. 288. 

BqPauskara Agama; SPB, p. 280. 

86.MAV, p. 2a ·. Bhavas play a more soteriological role at the phe
nomenal level (1 iriga )--they are said to 11 bring it about 11 {bhavayanti). 
The pratyayas serve a more epistemological function oy causing the con
sciousness (pratyayayanti) of the soul and by thus serving as the bhogya. 

87 MA, 10.24; p. 
881n both the BK and MA it is claimed that siddhi, although caused 

by the sattvic bhavas,--rs slightly connftcted to that which is rajasic, 
which both Narayana Kantha and Aghora Siva explain as a reference to_ 
Vair8gya, even thbugh ~aira~ya i~ described as_sattvic in both the MA and BK; 
just Avairagya is rajas1c. F. MAV, p.291and MAD, p. 292. · - · 
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89The eight are: oral instruction, study, threefold suppression 

of pain, acquisition of friends, and purity. Vacaspati Mi~ra subdiviees 

these into principal (mukhya) and subordinate (gauhya); only the 

suppression of the threefold duQkha is mukhya -- the rest are only ynportant 


· 	 insofar as they act as a means (~) to the mukhya. Both Gauqapada and 
Vacaspati Misra provide differen"'fCleScriptions of the eight siddhis used 
by other teachers. Cf. T.G.Mainkar, The Sa~khyakarika of IsvarakrsQa 
with the Commentary of Gau1apada, trans. and comm. T. 'G:- Mainkar (~oona:
Oriental Book Agency-,1964 ,pp.133-137. Tattva-kaumudf, text and trans. 
Ganganatha Jha (Bombay: Theosophical Publication Fund, 1896), p.95. 

90MAo, p. 282 : ," ata eva siit raka rel)a-abh ihitartha~ sarp~yamatiidau pra
s i dd ha ityarthaQ vrttikarena ~p1 tad apekia}'<fivoktam uktam ~ . mkhyail"- 
ityad1 . ,n · 

91 sK, v. 62 uses the term 11 devavaikalyat:' which Aghora Siva 
glosses witfl ,"sari ravaikalyat"; MA

1 

(11.3; p. 292 ·) describes it as 
,11 karakapaye~' which fJar[ya~a ka~tna glosses as ."karakanamantaQkarapabahikarapanairf 
apaye V1nase ''.1

11 1192Narayana Kantha describes this as the inability to , see1 colours,

hear sounds, etc:; cf :'MAV, p. · 


93The author of the Yuktidipika regards ."creation.", i.e. ;"the 

manifested condition." (vyakta), as constituted by ,11form.11 (rupa) intention

al activity (pravrtti) and the results (pha~a) of this intentional activity.

The ;11 fonT1i" represents al 1 the t attvas from ~ddhi to prthi vi; intentional 

activity represents the level of the sentient and is clrcumscribed by the 

b havas; the ,"result." represents the sphere of the pratyayas. Cf. 

Mukt1dipika, p. 126-127 and Origin and Development of the Sarpkhya System

of Thought, pp. 302-305. -	 - -

94Prakrta is threefold vaikrta - is twofold; cf. Origin and Develop~ 

ment, p. 182 for the details. 


95 1n the case of a sage such as Kapila, the proper dispositional 

understanding is developed very rapidly upon birth, due to a predomin

ance of sat~va in such a being. 


96As well as Jayamangala and Mathara •
• 

97vacaspati MiS'ra•s interpretation of v. 54 does seem to go 
11against the syntactical grain of the verse. He takes ,11 prakrtika and 


,
11 vaikrtika " as adjectival to sarpsiddhika: bhavas are either samsiddhika 

or asams1ddhika; the former are .uprakrtika.", i.e. svabhavika whlle the 

latter are va1krtika, i.e. naimitt1ka. 


98sarpkhya SUt:ras 2.23-24, i.e. ,"jnana muktib," and bandho 

viparyayat/1

, are stated in a context discuss mg the attaining of mok~a, not 

~n dealing with the bhava-pratyaya doctrine specifically; in 2.37 46 the 

pratyayas are enumerated just after the notion of practice is discussed. · 

Neither the satras nor Anirrudha 1 s commentary specify any distinction be

tween the bhavas and pratyayas. 
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Chapter V 

THE TRIADIC STRUCTURE OF EMPIRICAL CONSCIOUSNESS 

1. Introduction 

With his doctrine of bhoga Sadyojyoti makes explicit his conception 

of the triadic structure of empirical consciousness that is based on the 

elements of the knower, knowledge and the known. With reference to the 

soul the triadic structure refers to both the enjoyer, enjoyment and en

joyed-object as well as the agent, the act and the-object-so-acted-upon. 

Having made explicit his conc~ption of the buddhi qua 11 the object of 

11empirical conscious~ess: Sadyojyoti turns to a description of the relation 

between the consciousness of the soul and the buddhi vis-a-vis a criticism 

of the views of consciousness as held by the Buddhists, Carvaka, 

Samkhya and Nyaya. Sadyojyoti does not enter into a debate with Advaita 
• 

Vedanta; in only one verse (BK, v. 108B) does he criticize Advaita when 

he claims that the plurality of subtle bodies establishes the plurality 

of souls. In the process of criticizing other doctrines Sadyojyoti 

places himself at the center of the debate within Indian Philosophy over 

the nature of consciousness and clearly indicates his doctrinal affilia~ 

tion with the orthodox position of the MTmamsa doctrine of the soul as
• 

expounded by Sabara and Kumar'ila Bhat~a. 

2. The Distinction Between Cognition and the Object-of-Cognition: The 
Sakara-Jnana Vada Vrs. the Ni rakara-Jffana Vada 

In the section of the Bhoga Karika that : he identifies as being 
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directed against the Buddhi~ts, mainly the Sautrantikas of the Dignaga
1Dharmakfrti school [i.e., Svatantra Vijffanavadins], Pghora Siva focuses the basic 

arguments put forth by the Buddhists that are direct attacks on the 
~ 

Saivite conception of the soul, i.e., the doctrine of momentariness 

(ksanikavada), the doctrine that a valid means of proof (pramana) only 

relates to ~unapprehended objects1'(anadhigatarthagantr pram~oam), and 

the doctrine that there is no distinction between a cognizer and cogni

tion (jnatrjnanal<arabhedavada). The Buddhists use these arguments, 
/

maintains Aghora Siva, in order to establish their position that the 

buddhi itself is the source of consciqusness (buddhi-caitanyavada) and 

that, furthermore, within buddhi no distinction between a separate cognizer 
/ ·' 

and cognition can be drawn. Aghora Siva attacks the view of the insepa

rability of the cognizer and cognition by first establishing the distinc

tion between cognition and the object of cognition. 
/

Both Aghora Siva and Sadyojyoti illustrate the degree to which 

they are in agreement with the Mfma~sakas when they formulate their posi

tion of the triadic nature of consciousness. In the next section of this 

chapter the arguments put forth by the Mlma~sa in support of the bhoktrtva 

and kartrtva of the soul will be examined in order to explicate more 

clearly Sadyojyoti's own position regarding the nature of the soul; 
.I 

hence, at this point of the discussion concerning the Saivite construal of 

the triadic structure of consciousness it is important to illustrate the 

similarity between Sadyojyoti's and the Mimamsaka's insistence that the 
. I . 

cognition and cognized-object a!e structuralJy separate object~ in the 

triad~c formula of cognizer, cogn~tion and the object of cognition. We 
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begin our di-scussion _with the position of Sabara. 
/

According to Sabara the Buddhist holds that the 11 cognized-thing 11 
1 

and i"the cognition of itt" cannot be structurally separated. Although the 
,/

Buddhists and Sabara agree that ,11 external objects.11 -- pots, tables, etc,, 

-- are always to be considered, at least in their ontological status, as 

~objects of consciousness~, i.e. as pure objects outside of any relation

ship to consciousness and not dependent on consciousness for their onto

logical status; these 11 objects,11 are furthermore only revealed not as theyt 

11 11are ,"in. themselves, but only as ,''objects of consciousness1 The -Buddhist • 

and Sabara disagree, however, over the exact relationship between ,"the 

objects of consciousness,11 and ,11the consciousness of such objects-of-con

sciousness,11. The Buddhist position has come to be known as the .11 Sakaravacta 11 , 

the doctrine that "the form of the .object" and "the object 

so cognized,11 are two aspects of one conscious act (ekam ~ sfil<aram jnanam 

grahyam grahyam ~). 2 According to ~bara the Buddhist argues that there 

is no apprehended distinction between the 11form 11 of an object and the 

11 form11 of its cognition(arthajnanayoh _aka.rabhedam na upalabhamahe~ 3 
he 

quotes the Buddhist: 4. 

What is perceived (pratyakfa) is the cognition (buddhi), hence we 
conclude that there is no orm of any object (artharO'J)a) apart 
from that object itself. · 

This view is wrong, argues ~abara, since it mistakenly identifies 

the form (m<ara) of an object with its cognition (buddhi or jnana). Only 

the ,"object,11 is perceivable as an 11 akara 1
_
1 

-- not cognition itself, which 

is the central tenant of the Nirakaravacta. 5 .11 Akara 11 only applies to 

,"external objects," and is perceived as existing in ,"external space.11 

(bahirdet'asarpbaddha); ,11 cognition1
11 

, jnana, does not exist in external 

http:space.11
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space and is not an external object. 6 Only external objects can enter 

cognition as specified objects; the property of akara is clearly a 

spatial property indicative of the three dimentional extension of objects 

of perception. Consciousness simply represents the form of an obj.~ct 

but does not in itself possess this form; in all the various cognitions, 

cognition itself remains of one nature (ekarupa).7 

Having attacked the Buddhist conception of the inseparability 

of consciousness and the object of consciousness on structural grounds, 

Sabara turns to a criticism of this view on temporal grounds. The 

Buddhist maintains that the object and the consciousness of it arise to

gether, i.e. simultaneously, like·a lamp which illuminates itself and other 

objects (utpadyamanaivasau [buddhib] jnayate jnapayati ca arth~ntaram 

pradipavat iti).8 When the cognition arises it causes the cognized 

object to be cognized; the emphasis is placed on the arising of cognition 

just as the emphasis is placed on the light in the illuminating of objects. 

This view is considered false by £abara since the Buddhist is actually 

claiming that first there is the cognition 3nd then there is ti1e cogni

tion of an object; in fact, .when an object (artha) is uncognized 

(ajnata) there can be no simultaneous apprehension ·Jf a cognition. Thus, 

it is only after an object has been cognized, i.e. only aft~r it has 

arisen (utpatti) as a known object, that the fact of the cognition of it 

can be postulated, and then only through inference. It is from the cognized

object having arisen that the cognition is itself cognized (buddhijnayate). 

Since a cognition cannot in principle be perceived, it must be inferred. 9 

In the verses from 64Ab to 648 Sadyojyoti specifically indicates 
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that the cognition--here considered as 11 bhoga 11 
..:._ is distinct 

from the object-of.:cognition, 11 bhogya 11 
; he makes it 

clear that the bhoga i~ not coterminous with ~ 

the apprehended object. Rather, he says, once an apprehended object 

has arisen and has been so established as an apprehended-object 

(bhogyatvam casya saTsiddham) the cognition that arises on account of 

this apprehended-object is technically designated as the object of bhoga 

(yenotpanno •nubhuyate ~ capyanubhavo bhogo ••• ). The crucial term is 

~arising~ (utpatti) 
7
which implies a constitutive distinction between the 

bhoga and the-object-of-bhoga; constitutively the two do not arise 

simultaneously (yugapad) nor can they be considered to be of one nature 

( ekarupa). 

In the face of such an argument the Buddhist would continue to 

argue that the sheer fact of the-object-of-bhoga already entails the 

presence of some bhog,ta and that to begin with this object-of-bhoga is 

really to begin with a complex of the two, which implies that the bhoga 

is not a secondary element in the equation but one more coterminous with 
~ 

the object-of-bhoga. In Sadyojyoti 1 s terminology, Sabara, for instance, 

would allow that in order for there to be an object-of-bhoga there must 

first be the presence of bhoga--but that in order for there to be the 

bhoga of this connection between the two, a different cognitive event 
I 

must occur, i.e. an inference. According to Mima1J1sa principles,Sabara 

is interested in driying a wedge between the object and its cognition in 
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order to establish a basic prama~ic realism between the cognition and 

its object; he does this in a manner agreeable to the Buddhist idiom 

and ontology. In the Bhoga Karika Sadyojyoti is more interested in 

pointing out that bhoga can be ·established from the fact of the presence 

of the-object-of-bhoga in order to drive a wedge between the two. The

object-of-bhoga, i.e.)the ~bhogya~, is in fact the buddhi and is only 

one member in the triadic complex of the bhogya, bhoga and bhoktr. 10 

3. 	The Soul Considered ~ the Enjoyer (bhoktr) and the Agent(kartr) of · 
Empirical Consciousness 

Having established the separate existence of ,11 bhoga,11 Sadyojyoti 

concludes that this bhoga is sufficient for explaining .the existence of 

11a separate 1
11 enjoyer, , i.e. , bhoktr. Such a position again conflicts with 

the Buddhists who claim that,not only are the bhoga and the-object-of

bhoga two aspects of one event, but also that the so-called bhoktr is 

simply an .aspect of this single phenomenon. In light of the Buddhist 

position, Sadyojyoti esta~lishes the e~istence of a separate and active 

bhoktr as the apprehending agent (grahaka) involved in the activity of 

bhoga. 
, 

In explicating Sadyojyoti 1 s position Aghora Siva spells out the 

Buddhist positon concerning the structural ,11 unity 11 of the act of con
1 

sciousness:. 11 

Consciousness appears solely as of one nature (ekamevedam 
sa vidru am); we see a •modification• (vivarta) of manifold 

orms anekakara) such as joy, depression, etc. In this 
case you can use any name you desire [to describe one of the 
manifold •modifications• of consciousness]. 

I
According to this view, as Aghora Siva points out, the notion of 

continuity or permanence attributed to a substratum behind the cognitions 
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a notion which corresponds to a concept of a separate cognizer -- is 

itself simply a modification (vivarta) of impermanent cognition. In his 

commentary on the Mrgendra Agama 12 Aghora Sfva cites more psychological 

arguments to bolster the Buddhist view of :'the manifold self-modifications 

of the one cognitive event.:• The Buddhists, he says, argue that to 

postulate a separate ,"apprehending-self qua agent1

11 outside of the sole 

fact of the cognitive event (jnana) is to set up a basic epistemological 

and soteriological distinction between 11 one 1 s self." -- i.e. what belongs1 

11 11to .''onesel f , -- and ~"the other, , what inalienably belongs to another 

person; this possessive attitude, argues the Buddhist, is ultimately de

rived from an egotiistic desire which engenders further attachments and 

passions -- thus impeding liberation. 13 The ~uddhists further claim that the 

11postulation of a separate self is simply a result of ,"self deception, : 

,
11 It is said that the superimposition (adhyaropitva) of permanence arises 

on account of the similitude (sadrsya) of the successive moments which 

are arising.,1114 In the Bhoga Karik~ and its Vrtti the epistemological 

argument put forth by the Buddhists, i.e. that the cognitive event is one 

reality with three basic aspects, is directly attacked while the psycho

logical criticism is only addressed incidentally through a criticism of 

the doctrine of mementariness. 

Epistemologically, the Buddhists hold that the triadic elements 

11of consciousness are simply 11 aspects, of a single cognitive event; the1 

,
11 cognizer11 is simply one aspect of this event. The proof brought forth 

by the Buddhists to prove that the cognizer is one aspect of the cognition 

comes from the sphere of perception (pratyak§a), technically an !'internal 
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perception~·· (manasapratvak~a) according to Dignaga: 15 

Every cognition is produced with a twofold appearance, namely
that of itself [as subject] (svabhasa) and that of the object 
(vi~ayabhasa). The cognizing of itself as [possessing] these 
two appearances or the self-cognition (svasa~vitti) is the 
result [of the cognitive act]. 

In his PramaQasamuccaya Dignaga further describes this internal 

perception as of two kinds; one is directed towards internal emotive 

states, which he terms 1 

11 svasarrivedana1
1\and the other " is directed to

1611wards other cognitions, which he terms ,11 svasamvitti1 In the latter case• 

cognition can itself be its own object. This allows the Buddhist, who 

holds that all things are momentary, to account for the continuity in 

experience without postulating a ,11 self
1

11 as a permanent substratum behind 

the fluctuating cognitions; 17 it allows the Buddhist analysis of empiri

cal experience to -remain within the sphere of cognition itself and at the 

same time to hold the doctrine of m·anentariness. In place of the unique

ness of each aspect of the triadic cognitive event the Buddhist holds a 

similar formula except that in place of the cognizer he establishes 

11 .~'self-cognition, , inste·ad of a subject's self-reflective state of con

sciousness one discovers cognitionself..cognizing itself. This imperson

alistic conception of the cognitive event is also discussed in terms ,of 

the pramaoa doctrine whereby the object, instrument and the result, i.e. 

the prameya, pramaQa and the prama are described as belonging to the one 

cognitive event of the triadic state of consciousness. 18 Epistemologically, 
11the 11 self-consciousnesst (svasamvedana), according to Dignaga, is simply1 

a 11 result 11 (phala) of the cognitive ac~ivity: 19 
1 
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Regular Cogn1t1onf j Self-Reflective Cogn1t1on1 
11 11 

1 . 1.. Sakaraj?tana. <-----------------i "Svasamvedana. 
{vi~aya-jnana) . • vi~ayajnana-jnana) 

lSe grasping o 
( sva-akara) cognition-~ 

11 GRAHYA 11 GRAHANA,
11 GRAHAKA11 

t I 

{prameya) ' (prama){pramana)
[i.e. pra·matrJ. 

1"cognized-object1 

11 ."cognition of the ."cognition of 'the 
cognized-object.11 cognition of the cognized 

object' .11 

According to Dignaga the self-reflective cognition itself conforms 

to the structure of a regular cognition, i.e.,as a ,11 sakara-jnaha 11 
, which is 

descriptive of every cognitive event. An opponent may indeed question the 

necessity of postulating a distinction between a regular cognition and a 

self-reflective cognition as the cognition of the object in itself is in

dicative of self-awareness. Dignaga begins his own description of self

reflective cognition by pointing out the necessity of positing the dis

tinction between the two types of cognition. He begins by pointing out 

that since self-reflective cognition itself appears in the form of a 

regular cognition it too has a cognizing and a cognized aspect. Its 

specific ,11 cognized,11 aspect appears as the . cognition, which is in conformity 

with the original cognition (arthanurupajnanabhasa); its cognizer aspect 

is simply the cognition of this cognized aspect. If the description of 

11the cognition of an object were limited to either the .11 cognized-object.
11aspect or the . 11 cognizing1 aspect, argues Dignaga, the following calamitous 

results would follow. In the former case there would only be the cognized 
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object and the self-awareness of it while in the latter case there would 

only ~bethe cognition of the object and the self-awareness of it -- in 

both cases there would be no distinction between the original cognition 

of the object (visaya-jnana} and the cognition of this original cognition 

(vi~ayajnanajnana)! To explain: if we postulate just the cognized-object 

and the self-reflective cognition involving it, the self-reflection would 

not have another cognition for its object (which it by definition requires) 

but simply the cognized-object -- and thus by Dignaga 1 s definition it 

would be a simple ,11 cognitionl11 (svakara) and not a self-reflective cogni

11 11tion; if, on the other hand, we postulate just the .11 cognition. or . cog

nizing:1 aspect and the self-reflective cognition, there will be no distinc

tion between these two types of cognition as the objectless .11 cognition,11 

will remain self-identically contentless and the self-reflective cognition 

will have nothing to distinguish itself from. 20 

In attacking this epistemological position of the Buddhists and 

in the consequent establishment of the triadic structure of conscious

ness in which the cognizer is the soul endowed with enjoyership and agency, 

the outline of Sadyojyoti 1 s argument rests on the same premises as the 

MTma~saka attack of the Buddhist position. Sabara, for instance, first 

establishes the separate existence of the soul qua cognizer by drawing a 

distinction between, on the one hand, the body with its physical properties 

such as colour, weight, etc., properties which are .11 observable by al 1,11 
, 

and, on the other hand, the soul with its emotive and cognitive properties 

of ~11 pleasure, pain, etc:1
, which are only "observable by oneself,". He then 

gives a number of arguments to prove that the ,11 internal properties" must 
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belong to the soul qua cognizer; 21 

1) Personal prpnouns lead one to assume the existence of a 

separate cognizer~ . 

2) 11 Desire11 leads to the inferential postulation of a cognizing k 1 

self. Desire depends on memory which depends on a self

subsistent cognizer, i.e., in order to desire (x) one must 

first recognize (x) to be desirous, which itself involves the 

memory of (x) and which entails a subject who remembers. 

3) 	Self-reflective cognition (svasamvedana gua pratyak?apramaQa) 

proves that the cognizer, in cognizing, is self-cognized. 

4) 	 Scriptural texts (i.e. the ' Upani~ads and Brahmanas ~ 

SabdapramaQa) also recognize that the soul is the cognizer 

possessed by internal properties. 

5) 	 By analogy: , 11 just as you perceive yourself (identity), so I 

perceive my self (-identity) •11 
1 

In explaining the MTma~saka's conception of the soul in this anti
/

Buddhist manner, Sabara both describes the nature (rupa) of the soul -
11i.e., as something which possesses .11 properties1 in the way the body possess

es properties, albeit ·radically different kinds of properties -- and he 

as well establishes the nature of this soul in pramapic terms. There is, 
; 	 /

however, a lacuna in Sabara's response to the Buddhists. Sabara is not 

precise enough in his description of the nature of the soul; he is not 

precise enough in describing the exact ontological relationship between 

the ,11eternal.'1 and ,11 self-illuminated,11 soul and its .11 transitort1 properties, 
I 

emotion~ and cognitions. Kumarila attempts to spell Sabara•s position 

out more clearly and in doing so he helps to explain Sadyojyoti's position 
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more clearly as well. 

For Kumarila Bha~~a it is clear the enjoyership and· agency are 

attributed to the soul in order to explain its engagement in the sphere 

of karmic activity occurring most basically at the ,11 property,11 level of 

,!'pleasure, cognition, etc •. " Kumarila expands upon this ,"property,'' con

ception found 'in Sabara but changes it to include two sets of properties, 

those that are intrinsic to the soul and th& which are incidental: enjoy

ership and agency belong to the former class of properties and pleasure, 

cognition etc. belong to the latter class. 22 In explaining the indirect 

connection (lak~anasambandha) as opposed to the direct connection (saksat 

sarttbandha) the soul has w.ith the body in the accomplishment of karmical ly 

determined actiiity~~i . ·e~~ such ,"activities," meant to soteriological ly 

i 
11 changef11 the soul -- Kumarila claims, contra the Buddhists, that the self 

is not just of the nature of consciousness (vijnanamatratva) but rather 

enjoyership and agency as well. 23 Agency applies to the soul in order 

11that it may ,11 carry out, (sadhana) injunctions; enjoyership applies to 

the soul that it may reap the effects (sadhya) of the karmically determin

ing injunctions. Furthermore, being possessed of eternality the soul is 

separated (vyatiriktatva) from the buddhi, sense organs and body, which 
11 11are 11finite. -- i.e•.11 open to destruction, Kumari la explains the soul 1 s• 

engagement in karmic activity which involves the specific description of 

the soul's connection to the fruits of the activities tied to the sphere 

of finitude (anityatva). 

Kumarila first addresses the Buddhist criticism that,if the soul 

is in fact eternal and yet possessed (pratipannatva) of enjoyership and 
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agency, then at the time of its enjoyment it must be directly connected 

to the fruits of its karmic activities (karmaphalasa~bandha). In res

ponse Kumarila argues that in such activity the soul indeed undergoes a 

,
11modification,11 (vikriya) -- but not a total transformation which actually 

leads to the ,11 destruction.11 
, i.e. non-existence, of a former condition 

ucchedatva). 24 The modification is not in opposition to the aspect of 

the agency of the soul. Due to its ."active character.11 (sakrif[tva) the 

soul comes to be ,11 the performer of sacri fices,11 (yaj amanatva); the 

,"instrument~" for this activity is the body understood in a metaphorical 

11 11sense1 which refers to the sphere (avastha) of the , means, whereby this 
25activity occurs. All change at the level of embodiment occurs at this 

level (avastha) itself while ."the common character of the soul ,11 

(samanyatma) never ·gives up its character as the .11 superintending f actor,11 

(adhisthana) and 11 instigator.11 of this change. This is definitely a very 1 

similar account of the soul's connection to karmic fruits that Sadyojyoti 

accepts. For Sadyojyoti the closest this .11modification1
11 comes to the 

soul . is at the level of the ,11 buddhi vrtti ,11 Basically the transformation• 

aspect occurs at the level of ,11 avastha,11
, which is essentially altered by 

the yajnasadhana occurring through the S'arrra-.dvara. 26 For Kumari la the 

• 
11 sar'Tra-dvara,11 essentially includes the triadic complex of buddhi, 

indriya and sarfra which in Sadyojyoti's view would simply include the 
---') 

sphere of ,11 buddhi etc •. 11 For Sadyojyoti the ,11 yajnasadhana11 would entai 1 

dealing with the three bonds -- mala, karma and maya -- at the level of 

embodiment characterized by 11 kaladi .11 Both Kumari la and Sadyojyoti• 

construe the soul as 11 jnana-sakti-sadbhava.11 
, attributing jnanatva with 

http:jnana-sakti-sadbhava.11
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bhoktrtva and saktitva with kartrtva. 

In his confrontation with the Buddhists over the nature of con

sciousness Sadyojyoti follows the MrmaTsakas in attributing conscious

ness to the soul but he differs with the Mirnamsakas over the nature of the 
l 

third order cognition described by the Buddhists as self-reflective 

cognition svasaij1vedana. Both the MTma~sakas and the Nyayayikas attach",
1

a certain personal ism to the soul; for both systems the notions of ." L 

cognizel" and 
1
"I am self-conscious." attribute a self-subsistent entity be

hind the act of cognizing. 27 In this case the "I," is considered to be a
1

permanent quality of the soul whereas the act of cognizing is itself a 

product of an impermanent process carried out at the level of the buddhi. 

In the context of the debate with the Buddhists over the substratum of 
/

cognition Sabara quotes scriptural evidence in support of the view that the 

self is the substratum of consciousness, i.e., that it is the self which is 

self,aware in the act of svasaTvedana. Kumarila spells this out more 

clearly when he states that there is an immediate intuitional insight of 

11the soul by the soul through a conception of "aham. (ahampratyayavijneyah 

svayamatrnopapadyate), which is neither a perception nor an inference in 
28the strict sense. According to Aghora Siva>Sadyojyot1 clearly indicates 

that self reflective cognition is simply a form of perception (manasa

pratyak§a~ which serves as the basis for an inference regarding the exist

ence of the soul; it is impossible to attribute a conception of ."ahan:ikara." 

to the soul. Moreover, since cognition at the level of the buddhi occurs 

due to the obfuscation of the sou 11 s ," j fianas'akt i," there can be no . ~ se1f-

illumination 
1 

of the soul through the notion of ."I ." or ."ahamkara.11 
" • 

http:or."ahamkara.11
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I 
Aghora Siva explains the inferential process whereby the soul is 

11 
•established on the grounds of ,11 svasaowedana, The act of dreaming, he 

maintains, is a perceptual event which falls under the definition of per

ception,since it involves . 11 touching,1_ 1 (sparsa)-- not of an external object 
I 

1(vi~aya) but of an ,' 1 internal 1_ one. This perception, argues Aghora Siva, 

must depend on a permanent ,"internal." cognizer involved in the continued 

perception of the internally perceived objects. This internal cognizer 

cannot be attributed to consciousness itself as the Buddhist conceives of 

it, i.e., as a momentary event which ultimately is based on the momentary 
11world of !"objects ., The Buddhist claims that the internal experience of • 

phantasmal objects in fact proves that consciousness is momentary and ~ot 

that there is a separate self, since there are no phantasmal appearances 

separate from internal experience itself •29 Int~rnal momentary experience 

which projects imaginary objects appears to have a stable base (i.e. a 

self) because of the ,"illusion." produced by the similitude of the successive 

arising of the objects -- as is the case in the continuous flow of water. 30 

I 
Aghora Siva reiterates his position that the phantasmal object is in fact 

internally perceived in a permanent or constant manner) which indicates that the 

grasper must also be permanent. 

A second inference is brought forward to prove the existence of a 

separate soul qua enjoyer. In this case it is maintained that 11 desire 11 

(or ,"intention."--. i.e. samihita) cannot be explained without the 

postulation of one who does the desiring; similarly, enjoyment, bhoga, 

cannot be explained without one who does the enjoying, the bhoktr. Al

though such an argument is similar to the one proposed by Vatsyayana 

whereby desire is considered to be a quality requir~ng ~ a substratum, i.e. 

the soul, Sadyojyoti does not accept the quality-substance ontology in. 
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terms of a notion of the ~" i nherence,11 of the qua 1 i ty in the substratum. 
/

Aghora Siva adds that the argument from . 11 desire 11 also proves that the soul 

is an agent, since the activity-of-bhoga implied by , 11 desire,11 cannot be 

logically explained without the postulation of an active enjoyer.(BKV,99B) 

These two inferences which Sadyojyoti employs to prove the 


existence of the soul qua enjoyer and agent are categories of the 


samanyatodr$ta inference according to which something imperceptible 


(adrsta) is inferred from something perceptible (dr~ta); this inference 


is described by Vatsyayana in his commentary on Nyaya Sutras 1.1.5: 


!'When the relation between the probans and the probandum being impercept

ible, the proban~um is known from a probans having the same nature with 

any other object.~31 Taken together, these two inferences satisfy the 

requirements that a positive concomitance (vyapti) in an inference be 

complimented by an example of negative concomitance. For example, the 

constant concomitance of smoke and fire that we find in the kitchen, for 

instance, must be complimented by its co-absence in water, for instance. 

The standard charge brought against the Buddhists by the Saivites and 

others is based on this criterion of a proper inference; regarding the 

Buddhists• doctrine of momentariness the critic claims that the Buddhist 

cannot provide a negative instance (vipak~a) to prove permanence -- i.e., 

non-impermanence. To establish impermanence from existence there should 

be a negative instance in which the non-existence (abhava) of impermanence 

would be concomitant with the non-existence of existence. However, since 

everything is considered to be impermanent according to the Buddhist, no 

counter instance can be cited. When the Buddhist brings a similar ·charge 
. , , 

against the Saivites inferential establishment of the soul, Aghora Siva, 
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for example, maintains that the positive concomitance is provided by the 

inference based on the svasa~vedanapratyak~a and the negative concomit

ance by the inference based on the activity of bhoga. This latter 

(samanyatodrsta) inference is a negative concomitance as it is an in

ference based on presumption (arthapatti, termed anyathanupapatti by 

Sadyojyoti), which, according to Nyaya, is an inference based on nega

tive concomitance. 32 In this case the Saivite infers that, since all 

actions require an agent, given the fact of the activity of bhoga, an 

active Enjoyer must be presumed. 

The final criticism the Buddhist brings forth concerning the 

Saivites doctrine of the soul is based on the doctrine of impermanence. 
/

According to Aghora Siva in both his commentaries on the Bhoga Karika and 

on the Mrgendra Agama the Buddhist establishes the doctrine of momentari

ness in the following manner: 

1) All things are either momentary or permanent. 

2) Al 1 things occur either sequential Iy or sirrultaneously. 

3) If all things are permanent, sequentiality is ruled out. 

4) If all things are permanent and simultaneous, the sequentiality 

. established by practical experience (arthakriya) [the ultimate 

criterion of logical truth according to the standard of 

Buddhist prama~ic theory] is ruled out. 

5) Consequently, all things must be momentary and occur sequentially. 

tJarayaQa Ka~~ha succinctly states the Buddhist ·position: . 11 All 

being (yat sat-tat-sarvam) is momentary on account of the unestablish

ment of the 11 beingl11 (satta) which is due to the impossibility of having 

an ,11 arthakriya,11 
""'.- correspondence with practical experience -- of 
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sequentiality and simultaneity.,1133The Pramanavartika states this clearly34 

The higher truth (~aramarthasat) is that which relates to 
whatever is 11f or t e purpose of the correspondence ( samartham)1 

with the practical situation (arthakriyasamartha); the non-
existents are the non-momentary th1ngs-~th1s position is established 
by the conflict with [holding] simultaneity and sequentiality. 

It is quite clear that sequentiality falls on the side of momentari

ness. As D. N Shastri points out, the doctrine of practical efficiency is 

11actually equated with 11 reality or 11 existence,11 (satta) itself. Consequent1 1 1 

ly, when the Buddhist claims ."everything is momentary, on account of [the 

nature of J existence." (sarvam kjaQikam sattvat), the claim is simply be

ing made that in terms of practical experience, everything is in fact 
35momentary. Of course the equation that "arthakriya:satt[,11 goes one 

step further and identifies this ,11 arthakriyasattat11 with sequentiality 

(krama) -- i.e.> flux, continual change. Hence, in a more temporal sense 

of the Law of Non-contradiction, concerning moments A, B and C, if (x) 

exists at moment A it cannot also exist at moment B,as the existence of 

(x) at A cannot include its existence at B--as 11 existencel11 at one moment 

implies non-existence at another. 36 

Aghora Siva brings forth two arguments against the doctrine of 

momentariness. The first argument is based on what can be described as 

' 

I 
11the ,11 gem analogy, • A ,11 gem,11 , an entity which the Saivite considers to be 

upermanent,11 
, i.e. non-momentary, can be involved in two ."activities." at 

one and the same time: the gem can 1
11 reflect:1 various separate objects 

occupying various separate spaces at one and the same time and in one and 
37the same placeJi.e. the gem. This is an example of a permanent thing 

carrying out two things simultaneously; by implication the l"illumination,

of the gem is meant to parallel the manner in which being or existence 

11 
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itself can manifest things both simultaneously and sequentially, i.e., 

the soul and impermanent cognition. 38 

The second argument brought against the doctrin~ of momentariness 

is more properly directed against the doctrine of arthakriya: given the 

position of universal momentariness entailed by this doctrine the ability 

to relate to anything becomes impossible as everything is being destroyed 

the moment it is arising -- consequently there is nothing to relate to. 

In principle, pramanic knowledge becomes an impossibility for the 
' 

Buddhists, even if they define praman i c know1edge as ,11 the comportment to
' 

wards an unapprehended object { anadh igatarthagantr) ,1

1139 as even an un

apprehended object becomes an impossibility. 

4. The Carvaka Doctrine of Consciousness Understood as 2- Purely Empirical 

Phenomenon 

Immediately after treating the Buddhists Sadyojyoti treats the 

Carvakas solely in terms of their doctrine of consciousness. The most 
11notable difference between the Buddhists and the Carvaka is that 11 moksa. 

11-is the first priority for the former while 
1 

11 jivana. , life, is the first 

priority for the latter. As lying outside the sphere of brahma~ical 
11orthodoxy, i.e. as .11 nastika, doctrines, the Buddhists are more intent in 

11upholding a !'nasty~tmavada, while the Carvakas are more intent in uphold

ing a t"nastiparalokavada.••. 40 However, both the Buddhists, who espouse 

buddhicaitanyavada, and the Carv~kas, who espouse the dehal:mavada, begin 

with the sphere of the ~dr§ta~ as the starting point of their views of 

11consciousness; the Buddhists construe this 11 dn1ia, mainly in terms of 

momentariness while the Carvakas construe it in terms of the !"modifica
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tion~ (vik~ra) of the material substances. While Sadyojyoti restricts 

his criticism of the Deh~tmavada to the more ontological framework of 

' the four elements accepted by Carvaka, we find Aghora Siva in his commen

tary o~ the Mrgendra Vrtti criticizing this doctrine for epistemological 

reasons, i.e. that there is only one pramapa-.;.pratyaksa. Unfortunately we 

do not possess an extant text of the Carvaka doctrine. In limiting his 

criticism of the dehatmavada to the doctrine of elements Sadyojyoti is 

obviously dealing with the Carvaka doctrine according to what he considers 

to be its essential position. We know from other authors, however, that 

the Carvdka doctrine had many different 11 schoolst11 
; for example, in his

1 

Vedantasara Sadananda claims that there are four schools of Carvaka each 

of which holds a different interpretation of the origin of the conscious

self :41 1) the physical body is the self(sthulasarframatma), 2) the sense 

organs are the self (indriyanyatma), 3) the bio-force is the self (prana 

atma) and 4) manas is the self (mana atma). As well, we know from a late 

Carvaka text, the Tattvopaplavasi~ha, that there also existed two main 

branches of Carvaka, one with a more materialistic and the other with a 

more sceptical orientation; in his examination of the Tattvopaplavasi~ha 
11Eli Franco42argues that the ,11 original, Carvaka doctrine of the four 

material elements, i.e. the lost ~Brhaspati Siitra:•, apparently rejected 

the validity of inference, mainly as a rejection of the attempt to 

establish some .11 other worldly1
11 foundation of the phenomenal world, such 

as God. 43 It was probably the weakness in this original .11 pratyaksa only,

position of Bfhaspati, maintains Eli Franco, that led to the postulation 

of .anumana 1as it became increasingly clear that more than perception is 

required to establish the four elements. 43 After the rise of the· hyper

11 
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critical epistemology inaugurated around the time of Dignaga, Carvaka 

was faced with the serious charge that it was founded on a petitio 

principii . (atmasraya): after all other means of valid cognition are 

denied, perception, in order to be established as a valid source of know

ledge)must establish itself •44 According to Franco there were only 

two ways to solve this problem: either to accept inference, albeit in 

a limited sense, or to accept a radical scepticism and deny the validity 

of both perception and inference, as did the author of the Tattvopaplavasimha. 

The charge that Carvaka must employ inference in order to establish 

its doctrine of the four elements, the cause of consciousness, is found 

- - - 45in Naraya,na Ka~~ha 1 s commentary on the Mrgendra Agama. In order to 

correctly ascertain the manner in which the four elements constitute the 

body as well as the world as a totality, argues Narayana Kantha, the 
-- ' t\ 

Carvaka must adopt a means of cognition other than mere perception -

i.e.; inference. 46 According to the Carvaka position we in fact only 

,"perceive1 the , differences in the qualities (guQabheda) of the gross " 

elements (bhUtani); the gross elements, as a result, must be inferred. 

Inference must be employed, for instance, when ,11 earth," is discerned to be 
11the ,11 element1 constituting clay, stones, etc. and ... water." of such things 

47as ponds, rivers, the ocean etc.: 

There where ,11 ha rdness,11 is known, there is earth, as in the case 
of a plateau, rock, mountains etc.; there where the earth element 
is absent, as in the case of the wind, etc., hardness is likewise 
absent. Or, everything which is liquid is [in the final analysis]
constituted by water, as oil, ghee, milk etc. have the nature of 
water. 

Naraya~a KaQ~ha concludes, with respect to the body, that it is 

not immediately clear .11 by perception alone," exactly which ,1 
1qualities." 
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that are manifested in the appearance of the body belong to which 

elements: ,1 
1one may not conclude, without the aid of inference, which of 

the four elements, earth etc. constitute the body. 48 

It is also pointed out by r~arayana Kantha that the pramaQa
• '. 

pratyak?a itself cannot justify the denial of other means of correct 

cognition, anumana etc. He quotes Dharmakirti in this respect: ~"As what 

is both the means and what is not the means of correct cognition are in 

a similar situation, i.e.~isolated from anything else, another means of 

correct cognition in fact exists. 1

1149 In other words, the very truth of 

the validity of perception is based on a petitio principii. The Carvaka 

response to this criticism is typical of the central debates between the 

various schools of Indian thought: _Carvaka chargesthe upholders of 

anuman2_ with a petitio principii themselves. Carvaka maintains that in 

the case of inferring fire from smoke -- based on the vy~pti :'where there 

is smoke, there is fire, as in the kitchen but not in the lake:• -- what 
11is actually being apprehended is not the real fire but the ,11 fi re, as part 

of the universal formula of the vyapti. Hence, we are simply apprehend

ing what has already been apprehended: 50 

If a particular object is to be established then the relation 
of invariable concomitance between it and the reason cannot be 
established. We may infer fire but cannot infer the particular
fire which belongs to the hill in question. If we infer fire in 
general then we apprehend what has been already apprehended. It 
is like doing what has- been done. Moreover, fire, having no 
peculiar trait of its own exists nowhere. Hence the talk of 
inference is an absurdity. 

In the Bhoga Karika and its commentary the rebutal of the Carvak.a 

position is restricted to ontological issues concerning the dehatmavada. 

Sadyojyoti introduces the Carvaka position in opposition to the 
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Buddhist~ unwillingness to accept a separate cognizer; the Carvakas 

11accept that there is a separate and conscious .11 bhoktr. of cognitive 

acts -- however, they identify this conscious Enjoyer with the body. 

11 11The ,'_1body, is understood by Carvaka in a twofold sense as both 1
11 bodyf and 

1

11 consciousness.11 
• The body is specifically defined as a modified aggre

grate (vikara -samahara) of the four material elements, earth, water, 

fire and air (with aka{a apparently being left out because it is impercept

tible) .51 Consciousness is said to be manifested (abhivyakti) as a !1mod

ified characteristic of the body:• (kayasyaiva paripamaviSe$ana). 52 

/
Aghora Siva provides the example traditionally used to explain the manner 

11 11in which a phenomenon 1ike .11 consciousness, can arise from something uncon1 

11 1 11scious,_ and _
1material 1 ; fermenting agents in the production of alcohol 1 

11 11are said to have the 1
11 abil ity, or ~11 capacity, ( sakti) to intoxicate. The 

fermenting agents qua .''material elements.11 when in one state>do not exhibit 
1 

the ~quality~ of being able to intoxicate;while in another state, they do. 

Likewise, argues Carvaka, the material elements cort>ine.together to fonn the 

Jxx:ly; once the proper canbination is reached, the elarmts possess ~ ability 

to manifest consciousness. 53 The Carvak.a base this analogy on the per

ceptual observation that consciousness is seen only so long as the body 

is infused with the vital forces (i.e. praQa etc.). 

The principle appealed to by the Carvaka in the identification of 

consciousness with the body is simply stated: "it is improper to postulate 

something imperceptible when something [perceptible already] exists 

{_drste . sambhavatyadntaparikalpana na nyayya .!.!.P .:·54 Elsewhere this 

principle is expressed in a manner which emphasizes the conception of 

causality: .11 that in the presence of which is seen something else is 

recognized to be the cause of the latter (yadyasmin satyeva sandrstam 

http:elements.11
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tadi§tam tasya k!ranam).:• 55 Sadyojyoti begi~s his verse introducing the 

Carvaka position with the statement, ,"just on account of the causei" which 

stands for both this principle as well as the body. 

Sadyojyoti criticizes this view on the grounds of the pratyaksa

pramaoa that consciousness cannot be identified with material, perceptual 

objects like pots and so forth, tte claims that the Carvm<a can provide no 

proof of such an identification between consciousness and the body,as the 
11 

,
11 reason 

1 
-- wherever there is the body, there consciousness is seen -- is 

too general, as in the case of the corpse: the body is present but there 

is no consciousness. Ultimately Sadyojyoti is basing himself on the 

position that the body 1 s vital activity (cestita) or non-activity is 

dependent on the presence or non-presence of the self, which is separate 

from the body. 56 This cri-ticism is particularly directed against the 

Carvaka position that ,11consciousness,11 is seen to arise only as a result 

of conception, i.e. )the material conjunction of sperm and ovum which 
I 

develops into the foetus qua the locus of consciousness. The Saivite 

argues57 that conception does not indicate that the conjuncti on of conscious

ness and the body are coterminous, but merely indicates that consciousJ 

ness is prior to the body; as ,"memory," exists prior to conception 

([uklatonitasamyogatpragapi);a since at the time of the animated activity 

of the newborn child, the child's rroverents presupjX)se a rrarory of beneficial or 

harmful things, indicating that intentional activity (prayatna) precedes 

QOdily behavior (pravrtti). The newborn child, for instance, immediately 
I 

wants to breastfeed and cries when not allowed to do so. Aghora Siva 

adds the further argument, again based on the pratyakja-pramana, that 
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consciousness and the body cannot be identified as one and the same 


entity based on the examp 1e of the perception of pain caused by sOTE ex


11ternal factor; the sensation itself is experienced ,"in the body, 
. :) 

proving that there can be no strict "identification" of the body and con

sciousness -- i.e.J being of the same nature (atmakatva.).r If 

there were this identification~pain would always be experienced exactly 
59and only at the locale of the body where the cause of the pain occurs. 

The body itself, together with the experiences of "sukhadutlkhadiu 

associated with it as bhavas of the buddhi and so forth, is ,"an object of 

,enjoyment,'.' (bhogyatva) for the soul. 60 As an object of the soul 1 s con

sciousness1 the body is what is '.'grasped1'.'j therefore, the txxfy cannot be that which1

does the grasping or enjoying .. Arguing against the Carvaka in this manner> 
I 

Sadyojyoti employs an argument shared by the Advaitin Samkara)who points 
. I 

out the logical necessity in there being a ra~ical distinction between 

the 1'.' subj ect,11 and the .'.'obj ect1'.'. For ~ara, consciousness cannot be a 
11,"quality," (dhannatva) of the body as the body is an : 1 object~ (visayatva) 

. . - ., . . . 
I' 

of consciousness. Slfkara brings forth a sirrple argun:nt to defend this view: 

it is contradictory for something to act upon itself (svatmani 

kriyavirodhat): 
1 

11 Fire is hot indeed but does not burn itself, and the 

acrobat, well trained as he may be, cann6t mount his own shoulders.:• 61 

In his Saivism in Philosophical Perspective K. Sivaraman describes this 

notion in more exacting terms: 62 

The known categories of the object cannot be applied to what 
forms the very precondition of objectivity itself. The self 
being a transcendental condition of experience cannot be 
evidenced in the same manner in which any content of experience 
becomes evident to our understanding. It is like the sense organ
being expected to turn its gaze at the seer by whom and at whose 
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service it is able to see. 
/ 

Concerning the nature of consciousness, the Saivite and the 

Carvaka view certain 1
11 evidence

1 

11 in a manner which leads to different 

conclusions. Take, for instance, the two statements, 1'
1I am short 

1 

11 and 
11 11,"This is my body.1 According to Carvaka/I am short1 appositionally 

indicates that the self and the body are one entity, i.e.,belong to the 

same locus (samanadhikarana); while 11 This is my body'1(mama deho •yam)1 

does not indicate the separation of the body and the self but is merely a 

11 
,
11metaphorical, (aupacarika) manner of referring tq the embodied self. The 

Saivite, on the other hand, claims that the first statement 11 1 am short." 1 

is actually the ~etaphorical statement while the second statement, !'This 

is my body:• actually describes the correct state of affairs, i.e.,the 

separation of the soul and body. 63 

Aghora Siva states the final argument against the Carvaka concern

ing the theory of consciousness. This argument is centered around the 

,"four stages of life.": infancy, adolescence, adulthood and old age. 

Accordingly, each 
1

11 bodili1 stage is considered to be separate (vibhinna) 

because of .the difference in the transformation (~ripamavise§ana); 

these changes are said to involve the destruction of the previous stages 
I

due to the repeated transformations. Aghora Siva puts the question before 

the Carvaka: if you identify the self with the body, how can and does one 

remember previous stages in one 1 s life,since these fonner stages no longer 

. exist? The Mrgendra Agama, for instance, voices this same criticism: 

... [The body] exists as a characteristic of a transformational process 

(parinamasya vaiSi~tyat); No! This would not account for memory~ ;1164 
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I'
According to this criticism the Saivite is taking the Carvaka extremely 

literally: .11transformationsi11 of the body apply to particular cognitions 

as well as life stages. The Carvakas,claims ~arayaQa Kary~ha, maintain 

11 11that 11 consciousness, in the condition of living beings is an /~effectL1 

of the transformation of a collection of elements (vidhabhutaparipamakrta); 

as these respective changes are repeated effects of the transformations of 

the elements which constitute the body, the successiveness in experience 

and the destruction of former experiential 11 states,11 is just a character1 

istic or quality of transformation (pariQama) itself -- there is no reason 

to attribute cognitive and experiential changes to anything else, such 
. if 

~ 

as the soul. The Saivite replies that, if one holds that the transforma

tion is itself a quallty of the successive cognitions (sa~kramasamvedana 

visesasya), i.e.~if one claims that the particular consciousness which 

accompanies each object is a product of a certain transformation, memory be

comes an impossibility: in order for there to be memory transitory cogni

tions cannot be based on something unstable (parioamatva) due to the ---------) 
separateness of each successive moment which is characteristic of some

thing unstable or transformative (parinamavise~anam kramabhavinam 

bhinnatvat). This clearly means that it becomes impossible to remember 

an experience which no longer exists in another experience and even 

whether the former experience belonged to someone else or not 

(asamviditasyanya-viditasya canyanasmaranat). In addressing this argument 
/

against the Carv~ka the Saivite is almost attributing a ksanabhangavada 

at the basis of the Carvaka's dehatmavada, 
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In concluding the argument against the Carvaka over the role 

of .memory and the self qua consciousness, the Mrgendra Agama puts forth 

the Saivite view succinctly: 65 

And the self may not be said to be without memory, for it is 
evident to all. Hence, there must be one who remembers, apart
from the body. 

Since the . Mf_gendra Agama describes ."memory," as based on some
11thing .11 stable. , i.e.Jthe self, and describes memory as a ."quality." of the 

self, a certain amount of clarification is called for. Naraya~a Ka~~ha ex

plains that the successively occurring cognitions (sankramajnana) belong 
I 

to the buddhi and not technically to the soul's consciousness. Aghora Siva 

further adds the quote: ."The one who unites (anusanghatr) these cognitions 

is just of the fonn of an agent (kartr) ... established as the soul •11 

11According to this quote ,11 the body J which is characterized by continuous
1 

transformation or alteration (asakt:tparioamitva) >is set in oppos~ion 

to the stable experiencer (anubhavitr), the ,11 conjoiner11 who>in the 

presence of certain objects/joins," certain cognitions or joins different 

cognitions together. 11 Memory 11 is thus just a conjoining activity. 66 

Sadyojyoti closes his criticism of the Carvaka with a criticism 

of the doctrine which holds that the senses are sufficient for explain

ing the origin of consciousness, the Indriyacaitanyavada. (BK, 728~73A). 

The senses, argues Sadyojyoti, cannot be considered to be identical with 

consciousnessJor be consciousness itself qua . 11bhoga 11 
) as they are simply 

the means (karana) in the presentation of the object of consciousness 
/

( bhogyatva). Aghora Siva adds that the sense organs qua .11 karaoa.11 

cannot be the agents whereby consciousness comes about since the agent 
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must be distinct from the agency as the sword, for example, is distinct 

. from the one who engages it. The . soul is the agent and is said to be 

the cause of the ,"engagements in,11 and ."cessations of" al 1 agentive 
~ 

acts (sarvanyakaraka-pravrttinivrttihetutva). Aghora Siva quotes a 
11passage to ii1 ustrate this ,11 non-engaged engagement, on the analogy of 

God's participation in agentive activity: ,"The Lord is the one 

responsible for the engagements in and cessations of agentive activities; 

the Lord is the unengaged one who is the agent responsible for the causa

tive acts •. 1167 

5. The Debate with Samkhya 

/
The Saivite authors including Sadyojyoti tend to deal with 

Samkhya within a purely ontological context as a criticism of the Samkhya, , 
. I 

11conception of prakrti and its relation to 11 puru$a, , which the Saivites 

interpret as the individual soul. From the context of this criticism 

the argument between the two doctrines either remains more epistemo

logical and treats the specific relation between the soul and buddhi 

or it becomes more soteriological and deals with the conception of 

1 

. I 

mok~a. The Saivite is willing to accept points of agreement with the 

Samkhya doctrine and even, in the case of Narayana Kantha, to quote sec
, I I a 

tions of the Samkhya Karika as authoritative. 68 However, in matters 

'which they disagree over, all Saivite authors agree in condemning the 


Samkhya for the same reasons. 

' 
In the Bhoga Karika and its commentary Sadyojyoti and Aghora Siva 

criticise the Samkhya epistemological doctrine that the buddhi is itself 
I 

I 
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/

the locus of empirical consciousness. Aghora Siva cites Sa~khya Karika, 

verse 20, at the outset of the epistemological criticism of S§'rrikhya; 
11 11the verse describes .11 puru§a1 as a ,11 wi tness1 ( saksi tva), as possessed 

of isolation or freedom (kaivalya), as ~indifferent~ (madhyasthyi), as 
11a mere .11 spectator, (dra§tt') and as inactive (akartrbha). 69 According 

11 11to the Sai vite interpretation of the Sarpkhya, the soul or . purusa,

is thought of as a,1_1bhoktr.11 of empirical consciousness but not as a 
11 

,
11kartr, involved in this empirical consciousness. 70 The Saqikhya ex

11plains its notion of the ,11 puru§a. as bhoktr by means of a doctrine of 
11 

.
11 reflection1 (pratibimbavada)according to which the buddhi is construed 

as the means or matrix (dvaram) through which ."the subject11 and "the 
11 11 11object, , i.e. ,, 11the soul, and .'.'the contents of the buddhi. , are brought 

together as if in a mirror. 71 The buddhi functions as the mirroring 

factor (chaya) for the conjunction of its contents and the soul; as a 

result of this conjunction of the two reflections, the buddhi appears as 
/

if it is of a conscious nature :. Aghora Siva summarizes the Samkhya
• 

doctrine of ,"reflection,": 72 
11The ,"formal connection, ( akaranu?anga) is just a ."contact 11 

(sarpslesa) of the two .uimages" (cha'ya) or .1 
1reflections.11 which 

are of the nature of the conscious and the unconscious; due 
to this connection, the souls::> enjoyers and bonds are transformed 
into objects of enjoyment through the instrumentality of the 
cognitive activity of the buddhiJwhich itself functions in a 
mirroring manner and is called enjoyment. It is just for this 
reason that the Samsarins make the mistake of seeing the soul 
and so forth in what is not the soul etc. 

One of the analogies used by the Samkhya to describe this 
' 

doctrine of reflection is given as the reflection of the moon in water; 

in this case the water itself appears to manifest the light which actual
73ly belongs to the moon. Aghora Siva criticizes this on the grounds 

http:1reflections.11
http:a,1_1bhoktr.11
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that it draws a false comparison, since the soul and the buddhi are 

of radically different natures -- one of a conscious .. and one of an 

unconscious nature -- while the moon and the water are of the same 

nature both are by nature unconscious. The moon analogy is meant to 

explain more than just the connection between the soul and the buddhi 

in terms of the idea of the soul's consciousness; although the soul is, 

according to the SB'f!1khya, ,11 in some sense,11 a bhoktr, it is a completely 

uninvolved bhoktr. The Sa~khya ."soul," has no real connection to bhoga. 

The buddhi is said to be the locus of bhoga. All soteriological activity 

occurs in the buddhi itself as the reflection of the soul qua bhoktr 

and the buddhi qua locus of the bhoga. 
/

With the criticism of the moon analogy Aghora Siva has the 

Sa'!1khya appeal to another analogy in order to explain the unengaged 

enjoyment of the purusa; 74 
• .. 

Just as there takes place a movement in the iron in the proximity 
of the unmoved magnet, so there takes place a movement in Nature 
in the proximity of the unmoved soul. 

In upholding the uninvolvement of the soul in the activity of 

the buddhi Sa~khya appeals to this magnet analogy in order to avoid 

attributing agency, kartrtva, to the purusa: 11 agenc/'entai 1 s engagement
1 

in activity (kriya-vesa); if agency is attributed to the soul, the soul 

becomes subject to transformation (parinamatva) ._i.75 The objection 

brought against the magnet analogy adopted by the Sa~khya is based on a 
I

theory of causality. According to the Saivite the agent is not to be 

identified with the activity (kriya); the terminology adopted to 

describe this state of affairs is rather that the agent !'does not re
;a

side in (~) or have its locus in the activity~"· Rather, just the 
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power or ability ({aktitva) to effect activity resides in the activity. 

In the case of the magnet, tbe rnagnet :l:tas the ability to cause the !riYn filings 

to move; in the movement of the iron filings the magnet remain~ the 

agent and its ability to cause the movement becomes engaged in the activ

i-Wof the movement. Hence, the soul qua agent remains ontologically 

unmodified (parigata) in the activity of empirical consciousness. 

In a last attempt to defend the ·kartrtva of the soul and to 

attribute kartrtva to the buddhi, although the buddhi itself is not by 

nature constituted by consciousness, Samkhya appeals to the analogy of , 

the calf; 11 As the non-conscious milk ~ ·acts! for the sake of the growth1 

of the calf, so prakrti [qua buddhi J , 'acts,1
· for the sake of the release 

of the puru~a.~76 According to S~~khya, as long as the puru~a has not 

attained soteriological perfection through the .'.'discernment.'_' (vivekajnana) 

of the separation of puru~a from prakrti, the prakrti-based buddhi con

tinues to function or act ,"for another." (pararthapravrtti )J as it is 

dependent on the puru~a. However, even though it is for the sake of 

anothe~ i~ still functions by itself for this purpose, just as the milk 
/

flows by itself for the benefit of the cow. Aghora Siva turns the analogy 

around and argues that buddhi qua prakrti is not ."autonomous." because -

even though it is unconscious-- it is superintended over by consciousness, 

just as the flowing of the milk is superintended over by the conscious 

cow. Superintendance (adhi~thitatva) in this case implies 11 instigation,

(pravartakatva); even though the activity is unconscious, the 11 instigator11 

must be considered to be conscious, as the cow-milk analogy points out. 

These arguments against the Samkhya conception of the relation 
. . 


11 
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/

of the soul to the buddhi which Aghora Siva brings forth in his comm

entary on the Bhoga Karika are based on his commentary on the Mrgendra 

Agama Vrtti. Narayaoa KaDtha offers arguments defending the notion that 

the soul is actively engaged in the activity of the buddhi; as an 

illustration of the succinctness of Narayana Kantha 1 s argumentation we 
I I I 

cite the following passage: 7~ 

If the soul is not the ~hoktf, what is the purpose of the body 
that~ is the locus of b oga bhogayatanal, the sense organs 
that are the instruments of this bhoqa (.bhoqasadhana l the 
objects of bhoga (bhogartha) and finally [as the culmination 
of all this], the bhoga,itself which is constituted by ex
perience which is pleasurable or painful? As bhoga is 
necessarily accompanied by its locus (adhikaraoa)and its in
struments (sadhanasahitatva) it is impossible to deny to the 
soul the status of being a bhoktr. Moreover, if the soul is a 
bhoktr, how can it not be an agent, kartr? If it is purely
inactive (akartr) there is no justification for its conjunc
tion with the instruments etc. (karaoa etc.). Furthermore)
since the soul is essentially constituted by both conscious
ness [qua being a bhoktrJ and activity, to deny its agency is 
ipso facto to deny its consciousness. 

Sadyojyoti and Aghora Siva conclude the critique of SaTkhya with 

a soteriological criticism of the Sa~khya conception of mok~a. According 

to Sa~khya all soteriological activity takes place on the level of the 

buddhi. Although the soul or puru~a is said to be of a soteriologically 
11 11 11 
, pure, nature (nirmalatva) the process of ,11 moksa. that is restricted to 
. . - } 

the prakrti-based sphere of the buddhi is said to be , 11 for the purpose 

of the QUru~a~. Mok§a is thus defined as the ceasing of the activity 

that arises on account of prakrt:i; this cessation arises out oO account of the discrimination 

·that is instigated by the buddhi through the "jnana'~ designated bhava. Verses 62 

and 63 of the SaTkhya Karika describe the Sa~khya doctrine of ~:78 

Verily, not any spirit is bound, nor released, nor migrates; 
it is Prakrti, the Primal Nature alone, abiding in manifold 
forms, that is bound, is released, and migrates. 
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By seven forms Prakrti, the Primal Nature, binds herself by
herself, by one form she releases herself for the deliverance 
of the Spirit. 

The first objection brought forth against this conception of 

mokia is stated by Sadyojyoti in verse 76A-768: given that the soul 

1 
11or '.'puru~a. is considered undefiled (nirmalatva) at all times, whether 

in the bound state or the liberated state, there can be no distinction 

between the bound and the liberated soul)since the soul is at all times 

~unconnected~ to that which could defile it. As a result, the liberated 

and the unliberated states cannot be distinguished. Secondly, even if 

we allow the Samkhya position that the activity of the buddhi and
• 

prakrti f'_'are for the sake of 11 the soul, which remains ,'.'unconnected/,' to1 

this activity, there is nothing to prevent the activity 

from taking place for one who is already liberated, as the soul has no 

control over the activities of the prakrti. Thirdly, and finally, if 

all karmic activity were limited to the sphere of the prakrti-constituted 

buddhi, this activity would apply to all souls indiscriminately, as there 

would be no restricting-factor involved in linking a certain soul with 

a certain buddhi. As a result, liberation again becomes an impossibil

itY. given the Samkhya doctrine. 
a 
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NOTES 

1Most of the quotes taken from Buddhist sources _that appear in 
the BKV are found as well in the MAD and are identifi~d by M. Hulin as 
taken-Tram Dignaga's Pramapasamucca:Ya. Since Aghora Siva also .discusses 
the arthakriyavada we must assume that Dharmakitti i.s as well criticized 
as D1gnaga was unfami 1iar with the concept of arthakriya; cf. Dign<r~a .. 
On Perception, trans. and annotation by Massak1 Hattori, Harvard Orien
tal Series, Vol. 47 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 
1968), p. 80. It may be argued that the concept of arthakriya .as con
ceived by later Buddhist writers was actually latent in D1gnaga 1 s concep
tion of the distinction between the ."svalaksaoau, the unconceptual ized 
particular, and the ,"samanyalak~aoa.11 ~ the conceptualized object or event. 
One of the marks of the svalak§aQa, according to Dharmakirti, is its 
arthakriyasakti while the samanyalaksava possesses no such capacity; · cf. 
Hattori, p. BG. . 

. Concerninq epistemology, the ~akarajnanavada is held by the 
Sautrantikas and some Yogacaras (some Yogacaras also hold a Nirakara

- jnanavada);cf~ Hattori, p. 88. 
· For a discussion of the distinction between the t\indocttiiies, -cr ... also 

Bimal ~- Matilal,Perception (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), p.151 • 
Kamalasila, for instance, maintains that both schools accept the basic 
principle of the sakaravijnanavada; the Sautrantikas, however, accept the 
independent existence 0.f ex.ternal objects while the Yogacaras do _.not . 1

{cf. TS, y. 1344). - 

2The Nyayamanjari of Jayanta Bhati(a, ed. Surya Narayana Sukla. 
Kashmir Sanskrit Series fJo-. 106 (Bena res: Jaya Krishna Das Haridas Gupta, 
1935)' p. 15. 

/ 3The Aphorisms of the MTmamsa by Jaimini, with the Commentary of 
Savara-Svamfn, ed. PandTfaMahesvarachandra fJyayaratna \ralcutta: 
B1bl1otheca lndica, 1873), p. 9. 

4Ibid., p. 9 and Shabara-b~~§ya, trans. Ganganatha Jha. Gaekhwad's 
Oriental Series, N0. LXVI, 2 Vol. aroda: Oriental Institute, 1933), 
p. 13. 

5Matilal points out that the terminological distinctions used by 
11Dignaga in his Pramatiasamuccaya to designate the 

1

11 object-aspect. and the 
11 11_i•cognizing-aspect,11 are, respectively, t

11 arthabhasa, and .11 svabhasa. , which 
are_m2re commonly referred to as ,11 grahyakara.1' and ,11 grahakfil<ara,11 by the 
Yogacara authors: ,"Later on this · arthabhasa transp1 red as arthakara, 
the 'object-form• of the cognition, in the writings of post-Dinna:ga expo

144 
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nents and ·hence the nickname sakaravacJin (s'akara = •awareness with an 
object 1 

) was given to this school. ,11 Cf. Mat iial, Perception, p. 151. 
6The context of this debate conc;.erns the theory of the relation 


between conscipusness and its object. Sabara extends the self-evidential 

character of sabda qua Vedic ."scripture,11 into other spheres of cognition; 

hence, in the sphere of perception he upholds a type of realism 

(arthalambana pratyayaQ) wherein actual perceptions are in themselves 

va I sa pratyaktam) -- and can only- be proven to be · _ 

false , 11 after theact11 of the cognitive eventr Kumarila describes this 

state of affairs: ~Therefore, the authoritative character of a concep

tion recognized through the mere fact of its having the character of 

•cognition•, can be set aside only by the contrary nature ot its object 

or by the recognition of discrepancies of its causes. 11 Cf. ~lokavarttika, 

trans. p. 46. · 


The Buddhists, on the other hand, because of their more ontolog

ical commitment to the k~aDikavada, hold that perception has no _ontological 

support (niralambanao aratyayaQ) and in itself simply represents the 

false sphere of the un Ifferentiated and unconceptualized svalaksana. 


7The Aphorisms of the MlmiilJlsa, p. 9 : ," y ady a rthakiirabuddh i gs y a""t ; n i r
aka~a_tu no·-b·u . ) aKa'ravan bahyo 'rthah g h1 bah1rde~asambad han 

ra ya~ amu a abn ate •. 
8Ibid., p. 9. 
9Sabara says that the cognition becomes cognized (buddhi jnayate); 

terminologically, the buddhi becomes ,"~Mti,". Buddhi (iilambhana) is _ 
ap~atyak~a -- because It has no ."akara. ; therefore) It Is only open to anumana. 
Buddhi can only be said to have akara) when it has an object: ."Further, the 
form of the cognition is never apprehended except in terms of the object 
(sakarain carthafn pratyaksam evavagacchamaQ., 11 cf., ibid. p. 10. 

101f we were to speak of it in terms of ."levels.", level one con
stituting_ vyavasaya-jnana and level two constituting avyavasaya-jnana, 
buddhi-~ qua ,0 bhogya;11 would be comparab~ to the level. of v·c1vasaya
Jh;~ • ---suc1l is the manner in which Aghora Siva tends to constr e tnis 
a vity. The buddhi is the locus for a certain type of cognition (jnana) 
which leads, so to speak, 11 .a life of its own". The l"aafi terminology is 
u!~d to explain the events which take place in the u i; this !1buddhi
~u then becomes an object of the soul and comes under the category 
or-:"a'tma-jnan~··, i.e. , 11 bhoga;11 or 11 anubhava 11 and is more comparable to a 
avyavas!ya-JEaaa. Of course, in 

1 

this section of the BK under discussion 
this is not a yoyjoti 1 s concern; rather, the separa'fe existence of 
~ is meant to establish the radical distinction between the bhoktr 
ancfthe bhogya. 

. . 11 BKV •. p. 30 quo~ed from DharmakTrti, Pramfil)avarttik-.a, ed. Swami 
lA'.1arikadas Sastri (Varanasi: Bauddha-Bharati, 1968), p. 78. 

12The MA is very conscise in its criticism. The first and no 
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doubt most important argument attributes a ,"category mi stake," to the 
Buddhists who are said to confuse consciousness with the instruments 
whereby consciousness becomes manifested (i.e. senses, manas, etc.)
and thus confuse the impennanence of the instruments with the impennan
ence of consciousness. The MA employs two other basic arguments: it 
is wrong to attribute impennanence to the self since we in fact enjoy the 
fruits of previous activities and since we remember previous experiences. 

13MAV, p. 100: ,"If the soul exists, there is a conception of 
11an ."other,"; this distinction of the ,11self1 [i.e.,as ,"what is mine"] and 

the · ,"other," engenders the attachment to possess tons and animosity 
(yaduktam •atmani sati parasa~~a svaearavibha2at1arigrahadve~au.
ana:yossarvprabbaddnassarve dos . praJ Syante 11 i t1 . , 11 The quote is from 
Pram!navartt1ka, p. 77. ---

14MAV, pp. 102-103: ,"nanu sadrsaparaparak~aQotpattivipralabdhatvat
sthairyama<ffiYaropitamityuktam::r

15oignaga, On Perception, p. 28. 
16 Ibid., p. 28 (v.9a}: ,"or [it can be maintained that] the self

cognition or-the cognition cognizing itself (svasaTvitti} is here the 
result [of the act of cognizingJ •. 11 Dharmakirb describes the inner per
ception of emotive states as manovijnana and the self-cognition as 
sarvacittacaitanam atma sa~vedana~. There is a sense in which svasawvedana 
is co-temporal with-every cognitive state, which thus provides the con
tinuity in experience, as DharmakTrti states: "All (simple) conscious
ness, as well as all mental phenomenon, are self-conscious.!' Cf. 
Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Lotic, I, 163. For a discussion of the Buddhist 
notion of svasa~vedana, c • Hattori, pp. 93-94 and Matilal, Perception, 
pp. 149-153. 

17of course the~e is a difficulty in explaining continuity in the 
svalak~ana sphere of experience, as svasa~vedana qua manovijnana appears 
to infuse some kind of conceptuality into the svalak~ana experience.
It is exactly this cryptic problem in Dignaga which as led M. Nagatomi 
to refer to it as .11 a conundrum in the Buddhist pramaoa system." Cf. M. 
Nagatomi, ."Arthakriya, ,11 Adyar Library Bulletin, 31-2, (1967-1968), 
243-260. 

18,11 The resulting cognition arises bearing in itself the fonn of 
the cognized object and [thus] is understood to include the act of [of 

11cognizing] (savyapara}. , Cf. Hattori, p. 28. The Buddhist is arguing
against the fJy[yayika who c·onstrues the kararia qua karaoa as separate
both ontologically and temporally from the kttrya. 

19v; to; Hattori, p. 29. 
2°For the reasons behind the two alternatives, cf. Matilal, 

Perception, pp. 151-152 
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21 cf. Sabara, trans. pp. 26-31. 
22unlike Sabara, Kumarila Bhatt~ does not con~true sukhadubl<ha 

etc. as ,.. properties,'' of the soul; cf~'Slokavartttka, trans. p~ .385. 
23Bhoktrtva and kartrtva must be included if the sadhana-sadhya

sa~bandha is to be established (v.4). 
24These two positions are respectively known as vikriyanityatva

and ucchedanitaatva. Kumarila states: ,11 The applicability of the tenn 
anitya applie to the atman is not rejected if the non-eternality is 
one of modification [of the eternal soul] and not of its destruction. ,.. 
Cf. p. 385. Parthasarathi uses more standard philosophical vocabulary 

to describe this state of affairs: the soul is nitya in its svarapa
and anitya and anitya in its upadhi. 

25 1n order to explain the specific ontological manner in which 
the soul qua kartr··acts(kriyate) in activity (~rila), v.75 lays down the 
principle that"'tll€ kartr need not always be t e ocus in which the activ
ity adhers; actions are only brought about by the soul in its capacity 
as a superintending factor . (adhi~thaQa or instigator (prayojika) [v.75]
and is so involved in activities qua kartr in a different manner: for 
example, through movement, language, proximity etc. (vs. 95-96). 

26Kumarila does not accept a subtle body (cf. v. 62); transforma
tion occurs at the level of ."avastha;11 with the soul taking on different 
physical bodies qua ,11 avastha"11 

• 

; 27cf. Santarak~ita, Tattvasarpgraba (contra Nyayfi), pg. 213-214).
KamalasTla quotes Uddyotakara (fJt~yava'ftbk~,3.1.1). Santaraksita 
objects to this view since nitya va and vibhutva etc. do not become mani
fest in aha~kara; rather, the cognitions of physical attributes, like 
,
11fair complexion,11 etc., become manifest. 

Cf. note 40 for chapter IV above concerning the notion of aha~kara 
as held by Vatsyayana. In Vatsyayana's case it can be argued that he 

11does attribute a ,·certain''personalism, to the soul, even though this is 
not his intention. On the one hand, in his commentary on 4.2.44 he 

11makes it clear that the 1"! ~ notion is only constitutive of the soul in
sofar as it has cognition; in the state of release there is no cognition.
All cognition is a result of the condition of embodiment: ,11 The conditions 
(necessary for the production of knowledge) are there only if there is a 
body produced as a result of adrsta which is the substratum of actions 
(cesta), senses (indriya) and pleasure and pain. Thus cognitions are 
invariably produced (only in the prescence of such a body).!' Cf. 
~Jya-Sutra with Vatsyayana's Bha~ya, p. 370. In his commentary on 1.1.22 

yayana further argues against construing mok§a as the svasaTvedana 
[which would definitely involve a fonn of ahampratyaya] of eternal bliss. 

11On the other hand, however, Vatsyayana describes ,11 the eternal soul , as 
sarvadras rtva, sarvabhoktrtva, sarvajnatrta and sarvanubhavin (comm. on 

p. ; since the ahampratyaya leads to the inferential conception 
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of a permanent self qua substratum of the fleeting cognitions, it 
appears that this ahampratyaya also applies to the ,"more eternal ," 
qualities of the soul such as .___ ·sarvadrastrtva etc. · -

28slokavarttika (atmavada, v. 107), trans. p. 401: [According
to the BhasyaLl the soul is directly cognizable by the notion of 1 11 

.:
1 

1 I 1In v. 132 a similar idea is expressed: ,11 The notion of must always
(be accepted to) ref er to the soul (atmabh imanenetyahambuddh i rdhruvatman i) · ~" 

29MAv, p. 99: ,"cideva ~Tyaril ki.,~i;iiKa tattadarthapraka£ariipii
anubhavasiCfcffia natvetadvyat1ri ta 'Cltma v1dyate samvedanavyat1r1ktasya 
bhedanaprat 1 bhasanat •

1 

11 
-

30 I bid . 
1

11 sarrvedana eva ksaQike i_aladhara ravahavatsadd s'a ara arot111 

iattibhram~ikplpena sthair,ramaahyaropya a 1 ~av1 :t fiam a seyammma n 1r .. " 
lso see kamalas1la 1s commentary on vv. 1920-19 2 wh1c argue against the 

pqsition ~f the Carvaka that all consciousness proceeds from sense-organs
and objects: 11 If all cognition were apprehended only through the sense1 

organs and the objects, -- then our assertion would have been an audac
ious one; as a matter of fact, however, in Dreams and other states 
there appears Subjective Consciousness envisaging the Blue and objects,
which subjective consciousness is apprehended even when there is no Sense
organ nor any object in the shape of colour , etc. (yadi sarvameva 
jnanamindrivarthabalenaiva jlrayate tada sahasam bhavet, y~vat~ 
svapratlyavasthayamniladi ratibhasamrrianovijnanamasatyapi caks,gradindriye 
yina 1 Q.i r!Jpadinarthena samvedyate Cf. Tattvasamgraha of Sant araksita. l 

withtheCommentary, trans. pp. 919-921, ed. p. 345-347. 
31 11yay~ Silt ras , p. 18. The two inferenees Sadyoj yoti emp 1oys to 

prove the ex1s ence of the soul are categorized as the samanyatodrsta 
form, i.e.,inferring something imperceptible (adf~ta) from someth1rlg-per
ceptible (drsta). Gautama (1.1.5) subdivides 1n erence into three 
categories:' 'purvava~ (lit. ,11 that which has the antecedenti") is an in
ference from the cause to the effect, as from the viewing of clouds one 
infers that it will rain; efe§avat is from the effect to the cause, as when 
one infers that it has rained from the viewing of swollen rivers; and 
samanyatodrsta inference occurs when the perception of an object which 
is percept1Sie provides the basis for the establishment of something
imperceptible, as the movement of the sun is inf erred from the percep
tion of its location in different places. Both the pITrvavat and se~avat 
inferences concern perceptual objects while the samanyatrodrsta only 
concerns imperceptible objects. In his commentary on 1.1.5 Vatsyayana
subdivides these basic three kinds of inference into two alternative 
ways of viewing them, i.e. temporally and spatially (or logically). With 
respect to the samanyatodr~ta inference, the temporal manner would concern 
the movement of the sun whereas the spatial or logical manner would con
cern something like the postualation of the soul from the fact of cog
nitive qualities, which is more in line with Sadyojyoti 1 s ·use of the 
samanyatodrsta inference: 11 When the relation between the probans and the

1 

probandum 5eing imperceptible, the probandum is known from a probans · 
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having the same nature with any other object. As, for example, self 
from desire, etc. Desire etc. are qualities. Qualities reside in sub
stances. Therefore, that which is the substratum of these (i.e. desire 
etc.) is the self·:" Cf. Niaya Sutras, p. 18. With respect to the example
of the sun's movement as given by Gautama, Keith claims that the sun is 
inferred to move based on the analogy of ordinary motion 
even though the sun's movement is not open to perception; cf. Arthur 
Berriedale Keith, Indian Lo5ic and Atomism (New York: Greenwood Press, 
1968), p. 89. Kisor Chakra ortl,however, argues that the ;·samanyatodf$ta 
is an inference based on seeing or proving (dr~ta) the universal 
(saman~ata) two things must necessarily share and not on an analogy; cf. 
Kisor umar Chakraborti, The Log~c of Gautama, Society for Asian and 
Comparative Philosophy, Monograp n~ 5 (HonolultJ: The University Press 
of Hawaii, 1977), pp. 14-31. 

The samanyatodr$ta inference is generally acce~ted by the other 
schools. For example, in v. 6 of the Sa~kh~a Karika Isvarakrsna accepts 
this form of inference: 

1 

11 samanyatastu drstada -ndriyanam pratftiranumanat •. . 11 

Cf. The Sa~khyakarika of I vara r~na, p. • a ara, as we have seen, 
11acceptstit when he usesthe fact at 1

11 desi re. to establish the nature of the 
soul; he Vaiie?ika Sutras (2.2.15 and 2.1~16) as well accept it. Even 
a Buddhist text, the Up?Yahrdaya, a pre-Dignaga work·, accepts the 
saman atod s a inference; cf. G. Tucci, Pre-Dignaaa Buddhist Texts on 
~ ram inese Sources, G.O.S., no. xtT1 (Baro a: Oriental instY:
tuae, T9'2'9")' p. 14. . ' 

32By the later tradition, following Uddyotakara, the s~manyatodr~ta
. inference was seen to include many forms of inference, including 
arthapatti; cf. The Logic of Gotama, p. 16. 

33MAv, p. 100:ya,tsattatsarvain kfa(likaiil ak~anikasya
kramayaugapadyabhvam arthakriytt liupaoa teh sattavmi. evasiddhatvat. 11 

1

' 
34MAV, p. 100; quote from Pramanavarttika, p. 100: 

uarthakri'YISamartharh +at tadatra param~thaSat asantO I ksanikastasmat 
krama=kramavi rodhatah •. - · -

35sastri, The Philosophy of Nyaya·
36T. Stcherbatsky, I, 86-87. 
37The same argument is put forth 

-Vai£esika, 

in the MAD, 

pp. 

p. 

191

104. 

194. 

As well, 
Narayapa Ka'}-t:ha gives the example of a . itTs both involved in
11 pot,11 

: 

many things and is one thing (M1\V, p. 104). 

38i:he ,"jewels and the thread," example (maDislitravat) that many
jewels are related to one thread is .meant to illustrate"tlle point that 
one object can be related to three different temporal events, the past, 
pres~nt and future; cf. Padarthadhannasaagraha, trans. p. 81-82. The 
ctassic example is that a ruby' (padmara_a) remains the same and does 
not become different due to its association with the past and present;
For a well _presented discussion of this in a· Buddhist 

http:evasiddhatvat.11
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context, cf. Stcherbatsky, I. 203 and II, 21-24, 33-34. 
39An~ther formulation of this is ajnatarthajnapakam pramaryam;

since the object_ is always momentary, it always appears as a new event. 
40sesides presenting ·the basic philosophical position2f the C~rv~ka 

as is corroborated by such works as the Brahmasutrabhasya, Nyayamanjart
and Tattvasamqraha, Madhava in the Sarvadarsanasarpgraha gives; an account 
of the c~rv~ka as an anti-Brailrnanic and anti-theistic social movement 
dedicated to a form of hedonism.' Madhava sees this 1

11 social,11 aspect of 
Carvaka as the expression of those who neglect the four traditionally 

11accepted ,11 eurusartha, , i.e. kama, _artha, dharma and moksa -- accepting
only the first two; cf. Sar7aerar§anasam raha, pp. 10-1L In the 
Brahmasutrabhasya (3.3.53 a~ ara sees a-rv a, through its denial of a 
,
11 separate," self, as denying the possibility of boAdage and release both 
for the PtTrvamimamsa, as it would deny the possibility of a separate 
self attaining heaven and for the Vedanta, as it would deny the possibility
of the identification of the self with Brahm.ln: cf. Vedanta Sutras with 
~Commentary £f_ Sankaracarya. 

41 cf. Sadananda, Vedantasara, trans. Swami Nikhilananda (Calcutta: 
Advaita Ashrama, 1974), 39. Although Jayanta Bhalta treats the 
sarrratmavada, indriya-caitanyavada and the manascaitanyavada, he on1y
altributes tne sarrratmavada to the "C"arvaka. Re also discusses 

11 11the 11 Susiksita Carval<asj wliO accept a ."soul, which is distinct from the 
body 

1 

but which perishes with the death of the body; cf. UyayamanjarT of 
Jayanta Bhatta, ed., II~ 39. . 

1142cf. Eli Franco, ,11 Studies in the Tattvopaplavasirpha,. Journal of 
Indian Philosophy, 11 (1983), 147-166. 

43 Ibid., p. 148. 
441t was generally assumed by the other schools that the 

~ratyaksa - only Carvakas slipped anumana in the side door. For example: 
, When he [Carvakal denies the existence of another world, he actually has 
resort to a proof called negation (anupalambha) [which is inferential 
knowledge]. Therefore, how can the !arvaka b~ sane when he argues by means 
of inferential knowledge, while saying that inference is not valid know

11ledge •. Cf. Mok~akaragupta, Tarkabhasa, trans. Y. Kaj iyama (Kyoto:
Rinsen Books,1966), p. 31. In his commentary on vv. 1482-1483 Kamalasila 
identifies a certain Puranda who is quoted as claiming that the Carvaka 
accept inference in a limited sense as that which is held by most people
in everyday affairs (lokaprasiddha-anumana) but does not accept it to 
~~ov~ thi~gs beyond the worldly sp~ere (lau~ikamargatikramya~~numana).
Santaraksita observes that the notion such as 11 the effect arises from 

11 11the cause, etc. is accepted ,11 in the wor1 d. -- i.e. Qy the person in the 
street; however, it is exactly such an idea, says Santaraksita, that the 
early logicians used to found anumana on. Consequently, he' argues, if one 
accepts anumana in a laukika sense one accepts it in a paralaukika sense 

http:Brahm.ln
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as well; cf. Tattvasamgraha, p. 738. 
45 MAV, pp. 181-189. 
46Narayana Kantha attacks the pratyaksaikapramanavada mainly in 

terms of the discernment of the four elements constituting the body; 
·t1ithout inference, it is impossible, he insists, to have a ,"synthetic 
vie~,11 (anvata-AAahanatva) of the totality of things within sphere of ex
perience; c • __!, pp. 188-189. 

_ _ 4~MAV ,_p. 188: .11 [dejle] prthi vyadibhutacatu~tayarabdhatvamapi 
nanumanam ~ I VagantlJn Sakyam./1 

49 - - - .. _ MAV, p. 1~9: , .'_'pramaoetarasamanyasthiteranyaviyogataQ
pramanantarasad bhava I t1 •. " 

50Jayanta Bhajta's Nyii}'a-ManjarT, trans. Janaki Vallabha Bhattacharya,
Vol/ I (Delhi: Mot1 al Banars1dass, 1978), p. 247; cf. ed. p. 208: 
11 v i sese 1 nugamabhavatsamanye s i ddhasaahanat/ tadvato 
1 nup$nnatvac:Ianumttnakatht kutah .:_• 

1 

51 ,11 prthivyapastejovayuriti,11
, Tattvasamgraha of Santarak~ita, ed. 

p. 520. 

1152Just as ,"kaya eva. appears to be an original maxim or nyaya of 
the Carvaka school:-a5 ~is cited by many 'commentators, so also this manner 
of describing consciousness as a .11 vise;;a.11 of the body; eg., 
"caitanyavisistab kayap ~uru?a iti" --cf. The Brahmasutrasamkarubhaiyam,
ed. r~rayan Ram/Acharya ( ombay:--sityabhamabar-Pandurang, 194~), p.42
(on 3.3.53). Samkara also refers to the Carvaka notion of consciousness 
as a ."quality,11 (dharmatva) of the body. KamalaSfla on vv. 1858-1859 
points out that some Carvcikas hold that consciousness is :•produced out of" 
(utpadyate) the body while others hold that it }s ... manifested by"
(abhivyajyate) the body; cf. Tattvasawqraha of Santaraksita, p. 887. 

53Kamala~Tla proffers an interesting argument against this Carvaka 
position: . 11 For instance, when one sees such disgusting things as the 
blood of a tiger, etc., there appears a manifestation in the mind of a 
cowardly person, in the shape of savour and so forth; and yet this does 

11not make the said Subjective Consciousness a material effect of that blood. ,
Cf. Tattvasamgraha, trans. p. 900. 

54BKV, p. 36. 

http:vise;;a.11
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55Pau kara ·Agama, pasupatala, v. 6): sPB, p. 100 (yadyasmin
sati sand am a is\am tasya karagam). Siv[grayogin expresses this 
S1TQh y 1 erently: !11 f someth rng is seen where there is something
else, the latter is sure to be the cause of ;the former (yadyasmin
satyev a d riyate tattasya kal-aoam drgtam) •11 SPB , e: 9 7 _. fla'r[yapa Kar,itha 
exp~esses it as: yasm1n sat1 y~sya ~l!\l~~ · yacrabhave cabh3vah 
tattasyakaryam, MAV, p. 11r"'4:'" e gives e example of cold and the winter 
season. In the Brahmasutrasamkarabtia?ya (3.3.51 and _3.3.52) we find a 
similar explanation of the reason adduced by the Carvaka to defend their 
po~tion, although the emphasis in this case is placed more on the re
lation between localities or loci than on the relation between cause and 
effect: wherever x exists only when y exists and does not exist when 

11y does not exist, x is considered to be an 
1 

11quality, (dharma)of y;
for example, light and heat are considered to be qualities of fire 
(yadi ~asminsati bhavatyasati ca na bhavati tattaddhannatvenadhyavasTyate 
~hthf~ni~harm~vausgyaprakt~aUT,trrahmasuJrasankarabha§.Yam, ed. p. 424. 

wo su ras wh1cn appear as 3.3.51 in Srtka~fha 1 s Bhasya do not 
criticize Carvaka but are treated as a reference in the relationship of 
individual and supreme consciousn~s in light of proper meditation. In
deed, nowhere in his Bha$ya dg,.es Srfka~t)la take up a criticism of Carvaka; 
cf. The Brahma-Miina~s~ with Srtkantha~· Sivacharya•s Commentary, ed L. 
Srinivasacharya. Government Oriental Library Series, B1bl1otheca Sans
krita No. 30 (Mysore: Government Oriental Library, 1903), pp. 

p. 99 ; 

57MKo, p. 190. 

11581n this case the .11 SuklaSonita implies the foetus (kalana),a1 

term specifically referring to the embryo a short time after conception
(karyasrayioasca kalalady]l), sa~khya Karika, v. 43). 

59Narayana Kantha uses a similar example: we see a small cog
nition (alpajnana) in' a large body (mahakayal and a large thought 
(mahamati) in a small body (aleakaya); cf. MAD, p. 187. M. Hulin gives
the illustration of a mowse being smaller tlian the crocodile, which in
dicates that consciousness is not in direct proportion to bodily size; 
cf. Mrgendrasama; Sections de J! Doctrine, p.164. 

· 60 1n BK, ·v. 72 provides the reason, using the phrase 
,
11 jfvacchayopaDFlosyatva\11 as a reason for holding that the body is an un
conscious material obJect; the tenn .11 -utabhogyatvat.11 is clear enough
although . 11 p·va-ch~ya,11 is more difficulto understand in this context 
as it smac s of t e Samkhya doctrine which construes the buddhi as .a 
chaya of the puru~; this doctrine is criticized by Sady0Jyot1 in vv. 
748-7.78. Aghora 1va explains the idea of the chaya in v. 72 as referr
ing to the reflective or mirroring activity of the buddhi in its 

http:748-7.78
http:utabhogyatvat.11
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,
11 presentation.11 of objects to the soul; qua ,11 object.11 

, therefore, the 
body has the same status as any other .11 object,11 and no more privileged 

11 11g.ccess to consciousness than any other · ,11 object. 11 Chaya, in this 
Saivite sense is a one-way mirroring, the presentation of objects in the 
buddhi, whereas with the Sa~khya, the chfya is a two-way mirroring, the 
buddhi presenting objects and the subjec in one activity. 

61 vedanta Su'1ras, p. 271. 
62sivaraman, Saivism in _Philosophical Perspective, p. 271. 

1163cf. SPB, pp. 97-99. The ,11 corpse, provides a similq.r use of 
the same phenomenon to prove the opposite conclusions. The Saivite sees 
the corpse as proof that the physical body is· dependent on consciousness 
for its continued existence. The Carvakas, on the other hand, claim that 
when the body is no longer functioning as a body, ie. when the . 11 orfil;la 11 

is no longer in tact, there is no consciousness; death is said to be the 
departure (nirgama) of the elemental bio-force. 

64MA, p. 186: ,11 parir1amasya vaisiHyadasti cenna smrtistada. 11 

65 Ibid., p. 187: ,11 napyevam supratitatvat smarta kayetaro 
1 styataQ .,11 

66The Carvaka, howev~r, might reply that the fact remains, the 
cognitions according to the Saivites are themselves transitory: if 
memory neither belongs to the unstable cognitions nor to the soul, then 
who or what actually remembers? 

67BKV, p. 35 
68 MAV, p. 281. 
69The differences among the various commentators concerning the 

interpretati~n of this karika are typified by the debate between 
Vacaspati Misra and Vijmlna Bhik~u over the concept of !

11 bhokthtva 11 in 
their commentaries on the Yoga-SUtras. For Vacaspati Mi~ra t e puru§a
is really a non-experiencer assuming the pose of an experiencer while 
for Vijnana Bhik~u the ~uruja is a real experiencer; for a discussion 
of the various interpre at1ons cf. Latika Chattopadhyaya, Self in 
Sa~khya Philosophy (Calcutta: Roy and Chowdhury, 1982), pp:-43":'46. 

70 1n SaTkhya Karika, v.17, one of the reasons postulated to 
prove the existence of the puruia is the fact of an enjoyer
(bhoktrabhavat). The Samkhya Sutras, v. 6.54, explicitly states that 
agency belongs to the ~go, not_the puru~a ahamkarah karta na ~uru~aQ).
In his commentary on Sa~khya Sutras 1.9 Aniru a argues tha kartrtva, 
bhoktrtva and adhistatrtva are falsely ascribed to the self when in· 
fact 1t is the- ,11 prak:r~a.11 [i.e. qua buddhi] which possesses these qualities. 

71 The pratibimbavada is associated more with the Samkhya sntras 
and Yoga Sutras than with the Sa~khya Karika. The pratib1m5avmta is 

http:the-,11prak:r~a.11
http:object.11
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also expressed in Vedanta, as for example, in the Brhadaranyaka 
U~anisad 2.4.12 and the Brahma Sutras 2.3.50; for a discussion of 
t e doctrine outside Sa~khya, cf. Latika Chattopadhyaya, p. 132. In 
the Samkhya-Yoga writings the . 11 reflection,11 .doctrine is based on a 
number'of analogies. In the Yo~~SUtras 6.28 the analogy of the moon 
in water is given; in Samkhya ras 2.35 and 1.96 the analogy of the 
gem•s proximity to the red flower 1s given. 

72 BKV, p. 36. 
73 Ibid., p. 37. The magnet analogy is given in Yoga SO'tra 

Bha§ya on 1.4 
74BKV, p. 36. 
75samkhya Karika, v. 57. 
76MAv, pp. 82-86. 

pp. 84-85: 

78The Sa!Qkhyakarika of Isvarakrsna, trans. Mainkar, pp.
159 and 1SS:- 
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Chapter VI 

THE TRANS-BUDDHI CONDITIONS GOVERNING EMPIRICAL CONSCIOUSNESS 

L Introduction 
/

The Saivite doctrine of the thirty-six tattvas is often sub
1divided into three distinct groups. The first five tattvas are 

112 11characterized as 11 pure
1 

and are designated as .11 prerakakaoda, , i.e. > 

as those created by Siva; they _ are also collectively referred to as 

the ~ivatattva. Inclusive within this more mythic group are the £iva

tattva, ~akti-tattva, sadasiva-tattva, rsvara-tattva and sadvidya-tattva. 

The next group consists of eight tattvas and is characterized as 11 pure 
11and impure

1 
This group of tattvas specifically governs the trans-buddh!_ • 

conditions which are .9. priorj to empirical consciousness. For this 

reason, they are collectively referred to as the ,11 bhoktrkanda... (or 

1111 bhoJ:ayiti-kanda, ) 
1 
i.e. )the group concerned with the enjoyer of empiri

cal consciousness; secondarily, this group is referred to as the 
311 vidyatattva 11 Inclusive within this group are the maya-tattva, kala• 

tattva, niyati-tattva, kala-tattva, vidya-tattva, raga-tattvaand puru~a

tattva. The final group of tattvas is known as the 11 bhogyakapda11 which 
11implies that this collection of tattvas constitutes the ,11 object, for 

the soul qua enjoyer of empirical consciousness. This group includes the 

tattvas from Prak[ti to the earth and is referred to in a collective 

fashion as the 11 atma tattva 11 
1 . .,...._,_..... I e 

In line with the position of the Raurava Agama Sadyojyoti does not 
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4consider kala and niyati, Time and Restriction, to be tattvas. Hence, 

1 11Sadyojyoti speaks of the threefold .'_ vesture~ of kal a, vidya and raga, 

which constitute the soul 1 s ,11 cloak,11 during the period of empirical con

sciousness; elsewhere it is referred to as being fivefold. 5 Sadyojyoti 

also does not consider .' 1 puru§a~ to be a tattva in the strict sense. By 

not accepting kala, niyati and puruja a$ tattvas, Sadyojyoti accepts only 
I 

thirty-three tattvas instead of the more common thirty-six. Aghora Siva 

accepts the doctrine of thirty-six tattvas throughout his commentaries on 

the Tattva Prakasa and the Mrgendra Agama Vrtti; in his commen- · · 

taries on the Bhoga Karika and Tattva SaTgraha he argues for the inclusion 

of kala, niyati and puru?a as tattvas, even though Sadyojyoti, according to 
,. 

11 11Aghora Siva, only , assumes, them. 

In this final chapter we shall first discuss the concept of prakrti 

and the three 9ugas and then turn our attention · to the threefold .11 vesture11 

of kala, vidya and raga as well as the absence of kala, niyati and purusa 

as tattvas. To conclude, the allied concepts of maya, the foundational 

ontological concept grounding empirical consciousness, and mala, the found

ational soteriological concept, are treated. 

2. The Concepts of Prakrti and the Three Gu9as 

The prakrti-tattva and the guoa-tattva -- the former the cause of 

the latter -- immediately lie above the buddhi-tattva. The guTJa-tattva 

is constituted by the three gupas: sattva, rajas and tamas. Although 

imperceptible, the three guoas are inferrable through their immediate 

effects, the buddh i and so forth. 6 The 9uQas are described as the .1'materi a 1 
I 

cause~· of the tattvas beginning with buddhi. Aghora Siva quotes the 
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SaTkhya Karika to explain the manner in which the three ~ combine 

together to fonn the results such as buddhi, etc.) i.e. ,11through mutual 

subjugation, interdependence and co-operation.!17 For example, in the 
11attainment of , ... siddhit1

, the gupa ,... sattva._ dominates over tamas and rajas. 

Each entityJwhich · is a result of the guQas Jis a particular .... blending of 

the supas 
11

(gu{laSaQ'lprkta). The analogy provided by Sadyojyoti in the 

Tattva Sa~graha to explain the manner in which the triadic gupa-tattva 

forms different products is based on the relational manner in which the 

11 
•
11 earth, qua substratum exists in many different products, such as pots, 

skulls and so forth. 8 The guoas, however, are not considered to be the 

immediate causes (sakiatkarapa) of all the tattvas below buddhi but take 

on a mediate role by becoming .11transfonned 11 (vikrti) into the lower1 

tattvas. 

The Saivite disagrees with the Samkhya over the ontological status 
' 

/

of the guoas. For the Saivite>the gu{las, although .11 causes of the lower 

tattvas," are themselves ·
1

11 products,11 - of prakrti, and in themselves do not 

constitute self-subsistent realities. According to the Sa~khya, the guoas 

and prakrti constitute one tattva. The guQas are simply the condition of 

equipdse (samanya-avasta) of · the prakrti-tattva, considered to be the·• 
foundational cause of the empirical world constitutive of buddhi and so 

forth. SaTkhya argues that there is no evidence that prakrti is in fact 

an .11 effect,u of some higher tattva. For example, verse 3 of the Samkhya 

11 11Karika simply states that the ,11 prakrti 1 qua 11mITlaprakrti . is .11 avikrti ,11 
, 

i.e.~not a result of some causative transformation of a higher tattva. 

Commenting on this conception of prakrti, Gauqapada9 states that 
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prakrti is not produced by anything and therefore cannot be considered 

to be an 11 effectf11 of anything. Also commenting on this conception of 

prakrti Vacaspati Misra offers a more interpretive explanation; he 

says that if we were to ask for a cause of prakrtiJwhich is itself the 

,"root cause!" (mUiaprakrti) of the whole collection of effects, we would 

11be seeking a ,"root," of this ,''root, and such a mode of inquiry leads, in 
10the final analysis, to an infinite regress. 

Contrary to the Sa~khya conception of prakrti and the gunas, the 
/
Saivite argues the prakrti is in fact the cause of the guoas, as the 

guQas are both material {jadatva) and manifold (anekatva); 11 since what

ever is material and manifold must have a cause, the gupas cannot in them

selves be considered to be fundamental uncaused causes, in spite of the 

claim by the SaJl}khya that the gu(las can only be considered .''manifold" 

in a transfonned sense(since they remain of one nature in their pre
11causati ve and pre-engaged condition of equipdse qua ,11 prakr;ti, ). 

~ 

The Saivite also disagrees with the Sa~khya over the temporal 

nature of the guoas. According to Saqtkhya the gu9as are eternally in a 

state of equipoise in the prakrti state while in a transformed state in 

their manifested condition. According to Sadyojyoti (BK, 898-90A), on 

the other hand, the guQas are said to be in an undivided state when in 

Prakrti prior to their engagement in the manifested sphere. Moreover, 

although prakrti is described as the material cause of the qu~as, prakrti 

does not constitute an eternally independent causal factor (svatantryam)) 

as it does with Sarpkhya, but must be .''set in motion"· or ."agitated/' into 
,,

activity by Siva, specifically operating through the instrumentality of 
/
Srlkantha. 12'. 
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Commenting on the criticism of the Samkhya conception of the 
• 

9uoas and prakrti 	in the Mrsendra A~ama, Naraya~a Ka~~ha summarizes the 

Saivite position: 13 

The followers of Kapila imagine that ~rakfti, which is of the 
nature of the equilibrium (samya) ofhehree gunaf (sattva, 
~ and tamas), is a t 

11 higher cause,11 (paramaka"fana a). This 
~ti, first of all, is not something which is_differen~ from 

he gt9as~ Just the gunas themselves are prakrt1. But, if 
~rak[ i is identified with the~. it is necessarily multiple 
ane a); such a non-conscious ancrrTIUltiple thing depends on 

another cause (tatkaranatantarapurvaka) [other than itself], as 
when there is the existence of threads, mud or clay. If it de
pends on another cause, it cannot be a supreme cause. 

The higher cause of prakrti that Naraya~a Ka~~ha has in mind is 

the mala-maya complex working through the instrumentality of kala. In 

terms of serving as the ultimate and obfuscational ~ause of the world, 

the mala-maya complex performs a similar function that prakfti serves in 

the Samkhya.
' 

1 113. The Exclusion of 1 _ 1 Puru~a, ~ ! Tattva 
11	 11The ouru~atattya is described_. differently in different works1	 1 _,

and with varying deg.rees of detai I. In the Tattva Prakasa, for instance, 

the puru§a-tattva 	is technically described as ,"the soul circumscribed by 
14the five sheaves,11 

: 

When prompted by these tattvas [the pancakancukab, kala etc.;J 
the soul is brought to the condition of EnJoyership;-Tt receives 

11 11the designation of , puru~a, and a place among the tattvas. 
I 

In his commentary to thi.s verse Aghora Siva explains that there 

is no real ,11 puru$atatta!' apart from the soul, as all the vidya tattvas -

of which the purusa tattva is one -- are of an unconscious nature (j_~_Qatva). 

Purusa, i.e.,the soul, is, on the other hand, of a con~cious nature, like 
I' 

Siva. Placing the bound soul in the tattvic order would also be subjec
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ing the soul to the causal process of the tattvas; the bound soul 

would thus become a 11 product.11 of the tattva above it. Since the soul 

pervades over all the vidya tattvas it is illogical to place it .11 as a 

tattv~11 after raga and before prakrti. Aghora Siva maintains that Bhoja 

Deva points this out when he states that the bound sou~which is a result 

of the five sheavesJbecomes an Enjoyer and therefore is designated as 

the .E_!!rU§a-tattva, as it is only after the investiture of the five 

sheaves ending with the r[ga-tattva that it becomes an enjoyer. The 
11puruia-tattva is not, however;a :"tattva. proper nor does it support a 

/ 

i 
11 worldi11 (bhuvana),as it is claimed in Saivite works dealing with certain 

initiatory and purificatory practices (i.e.
7 

dlksa). 15 In the Srtmat 

Matari2a A2ama, Mrnend.ra Agama and other Agamas, for instance, only the 

raga-tattva is the locus for the worlds that apply to the soul yoked to 

the five sheaves. 16 Aghora Siva states that 1
11 puru§a" is counted as a 

tattva in the works . that deal with dik~i because it serves a role in 

the ritualistic purification of the soul ~-a-vis a sequential purifi

cation of the tattvas beginning with the most gross, i.e.3the elements. 17 

11In the works on ., l is designated as the tattva that ·.diksa 1'purusa1 follows 
11 prakrtit because after the purification of the prakrti-tattva there must1 7 

11take place the purification of the 
1

11 impurity1 (mala) that is a quality 
11 11of the bound soul (puru~atva-mala); the , puru~a-tattva. is simply the 

designation of the bound soul whose .1'mala,11 needs purifying. In his 
/

commentary on the Bhoga Karika Aghora Siva reiterates the same argument, 

adding that the ~puru~~· qua soul cannot be considered to be a means-of

bhosa and be of the form of a world, 18 since the soul-qua-bhoktr is both 

http:Mrnend.ra
http:11product.11
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conscious and unlimited (i.e. not limited by the pancakancuka). 

In ~ghJra Siva's description bf the ~puru~a-tattva~· one finds 

a distinction between the soul considered as a 1

11fundamental category,'' 

arth ) '· II pasu,, t he puru.sa-tattva on 1(Rad- a , i.e.. as / II and as a ta tva. T y 

applies to sakala souls and not to the vijnana-kala or pralaya-kala 
- I

souls. In his commentary on the Mrgendra Agama Vrtti Aghora Siva adds 

that it is not only the association (upabrmhitatva) with the five sheaves 

that is the cause of the puru§a-tattva but also the delusive attachment 

to the objects belonging to the sphere of prakrti (prakrtigocara

prapyabhi la$amoha). The soul thus becomes 11 deluded,11 and identifies itself1 

I 

with the transitory prakrti: in this context Aghora Siva quotes Yoga Sutra 

2.5: .11 avidya is entering the conviction (khyatipratipatti) that the perish

ing is permanent, the impure pure, the unpleasant pleasant and the non-self 
1119the self ., The Pau~kara Agama is even more adamant that the five sheaves 

are in need of .11 avidya,11 in order for there to be the connection to prakrti; 

this Agama maintains that the five sheaves themselves cannot be the cause of 

the enjoyment of prakrti sinc_e avidya·)which is a .11 prakrta.11 phenomenon of 

the buddhi, is a prerequisite to the attachment. Avidy~, on the other 

hand, requires the five sheaves, since there can be no agency (kartrtva) 

in the absence of kala -- thus, it would become impossible for the soul to 

become an enjoyer of prakrti. 20 

4. 11 Ra_a~_/ 1 ~ ~ Trans-Buddhi_Sour_ce._ ·~ En_g_a_g_~t _in Empirical Consciousness 
- ICommonly in Agamic Saivism one finds the puru~a-tattva, J<ala

tattva and niyati-tattva lying between the prakrti-tattva and the raga

tattva. 21 However, in neither the Tattva Sa~graha nor the Bhoga Karika 

does Sadyojyoti include puru§a, kala and niyati as tattvas. Kala and 
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niyati find their place more as extensions of the notion of karma or as 

effects of karma, as Aghora Siva explains: 22 

The Acarya [Sadyojyoti] has not taken up the tattvas designated 
as k~la and niiati,which are discussed in the ~gamas,because it 
is serT-eviden from the context [of what has been discussed so far], 
as nothing would transpire (anutpatti) without both the temporal 
sequentiality (kalavacchedaf and individualized experience 
(bhoktrniyama) of that EnJoyment (bho9a) which is a result of 
karma. 

/

One finds no attempt either by Sadyojyoti or Aghora Siva to bring 

the trans-buddhi categ_ories more in 1ine with a Sal]lkhya understanding of 

empirical consciousness; there is no attempt to liken maya to a higher order 

prakrti nor ra9a, vidya and kala to gu~ic qualities similar to tamas, sattva 

and rajas, even though these tattvas share the qualities of the gupas. 

Nor do we find Sadyojyoti, as _ Bhoja Deva for instance, attributing 

the powers jnana, kriya and iccha to the soul, with jnana corresponding to 

vidya, kriya to kala and iccha to ra9a. 23 

For the soul there can be no experience (anubhava) of the objects 

of enjoyment without the concomitant :•attachment~ (sakti) or ontological 

relation to the object of enjoyment. Such an attachment requires a cause~ 

which is taken to be ra9a, 11 the desire for bhogai11 (bhoga-anuranjaka).1 

(BK, v.908-91A) ln explaining ra9a as a tattva Sadyojyoti begins with the 

phenomenal 11 effect1 

11 
, the experience of the object with its concomitant! 

attachment to this object: 24 the cause is postulated as the more general 
11 bho9a-anuranjakaf', the obfuscation by empirical consciousness. In the 

triadic relationship of the bhoktr-bhoga-bhogy3, r~[~ stands more on the side 

of the Q!!_oktr. Directed more towards the subject, raga is what causes 

the desire for bhoga. Once there is this desire the connection to the 

bhogya follows as a direct and necessary result. 

1 
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11 11Raga cannot be considered to be a.11 bhava. or 11 pratyaya. of the 
I 

buddhi; raga is trans-buddhi not intra-buddhi. The classical Saivite 

argument defending the postulation of a trans-buddhi cause of 

the ,11 attachment1 

11 to the activity of buddhi is simply that) if there is no 

such cause, the attachment would arise even in the state of release. In 
/

this case the Saivite argument rests on the fonnula that ... causeless= be

gipningless = endless = without cessation:•. Sadyojyoti voices an objec

tion raised by Sa~khya: the positing of this raga as the source of the 

attachment is superfluous ! Samkhya attributes this craving for bhoga to. 
the sphere of prakrti itself, more specifically,as one of the eight bhavas 

of the buddhi, i.e• . "bondage," (avairagya). 25 In the triadic configura

tion of ~e ohoktr-bhoga-bhogya this locates the desi re-for-bhoga on the 

side of the bhogya and not on the side· of the bhokt.r, as Sadyojyoti holds. 

Two objections are brought against the Samkhya position. Firstly,
I 

it is pointed out that the prakrti-based 11 bhogya,11 is itself simply a means 

whereby bhoga is accomplished (bhogasadhana); hence, as a means it too 

requires some causative fa.ctor to explain the soul 1 s desire for it. Second

1y, the same argument employed defending the necessity of the postulation 

of the trans-buddhi raga-tattva is sufficient for denying an intra

buddhi cause of the attachment to buddhi: without raga being external to 

the bhogya there could be no freedom from ra9a)since the bhogya itself 

would be the determining factor of the attachment and not the soul. In 

other words, the object and not the subject would determine the relation

ship between the object and the subject. Thirdly, and finally, a more 

direct attack is brought against construing raga as a buddhi-bhava 

http:pratyaya.of
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11instead of a 11 puru$a-upakara1 (an accessory in the experience of emp i rf 

1i cal consciousness): if raga is said to have a ._
1vasaria 11 or bhava as 

its cause, there will follow an infinite series of contradictory activ~ 

ities,since the vasanas are considered to be endless in their dormant 

condition in the buddhi. In the face of this criticism, if Samkhya. 
attempts to identify the role of the Saivite•s ra"ga-tattva with a 

pratyaya of the buddhi the same criticism as construing it as a bhava will 

follow. 26 
,/'

Aghora Siva concludes the defence of the postulation of a separate 

raga-tattva to explain the attachment to empirical consciousness with an 

argument against construing raga as somehow ancillary to the activity of 

karma, a position that makes the raga-tattva a superfluous postulation. 
/

Aghora Siva argues that kanna is solely concerned with bringing about 

specific results of specific causes. Karma is not responsible for bring

ing about the general desire for bhoga. Althougli neither in the Tattva 

Samgraha nor in the Bhoga Karika does Sadyojyoti emphasize this more 
11 

t 
11 general 1 aspect of raga, the Tattva Prakasa, for instance, does: ''raga 

is of the nature of attathment~ is the general ~ause of the activity in 

the soul and is without distinction between particular objects .. ~ ~ .1127 It 

is this general nature of .raga as a cause of the soul's activity and this 

general non-distinction between objects that rul ~ out the possibi 1 ity 
I

of raga taking on the function of karma. Aghora Siva adds ·a final argu

ment defending the separation of the raga-tattva for inclusion within the 

notion of karma: if karma is accepted as the reason for the attachment to 

each object, then in every case of this attachment karma would be considered 
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a tattva. In order to avoid this problem, it is better to assume one 

tattva, i.e. raga, to account for the multifarious activities. 

5. 	The ,11 Vidya-tattva.11 ~ ~ Faci 11 i tating Instrument for Empi rica~ 
Consciousness 

11As a tattva, ,11 vidya, serves two interrelated functions. The 

vidya-tattva functions both as the ,11 instigating agent1
11 of the soul 1 s 

11power of consciousness (cits'aktipravartaka), 28 and as the .11 instrument,

whereby the cognitive events ofthe buddhi are discerned by the soul 

(buddhibodhavivecana). These two functions are interrelated because .they 

entail each other: the spe:ific manner in which the vidya-~ttY! prompts 

the , 11.£!.!~sakti ,11 of the s-oul is through the discerning of the !'buddhi

bodha.••. 29 It is impossible for the .11 buddi-bodha_11 to be discerned without 

11 	 11 
ithe soul 1 s 11 cit-s'akti, being 11 engaged-in1 the discerning process. 

Although neither in the Tattva Sawgraha nor in the J!hoga Karika 

dJes Sadyojyoti draw clear 1 inks to the ,11 jnana-kriya-s'akti,11 of the soul 

and the functions of the collection of vidya tattvas, he does 

establish the vidya-tattva itself on an argum2nt based on the conception 

of the soul as intrinsically of the nature of .11 kriya-sakti.11 
-- he . thus, 

by implication, establishes a unity between the soul's jnana and kriya 

powers. In defining the nature and at the same time defending the 

postulation of the vidya-tattva Sadyojyoti puts forth the principle that 

every activity which involves an agent requires an instrument in order 

to carry out the activity. The activity of the agent is said to . 11 depend 

on,11 an instrument. Sadyojyoti assumes that the sou11 s cognitive powers 

are intrinsically related to its agentive powers when the argument is 

1 

http:11Vidya-tattva.11
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put forth that in the discrimination of the presented .11 buddhi-bodha.11 

the .~instrument.11 of this discrimination is !
11 vidya1

11 
• If the soul were 

solely con~trued along Sa~khya lines as constituted by jnana>there would 

be no need to assume an instrument between the soul and the buddhi-bodha; 

according to such an account the relation so established between the 

soul and the buddhi-bodha would simply be accounted for by the discrim

ination itself •30 However, since the Saivite considers the buddhi

bodha itself as an act or activity~the postulation of an agent is 

assumed; as a result)the necessity of construing the need for an !1 in
b 

11strument1 between the soul and the buddhi-bodha is self-evident. 31 

As an 1instrument1 

11 in the production of empirical consciousness ' .1 

of which the soul is the discerning-subject, 11 vidya1

11 must be distinguished1 

from the other major ,11 instruments,11 involved in the production of empirical 

consciousness, i.e.,the internal organs (buddhi, ahamkara and manas)and 

the five sense organs. The tenninology adopted by the various authors 

to describe the specific cognitive activity of vidya implies a certain 

11 11degree of objectivity on the part of this .11 instrument; or ,11 organ, that the 

11 11others do not possess: the term 11 vi veka, i iteral ly means ,11 to separate,1 

11 11or ,11 split up, ; as a term designating a cognitive act1>11 viveka. connotes 

a more objective discrimanatory and judgemental activity whereas .11 ;nana11 

11and 1
11bodha11 

, for instance, connote a cognitive act in genera I. A .11 v i vek i n,

is a "judge'' or someone who examines the ,"facts," as so presented in an 

objective manner. 

At the level of the vidya-tattva this 11 viveka-jnana,11 is not con

sidered a means whereby the soul attains the realization that it is in 

http:buddhi-bodha.11
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fact separate from the prakrti-based empirical consciousness, as is 
/

th·e case with the Samkhya system. The Sai vite conception of vidya as 

,"viveka-jfiana is not -e.qui valent to the Saf!1khya ideal of ,1_1vyakta
1 

avyakta-jna-vijnana. ,_•• According to the Saivite, at the level of this 

!
11 vi veka-jnanal11 both the vidya-tattva and the raga-tattva are combined 

and thus limit the soul so it cannot actually discriminate itself from 

11 1 11 

1 

11 buddhi-bodha1 • In so rousing the ,_
1citSakti, of the soul the vidya

tattva , 11 taintsl11 this citsakti with the fact of empirical consciousness 

(bhogyoparaktacitvyakti), a process which leads to the 11vidya-tattva,11 

being referred to as the 1 

11 impure vidya,1_1 
( asuddhavidya). The Mr~endra 

Agama provides the justification for this designation: 32 

Affected by this [r;a (as well as vf~ya)J, the soul desires 
the objects of enjoymen and, although ey are impure, grasps 
them. However, in the enjoyment of these objects of enjoyment,
the soul does not acquire the freedom from this passion for them. 

It is imperative to point out that although ,11 viveka.11 is actually 

a function of the vidya-tattva, Sadyojyoti does not use the terminology 

11 11of ,11 vidya-viveka, in a similar manner as he· does when describing .11 bodha, 

as the function of buddhi as , 11 buddhi-bodha,11 
• Rather, the tenninology 

employed is .11 buddh_ibodha-viveka 11
, as if ,11 viveka.11 is in some sense intrinsic 

to the buddhi itself. Vidya should not be thought of as a sort of 

,
11 higher,11 buddhi, as one sort of buddhi over-looking another~ in

stead of a /1visaya-akara,1_1 , as buddhi is in a presentative manner ; vidya 

is a 11 buddhi-vi§aya-akara.'1 of which the soul is conscious. Such ani 

analogy would of course needlessly entail the postulation of another 

11instrument through which the soul could grasp the original .11 buddhi-bodha, • 

http:viveka.11
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- Sa~khya is willing to accept the principle that this argument is based on 

but will, however, take it one step further and argue that there is no 

need to take the discriminative process any further than the buddhi, 

i.e. 1 that the vidya-tattva is already superfluous. Samkhya will argue 
• 

that buddhi is itself self-illuminating in the way a light is self-

illuminating. The Saivite will " reply that a light is taken to be an in

strument when we observe posts and so forth; however, in order to view 

11 11the light itself a further 11 instrument1 is needed, i.e. ;11 the eye, , a1 

receptor to light. In the same manner, Sadyojyoti grants that the ouddhi 

has ,"manifesting powers~" as is the case with a light but in order for 

the soul to grasp the buddhi, the buddhi itself cannot be considered to 

be the instrument. Hence, the postulation of vidya. With this argument 

based on the analogy of the eye, vidya is given a purely instrumental 

function whereas buddhi has the added character of being an agent in its 

own right, an agent in the sense of reflectively 1

11 lighting objects up1", 

making them manifest (sak~atbho9yatva) as well as serving the purely 
11instrumental function of being the-_ means whereby ."objects. are brought 

forth in the process of bhoga (bhogasadhana). Thus, althoug~_ buddhi is 

capable of illuminating through a process of reflection (visayakara), 

it is incapable of manifesting itself. As well, the guddhi is con

11stituted out of the three 9ur;ias, i.e. prakrti, which is a,11 bhogya. 

phenomenon. In terms of the difference between vidya and buddhi as in
/ . 

struments to the soul, Aghora Siva describes ."vidyat11 as the ,"highest" or 

~most proximate:' in~trument of the soul's consciousness. 33 Technically, 

buddhi is described as an 
I 

11 external.
I 

11 member in the process of empirical 
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consciousness (bahirarigatva) while vidya is described as an ."internal ," 

member. 34 Moreover, vidya acquires a certain ,11 importance,11 in the event 

of empirical consciousness: 35 

According to the maxim, :'one travels by means of a horse, roadway 
11and lantern, [where one 

1
nmeans.11 

, i.e. the lantern at night is the 
most important], a manifold number of instruments go into bring
ing about the effect; likewise, vidya is considered to be the 
most important instrument. 

6. 	The "Kala-tattva,11 ~the Causative Factor Mediating Empirical 

Consciousness 


Sadyojyoti begins his discuss~on of kala by pointing out the more 

causative nature of kala as opposed, for instance, to the more purely 

instrumental nature of vidya. He begins by maintaining that when ."bhoqa 11 

takes effect there has to be an instigating-agent (prayoktr) involved in 

the collection of agentive-factors (karaka) involved in the activating 

of the buddhi. By defending the necessity of an instigating-agent be

tween the soul and buddhi, Sadyojyoti establishes proof for the existence 

of the kala-tattva. 

The term for ."agentive-factor,", i.e. 1

11 karaka 11 quite Jiterally 
1136means ~'that which carries out the activity ., Sadyojyoti describes the 

soul as ."self-willed1
11 and as an ;"agent."; kala is described as the -"in

stigat_ing-agent111 of the self-willed agency of the soul. Kala is not 

itself self-willed (svatantrya) and is not therefore considered to be an 

agent in its own right; rather, in the Cijusal process which brings bhoga 
, 

about, kala functions as a subsidiary agent Aghora Siva attempts to 

clarify the difference between a cause (kartr) and a subsidiary cause 

11(karaka) as well as the difference between the soul qua ,"self-willed,

http:1nmeans.11
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and the vidya-tattva qua /1instigating-agent,11 
; he bases his clarification 

on tJarayaQa KaQtha 1 s discussion of Mr~endra Agama 1~.7: 37 

O brahman, these two [the soul qua kartc and kala qua prayo~ika] 
in the effectuation of the activity of ¥hoga DefOnging to t e 
bound souls, stand together as if indis inguishably united -

11and are designated [collectively] as the f11 agent-concomitant~ 
(kartrkannaka). 

Na'rayana Kantha explains that the soul cannot be actively engaged 
t • ' 

inthe bhoga-experience until it is so affected by kala; as a result, the 

soul is described as the agent and enjoyer while kala is described as 

the concomitant or auxilary - cause which serves to ,11 corroborate,11 

11(upodbalana) the agentive power of the sou1. 38 The two ,11 appear, as one 

causative factor; Nat'ayana Kantha quotes Brhaspati who describes the 
\ ' ' . 

epistemological result of this unity in the manner in which the soul and 

kala function: /'in the [bound] soul, it [i .e.1 kala] appears as a second 

consciousness, because consciousness is so united with it.~39 Aghora 
~ 

Siva raises an objection by an opponent: how can there be a corrobora

tional relation between the 
1
11 kartr.11 and the ~"karaka,11 when agency is a 

property of consciousness (i.e.)of the conscious soul, centanadharmatvam) , 
and kala is of a non-conscious nature? Aghora Siva replies that kala 

can indeed have such a relation with the soul since kala is superintended 

over and has its locus in the obscurational power (rodhanas'akti) which 

is considered to be of a conscious nature and of the nature of mala. 40 

Since the agentive soul, maintains Sadyojyoti, is of a pervasive 

nature (vyipaka), something must be held responsible for :'limiting its 

pervasiveness; mala is designated as the limiting factor. Kala, which 
11is likened to a light, ~"rends apart. (vidarana) some of this mala and 

http:111kartr.11
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thus allows the agentive-power of the soul to be revealed. In the 

Saiva Paribhasa we find this role of kala described by the analogy of 

moss in water: kala is like that which separates the moss which covers 

all of the water. 41 In the analogy the moss is likened to mala and the 

11water to the soul. The /1separation, is only partial, both temporally 
, 

and spatially. Sivagrayogin gives a detailed analysis of this analogy 

through a precise explanation of the actual function of the removal of the 

obscurational mala. 42 He says that kala is a manifesting tattva 

(abhivyanjakam tattvam) of both the active and conscious powers of the 

soul. However, this manifestation takes on the form of that which termin

ates or suspends (nivrtti) the obscuring factor (acchadaka). But this is 

not the dest~uction of the very nature of the obscuring factor (sapi 

nacchadakasxa svartipavina1aQ); rather, it is the removal (vina{a) of the 

power (sakti) to obscure -- it is t .he suspension of that which possesses 

this ability. O~ the analogy of the rock thrown into a moss covered pond, 

the rock is said to remove the moss; it does this not by destroying the 

moss but by removing its power _or ability ({akti) to cover the water. 
11In more technical terminology the .1 1s'akti , of the mala is removed but not · - · 

its, ,11 existencel11 (sadbhava). 

If the soul were not affected by kala the soul would always be 

considered omnipotent and omniscient; never having been in contact with 

kala means never having been in contact with mala. But it is impossible 

for any souls not to have been in contact with mala, for in order to be 

rid of mala (i.e. for the liberated souls) it is necessary to .11 work 

through1

11 the connection to the beginningless condition of mala

obscuration which occurs in the empirical and sa~saric sphere through 
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11 11 

...............kala. The soul is thus dependent ,. on the gracei
. 

of kala for soterio
· ............... 


logical development; kala is therefore described as .''the gracious 

tattva.'_' (anugrahikam tattvam)~3 With the emergence of kala some of the 

original mala is removed and the soul is on its way to the full de-obscur

ation by the mala, i.e. on its way to mokia· 

Sadyojyoti further discusses kala in term:s of being the representa

tive tattva most inclusive of circumscribing the tattvic range of the 

subtle body. The group of tattvas (tattvasamhati) that begins with earth 

and ends with kal~ constitutes the subtl.e body. It is this :11 group of-
tattva~· th~t . is said to migrate from one body to the next in the round 

of rebirths. In the soteriological development of each soul which t~kes 

place on the level of this collection of tattvas all of the individual 

11tattvas are said to be ~.'gracious1 in the sense of providing the opportunity 

for moksa, kala is said to be the most gracious of all. 

Sadyojyoti concludes his discussion of the kala-tattv.a with a 

more detailed discussion of the relation between the subtle body (qua the 

collection of tattvas beginning with kala)and the soul; through this 

discussion Sadyojyoti argues persuasively that the establishment of the 

multiplicity of subtle bodies is sufficient for establishing the multi

plicity of souls, which is a direct attack on the position of Advaita. 

He as well includes a description of the spheres of existence or .11 bhuvana-" 

which are associated with this collection of tattvas. Unlike the in

dividual collections of tattvas, which are relative to specific souls, 

the worlds or spheres of existence related to this collection are of a 

more general nature and are shared by all the souls associated with them. 
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7. 	The Soteriological Impl i£~~~ of 11 Maya.11 
, the Fundamental Ontological 

Princie_~~ Governing the Empi !:.~cal Sphe~ of Con§_.£iou~ and Being 

Sadyojyoti discusses the nature cf tne maya-tattva44 from verse 

1178 to verse 1238; he restricts his discussion of maya to its role as 

the fundamental mat~rial cause (paramopadana) of the empirical world 

which is c0nstitut1~d by the tattvas beginning with ka1t5 He begins with 

an argument defending the postulation of maya as the cause of the world 

with reference to kala; in order for kala to carry out its role of provid
46ing 	,11 bhoga11 for the souls, kala must have a cause. This cause is desig

nated as maya. Having established the necessity of this ."cause" Sadyojyoti 

proceeds to describe its specific characteristics: maya is said to be of 

an unconscious nature, eternal, omni-pervasive and possessed of many 
47 

! 
11 S'akti s111 

• 

Sadyojyoti does not def end the postulation of the unconscious 
,

nature of maya although Aghora Siva provides an argument based on the Saivite 

p•inciple that an .11 effect111 
- which is "manifold .. ' is !1unconscious 11 In• 

itself maya is described as one phenomenon, the material cause of the 

empirical world; however, in its transformation or modification into the 

world of empirical experience, maya takes on many forms through a trans
11 11 

•formation of its .11 sakti , or ."innate potentiality, In this manifested state 

of multifarious effects maya itself is considered multifarious, and there

fore unconscious. 48 

Sadyojyoti does defend the postulation of m.aya as that which 

possesses manifold 1"saktis,'_1 ; he maintains that maya possesses a manifold 

of ,11 saktis.11 both quantitatively and qualitatively. The proof of this 

http:saktis.11
http:11Maya.11
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postulation is based on the observation that the effects of maya are 

both quantitatively and qualitatively of a manifold nature. This argument 
/

is based on the accepted Saivite principle that the cause must be of the 
/ 

same nature as the effect. As Aghora Siva points out this principle is 
11basic to the satkaryavada: the .11 effect does not come into being with1 

11 11its own and : newl sakti separate from the one which is its cause. 
/ 

11Aghora Siva explains that the effects of maya are simply !1forms 
1 

(rupa) 
11maya takes on through a modification of its sakti; the .''sakti! , maintains 

/

Aghora Siva, remains a property of maya in spite of the fact that it exists 

in a transformed condition qua effect. 49 Concerning this conception of 

the relation between the cause and the effect, the Mrsendra Asama voices 

an objection: since a cloth is produced out of a collection of threads, 

the principle can be upheld that a single thing, i.e. the effect, can a

rise from many causes. The reply to this criticism is typical of argu

ments defending the satkaryavada: .'.'But then, the plurality (viz., the 

threads in the instance given) is produced only from a single cause (i.e., 

cotton, out of which the threads were manufactured) • .'150 

Defending the eternality of maya poses more serious problems for 

Sadyojyoti, especially given the satkaryavada principle that the effect 

is a transformation of the cause. In this case, the effect is the totality 

of non-conscious and manifold things. Anything considered ,11 unconscious 11 

is considered to be ,11material.11 and in principle non-eternal. 

Sadyojyoti defends the eternality of maya in the face of this criticism 

in the same manner in which he defends the oneness of maya: just as 

maya, although Of one nature, possesses many ~aktis, SO maya is , 11 eternal.11 

http:eternal.11
http:11material.11
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even though it is 11 unconscious. ,11 Maya is ."eternal!" in the sense1 

of possessing the continued existence which outlasts the manifold crea

tions or ·~ffects!'; not only does maya outlast the continued creation 

and destruction of individual entities, but it continues to outlast and 

provide both the 1'_
1fOrrf\1

_
1 and the .11matteri11 for the creation, maintenance 

and destruction of the continual succession of world orders. The etern

ality of maya if further bolstered by the establishment of its omni

pervasiveness (vpapaka) since maya affects all souls and since souls are 

innumerable, maya must be omni-pervasive~ This spatial pervasiveness 

is thought by Sadyojyoti to lend credence to the notion of the temporal 

pervasiveness of maya. 

In summing up the conception of maya as a unitary phenomenon poss

' essed of temporal and spatial omni-extensiveness, Aghora Siva clarifies 
I 

the Saivite doctrine of causality: all !1change 11 qua ,"transformation." 1 

11(E.2_rittamitva) is only :"partial. (ekadesa). With respect to maya, its 

transformation -into an omnifarious and viCiscitudinous ) totality of various 

effects is simply a ,"partial." transformation of its intrinsic unity and 

etern_a 1 i ty •. 

8 • . "Mala 11 ~the Fundamental Soteriolog~cal Concept 

11 11.''Mala, , literally . 11 filt~. or ,"defilement.", is the fundamental 

'soteriological concept employed by the Saivites to explain the condi

tion of the ,"fal lenness,11 of the soul; ·the counterpart to ma la in the 

Advaita doctrine is Avidya and even more precisely the Avidya-Maya com

' plex. The common argument put forth by all the Saivite authors defending 

the postulation. of mala as that which obscures the agency and conscious
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ness of the soul is succinctly stated by Sadyojyoti: the soul is found 

to be consciously engaged in the totality of that which is an effect of 

1maya and is therefore in a defiled condi_tion, i.e. 11 covered by mala. ,1151 

And more specifically, the soul's omnipotence and omniscience are 

11 
,
11 1imited1 by mala. In the Bhoga Karika Sadyojyoti does not provide an 

argument establishing the omnipotence and omniscience of the soul al
/

though it is clear that,like other Saivite authors, he basis himself on 

.
11 sabdapramar;ia,11 

, i.e.)the authority of scripture, on the basis of which it 
, . 

is maintained that the soul attains the state of Sivahood in the state of 

release, i.e., attains omniscience and omnipotence. 52 Hence, the soul must 

have these two qualities prior to the removal of the mala. Ultimately it 

is the Lord who is responsible for the connection between the soul and 

mala for soteriological reasons; the Mrgendra Agama provides a graphic 

analogy to illustrate this: 53 

(The Lord is) like a surgeon, who through inflicting pain on 
the patient by applying caustics and the like, cannot be said 
to cause his pain, since in the end he compasses the desired 
end. 

Before engaging in a description of the specific characteristics 

of mala Sadyojyoti makes clear the distinction between mala and karma. 

The opponent immediately responds to the Saivite conception of ~!2. as 

the defiling principle governing the soul's defiled condition by point

ing out that kanna itself can carry out this function. Kanna, argues the 

opponent, is sufficient for establishing the soul's engagement in the sphere 

of maya, as Sadyojyoti states (BK, 125B-126A): 

The Karma which is an effect of a previous existence provides the 
soul's fruits at birth -- why then imagine that the soul is 
defiled [i.e. covered by ."mala 11 

] when karma is already operative? 
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The opponent is not offering a radical criticism of the doc

trine of mala but rather stays within the sphere of the Saiva doctrine. · 
I

According to Sadyojyoti, Siva is engaged in the world though the 

quality of his sakti; in the case of the obfuscation of the worldJSiva's 

sakt i becomes transfarmed into the three bonds' mal a, _ka~~ and ma_xa. 

The opponent questions the necessity of postulating karma whose only 
/

function is, as Aghora Siva points out, ~to explain the variety of [the 

differences] of bhoga (bhogavaicitranyathanvpatti). Given the very notion 

of mala, ma I a should contain this 1"estrittedness within itself if it 

is indeed to serve a useful function! Responding to the opponent's first 

criticism that karma is sufficient for explaining the bound condition of 

the soul, Saciyojyoti replies that karma cannot take effect without ma!~ 

being present as we never see anyone who is born free from ignorance or 

limited consciousness, which is caused by a principle of obscuration -

i.e.J mala. In this case, karma only provides the connection to a partic

ular condition of embodiment and obfuscation; ·the obfuscating factor it

self is something which is prior to the karmic activity. 54 

Responding to the second criticism that karma is a superfluous 

postulation since mala can account for the embodied condition of the 

bound soul, Sadyojyoti replies that there are souls who ~re only 

possessed by the bond of mala, i.e. the vijnanakevala souls. Since these 

souls remain unconnected to the sphere of maya and embodiment, some other 

cause besides mala must account for such a connection. Hence, the 

postulation of karma. 

A more radical criticism of the postulation of mala is addressed 
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when the opponent argues that it is contradictory to attribute mala qua 

Ignorance to the soul since the soul is by nature possessed of omni

science and omnipotence and an intrinsic unity; to attribute mala to 

the soul as a beginningless condition of its state of being is to con

tradict the intention of the postulation of its three original stated 

characteristics. Sadyojyoti responds that we in fact see souls who are 

bound in the sphere of maya and its consequent limitedness; in order for 

there to be the removal of this limitedness, there must be some cause be

hind it. There must be something to account for the soul's consciousness 

and agency being released from the bondage to the sphere of maya. The 

,
11 veil,11 over the soul is thus described by mala. If souls were not to be 

~ 

originally covered by mala they would be equal to Siva; in fact mala 
~ 

is the fundamental distinguishing mark between the souls and Siva, the 
55 

,
11 paS'ui11 and the ,'1patii'_1 

• 

After having established the necessity for the postulation of mala 

Sadyojyoti proceeds to describe the essential characteristics it possesses. 

These characteristics are also shared by maya: eternality; onenness; un

consciousness,and temporal and spatial pervasiveness~ The arguments 

given by Sadyojyoti defending these qualities of maya are quite similar 

to those given in the discussion of mala. 
11Mala is said to be eternal, i.e. ,"beginningless. , because it is 

a covering of that which is also eternal, i.e. the souls. Although it is 

said to be of one nature and applicable to all souls alike, it affects 

all souls individually through the application of its innumerable 

capabilities or ,11 saktis 11 This s'akti doctrine is intended to silence the • 
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opponents who criticize the universality of 'lllala. The opponent puts 

forth two arguments: firstly, that if mala is eternally pervasive, 

the souls will never be capable of ridding themselves of it, and 

1secondly, that even if we allow the possible freedom from 1n3~,wh ~n one 

soul attains the freedom from mala all souls will attain the same free

dom, given the universality and unity of !!@_la. These two criticisms 

are brought forth by Samkhya which locates the source of the connection 
I 

of that which defiles the soul in the buddhi, i.e. in the notion of the 

r 
11.Q£_atyaya,11 designated as !"misapprehension." (viparyaya); the spe·:ific 

11 

1

11misapprehension, which causes this connection is !1Great Delusion." or 

1
11 MahamQ!!_a.11 whose manifesting cause is accounted for by karm~. The sa~ti 

doctrine does not silence these two criticisms, argues the Samkhya oppon. 
ent, because the fact remains that mala is the universal and pervasive 

veil over the soul prior to the evolution of the prak\ti-based sphere of 

objects. 

Sadyojyoti replies to the Saf!1khya by bringing the same criticisms 

against the Samkhya doctrine of locating the cause of defilement in buddhi. --~~~~ 

as aided by karm~. If it is claimed that the .;oul is undefiled prior to 

its association with t1e ;'1Mahamoha,11 of the bu9_~~t -- i.e., prior to this 

; 'prakrta-mal~/ 1 
-- it becomes logically impossible for the defilement to 

occur (BK, v. 133B-134A): 

11[If it is claimed t.riat] µrior to the arising of the .. tnahamoha, 
the soul is without defilement, it is then impossible-roF-rile 
soul to separate itself [from m3hamoha qua fafilement] as 
[accorjing to this view] the soul-rf"Self is not veiled by any
thing, as is the case with the Lord. 

If the S~khya insists, in .spite . of this criticism, on maintain

http:111MahamQ!!_a.11
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ing that the defilement does in fact have a temporal beginning as the 

defilement of the buddhi, then a cause must be brought forward to explain 

this beginning; ultimately, in order to avoid the charge of infinite 

regress, some single cause must be postulated, as the ~aivite conception 

of mala. However, if, on the other hand, Samkhya maintains that the soul's
• 

connection to d12filement does have a beginning but is without a cause, then 

again there will be oothing to prevent thi :5 defilement from continuing to 

defile the soul even in a released state as there is nothing to cause it 

to cease. 

Sadyojyoti concludes his discussion of~ by stating that ."on 

account of its connection to mala, the soul is termed 1 the limited one• 
~ -11(anu). ~ Aghora Siva points out that according to the Raurava Agam? t!1e 

notion of mala in inclusive i:-i ti1e notion of the soul qua i"the limited 

11 11one, For, without mala the soul would not be considered to be 11 limited,

In this sense mala tends to represent the category of ,11 bondt11 
, _e!{~; 

11 11 11the ,11 soul, is described as a , 11 pa~u, and not a ,11 pati1 , for instance, be

cause of its association with the category of pasa. Just as, in the Moksa 

Karika, Sadyojyoti defends the identity of siva and :sakti i.e. that takti 
,

is in some sense the instrument through which Siva is active, in like 

manner, the pa£u has a relationship of close identity with the pasa. This 

is especially so given the fact that mala is essentially construed as a 

sakti. 56 Prior to 1iberation the soul plays out a similar role with the 

pas~ qua ma~~-sakti as Siva with his Sakti; the soul's /akt~, however, · 

is impure and unconscious while that of the Lord's is pure and conscious. 
I

As well, the soul has no control over the essential direction its sakti 

takes i.e. in a obscurational direction. The only control the soul has 
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I 

over this sakti comes about indirectly through dik§a and the pursuit of 

the Saiva path. 57 



.Chapter VI 

t!OTES 

1Sivagrayogin justifies the triadic grouping in spite of ,;the 
fact that some texts postulate more than three categories; cf. SPB, 
p. 60: ''Now since the categories seem to be differently enumerateain 
different works as, 1 Seven categories are declared in the Svayambhuva,
six in t~e Pau~kara 

1

and Matanga, five in the sacred Paraktiya, an~ three 
11in the Raurava, , how can it be said that there are three categories 

alone? . If this be asked, true; but since those (others) which are 
d"i fferent from pati and· p~su are inctaded , ·even: in · Pfisa.i . arid _··stnee for 
Vamadeva, the fTFSf sage in our succession (of teac ers), the Raurava was 
~he principal Agama; the categories are said to be three; and there is no 
contradiction. 

2The pure is often distinguished from the impure ~ntologically: 
11 11 11ubinduL is said to be the material cause of the pure realm while maya,

1

is the material cause of the impure realm. Although bindu is in a---serise 
11 11a f 

11 highert type of mala, and is often referred to as the .11mahamaya, , 

bindu simply represen s a more subtle degree of bondage with more positive 
connotations than the gross mala.T~esworlds and supernatural beings that 
inhabit the realm of the pure att a are all dimensiqns of bindu in its 
fonn as nada,sound-essence. For a discussion of the Saivite doctrine of 
n~da, cf:l5andey, Bhaskari, pp. 91-98 and K. Sivaraman, .11 The Word as a 
ra:fegory of Revelation, ,11 Revelation in Indian Thought, ed. Harold Coward 
and Krishna Sivaraman (Emerv1lle, CalTforn1a: Dharma Publishing, 1977), 
pp. 45-64. 

113cf. ,"Tattva-Kattalei ,, trans. H. Hoisington, p. 19. 
4Raurava ~Jama, ScsSikrama, vv. 2-4. K. Si>'araman suggested to 

me that one possi e clue !or the omission of the Sivatattv·as and kala and 
nitati may be found in TS, vv. 25 and 26 wherein the tattvas from ~to 
pr hivi are said to constitute the subtle body vis-a-vis the sthulaaefla 
wfi1ch is i~ immediate contact with the world as impelled by karma. There
fore, the Sivatattvas, niyati and kala are not necessary to explain the 
condition of bhoga. ----

5For example, MA (.4-18), pp. 230-245 and Tattva Praka~a (v.49), 
p. 103. 

6sadyojyoti says that the fiuogs are visible or apprehensible (drftal 
in such things as the effects oft e uddhi. The unapprehensibility app ies 
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to erakrti as well, especially insofar as the gu~at, as Sadyojyoti 
11claims tsk, v.89B-90A), remain , 11 undi vided, in pra r i. The Iattva

prakasa ~ states that prakrti is undefinable or unapprehensible because 
uf the unmanifested state of the gdoas (anabhivfiaktafuDatvadavyapadeSyam
tadavyaktam); cf. Tattvaprakasa, e • p. 104. Te Ta tvapraka'S'a also 
spec1f1cally mentions that the grakrti-tattva is for the purpose Qf enjoy
ment of the purusa, a point not round ·in e1tfier the TS or.BK. The Samkhya 
Karika, v.8, attributes the non-perc~tibility of lrb~~tY-to its subtley 
(sauksm~attadanulabdhir na 'bhavat karyatas tadupa a e[l)' cf. 
Tattva- aumud1, p. 18. -

7sa~khya Karika, v.12. 
8TS, v. 9, p. 12. 
9Gau9apada on Samkhya Karika, v.7. 

10/ .I'

SPB, p. 222; Sataratnasamgraha, p. 55. 
11 The equation ,11 anekatva and j_aQatva = karaoapurv~katvau is as 

follows: because something is manifold and unconsc1ous,it therefore requires a 
caus.e, as Aghora states ~n his comme']_t~ry on_E.,v.1, pp.12-p: uguDanam 
~ca1tanye satyanekatvat httfo ~hatad1vat karanapurvakatvam 
tatas te§~rriavyakE~eva samb i r1 ty •. 11 

12ay Siva•s urging, Ana~ta creates the tattvas from kala to 
pradhana; from Ananta's ur;ging Srikantha creates the tattvas"""TrOm guQa to 
prth1v1; and finally, at Srfkantha 1 s·urging, Brahma creates the elemental 
sphere (bhautikasr~ti) of the animates and inanimates; cf. 
Sataratnasawgraha, p. 54. / 

13MAV, p. 83: .''yeiam kae,ilaiO Qaramakaranataya parikalpita

satvara·asia'molak ana unatra asamyatmik! erakrb~ tasyastavanna gupebhyo 

tatvam gupa eva era r ir1 1. e u 1 prat1fr'tate gunebhyo nanyatve 
cavaksyamanekatvamas~ab t,accacaitanye satyanekam tatkaraoantarapti}vakam.
yatha tantavo mrtpinda vasati ca karanantaraprrrvakatve nci paramakaranataidam ca te 
Qrastavyab. - - - -- - 

i C f ZJ ..._ ITattva Prakasa, v. 49, p. 103. 

15 In his cpmmentary to the same verse Srikumara emphasizes that the 
puru~a-tattva is Siva himself; ."having attained the condition of paSd on 
account~e connection to the five sheaves (kala, niyati, kala, v1 ya,
and rtfia), Siva remains in the locale of the twenty-fpur tattvas-beg1nn1ng 
with e vyakta by means of His separation from the Sivptattva -- and is 
thus _des!Qnated as the purusatattva.~ Cf. Tattva Prakt~a, p. 103 
uyadayam1svarab ebhi~ kd"Ian1yahkalavidyara akh ai pa cabhistattvaiQ 
sambandh~t pasubh~vam Qr~pia 0 r vavas a prapnot1 tada 
viakta81caturv1ffi~at1tattvamaye .E..!:!!! sayanat ~uru~asamj~aiilCa labhate 
s1 vatattvavyab rekena tattvesu gunmi~m ceti. . ------------·- . . -
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16MAD, t>. 103 

17The ritual purification of ,the elements (bhutasuddhi) or 
11l"tattvanyasa, is carried out t}y the Saktas and Vai~pavites in a v,ery similar 

manner as in the case of the Saivites. For a discussion of the Saktas• 
method, cf. Sri John Woodroffe, Introduction to Tantrasastra (Madj'as:
Ganesh and Company, 1913), p;>.108-109; for tne Vai~navites and Saivites, 
cf. J. Gonda, Vi§ouism and Saivism, p~ 47. ' 

1118There are six 1
11 adhvas, or aspects of the t9tality of creation: 

kala, bhuvana, varna, mantra, pada and tattva; cf. Sivanjnana Siddhiyar, 
p:-156. /

A similar argument is found in the Sataratnollekha wherein it is 
argued that there are no superintending Rudras nor obJects of experience in 
m~~- In an attempt to explain the scriptural texts which claim that the 

ig t MaQ<;ialas exist in myfa, the author says: ."The statement 
is not to be taken litera y in view of the fact that maya is only a 
sakti wherein no bhuvana I can have any spatial .existence. What really per
tains ~o kala, deifa etc. is transferred to maaa by courtesy. Sim!larly, 
tattvasu~as part of fdTk§a that is ordaine in relation to ma~a really

11(Lertarns to mastaka. , C • • ataratnasamgraha, trans. p. 51. The au$kara 
~ uses the same laksan[-argument to claim that in the dfk?a sections 
WflTCfl men;tion bhuvanas existing in the prakrti-tattva; cf. pumstattvapatala, 
v. 7-9, SPB, p. 221-222. 

19Also quoted by Aghora Siva inMAD, 9.18, p. 271. 
20cf. SPB, p. 220. 
21There is also debate o~er the origin of r~~ and {~dya,

Aghora Siva follows the Raurava A9a!!!.a and maintains at bo raga and vidya 
em~"Ye _ from k~la: kalatattvro ragavid,ye dve tattve sa~babhliVatu~ RA,_
11, v. I.15A, p. b'. Other sources, such as-me TP derive raga and vTOya
directly from ma.ya; cf. vv. 40-43. - -

22BKV, p. 49. Sivagrayogin expounds on the notions of kala and 
ni,yati qua-rattvas. Kala is that factor which determines the extent of 
empirical e~per~e~ce T5Ji0ge,yattaparicchedha) and is the first transforma
tion of maya; Sivagrayogin cites a number characteristics of the 
kalatattva;-i.e. , inertness (ja2atva), manifoldness (satyanekatva), non
eternality (anityatva) and non-pervasiveness (avibhutva). Kala is non
eternal given that it is subject to origination and destruction during 
the periods of cosmic destruction; he further says that eternality, a 

11qua! ity of the soul, is not to be understood as ,"eternal time, but 
simply the freedom from the determination by time, niyati, described as 

11the second transformation of rria,ya, is the karmically determined ,11 link.
(yojana) regulating the relat~n between the triadically bound soul and 
the condition of bhoga. Cf. SPB, pp. 202-209. 

23 Ibid., p. 217. 
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24rsv, v. 10, p. 14: 11 abhila?atmana karye2a ragatattvasiddhib •. 11 

25 . -/ ~.In his commentary on the Tattva Prakasa, Aghora S1~ contrasts 
ragt understood in Sfilyikhya terms as a buddh1dharma with the Saivite con

P ion of it as a puru~o~akara, i.~. as something which of SQJTie service 
or use to the soul; cf.attvaprakasa, p.103; as well, cf. MAD, p. 162·• . 

26Aghora Siva states this ~ore simply in the TSV v.4, p.14: 
11· gratyayariipasyiipi,. bhogyatviinniibhi Iii£,ahetutvam., In th~D (10.11; p.262), 

owever, Aghora Siva accepts that rasa is also of the nature of a pratyaya 
as contributory to the bhogasadhana specifically brought about by raga. 

27TattvaprakiiS'a, v. 18, p.102: , 11 r~o 'bhi~varigiitma vi ~ayacchedaiii

vinai va samanyab puru§apravrttihetur vila §aQo .. •1 


28tena [vidya-tattvamJ prakasarupena jnana~aktiprarocina; MA 1010A,
p.159. 

29Kala rouses the soul's kartrsakti while vidya rou~es its.cittakti;
Gf. Tattva""l'rakasa, v.45, p.99 and~ 1o.8-9, p.258. The MA emphasizes that 
Siva IS ultimately responsible for tfle specific arousal of"the two saktis 
of the soul by the respective saktis. 

30An objection to Sadyojyoti's position is taken up in the TSV, 

v.14, p.17: ,"nanu lrakrtireva buddhyatmana l)ari~atamatmanam . euru~aSYa 

bhokyaf!ena darSaya I puru§asya Tu_~ kartrtvam 2£!. tu drastrtvam.111 


11 1131 In so rousing the .11 cits'akti, of the soul, the vid~atattva 11taints. 
the cit(akti with the bhogyQ (bhogyoparakta citvyaktiQ, Ts on v.13, p.16) 
which leads to Vidya being referred to as the 11 impure tattva!'(aSuddhavidya, . 
TPT, on v. 45, p.991". 

32MA, 10.12, p.262: 111 sa tena rafijito bhogyam malimasamapi sprhan 
aaatte !!2. Ca bhufijano viragamaahTQa'Cchah •. n 

33rsv, v.12, ·p.15: ,11tadvidyakhyam karaoamatmana iti sannikntatvat
paramityucyafe-"; TPV, v.47,'p:-Tod: .n ... 1yam [v1dya] parama11antara~gakaraQam 

34MAD, 10.10; p.260. 

35rsv, v.12, p.15: ,11 a[vena patha dTpikatii. fatrtyadavi v~triinekak~raoa
sadhye 1Qi ph2~§ vidyai va paramaiTI karanam •. '' A s1m1- ar analogy 1 s fauna in 
MAD, 10.9, p. 

1136 1n grammar the term 1"karaka
1 

describes the syntactical rela~ion 
between a noun and a verb in a statement; it includes all the Sanskrit de
clensions except the gen,itive (and vocative), which are kartr, karman, 
karaQa, sampradana, upadana, and adhikaraoa. For.a discu~s1on of the 
grammatical notion of a ,11 karaka." in hg~t of the interact10~ between 
grammar and philosophy cf. Mat1lal, Lo~1c Langua~e and Reality, pp.372-378. 
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37MA, 10-7, p.257: , ! 

11 ityetadubhayam vipra sambhuyananyavatsthitam/ 
bhogakriyrndhau j antornij ag·u~ Kartrkarakam.111 

/ 38MAv, p.257: ."tarhi bhoktrtaya kartrenatmoktab. tasya 
kartr _sakterupodbalanakartrtva"E k~rakam hetu kartri kala.111 

39MAv, p.257: ,"uktam ca brhaspatipadai9 jantorvibhatyatisle?at 
sadvitfyevacetana11 iti. . 

4olbid., p.258: karakamprayojakam prayojakatvam casyastirodhana
saktyadh i ~Wnenetyav i rodhab .," 

41 /SPB, p.241. 
42 Ibid. 
43concerning the conne;:tion between the anadimalavrtatva condition 

of the soul and kali, Aghora Siva puts forth .the following argument in the 
TSV (on v.18, p."2U)'T since the consciousness (which is of the nature of 
arr and ~fiya) of the soul in the samsaric state does not cognize all 
ofjjects 1.e. , since it is limited by·someth~ng], it is concluded that 
rsvara manifests thinJJS (abhivyanakti) in this sphere through the in
strumentality of 11 patf. Aghora adds that the instrumentality of ma la1

does not occur direc y but through dikia· ---

44The author of the Sataratnollekha(p.43) gives several synonyms 
u~ed in the fgamas for mahamaya: ~g., nada, parasumangala, mal inl, a·nahata 
b1ndu, aghoia vak, brahmaku0Qalin1 tattVa, v1dyd etc •• 

the
45Sjldyojyoti limits his discussion of mahamoha to the sphere of 

1
11 suddhasuddhatattvas1

11 
, i.e. to those beginning w1 

1
th kala, although in 

fact mah8moha -- qua b1ndu -- has reference to the sud~phere as well. 
For a discussion of the distinction between,m~ya as the cause of the pure 
tattvas as well as the impure tattvas, cf. Sa aratnollekha, p.44. 

46 In this respect mahamaya as the parigrahaSakti of Siva; cf. 
Ibid, p.45. 

47 In the Svjtambhuva A~~ma a further characteristic is added, i.e. 
11 

t 
11 akala. which· the Sa aratnolle a explains as in note 18 above. 

48 ( -cf. MA, Mayaprakar:ia, v.4), trans. p.194: ,"It must be intelligent,
since its prodUCts are seen to be so -- otherwise, there would be that 

11most radical of all faults, uncertainty of causation itself •. cf. ed.p.231: 
."tadacetanameva sig~ karyasyacittva-darS'aniit; praptas sarvaharo dosah 
karan~n1yamo •nya •. 

4 _9BKV, p. 56 

http:Sataratnollekha(p.43
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50 - .
MA, trans. p. 194.cf. ed. p. 233: ,"tadapyanekamekasmadeva 


bijatprajaYate.,11 


51 Cf. Sata ratno 11 ekha , trans. p. 40: ."The Ki ra3a and Mata rigagama
bring out the difference between the two, the 1makl1 an 1mala 1 , the 
former that rev~als (vyakti) and sheds light (~ra asa) ancf1Jie latter 
that obscures (~) the soul and creates dar ness (andhakara) •. " 

52sPB, p. 161: ,"And if their parviscience were natural, there 
would be cQnflict with the scriptural declaration of omniscience at re
lease •. " MA, trans. p. 152: ,"The .rtma is not ~vfapi (not omnipresent, 
limited), not momentary, not one, not insentien or inert), not a non
doer, and is ever united to intelligence, fo~ it is heard that after the 
pasa is removed, he attains to the state of Siva.," 

53MA', (mayaprakarava, v.78) trans. p.152. 
54A very similar form of argument is taken up in the SPB, pp. 

165-166. The bas'ic distinction between karma and mala is thatt:he 
termer functions for enjoyment while the Jatter for-DOfuscation; 
Sivagrayogin quotes vv.132-133 of the pasuprakarapa ·: . 

1

11 karma is of the 
nature of merit and -·demerit; ·and those two exist in the intellect; since 
they do not pervade above that (tntellect), how can they serve as bonds 
throught? Further, they function in respect of activity for enjoyment; 
how could they function in respect of obscuration?,11 

55This points out the unity of the mala-maia complex, obfuscation 
and manifestation, the former addressing a more- epistemological concern 
and the latter a more ontological one. 

56cf. a quote from the Svayambhuvagama in the Sataratnasa~graha, 
trans. p.37: .11 The beginningless 1mala 1 associated with souls is otherwise 
called 1 pa~utvam 1 (the essential nature of soul). It serves to help the 
sprouting (initial evolution) of maya in the same way as the bran helps 

11the sprouting of the grain. ,
57The. author of the Sataratnolleka explains the Svayambhuva 1 s 

statement that ,"dik~a alone." is responsi e for removing the soul 1 s 
mala and states the distinction of the aiva-darsana from the two major
traa"itions of 11 jnana 11 and , 11 karma,11 

: ,"The words 'dtk;;a alone• is indicative 
of the fact that neilher jnana advocated by the Advaitin nor 'karma• . 
expounded by the Mima~sakas nor any other mea~s exposited by the other 
schools of philosophy is of any avail.~ Cf. Sataratnollekha p.90. 



APPE;.JDIX I 


BHOGAKARIKA by Sadyojyoti (Khe~akanandana) and VRTTI by Aghorasivacharya 

/
HAVING MADE OBEISANCE TO SIVA, WHO IS THE GIVER OF 

THE TRUE ENJOYMENT AND RELEASE~ I AM GOING TO 

EXPLAIN THE BHOGAKARIKA VERY BRIEFLY AND CLEARLY FOR THE BENEFIT 

OF THE SLOW MINDED. 

Before the venerable Sadyojyoti begins his verses that explicate 

the nature of enjoyment ·and release7 he first makes obeisance to the 
/ 

supreme Siva (paramasiva) for the unhampered completion of this work: 
, 

(1) HAVING MADE OBEISANCE TO THE UNBORN AND UNCHANGING SIVA WHO 

KNOWS ALL THREE TIMES AND ALL THINGS 1 AND WHO IS THE GIVER OF 118ffi:J\11 
, I.E., 

"ENJOYMENT" (WHICH OCCURS WHEU ·soULS THAT HAVE THE THREE BONDS 

ARE IN CONTACT WITH KALA) AND 11 RELEASE/1 (WHICH TAKES PLACE1 

THROUGH THE 
\ 

SEPARATION FROM ENJO~MENT). 2 

The three bonds are of the nature of mala, karma and maya. 

Those who are possessed by these three bonds are the conscious souls who 

are called 1 Sakalas 1 , of whom . th~re is this 'contact with kala'. This 

contact involves the connection (sa~bandha) to the constitutive parts · 

of maya which are of the form of the bodies born with their respective
--J 

worlds and which are of the nature of the 1 Tattvas 1 constitutive of the 

subtle body, i.e.; the Tattvas beginning with kala and ending with earth. 
I 

By means of this connection !1He 11 
, i.e.,Siva, gives enjoyment and, by the 

I
separation from it, release. Siva's beginningless state of release 

189 
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(muktatva) indicates His ability to confer grace (anugrahakatva) and 

His omnipotence; for the same reason, §iva 11 knows all three times and 

all things 11 
, i.e.?He knows all the things which take place in their re

spective times and the lapses of times of all the living beings. More-
I 

over, since Siva is without mala (ninnalatva) and since He is omnipotent, 
I

His omniscience concerning all time is established. As well, since Siva 

is without mala, He is .11 unborn 11 
, i.e., without the birth which is 

characterized by the connection to a body; ."unchanging... (dhruva) means to 

be without change (avikarina), i.e., not to be subject to change (paripamitva), 

like bindu etc., as change entails materiality. Continuing the first verse, 

he says: 

(2) FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE ADEPTS, I AM BRIEFLY DESCRIBING BOTH 

ENJOYMENT AND RELEASE ALONG WITH THEIR MEANS AS THEY ARE PROPOUNDED 

IN THE TEACHINGS OF RURU AND ACCOMPANIED BY LOGICAL PERFECTION. 

"The Adepts" (sadhaka) are the 1 Acharyas 1 and so forth, who can 

establish both enjoyment and release. "I am briefly describing .••." means 

just in conformity with the way both enjoyment and release along with their 
.. 


means are established 
. 

in the Raurava Agama. 11 Accom~anied by logical perfec

tion11 means ."established by inference.11 for the purpose of understanding 

the means (sadh-ana) etc. [of bhoga and mok~a] for the Acaryas for intitiatory 

p~rposes and so forth. 

Now to point out enjoyment and the means (whereby it is attained], 

the ones who are qualified for emjoyment are described: 

(3) THE LUST FOR ENJOYMENT ARISES rn ACCORDANCE WlTH THE KARMIC 

ACCUMULATIONS OF THOSE SENTIENT BEINGS WHO HAVE BEEN DRIVEN I!~TO 

http:inference.11
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THE CYCLE OF WORDLY EXISTENCE BY GOD BECAUSE OF THEIR DEFILEMENT ETC. 3 

'"The I ust for enjoyment 11 refers to the "desire for enjoyment 11 that

ari ses in accordance with the karmic predispositions {karmasamskara) during 

·worldly existence. This condition of enjo}'TTBTt :ts :::rsnlely caused : 1 

by the defilement -- i.e.)by the Mala -- of those souls who have been 
I 

driv~n into facing enjoyment through the superintendance of God (i.e.>Siva) 

through the instrumentality of Ananta etc. 

The Samkyas raise the objection that the soul is without ~ala. But• 
this is false because if · the soul is without Mala,it becomes impossible 

for the soul to become attached to enjoyment. 4 Or, if it is possible for 

a soul without Mala to become attached to enjoyment, then this attachment 

also becomes possible for the released soul. The Samkhyas object: the 
I 

attachment [to enjoyment] is a result of the connection to passion (raga). 

True! But even in the case of passion, the cause of the attachment is 

just due to those who possess Mala! 5 In this respect, it is said in the 
/'
Sri'matsvayambhuva: .11 If the soul were not defiled, how could its attach

ment to Enjoyment ever be effected?,11 

He now addresses the question concerning the nature and means of 

enjoyment: 

(4) AS THE DESIROUS ATTACHMENT TO THE MODIFICATIONS OF THE BUDDHI 
~ 

(BUDDHI-VRTTI-ANURANJTIA) ENJOYMENT IS BROUGHT ABOUT BY VARIOUS----- ) 

MEANS WHICH THEMSELVES ARE A PRODUCT OF THE PRIMAL MATERIAL CAUSE 

OF THE WORLD6 INTO WHICH THE WILL OF GOD HAS ENTERED. 

,
11 God 11 is understood in this verse as Ananta, the only one who 

/ 

can agitate maya (mayaksobhakatva). In the Srfmatkiraoa it is said that 
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11 Siva is declared to be the agent in the pure realm while Ananta is the 

Lord in the bound realm. 117 Through Ananta•s desire (iccha) occurs the 

agitation of the primal material cause of the world {jagatb1ja), which 

is called 1maya 1 
; •enjoyment• arises through the 'means' (sadhana) 

which have been engendered on account of this agitation of maya. The 

•means• are [threefold]: of the nature of the subtle bodies that . are of 
! 

a restricted character [i.e.)restricted to particular souls]; of the 

nature of worlds that are common [i.e.,shared by different souls]; and 

of the nature of bodies born with worlds, which is both a restricted and 

common condition.8 Enjoyment is here understood to be of the nature of the 

attachm~nt (anurafijana) to the modifications o( the Buddhi (buddhivrtti); 

more specifically, enjoyment is that condition of the."attachment" of the 

t& soul:'s consciousness to the modifications of the Buddhi which is of 
) 

the 1 form 1 (rupa) of the ascertaillTE'lt (adhyavasaya) constituted by pleasure, 

suffering and delusion. Here the •attachment•~which is of a desirous 

nature (:anuraga )-' re 1ates to" the . condition of the modifications of 

the Buddhi whose cognitive structure (adhyavasayakara) is constituted by 

pleasure (sukha). lhis attachment is a 'cognition• (sa~vitti) that is 

just a 'direct experierice• (anubhava), _This experience is not of a "reflec...:. 

tion• (pratibimba). illis . latter position allows the possibility of change 

to be attributed to the soul (atmanat.t parinamitaprasarigat). Thus it is 

said in the Srimatsvayambhuva; ,"Enjoyment" (bhoga) is the [bound] soul 1 s 

11experience 11 
, ·. which is characterized by pleasure, suffering etc. 

Now h~ is going to discuss the instrumentality (sadhanata) of 

enjoyment with respect to the gross elements: 
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(5) AS THE LOCI OF THEIR QUALITIES, FUNCTIONAL-MODIEICATIONS AND 

SENSE ORGANS, THE EARTH, WATER, FIRE, AIR AND ETHER - WHICH ARE 

,"FILLED OUT,11 BY MEANS OF THE INCREASE OF THEIR RESPECTIVE SUBTLE 

ELEMENTS - BRING ABOUT THE ANCILLIARY NATURE [OF BHOGA]. 

In this case, just the qualities etc. of the gross elements 

establish the ancillary nature as enjoyment (bhogangatva) nf these gross 

elements. Here the qualities are odour etc. The activities are 1 bearing 1 

etc. "Serving as the support of the sense organs" (aksabhumita) means 

11 serving as that which bears the sense organs 11 
( indriyadharatva); the 

sense organs will be explained in the sequel. 

The meaning of the verse> therefore, is: the earth etc., by means of 

th~ir qualities and functions~ and by means of. bearing the sense organs, 

become engaged in the means whereby enjoyment arises for the souls. Of 

what [source] are the earth and so forth? He says: 'of the filling out• 

by means of the 1 increasing 1 of their respective subtle elements. The 

1filling out• (pustana) arises on account of the 1 increasing 1 ipurana) 

that is a condition of 'becoming full' (ipGra) that occurs by means of 

the subtle elements 7 which are themselves the material causes (karapabhuta) 

[of earth etc.]. The activity of prakrti is UikB<Jise said to. have t\\O func- · 

tions]: 1 the increasing of that which has already been accomplished and 
9the acting as the means of that which has not yet been accomplished 1 

• 

It is said -in the Srfmanmatariga: "Through a gross and subtle condition 

(sthiIIasuksmatva), the gross elements with their causesJwhich are the subtle 

elements,act as the conditions (sthita) supporting (adhara) the organs. 10 

As well, it is said in the Srimarimatanga: -"The subtle elements are like 

a pot and the gross elements like its covering. 11 11 It is said [in the 
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Tattvasal]1grahaJ: ,11This tenfold effect [i.e. the bhutani and tanmatraniJ, 

having entered into the condition of [supportingJ the organs, causes the 

activity [of the organs]. On the other hand, the organs, on account of 

being without their own power to act, are only active after they come to 

depend on the support of the effect. 11 

When the general function of the gross elements exists, their 

specific functions, bearing etc.}exist as well. The general function of 

the gross elements, which have their locus in the subtle body, is twofold: 

firstly, it consists in the property of increasing (upacayadharmitva) 

that takes place by means of the body as it is understood in its 

11essential sense as a ,11 covering over. [diha, etymological sense of deha, 
=. . -- -

bodyJ,which means an :'increasing,'.' {'upacaya); this property of increasing 

belongs to the gross elements as they take their locus (sthana) in the 

external body. The second general function of the gross elements consists 

in their supporting of the sense organs. He says: 

(6) WHEN THE EARTH ETC. CONSTITUTE THE BODY AND SERVE AS THE LOCUS 

FOR THE SENSE ORGANS. THE ACTIVITIES12 Cf THE EARTH ETC. ARE: SUPPORTING, 

BRINGING TOGETHER, MATURING, STRUCTURING AND PROVIDING SPACE. 

Here, the function of the earth is 'supporting' (dhrti), which is 

a 'bearing' (dharana). The function of water is 'bringing together• 

(sa~graha) which is a 'binging' (ava~tambha). The function of fire is1 
'maturing' {pakti) ., which is a 'ripening' (paka). Air has the function of 

. 

'structuring' (vyuna),w:iich is a 1 joining of parts' (avayavaghatana). 

Ether ( aka~a) 'has the function of I providing space I ( avaka~adana)) which 

i S the I prOV'i ding Of a receptab 1 e I ( aspadadana). 
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Now, he will describe the common function (sadharana) of these 


gross elements, i.e.; 'the supporting of the sense organs (indriyadharatva)' 


that . takes place through the locus of the subtle body: 


(7-8Aa) BY HAVING ITS LOCUS IN THE 'TRANSFERENCE BODY' 

(ATIVAHI~ADEHASTHA) )THE 1 INSTRUMENT' (KARANA) TAKES ON ACTIVITIES 

(PRAVIJRMBHITA) AND AS WELL TRAVELS FROM ONE WOMB TO ANOTHER IN ORDER 

TO OBTAIN ENJOYMENT FOR SOULS ON ACCOUNT OF THE •INVISIBLE FORCE' 

(AD~~JA) . PROVIDES THE APPROPRIATE EXPERIENCES FOR [THE INDIVU

AL] SOULS. 

Tne •transference body 1 is the 'subtle body 1 (suksmadeha): 13 :"by 

means of enjoyment, the karma of souls ."is caused to pass over,11 (ativahayati), 

i.e.J 'is caused to be driven away• (nasayati ).11 ~ !i>lely in the condition of 


having its locus in this subtle body is the 'instrument• -- the 'collection 

I 

of organs (indriyavarga) -- active (cestate). It is said, 11 Due to the fact 


that a thing that : lacks its own power (avibhutva) cannot be active (cesta) 

. J 

when it has no supporting-locus (nirasraya), the collection of instruments 


is active solely through the support (adhara) of the gross elements and 

1115
subtle elements]: which have their locus (stha) in the subtle body. ,
 

Moreover, on account of karma [qua 1 adrsta 1 ] whi"ch yields the appropriate 

. --- J 

experiences for the individual souls, the instrument that has its locusj 

in the subtle body travels from one womb to another in order to obtain en

joyment for those souls possessing this karma. In this respect, it is said 

in the Tattvasawgraha: ~The group of Tattvas beginning with the earth and 

ending with kala is bound to individual sou)s (pratipuQlniyata); on account 

of karma, such souls wander through all the different worlds in bodies born 
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of those worlds.,1116 

The subtle body, on account of being subtle, like the spirits 

(pisaca) etc., is not perceivable by us; however, it is experienced 

through the perception of yogins: 

(8Ab-8B} LIKE THE SPIRITS, 17 THE 'BODY OF TRANSFERENCE', WHICH IS 

THE LOCUS OF THE SENSES, CANNOT BE EXPERIENCED BY THE SENSES BY . 
_, 

THOSE w~o LACK LORDLY POWERS (ANISA}. 

Now, he describes the qualities of the gross elements: 18 

(9) ODOUR IS IN EARTH; 19 TASTE IS SIXFOLD IN EARTH, BUT SWEETNESS IS 

CONFINED TO EARTH AND WATER ALONE; COLOUR BELONGS TO EARTH, WATER, 

AND FIRE, BEING BRIGHT IN FIRE, SHINING IN WATER AND OF DIFFERENT 

HUES 1N EARTH. 

(10) THIS IS THE ARRANGEMENT WITH REGARD TO 1 TOUCH 1
; IN BOTH EARTH 

AND AIR IT IS NEITHER HOT NOR COLD, 20 THE DIFFERENCE BEING THAT ONE 

IS BORN FROM MATURING, ONE NOT SO BORN: IN WATER IT IS COOL AND IN 

FIRE HOT. 

(11) AS PRODUCED FROM SUBSTANCES - DERIVED FROM SOUND, SOUND EXISTS IN 

THE LOWEST FOUR GROSS ELEMENTS; IN SPACE IT IS OF THE COLLOCATION OF 

ECHOES. THIS IS THE CORRECT OPINION SET FORTH BY THE WISE. 

Here, odour is in earth just in the form of the fragrant and non

fragrant. Taste is in water and earth. Of the forms of taste that are 

in water, namely pungence, sourness, saltiness, sweetness, astringence, 

and bitterness, only sweetness is in earth. Colour is in earth, water and 

fire etc. In earth, colour is of manifold types: white, red, yellow, 
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black; in water, however, it is only of a shiny colour [~ukla, white, 

bright]. In fire it is bright (bhasvat). 

The condition of touch (spariasthita) is in the airs. In both the 

earth and air it is neither cold nor hot. What then is the difference 

between the two touches in earth and air? He says: ,"the difference 

is that one is born from maturing (p~kaja), one not so born (api kaja): 

The touch in earth arises from maturing whereas the one in air does not 

arise from maturing -- just this is the difference. Because of this 

designation [between the two types of touch qualities], colour etc., which 

are qualities of earth, are just born from maturing. The natural touch of 

water is just cool:andin fire just hot. 

Sound arises in the four gross elements -- earth etc. -- by means 

of the mutual 1clashing together• of their respective substances, ground, 

etc.; 21 in space, however, sound is of the nature of an echo. Now, the 

Vaisesikas22 raise an objection; ."Sound is established as the special . . 

quality of ether, on account of the cognition of it elsewhere than in its 

locus. 1123 This is false because of the fallacy of 'the passage in time• 

(kalatyayapadistatva) 24 as the reason (hetu) contradicts both percep
- ) -

tion and the Agamic tradition. Thus, ~sound is just heard in the locus 

of sound, as in the drum etc .... Moreover, ,'_'sound is perceived in the earth 

as the sound of •rubbing together• (katakatadika) etc.; in water as a 

swishing sound etc. (chalacchaladi); in fire as a blowing sound etc. 

(dhamadhamadi); in air as rustling etc. (sakaSakadi); and in space it is 

of the nature of an echo.:• The argume~t that sound is the special quality 

of ether is refuted in detail by us in the Mrgendravrttidfpika. It is 
I further stated in the Sr1manmrgendra: ."Sound is in the five gross elements 
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and touch is in four. The neither cold nor hot [touch] is in the earth 

and air; hot and cold are in water and fire. Brightness is in fire, 

whiteness in water and a variety [of colours] such as whiteness etc. in 

earth. Colour is in the three. Taste in water is sweet and is sixfold 

in the earth. By the wise odour is considered to be both fragrant and 

non-fragrant in the earth. ,11 

Thus, summing up what has been said: 

(12A-12Ba) THUS DESCRIBED, THE EARTH ETC. ARE GENERALLY ACCEPTED 

TO POSSESS THE COLLECTION OF ODOUR ETC. 

This .means: it is generally accepted that 
-

the earth etc. exist 

as the loci of odour. It is said: 11the five subtle elements are established 

as the 'cause' (karanat~) of the five gross elements, since the five 

gros·s elements are established as 11effects 11 
, which are discerned by means 

of the external sense organs of beings like us. He says: 

(12Bb) THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS ARE INFERRED BY MEANS OF THEM. 

Thus, ,1 1the cognition' (grahana) of a quality (guoa) entails the 

cognition of the thing that possesses the quality) since there can be no 

distinction (avyatirekitva) [between the quality and the thing possessing 

it] •. 11 He wi 11 prove that the qualities of the gross elements do not have 

a separate existence (aprthak bhavah): 

(13) EARTH ETC. ARE SAID TO BE INHERENTLY VARIEGATED (CITRASVABHAVAKA) 

AND DISTINCT BY MEANS OF THEIR QUALITIES (GUNABHINNA); EARTH ETC. Ar: ~ 
• 

REVEALED IN A SUCCESSIVE MANNER (KRAMAVYANGYA)JJUST AS THE 

PAINTED PICTURE ON A CLOTH THAT IS COVERED OVER. 
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Here, the earth and so forth are being described. This is the 

sense: the mutual distinctions (paraspara.m bhinnah) are seen by means of 

the qualities of odour etc.• and the inherent variegations are seen by 

means of the differences (bheda) in the •constitutions• (akara) of the 

ground, stones, mountains, rivers, oceans, etc.. Thus, earth etc. are just 

revealed in a successive manner as a painted cloth 

that '· · is covered over [ is revealed in a successive mannerJ. It 

is not possible to simultaneously (yugapad) grasp both the respective 

distinctions (bhinna) and differences in the constitutions which belong 

to the earth etc., as it is impossible to grasp everything at the same 

time which is both close at hand and far away. But this can only be re

vealed in a successive manner by means of inference and by the senses. 

What results from this? He says: 

(14) DUE TO THE REASON (HETU) THAT THEY ARE REVEALED IN A SUCCESSIVE 

MANNER, 'THE EARTH ETC. COME WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE COGNITIVE 

DISTINCTIONS BASED ON· A DESIGNATION OF THE QUALIFIED AND THE 
~ / L

QUALIFIER (VISE$ANAVISE~YATVAVYAPADE~A). 

The earth etc., on account of being revealed in a successive 

manner, acquire the status of 1 objects 1 of sense (vi§ayata) in terms of 

the designation of their relations (bhavavyapadesa)I i.e.,in terms of the 

cognitive distinctions based on the distinctions of the qualified thing 

and the qualifying thing (visesanavi~e~yarupa), as in such cognitions as: 

,"this earth is fragrant. ,11 In this respect: 

(15-16A) NO COGNITION OF EARTH IS POSSIBLE WITHOUT A COGNITION 

OF ODOUR ETC., WHILE A COGNITION OF WATER ETC. TAKES PLACE 
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WITHOUT A COGNITION [OF ODOUR ETC.]; CONSEQUENTLY, EARTH IS 

SEPARATE FROM WATER ETC. BUT IS NOT SEPARATE FROM ODOUR ETC. 

There can never be a cognition of the earth -- a 'qualified thing' 

(visesya) in the form of a possessor of qualities (dharmirupa) -- without 

a grasping of the qualities odour etc. -- qualifying things (visesaoa); 

huwever, even when odour etc. are not grasped in the other elements, 

water etc., a cognition [of the earth] still arises. Therefore, for this 

reason, earth is not separate (anya) from odour etc.,althuugh separate 

from water etc. Likewise, the same reasoning applies to the other gross 

elements: 

(168) 	 BY THE WISE, THE SAME REASONING SHOULD BE APPLIED TO WATER ETC. 

An objection is raised: 25 when beside a china rose,a quartz gem 

is apprehended as possessing redness (raktabhava) -- without the apprehen

sion of its quality as 'clear' (saukla) [i.e. its natural colour]. 

Therefore, [the principle that] 'the apprehension of the thing possessed 

by qualities is preceded by the apprehension of the qualities (gupigrahaDasya 

gu~agrahapapurvakatvam)' is unestablished; thus, he says: 

(17) NOR IS THE INFERENTIAL MARK (HETU) WE ARE USING HERE INAPPLIC

ABLE IN THE CASE OF THE JEWEL WHICH IS COGNIZED APART FROM ITS OWN 

COLOUR AND WHICH IS TrlE COLOUR OF A NEIGHBORING OBJECT, BECAUSE COLOUR 

IS NOT ONLY A MATTER O~ HUE (VAR~A) BUT INCLUDES THE GENERAL CONFIGURA

TION (SAMSTHANA) AS WELL. 

Herein the quality (guQa) 'colour' -- which substances possess 

is held to be of the .nature of a 'configuration' (samsthana) possessing 

'hue• (varna); therefore, even when there is the apprehension of the 
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quartz gem which is next to the china rose there is the remembrance of 

the past apprehension of the •configuration• of circular, four-cornered, 

etc. along with the memory of the apprehensi'on of its clear hue. Thus, 

[the principle] 'the apprehension of the thing possessed by qualities 

is preceded by the apprehension of the qualities• is established; 

hence, the inferential mark (hetu) is not unestablished. 

Now, having established the ancillary _ nature of the gross 

elements in the act of enjoyment (bhogangatva), he will demonstrate 

that the gross elements are •effects• (karyatva) -- although without 

supplying a specific rule (anirdes'"a) -- in order to further qualify the 

establishment of the subtle elements in the proposition that "the subtle 

elements are inferred by means of the gross elements [v. 12Bb],": 

(18 )THE INFEREPffIAL MARK (HETU) ESTABLISHIUG THE FACT THAT THE 

QUALITIES (GUNA) ARE PRODUCTS (KARYATA) IS ALSO FIT TO ESTABLISH 

THAT THE SPHERE OF THINGS BEGINNING WITH EARTH ANQ ENDING WITH 

KALA HAVE A CAUSE (KARAt~A). 
-- --....#

It is said: "on account of the condition of manifoldness 

(anekatva) in the case of the qualities (guQa), which are of a non-

conscious nature, a condition of the priority of the cause (karapapurvakatva) 

exists, as in the case of a pot etc." Thus, just by means of this in

ferential mark the earth etc. are established as products (karyatva). 

1t is said that the subtle body, which is restricted to individual souls, 

is of the nature of the thirty Tattvas beginning with the earth and end

ing with kala, on account of the failure to establish anything else to 

account for the variety (vaicitrya) of enjoyment as it is manifested. 
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-
ln the Agamas it is said: "the priority of the cause is established 

on account of the condition of manifoldness that exists when there is 

the condition of unconsciousness occurring by means of those Tattvas 

earth etc. -- that. are restricted to individual souls. 11 

Now it is said, "the successiveness (krama) of the earth etc. 

is established just on account of the distinctions between their respec

tive qualities, i.e., on account of the establishment of the subtle 

elements as the causes of the gross elements; he says: 

(19) THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS EXCEED EACH OTHER IN A HIERARCHY 

(EKOTTAR;DHIKYA) ~y POSSESSING ONE MORE OF SOUND ETC., 26 ON ACCOUNT 
,

OF BEING WITHOUT" CHARACTERISTICS (AVISESATA), THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS 

ARE ESTABLISHED AS THE SUCCESSIVELY-OPERATING (KRAMA) GENERATING 

CAUSES (YONI) OF EARTH ETC., WHICH POSSESS QUALITIES. 

This is the meaning: ."the material cause {upadana) of ether is 

the subtle element sound, whose natural condition (svartipa) is just the 
. / I bdsound that has the character of being unmanifest (anabhivyaktav1seiasa a

matrasvarupa); going one step lower, the material cause of air is the 

subtle element touch, whose natural condition is just ·of the nature of 

sound and touch. The material cause of water is the subtle 

element taste, which is just of the nature of sound, touch and taste. 

The material cause of earth is the subtle element:. 

odour, which is of the nature of the five qualities beginning with sound 
11and ending with odour.,

This is the meaning of the terms: ."[the subtle elements] exceed 

each other in a hierarchy by possessing one more of sound etc. 11 means 
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that there is an increase of the qualities (guriadhikya), i.e., that 

there is a sequential increase by one (ekottara) of sound etc. which are 

possessed by ether etc.) •. 11 0n account of being without characteristics 11 

means 1 on account of not being characterized by qualities•, i.e. 1 on 

account of the nature of the group of sound etc. which is of a non

manifest character•; on this account, the subtle elements sound etc., 

are the successively-operating •generating causes• -- i.e .• material 

causes (upadanabhuta) -- of the ether etc. The subtle elements endeavor 

to establish the successive ordering of the creation (srstikrama) of the 
• t f 

gross elements, ether etc., which, as the substrata of qualities (dharmin), 

possess the manifested qualities. The subtle elements -engage in 1the 

condition of going lower and lower (adhodhobhava) 1 by means bf the 

successive increase of the qualities; this means that the subtle elements 

cause the condition of going lower and lower even of the •effects• 

(karya). 

Again, how do the subtle elements contribute as ancillaries _ in 

the act of enjoyment (bhogangatva)? He says: 

(20) IN THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS ETC., WHICH ARE THE GENERATING CAUSES 

OF ALL THINGS (SARVAYONI), THE CAUSATIVE FACTOR (KARTRTA) INVOLVED 

IN THE ARISING OF ITS OWN EFFECT AND OF ITS INCREASING IS MOST 

CERTAINLY THE MEANS WHEREBY THE AIM OF THE SOUL IS ACCOMPLISHED 

(PUMARTHA). 

The ancillaries· involved in the act of enjoyment 1 [both] act as 

the means of that which has not yet been accomplished and increase that 

which has already been accomplished 1 
, i.e.,the ancilliary nature of 
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enjoyment is established both on account of the condition which 

generates the means whereby enjoyment is accomplished -- which involves 

the generating causes of the effects (karyayoni) (which are ma.Ya etc.) 

and the subtle elements -- and by means of the condition which increases 

this. 

Now, in order to describe the condition of being an ancillary in 

the act of enjoyment in the case of the sense organs as well, he first 

establishes the motor organs (karmendriya). 

(21) THE 'GENITA~S, FEET, ANUS, MOUTH AND HANDS' ARE DISTINCT FROM 

THE ACTIVITIES 'DELIGHT, MOVEMENT, EVACUATION, SPEAKING, AND 

GRASPING'. 

'Evacuation' is the release of bodily excretions. · The meaning 

of the verse is that the organs of action, genitals etc., are established 

by the fact (hetutva) of the activities of delight etc. 

An objection is raised: ."the organs are just these [physical] 

loci, the genitals etc.:• This is not the case, as he says: 

(22) EVEN IN THE PRESENCE OF A GIVEN BODY PART (STH~JA) THERE MAY 

BE AN ABSENCE OF A GIVEN ACTIVITY. THE ENTitY UPON WHICH THE 

ABSENCE OR PRESENCE OF THE ACTUAL ACTIVITY DEPENDS IS THUS THE 

MOTOR ORGAN, AND NOT JUST THE BODY PART ALONE. 

The activity of movement etc. is not seen to occur without the 

respective capacity of the [motor] organ)even though there is the 

presence of some physical condition, such as the feet etc. Therefore, 

even when the given body parts exist, their activities are dependent for 
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their absence or presence on the existence of the capacities, i.e.~the 

five organs, which are separate [from the body parts]. Thus, just in 

this manner are the motor organs established and the position of the 

Naiy~yikas and others rejected. The objection is raised: just on account 

of the activity of raising the eyebrows etc., the infinity of the motor 

organs is established;27 thus, he says: 

(23) THE MOTOR ORGANS HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED BY MEANS OF THE ACTIVITIES, 

DELIGHT ETC.,; THEREFORE, THE CLAIM THAT THE MOTOR ORGANS ARE IN

FINITE (ANANTYA) CANrHf BE ACCEPTED ON ACCOUNT OF THE ACTIVITIES. 

It would be false (do~a) for us to hold that motor organs are 

functions of parts of the body (£ariraikade~avrttih). As in the case 

of the sense of touch wherein it is established that this sense pervades 

the body, so it is in the case of the [motor organJ 1 hand 1 whose activity 
28is inclusive of the •raising of the eyebrows• etc. As well, 1the 

activity of evacuation belongs [in all parts of the body] to [what is 

designated asJ the anus. On account of the distinctions entailed by the 

inherent characteristics (antarbhava) of delight etc. -- even in the case 

of the raising of the eyebrows etc. -- the infinity of the or9ans cannot 

be established. In sum [to explain the verse], there is no inconsistency 

in holding that "there are only five motor organs due to fact of the 

primary activities, described as delight etc .... and 11 the respective 

designations of the motor organs are not infinite, since the special locus 

(visesadhisthana) of the motor organs is in various places." 

Now, he will establish the sense organs: 

(24) IN THE GRASP ING OF SOUND ETC. THE ACT! VITV OF THE AGENT 
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I.E. THE SOUL -- IS NOT WITHOUT AN INSTRUMENT; MOREOVER, THERE 

CANNOT BE JUST ONE INSTRUMENT, AS A NECESSARY REQUIREMENT (APEK~A) 

WOULD NOT CEASE. 

It is proper to hold that without an instrument the activity of 

grasping sound etc. would not arise, as the activity of 'chopping• would 

not arise without an axe. Moreover, nor do these five activities arise 

just on account of one instrument, as hearing etc; for, in this case) 

the requirement for another instrument would not cease. For example, 

when the sense of hearing)which is the instrument in the grasping of 

sound exists, we see that there is a necessary requirement for another 

instrument -- the sense of touch etc. -- when there is the grasping of 

touch etc. This is thus the meaning of the verse • 

."Exactly what are the instruments?" In answer, he says: 

(25A) THE INSTRUMENTS ARE: EAR, SKIN, EYE, TONGUE, AND NOSE; 

The instruments are inferred by means of the failure (anupapatti) 

to bring forth anything else to explain the [the particular sense organ 

restrictiveness of the] grasping of sound etc.; accordingly, he says: 

(258) THE FUNCTION OF THESE INSTRUMENTS LIES IN THE PERCEIVING 

(ALOCANA) OF SOUND ETC. WHEH IN THE PROXIMITY (SAMNIDHI) OF SOUND ETC. 29 

11If we were to take the reading of 11 like. (samnibf!<!) [in place of 

,"proximity," (samnidhi)J, the meaning of this half of the verse would be: 

the sense organs,which are superintended over (adhisthita) by Manas, 

together with the mind (buddhi), the ascertaining faculty (adhyavasayin), 

supply the Vidya Tattva with its objects (vi$ayatva), i.e. the internal 
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'forms• (antarakara) that. resemble the external 1 fonns 1 (bahyakarasadr{a) 

of sound etc. In the sequel we will describe how the soul apprehends 

things through the instrument designated 1 Vidya 1 that is r~lated to 

(antaranga) the 1form 1 of the cognitive activity of the mind,which has 

been presented with things from the senses. It has been said elsewhere: 

."the sou 1 is conscious of objects that have been cognitively ascertained 

by the mind •;11 

It is not the case that the sense organs are just the physical 

loci (sthan'!) as the auditory passage of the ear etc. Moreover, ,"the 

sense organs are just 'conditions• (stha) that are •capacities' (sakti); 
•' 

the cognition of sound etc. does not arise when there is a defect in the 

capacity -- due to karmic influences -- of the physical loci ;,11 he says: 

(26) DO' NOT THINK THAT THE BODY PARTS ALONE ARE THE SENSE ORGANS 

BECAUSE EVEN WHEN THERE IS THE PRESENCE OF THE BODY PARTS THERE CAN 

BE AN ABSENCE OF COGNITION DUE TO SOME DEFECT. 

He now discusses the internal organ (antapkarapa): 

(27) COGNITIOU \BODHA), EFFORT (SAMRAMBHA) AND WILL (ICCHA) 

CANNOT BE BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE VARIOUS MEANS OF ENJOYMENT THAT 

HAVE ALREADY BEEN DISCUSSED; RATHER, THEY ARE BROUGHT ABOUT BY 

MEANS OF THE HffERNAL ORGANS: MIND (BUDDHI), EGO (AHAMKARA), 

AND MANAS. 

The means whereby 'will' etc. are accomplished are the internal 

instruments, mind, ego and Manas; one is led to this conclusion for three 

reasons: 11 the Tattvas beginning with earth are solely established by 
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means of their effects; 2) there is no way to prove that there is 

another reason to explain the effects (karyantarahetutve pramaDabhavat); 

3) it is not possible to postulate a manifold number of Tattvas [to 

a:count for the effects] (anekatatvaparikalpanabhavaprasarigat). 30 

The ter.TI 1will 1 refars to •volition• (sa~kalpa)Jwhich is of the nature 

of the sequential attentiveness (ekagrataparaparyayo'vadhanatmakaQ)and 

which is the function of~· .11 Effort11 is the 'exertion• (prayatna) 

of the ego; •cognition' is the •mental activity' (adhyavasaya) of the 

minj. All this will be explained in the sequel. 

The means whereby .the purpose of the soul (purusarth~) is 

.· accomplished takes place through the mutual assistance (parasparopakara) 

of the internal and external instruments; he says: 

(28-29) AS IN THE CASE OF THE PALANQUIN AND THE PALANQUIN BEARERS, 

THE INTERNAL AND THE EXTERNAL INSTRUMENTS COMBINE TOGETHER TO 

ACCOMPLISH THE ACTIVITY OF WILLING ETC.; IF THERE IS AN ABSENCE 

OF EITHER THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF 'INWARD ACTIVITIES'(ANTARMUKH~GATA) 

OR THE COGNITIONS DIRECTED TOWARD EXTERNAL OBJECTS, THE ACTIVITY 

OF WILLING ETC., WHICH IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSCIOUSNESS, DOES 

NOT ARISE. 

The internal and the external instruments, like the palanquin and 

the planguin bearers, together become the means whereby the activities of 

willing etc. are accomplished. This is so for two reasons. First, 

ascertainment etc. (adhyavaseyad~) is seen to occur only when there is 

prior perception of external objects (bahyarthalocanap~[va)* 

secondly, it is impossible to apprehend an external object without 
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'Others• refers to one school of the materialists (lokayata) who 

claim that the internal instrument is just the 1 air 1 (vayu)_;,Which is 

characterized by the term 'life-force•. This life-force manifests 

consciousness (abhivyaktacetana) as a property which is a result of the 

transformation of the elements (bhutapari9amavise~a); the life-force is 

the cause (hetubhuta) of sentient existence etc. (jivanadi) through the 

functions of 'taking up' etc. (prapayana). He points out the falsity of 

this view: 

(30B) WITHOUT VOLITIONAL ACTIVITIES (PRAYANTNA) THERE IS NO LIFE-FORCE. 

BUT THEN WHAT IS THE INSTRUMENT OF THE VOLITIONAL ACTIVITIES? 

Behavioral activity (pravrtti) is indeed seen to be preceded by 

volitional activity (prayatna) on account of the intermittence (kadacitkatva) 
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of the air that is of the nature of the life-force. It is said; 

11 How can there be the drawing. out of activity ( preraoakar§a) without the 

volitional activity of air?~ The internal instrument is consequently 

established in response to the question: !'In the establishment of 

volitional activity,which is of the nature of 'active effort' (samrambha), 

how then should the instrument be conceived?" It will be said in the 

•sequel, ,11 the function of the ego is 1 active effort 1 11 Moreover, if it is 

claimed that 'the production of consciousness as well arises from this 

air', another instrument ought to be brought forward to account for this 

production; 

- .
(31) THE TASK OF EMITTING CONSCIOUSNESS (CAITANYODGARABHARA)-------1 
WHICH IS ATTRIBUTED TO THIS LIFE-FORCE~-DESCRIBE ITS INTERNAL 

INSTRUMENT! AS ~WELL, BELONGING TO THE LIFE-FORCE, CONSCIOUSNESS 
-CAN NEVER BECOME MANIFEST, BECAUSE AIR (VAYUTVA) IS LIKE THE 

EXTERNAL WIND. 

:•it is not correct to argue that the manifestation of conscious

ness can belong to something unconscious (ja~a) 1 as this would result in the 

claim that the manifestation of consciousness can belong to everything." 

Consciousness does not belong to this [air qua 1 i fe-force], because air is 

like the air that is external [to the body]. 11 

Thus having refuted the claim that the life-force is the internal 

instrument (pranatahkarana), he now discusses the role of~ 

(manahsadhana) as one of the three forms of the internal instrument al

ready mentioned. 

(32) MANAS IS THE CAUSE OF THE WILL (ICCHAHETU): IT CHANGES QUICKLY 
(ASU SAM'CARIN) AND PROMPTS THE EXTERNAL INSTRUMENTS (DEVA) INTO 
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ACTION. BECAUSE IT FUNCTIONS SO RAPIDLY, THE COGNITIONS OF THE 

AGENT CANNOT TAKE PLACE SIMULTANEOUSLY. ( YUGAPAD). 

By the term 1 deva 1 the sense organs are indicated, because they 

1 shine 1 Wevana), i.e.,they illuminate things (dyotana). 31 The word 

1 cognitions 1 in the verse refers to tho~ cognitions that are character-:

ized by having this or that object (tattadarthavisayam jnanam). Even 

when there is the soul's connection between the senses and their objects, 

the sense organs do not function simultaneously; in no way can this 

ever happen. 32 Manas should be conceived as that which prompts the ex

terna 1 sense organs and as the cause · , of attention (avadhana), which 

is of the nature of volition (samkalpa), i.e., 1will 1 . (iccha) and · is the 

'instrument• in activity {pravrtti). It is said, ."the controlling factor 

(adhikarin) is twofold: it superintends (adhisthana) over the external 

organs and it internally superintends over the internal organ, i.e.> the 

volitional activity of pleasure etc. (~khadisamlalpa) .. 11 It is said 

in the Matanga: .1'The twofold controlling factor (adhikarana) is the 

consciousness (citta [i.e. Manas]) that _causes the enjoyment of the 

enjoyer: one part always exists by [the control over] the external 

organs under its control and the other part exists by its own activity, 

i.e. 1 by volition (samkalpa). M.anas provides the capacity (samarthya) 

of the sense organs with an internal locus (antaosthita); for this 

reason 1 it is considered to be an internal organ.~33 It is as well said 
I 

in the Srimanmrgendra: !'Manas is possessed of the rapid activity that 

prompts the sense organs into action and is characterized by volition.••34 

An objection is raised: five cognitions are seen to arise 

simultaneously when one is eating (asvadana) a cake (sa~kulf) ·that is 
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very large (dTrghatara), pleasing to look at (abhirupa), and pleasant to 

smell (svadusurabhi)--and there is a nice murmuring sound 

(abhijatamarmara£abdavat)~5 No, this is not the case! The five cog

nitions arise solely in an indistinguishable (alaksya) and imperceptible 

(suksma) sequentiality (krama), like the perforation that. is made in 

the hundred lotus leaves [by a needle]. 36 Thus, it is said that Manas 

~hanges rapidly 1 • 

Now he establishes the ego: 

(33A-33Bb) THE EFFORT(SAMBRAMBHA) THAT PROMPTS INTO ACTIVITY AIR 

(VAYU) WITH ITS FIVE FUNCTIONS TO SUSTAIN LIFE (JIVANA) IS A 

FUNCTION (VRTTl) OF THE EGO; 

11 To substain lifeu means 1for the purpose of sustaining the body.• 

The 1five functions,11 are .'.'bringing forward (prapayana), discharging 

(apanayana), etc. 11 
; by means of their respective functions (:!r.tti), 

they acquire the designations of life-force (praoa), respiration (apana), 

etc. That which prompts into activity (pravartika) the air is of the 

nature of 1 effort 1 (saprambha), i.e., 1 exertion 1 (prayatna), which is 

the function of the ego. Thus is the ego established. 
I

In the Srimanmrgendra it is said: ... thus, an instrument of 

consciousness, 1 pride 1 (garva) [i.e. ego] has arisen from the mind, 

which is from something other than the manifest [i.e. the guDasJ; by 

its effort (sarrirambha) etc., the five airs of the body become active. 1137 

The activity (vyapara) of the vital-force (prana) is 1 bringing forward' 

______.,_....____ ](pranayana) which directs the subtle body either below or upwards. The 

activity of respiration (apana) is the lower reaching 1 discharging 1 

(apanayana) of excrement etc. The activity of generality (samana) 
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is the 'distributing• (nayana) of the nutrients (rasarupa) of food etc. 

throughout the body. The activity of the diffused air (vyana) is the 

'bending• (vinamana) of the limbs of the body. The activity of 'breath

ing upwards' (udana) is the •raising• (unnayana) of interior sound into 

articulate sound (varnata). Thus, the essentials of the five activities 

have been discussed. Since it is said that the agency of udgara (expell

ing) etc. belongs to air (vayu), the Srimatkalottara says: 38 "In 

eructation, naga is emitted; in the activity of opening the eyes, it is 

kurma which is present; in sneezing it is krkara; in yawning it is Deva
.'(t 

datta; in nourishment (posa), it is the acquisition of wealth,.· which is 

; not.-abandoned even at death." 

Furthermore, the activity (vrtti) that specifically belongs to 

the ego coilc1~rns the conception (pratyaya) that is of the form (rupa) of an 

ascertainment (adhyavasaya) of the cognizer (grahaka), as in -"I am-", 

which appears the same(ekarupa) throughout the cognitions of all objects; 

there is a ~Jmplete difference between this kind of conception and the 

one that is a result of the mind (buddhi-karya) in the form of a ascertain

ment of an object that is grasped (grahya) and which is of a 

separate form (bhinnarupa) for each object. He says: 

(33Bb) THE OTHER IS THAT WHICH IS DIFFERENT FROM THE CONCEPTION 

OF THE OBJECT. 

This means: the conception that is of the nature of the activity 

of the ego is different from the conception of the object. An objection 

is raised: ~the specific activities of hearing etc. are the grasping of 

sound etc.; since the common activity of these sense organs is 'effort•, 
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why postulate something else, i.e. the ego." Hence he says: 

(34) EFFORT (SA~RAMBHA) CANNOT BE ESTABLISHED AS THE COMMON 

ACTIVITY Or THE SENSE ORGANS BECAUSE EVEN WHEN THERE IS A DEFECT 

IN ONE OF THE SENSE ORGANS, THE EGO CONTINUES TO FUNCTION. 

This means: the effect (karya) .that specifically belongs to 

the ego is either the conception, 1 I am• or this effort that exists even 

when there is a d;:fect in one of the sense organs, since it is said: 

,.'when one of the agents responsible for a common effect is not function

ing, no activity arises. 11 It follows that .'1the collection of the subtle 

- elements, organs of action, and sense organs, together with Manas, arise 

solely from the ego. 11 He points this out: 

(35) THE THREE DIVISIONS (SKANDHA) OF THE EGO GENERATE, IN A 

SEQUENTIAL MANNER, THE THREE GROUPS, CALLED TAIJASA ETC., WHICH 

ARE DERIVED FROM SATTVA ETC. 

The abundance (bahula) of sattva, rajas, and tamas becomes 

in a sequential manne~ the threefold grouping of sattvika, rajasa and 

tarnasa, which have the names taijasa, vaikarika and bhutadi. The ego• s 

triadic condition of being satvika etc. is due to the abundance of the 

sattva quality (guoa) etc. The mixture of the different qualities of 

the ego's triadic condition arises in accordance with the maxim that 

.
11 

. 
there is no change without mixture. ," 

. 

!'What arises and from whence does it arise?" In response to this 


he says: 


{36) SINCE THE QUALITY (GUNA) OF THt:. SENSE ORGANS AND MANAS IS 
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OF AN ILLUMINATING NATURE, THE SENSE ORGANS THEREFORE DERIVE FROM 

THE EGO, WHICH IS SATTVIKA AND IS THUS SIMILAR TO THEM. 

Now, after he states the '~aiyayika doctrine,he will .then refute 

it: 

(37) OTHERS CLAIM THAT THE SENSE ORGANS ARE DERIVED FROM THE GROSS 

ELEMENTS SINCE THE REASON (HETU) IS UNESTABLISHED CONCERNING THE 

RESTRICTION (NIYAMA) OF THE SCOPE (VI$AYA) [OF THE SENSE ORGANS]. 

This is just what they think: !ltne ear is the sole apprehender 

of sound, skin the sole apprehender of touch etc." Thus, on account of 

the restrictedness of the scope of the sense organs with their respective 

objects, the sense organs arise from the gross elements1 which are the 
39loci of sound etc. However, if the ego is construed as the cause of 

the sense organs, the sense organs would be of one nature (ekarupa), 

since _they would be derived from one cause, . 1here would 
1
thereforeJbe 

no restrictiveness of the scope of each sense organ. Thus, the Naiyayikas 

th.ink that the reason (hetu) is unestablished on account of the unestablish

ment of the accomplishment (sadhaka) of the restrictiveness concerning the 

material cause (prakrtiniyama) of the sense organs, i_.e.Jof the restric
40tiveness concerning their scope. 

In response: in the case ·where the sense organs are restricted 

to a ·certain [material] scope, the sense organs should just grasp those 

gross elements (along with their qualities) which are the material causes 

of the respective sense organs. However, the eye etc. grasps different 

substances and their qualities: 
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(38) JUST IN A NON-RESTRICTIVE MANNER DOES THE SKIN, WHICH IS 

RELATED TO THE WIND, GRASP THE SUBSTANCES ALONG WITH WIND AND 

THE FOUR ·TOUCHES' RELATING TO THE FOUR SUBSTANCES. 

The sense of touch, which is held to be related to the wind 

{vayavyatva), grasps the earth, water and fire together with the wind 

{and the four touches which are related to them). He adds: 

{39) MOREOVER, THE SENSE OF SIGHT GRASPS THREE SUBSTANCES AND THE 

COLOURS IN THEM; CONSEQUENTLY, ONE CANNOT POSTULATE A [MATERIAL] 

RESTRICTION CONCERNING THE SCOPE OF THE SENSE ORGANS. 

He now puts forth another criticism: 

(40) IF CJJE l{)L[)S ~T M RESTRICTIO'J OF THE SCCPE OF ll-IE SENSE ORc:ANS IS DUE TO ll-IEIR 

ORIGIN IN THE MATERIAL ELEMENTS, IT WILL BE IM'OSSIBLE FOR PEOPLE TO HAVE CCGHTIONS ·-

DERIVED FROM THE SENSES -- ·oF 'MOVEMENT', 'GENERAL TRAIT' AND 

'INTIMATE UNION'. 

When there is the acceptance of a restriction of the scope of 

the sense organs
1 
which serves a material purpose (bhautikatvasadhana), 

the . cognitions arising from the sense organs concerning the categor

ies (padartha) of 'movement•, 'general trait' and 1 inherence 1 
-- which 

you accept as distinct from the elements and their qualities -- ought 

not arise. 

aut how can there be a difference in the senses qua effects when 

these senses are of the same nature as the ego? 

The differences in the senses is thought to be 'like the arising 

of differences in the changes of sugar cane in molasses, candy, etc. 
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~·When there is a requirement for a restricting factor (niyamaka)in 

the grasping of sound etc. by the sense of hearing etc., we hold that 

the restricting factor is just karma, which is the bestower of human 

destiny (purusartha). He says: 

(41) I DO NOT HOLD THAT THE CAUSE OF THE RESTRICTION ARISES FROM 

THE EGO: RATHER, THE CAUSE IS KARMAJWHICH IS THE BESTOWER OF 
- /HUMAN DESTINY (PURUSARTHA) ACCORDING TO THE WILL OF SIVA (BHAVERITA). 

We do not hold that the cause in the restriction of the scope 

is just the ego (ahamkarajatva); rather, the cause is karma, which is 
/

superintended over by Siva (sivadhi$thita) -- this is the meaning. 
\ 

When it is held that a portion of space,which is characterized 

by an opening in the body1 makes sound manifest (§abdavadyotaka), then it 

follows that the sense of hearing should even belong to the nasal 

cavities! Thus, in the case of the restriction of the grasping of sound> 

which solely belongs to the space of the ear, even those who hold that 

the sense organs are material maintain that the restricting factor is 

just 1 karma 1 
, designated as 1 the invisible factor• (adrsta). He says: 

(42) DUE TO THE FEAR OF POSTULATING MANY LOCI OF HEARING, OTHERS 

AS WELL CLAIM THAT KARMA, WHICH IS THE BESTOWER OF THAT [HUMAN 

DESTINY], IS THE CAUSE OF THE RESTRICTING OF THE ENJOYMENT OF 

SOUND TO AN INHERENCE [IN THE ETHER CIRCUMSCRIBED BY THE BODY]. 

This is the sense of the verse. On account of the fear of the , 
possibility of there being many sources of hearing when it is postulated 

that the apprehender of sound is innate to the ether of the body, then 

by you as well it is established that in the restricting of the appreh~nd-
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ing of sound,which is solely the ether of the ear, the cause is just 


karma, the bestower of human destiny. 


He is now going to discuss the motor organs as arising from 


the ego: 


(43) SINCE AN EFFECT ACTS IN CONFORMITY WITH ITS CAUSE, THE 

COLLECTION OF MOTOR ORGANS)WHICH ACT AS THE AGENTS OF ACTION,ARISE 

FROM THE VAIKARIKA [ASPECT OF THE EGO] WHICH IS RAJASA. 

Since an effect is seen to act in conformity with its cause, the 


collection of motor organs 1 which cause activity (kriyahetu);arise from 


the division of the ego called 1 vaikarika 1 which is rajasa and . is 

. ) . 

the cause of activity (pravrttihetutva); it is derived from the quality(gUQa) 

of rajas. The same principle [i.e~ the cause-effect conformity] applies 1 

· in this case: because they -are of an illuminating nature, the sense 

organs are said to be derived from sattva, as illumination is a 

property of sattva. 

If one otherwise holds that the arising [of the effects of the 

ego J is due to the oneness (ekasm~1:_) of thes:? two groups [sense and 

motor organsJ)which are by nature distinct, then one commits oneself to 

the fallacy of infinite regress concerning the non-restrictiveness of 

the cause (karananiyama); he says: 

{44) IF IT IS THOUGHT THAT THE ARISING OF BOTH THE SATTIVIKA GROUP 

AND THE RAJASA GROUP .ARE SOLELY DERIVED FROM SATTVA -, THEN IT WILL 

BE IMPOSSIBLE TO WARD OFF THE L0'11CAL FAULT OF I INFHHTE REGRESS a.. 
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(ANAVASTHA) 


Thus: 


(45) MOREOVER, AS SEPARATE FROM THE OTHER TWO GROUPS AND AS 

MANIFESTED FROM TAMAS, THE GROUP OF SUBTLE ELEMENTS THEREFORE 

ARISE5'. FROM THE EGO [ASPECT] CALLED 1 ELEMENTAL 1 (BHUTAoI). 

Now, he described the cause ( hetutva) of the ·.asce.rtai nment etc. 

(adhyavasayadi) which belongs to the Buddhi: 

(46) THE ACTIVITY (VRTTI) OF THE MIND (BUDDHI) SHOULD BE RECOG~___,__ . . 

NIZED AS 1 COGNITION 1 (BODHA) ON ACCOUNT OF BEING THE LOCUS WHERE

BY THr "coGNITION OF THE SOUL IS MANIFESTED AND NEVER ON ACCOUNT 

OF THE INSTRUMENTALITY OF THE SENSE ORGANS WHEREBY THERE IS THE 

MANIFESTATION IS OF THE FORM OF THE OBJECT. 

· · The manifestation (prakasa) that is of the nature (rupa) of the 

ascertainment (adhyavasaya) of external objects, as in 1this is a 

pot•, arises on account of the instrumentality of the sense organs. 

Aside from this, there is the activity of the mind, which should be 

designated by the term 1 cognition 1 (bodha) on account of being the 

condition whereby there is the manifestation (vyaktisthanatva) of the 

cognition belonging to the soul; this cognition~is described as the 

manifestation that is characterized . by Dispositions (bhava) and Con

ceptions (Pr~tyaya) -- which will be discussed in the sequel -- ·or . 

else as the "internal" manifestatton of memory, imagination, 

etc. Thus, !"the mind is established as having the character

11istic (liriga) of conceptions, memory and etc •. It is said in the 
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/

Srimanmrgendra: "This .manifestation of the mind is characterized by 

Dispositions and Conceptions. It is called' cognition• on account of 

being the locus (bhumita) of the manifestation of cognition for the bound 

soul. 11 This mental cognition (buddhibodha) occurs in three ways; he says: 

(47Aa) IMAGINATION (KLRPTI), DISCERNMENT (MAT!) AND 'REMEMBRANCE 

(SM8TI): 

"Imagination" refers to the ·imaginative envisioning \pratibha), 

i.e.,the activity of imagining (kalpana). 1 Discernment' is the ascertain

ing activity (adhyavasaya), i.e.)understanding (jnana) -- cognitive 

activity (manana). 

Now, he concludes that the differences of the internal organ are 

established on account of the differences in the 1 effects 1 (karya)> such 

, as wi 11, etc. 

· (47Ab-47B) SINCE THE EFFECTS (JATA)--\mICH ARE CALLED WILL, EFFORT AND 

COGNITION -:. DESIGNATE SEPARATE FUNCTIONS {ARTHA) THE INTERNAL 
--) 

ORGAN IS TRIPARTITE. 

This is the meaning: even when there is the subordinate dis


tinctions of memory etc., the activity of the mind (buddhivrttitva) 


is •cognition'> since this is the single function (ekarthatva) of the 


mind; the activities of will etc. are separate causesJbecause they 


have separate functions (bhinnarthatva). 


An objection is raised. Just let the means whereby Enjoyment 

is accomplished be attributed to the cause whereby things are apprehended, 

which [function] belongs to the senses, since the condition of being an 

object of enjoyment is due to the earth etc. becoming objects [of the 
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senses]. The means whereby enjoyment is accomplished cannot be attributed 

to the mind, which is of the form of the cognition (samvedana) that 

arises in the soul on account of the contact between the senses and 

object. Rather, according to the Naiyayikas and others
1 
the mind is only 

a quality of the soul; he says: 

(48) [OBJECTION]: BUT, THE OBJECT OF COGNITION (SAMVEDYA) IS 

ESTABLISHED AS SOMETHING WHICH IS A QUALITY OF SOMETHING OF LIKE 

NATURE; AS WELL, THE MIND (BUDDHI) IS NOT AN OBJECT OF COGNITION 

(ASAMVEDYA) -- SUCH IS YOUR EXCELLENT LOGIC! 

This is the meaning. In this case, cognition is twofold: of 

the nature of ascertaiment ( adhyavasaya) and not of the nature of ascertainrent. 

the ·latte~ ~~i~ts: and .exists eternally, simply as an apprehending factor 

(grahaka), which is an innate quality of the soul • . The former, however, 

exists in a condition characterized by "ari'Sing and perishing 11 
, 

and is not an innate condition of the soul, as it is im~ 

proper for a non-eternal property (anityasvabhava) to belong to some

thing eternal as this would attribute non-eternality to something 

innately eternal. /Jn eternal thing cannot be [empi .ri'cally] experienced. 

Therefore, the cognition that is of the nature of ascertainment is not 

an innate property of the soul; rather, it is an innate property of 

something else -- the mind. The mind is the cause of the ascArtaining of 

the Dispositions and is itself qualified by dharma, jnana etc. 

As well, the condition of being an object of experie~ce (samvedyata) 

just belongs to tne mind, since a) the mind is an object of enjoyment 

through its nature as being connected to the three qualities (sattva etc.) 
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in the form of the Dispositions and Conceptions, and since b} the mind 

(buddhi) [itself] is of the nature of the ascertaimEnt of the object. 

It is not, however, a quality of the soul. Thus it is said in the 

Tattvasamgraha: .'.'In short, the mind, which is of the form (rupa} of 

pleasure etc. and the constitution (akara) of the object, is .an object 

of enjoyment.... There is also the use of the term lmind' in this manner; 

,"the mind is an object [of cognition] on account of its association 

with the qualities sattva etc., like the earth etc. 11 As well, it is 

said: "Like the sense organs, the instrumentality of the mind is 

established on account of being the cause in the ascertainment of the 

object." 

An objection is raised: we hold that the Dispositions, Dharma 

etc., are as well qualities of the soul! This is false, as it is im

proper to attribute the refining (samskaraka) of the soul to these! The 

refinement (samskara) of karmic activities such as the jyoti§toma 

rite etc., does not arise in the soul, since there is no change seen to 

occur in the refinement of the soul by such activities as farming etc.; 
l 

rather, in whatever locus actions create such refinements, that locus is 

unconscious(jaga) ·~-- w[~ich is, in the case at hand, the mind. The same 

thing applies to the refinement (samskara} of knowledge etc; for, just 

due to the force of the refinements (samskara} of knowledge etc., the 

distinct appearance of things is seen even when the object does not 

exist, as in dreaming, remembering and imagining. As a result of the 

preceding: 

(49} THE INTERNAL AND EXTERUAL ORGANS ARE THE IMMEDIATE MEANS 
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WHEREBY ENJOYMENT IS ACCOMPLISHED. A MEANS FOR THE ACCOMPLISH

MErff OF ENJOYMENT IS NECESSARY SINCE "WITHOUT AN OBJECT-OF
45ENJOYMENT THERE IS NO ENJOYMENT11 

• 

The collection of internal and external organs is the immediate 

instrument of enjoyment, which is of the nature of the experience (vedana) 

of joy, suffering, etc. The Srimatsvayambhuva states: "Enjoyment is 

the [bound] soul's experience, which is characterized by joy, suffering, 

etc."46 However, this enjoyment would not arise without the objects

of-enjoyment, eg., incense, sandlewood, etc.; thus, there needs to be 

a means (sadhana) for the bringing about of the prior apprehension of 

the ascertainment of pleasure, etc. He illustrat~s this with examples: 47 

(50) JUST AS A RULER EMPLOYS SOLDIERS FOR CONQUERING, SO THE 

SOUL EMPLOYS THE MIND ETC. FOR COGNIZING ETC. 

(51) JUST AS AGENCY BELONGS TO THE RULER WHEN CONQUERING RESTS 

IN THE ARMY, SO AGENCY BELONGS TO THE SOUL WHEN COGNITION ETC. 

REST IN THE MIND ETC. 

(52) THE CONQUEST OF THE ARMY IS NOT FOR ITS OWN SAKE, BUT FOR THE 

SAKE OF THE ACCOMPLISHING OF THE THINGS THAT ARE DESIRED OF THE 

CONQUEST [BY THE KING]; IN LIKE MANNER, THIS APPLIES TO THE MIND 

ETC. (BUDDHADI). 

(53) AS MOST CERTAINLY, COGNITION ETC., WHICH BELONG TO THE 


Mmo ETC. ' DO NOT FU NC TI ON FOR THE IR OWN SAKE. 


Since the organs (karana) are insentient, their activities 

cannot be for their own sake; rather, they serve a purpose for the 
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conscious soul -- this is the meaning. 

{53B) THUS, THE MIND ETC. ACT AS THE MEANS WHEREBY THE ACTIVITIES 

OF COGNITION ETC. ARE ACCOMPLISHED. 

Now he distinguishes the object of enjoyment: 

(54) THE ."MANIFESTED CONDITION (AKARA) 11 OF DELUSION, SUFFERING, 

;\NO PLEASURE IS DESIGNATED BY THE TERM 'FORM' (RUPA); WHAT ARISES 

FROM THIS IS BIPARTITE: MENTAL COGNITION (BOODHA) AND THAT WHICH 

IS SEPARATE [FROM THIS], THE OBJECT-OF-ENJOYMENT, MAYA ETC., WHICH 

IS FOR PURPOSE OF THAT [I.E. ENJOYMENT]. 

Due to the reason that delusion (moha) etc. are qualities (guDa) 

that ·~ have become manifest, the 'constitution' of delusion etc. is 

designated by the term 'form• and is the collection of Dispositions, 

Merit etc. and the collection of Conceptions, Accomplishment etc. (of 
-1 • 

which the Dispositions are causes). This form is twofold. On the one 

hand, it is the mental cognition as itbelongs to the soul. On the other hand, 

it is the object-of-enjoyment as it is exceedingly separated [from the 

soul] and is constituted by maya etc., the stuff of the worlds 

etc; it is called 11 the object of enjoyment 11 because it is the locus of 

enjoyment (bhogadhikaranatva), i.e~ because it is for the purpose of 

enjoyment . (in the sense of being connected to enjoyment). 

What is this thirig called 'form'? He says: 

(55) THERE IS THE THREEFOLD DEMERIT ETC., ATTACHMENT AND THE 


FOURFOLD MERIT ETC.; AS TAMAS, RAJAS AND SATTVA,. THEY ARISE IN 


THE MIND AS THIS 1 FORM 1 
· {RUPA) ON ACCOUNT OF KARMA; 
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The 'Forms' designated as Demerit, Ignorance and Powerless

ness are derived from Tamas. The Form designated as Attachment is 

derived from Rajas. The Forms designated as Merit, Understanding, 

Non-attachment and Powerfulness and derived from Sattva. This eight

fold Form arises as a condition in the mind (buddni) on account of Karma 

and because of the Guras> the material causes{upadana). It is said 
, 

in the Srtmatsvayambhuva and elsewhere: ."the Tattvas, worlds, bodies 

etc. arise, however, both immediately and mediately on account of the 

material cause, which is designated as Maya, together with an auxilliary 

cause which is Karma. 11 

Furthermore: 

(56) SINCE [OTHERS CLAIM THAT] IN THE STATE OF RELEASE THERE IS 

THE COMPLETE SEPARATION [FROM SUCH QUALITIES AS DHARMA ETC.], AND 

SINCE THERE IS AN OMNIPRESENT CONDITION [OF THE SOUL IN THE STATE 

OF RELEASE], AND SINCE THERE IS A LIMITED CONDITION ENTAILED IN 

THE COGNITION OF A CLOTH, NEITHER QUALITIES [LIMITING THE SOUL] 

NOR THE LACK OF SUCH QUALITIES CAN BE ATTRIBUT[D TO THE SOUL. 

Since 1) by others as well [as by us] it is established that there 

is the complete separation from Merit and so forth in the state of re
,

lease--since it is said in [our] sastra that there is the all-pervasive 

manifestation of the innate condition of the eternal and all-pervasive 

soul, which is of the nature of consciousness and activity-~ and since 2) 

the non-pervasiveness (i.e.> limitedness) of the cognitive dispositions 

such as the cognitiori of a cloth and so forth is seen, it follows that 

the [cognitive] qualities such as Demerit etc., which are non-eternal 
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and unlimited, cannot belong to the soul, which is eternal and unlimited. 48 

If this were not the case, and if one were to accept that such qualities 

were in a relation of 1 inherence 1 (samavaya) with the soul, there would 

result the fault of attributing transitoriness (parinamitva) to the 

soul. Demerit etc. give rise to three distinctions of the [sakala] 

soul: the samsiddhika (natural), vainayika (cultivated)and prakrta 

(wnrldly). The Mrgendra Agama says: 11The SaTsiddhikas, Vainayikas and 

Prakrtyas [are the designations of the different configurations of 
• 

dispositional qualities which] belong to the soul. The Samsiddhika. 
is the quality belonging to the souls that are 

,: 
illuminated by the 

Samskaras of special virtue; The Samsiddhika quality is ·manifested 

even after th~ loss of the physical body, as it has been manifested be

fore [the loss of the body]. The Vainayika is the quality that is 

manifested by means of worldly experience, reflection, a religious 

"preceptor and Sastras; the Vainayika quality is purified by the 

activities of the body, mind and speech. The Prakrta is the quality 

that is manifested [only] in the associatlon with a physical body, like 

the cognition during the dream state. 1149 

Thus, just being of these three varieties, Merit etc. are now 

described in terms of the differences in their results: 

(57) IN ORDER, 50 THE RESULTS OF THESE ARE: LIFE IN HELL (ADHOGATI), 

BONDAGE (B~NDHA), IMPEDIMENTS (VIGH~TA), AND WORLDLY LIFE (SAMSRTI); 

HEAVEN (SVARGA), RELEASE (MUKTI), ABSORPTION rn PRAKRTI 

(PRAK~TIBHAVA), AND NON-IMPEDIMENTS (AVIGHATA). 
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 -
{58-59) SAMSARIC EXISTENCE {BHAVA), DISGRACE, OBSTACLES, INABILITY 

TO OVERCOME BHOGA, THE ATTENDANCE OVER THOSE OF A LOWER STATION, 

POSSESSION OF A CORRECT INSIGHT, ABSENCE OF THE DESIRE FOR BHOGA, 

AND THE OBSTACLE TO WHAT ONE PROPOSES TO ACCOMPLISH -- THESE ARE 

THE RESULTS OF THE SA~SIDDHIKA DISPOSITIONS; THE VAINAYIKA AND 

PR~KBTA DISPOSITIONS BELONG TO THOSE MENTIONED [IN V.57]. 

,
11 Life in Hellu etc. are results ·that come to belin order, from 

Demerit etc., i.e., from the Vainayikas and Prak:tas. ,''Worldly lifeu 

etc. is a result of the Samsiddhika. Here, .11 life in hell 11 means the 

attainment of hell • . 11 Bondage 11 is not in the soul but in the ego's self
52conceit. 11Worldly life" is the birth in the womb of animals etc.

.
11 Release.11 here is the release according to other systems, since according 

to the Moksakarika the highest form of release can only arise on account 

of dik~a. ,''Absorption into Prak:ti 11 is a union {laya) with prakrti. 
11 Worldliness 11 refers to Samsara. "Disgrace:'' means the degradation 

of one's condition. The •non-overcoming of enjoyment" is the passion 

(iccha) for enjoyment. The 11 attendance over beings of a lower station.11 

is the superintendance over those who are of a lower station than one

self; ."possession of a correct insight [concerning one 1 s higher 

station]
11 

is the correct understanding of the respective objects [of one's 

station]. The rest is clear. 

Having discussed the Dispositions, he now treats the Conceptions 

(praty"aya). 

(60) BEING THE AWAKENED COGNITION (SAMBUDDHI) OF THE MANIFEST, 

http:station.11
http:Release.11
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UNMANIFEST, AND THE SOUL, ATTAINMENT (.SIDDHI) THUS ARISES ON ACCOUNT 

~ OF THE COLLECTION OF DHARMA, ETC., WHICH COLLECTION IS SLIGHTLY 

CONNECTED TO RAGA [I.E. VAIRAGYAJ. 

In our system, the eight Dispositions, Merit etc., subsist in 

the mind (buddhi) in a latent form (vasanatva). Thus, it is said: 

!'The dispositions (bh~va) are so called because they cause the subtle 

body (liriga) to arise (bh~vayanti). 53 Furthermore, when the Dispositions 

have reached a pre-eminent [i.e., developed] state {prakarsa) and have entered 

into the condition bf .being obje~ts of experience in a §~bss form (sthularupa), 

(sthularupa), they are called 11 Conceptions 11 on account of 

causing·· the mental activity ·~ {pratyayana) 


of the bound souls. 54 Thus it is said: .11 The conceptions are 


so called because they cause the soul's mental activity (pratyayanti). 


Accomplishment arises from the group of four Dispositions, Merit 

etc., which are derived from sattva and which are slightly associated with 

rajas in the form of non-attachment (vairagya). It is said that Siddhi is 

the attainment of a superior state (prakar~avastha) which is just a cogni1 
tion of its respective object (tadvisayam jnanam); this cognition is a 

'complete understanding• (sambuddhi) of the manifested condition of the 

Guoas, the unmanifested condition of Pradhana and the conscious souls. 

It is sa~d, ~accomplishment is the cognition (buddhi) whose object 

(vi~aya) is the soul, Prak:ti etc. 1155 In this case, the soul, which 

is exceeding separated, shines forth independently as the 

illuminating agent {prakasakatva) in the cognition of the mind (buddhi

bodha0 whose object is the manifest and unmanifest. Thus, they say 

http:bh~vayanti).53
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."When the seer abides in his own natural condition. 1156 This does not 

take place on account of the illuminating agency of the mind; sue~ a view 

would entail the fault of describing the soul as an object-of-enjoyment; in 

the Moksakarika this is discussed: .... If the soul is· considered to come 

within the scope of an object-of-enjoyment,.the soul .becomes subject 

to transformation [or 11 mutabi 1ity 11 J. 57 

(61) MIXED WITH THE DISPOSITIONS OF DEMERIT ETC., CONTENTMENT 

(TUSTI) ARISES FROM THE THREEFOLD COLLECTION SUCH AS MERIT ETC.; 

BY MEANS OF THIS CONTENTMENT THE SATISFYING DISCERNMENT ARISES 

WHEN ONE POORLY GRASPS THE SOUL. 

OJntentrrent .arises from th~ threefold tamas-based collection of 

Demerit etc •. This collection is slightly blended with Merit etc., 

which are of a sattvic origin. This contenment arises through the in

strumentality of the attainment that is of the nature of the cognition 

of the gross and subtle elements (which have already been discussed)>which 

occurs when one grasps the nature of the soul according to the various 

[other] systems. 

Contentment is described as a cognition (buddhi) tbat arises 

when one, even though unaccomplished, says: ~I am [satisfactorilyJ 

accomplished .. ." This is due to a non-attachment (vairagya) that is of a 

lower order. Thus, it is said: ,11 Contentment is the cognition of that 

Lsoteriologically] unaccomplished soul that ~I am accomplished.~58 

(62) INCAPACITY ARISES ON ACCOUNT OF THE THREEFOLD COLLECTION OF 

DEMERIT ETC., WHICH IS COLOURED BY A LITTLE RAGA: INCAPACITY IS 
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THE LACK OF EFFECTIVENESS (AS~MARTHYAM) IN [ATTAINING] 


PROSPERITY ETC. 


'Prosperity• (subha) here means 'the activity of the organs of 

generation• that is described as 1 joy 1 (ahlada). The 'lack of effect

iveness• in 'prosperity etc.• stems from a defect in the organs or, by 

implication, in the body. This ~incapacity• originates out of the tamasic 

group,which is slightly connected to rajas. It is said, "Incapacity arises 

on account of inactivity (apravrttatva) and is of a tamasic origin (on 

account of being of the nature of suffering; as w~ll, incapacity is of 

a rajasic origin, as the [rajasic] .quality> which is in association with 

the cause (karapasaT{raya)~is seen in the effect. 59 

(63) 	 ERROR IS THE DISCERNMENT OF AN OBJECT OTHERWISE THAN IT IS. 

ERROR ARISES DEVOID .OF A CdNNECTION TO RAGA, ALTHOUGH ERROR 

IS SLIGHTLY CONNECTED TO MERIT ETC. 

'Error• arises on account of the tamasic group, which is devoid 

of rajas and which is slightly connected to sattv~. E~ror is of the 

nature of the grasping of an object as otherwise than it is (ayathartha). Error 

is characterized by delusion (moha), extreme delusion (mahamoha), 

mental darkness (tamisra) and extreme mental darkness .(andhatamisra). 

It is said: .''Error consists of perceiving one thing as another, for the reason 

·that the t'tv{) [confused] things share a particular camnn elarart. 11 

Now, having briefly discussed the Dispositions and Conceptions, 

he concludes [the topic of] mental cognition (buddhibodha): 

(64Aa) BRIEFLY. "STATED, THIS [COLLECTION OF DISPOSITIONS AND 


CONCEPTIONS] IS A QUALITY OF THE MIND (BUDDHI). 
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I
In the Srrmanmatanga and elsewhere there is a detailed account 

of the Dispositions and Conceptions. In the Mrgendravrttidfpika these 

have also been elucidated and accurately determined by us. From a fear 

of dealing with too many minute details [which have already been dealt 

with], I am not delineating any further details here. 

(64Ab) lHIS [BUDDHI-~] IS OOOYED BY CONSCIOUSNESS [I. E., THE SOUL] 

1 Due to the condition of being an object of enjoyment (bhogyatva)' 

should be supplied [in v. 64ftb]. 

He now establishes 'the condition of being ~n object of enjoy

ment 1 
: 

(64B-65A)WHEN AN OBJECT OF ENJOYMENT IS ACCOMPLISHED, WHATEVER ARISES 

IS APPREHENDED; THIS APPREHENSIOrJ (ANUBHAVA) IS ENJOYMENT (BHOGA) 

AND IS SUFFICIENT FOR EXPLAINING THE ENJOYER (BHOKTR). 

Just the object-of-enjoyment is possessed by the arising and 

perishing of the cognitive activity (jnana) that originates in the mind 

(buddhi); the enjoyer is not so possessed [of this transitory mental 

activity] on account of the establishment of the self-consciousness 

(svasamvedana) that . belongs to the experiencer who is in a permanent 

condition (sthira) by means of always being of the form of the 

apprehending agent (grahaka). Furthermore: 

(65B) WITHOUT THE ONE WHO ACCOMPLISHES (SADHAYITR), [THE POSTULA

TION OF] ."DESIRE.11 CANNOT BE LOGICALLY EXPLAINED (SIDDHI) .. 

This verse is directed against the Buddhists who hold that ."the 

mind (buddhi) is itself consciousness 11 (buddhicaitanyavada). By 
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app§:aliag to a conception of an impermanent Enjoyer of the buddhi-based 

cognition, the Buddhists hold the view that the "mind is itself 

consciousness" for ttiree reasons: 1) on account of the insentiency 

(like a pot etc.) [of the impermanent Enjoyer]; 2) on account of the 

impossibility of the experiencer being the result of karmic action from 

another time, and 3) on account of the condition of being an object of 

enjoyment, like what is spoken. 

The meaning of the verse is that the logical establishment 

(siddhi) of the activity-of-Enjoyment (bhoga-kriya) is impossible with

out ~he postulation of] ~n Enjoyer who is active (cestam~na); as well, 

on account of the activity of Enjoyment the soul is established as the 

condition of agency (kartrva) involved in that activity. In the verse, 

,"[an accomplishment] desired (samihita) means [any accomplishment which 

is an object of J wanting (abhista). 

An objection is now raised: 

(66A) WITHOUT THE CONCURRENCE (SAMV~DA) WITH SOMETHING PERCEPTIBLE 

(D~STA) THERE CAN BE NO PROOF OF AN INFERENCE. 

According to the above position an inference must be seen to have 

a concurrence with another means of proof (pramana) [i.e. pratyak~a]; 

for example, fire is inferred from smoke onceone has actually been present 

and directly perceived [the conco~itance of smoke and fire].'' The validity 

of an inference can only be established in this manner. 
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The Buddhists claim that one cannot establish a "self' that is 

the experiencer and that is separate~ from cognition, due to the 

absence of any means of proof [applicable in this case];as there is 

indeed the doubt raised by the fallacy of the unsupportable conclusion 

(vyabhic[ra) conc~rning the inference regarding the Enjoyer: !'ex

perience" itself allows of no apprehension of a constitutive distinction 

(akarabheda) between a 1 cognizer 1 and •cognition•, as we only discern 

(darsana) cognition in its nature as •apprehension' (anubhava) •. " 

We see no such fallacy of the unsupportable conclusion (vyabhicara) 

concerning the thing inferred (sadhya) in sucQ;examples as the smoke on 

the mountain top. They say: !'This nature of consciousness (sa~vidrilpa) 

is just of one form; we see a modification (vivarta) of manifold forms 

(anekakara) such as joy, depression, etc. In this case you can use any 

1 name 1 you so desire [to describe one of the manifold •modifications']. 

This is false! He says: 

(668) FOR WHATEVER REASON THAT THERE IS THIS CONCURRENCE WITH 

SOMETHING PERCEPTIBLE, FOR THAT REASON THERE IS THE VALIDATION 

OF THIS CONCURRENCE. 

This is the meaning. It is not proper to hold that,on account 

of there being a 'conflict with activity (kriyavirodha) 1 when one 

attributes impermanent cognition to the soul, there is a false attribu

tion of permanency [in one's soul]. It is said: 11 The soul, which is of 

the nature of that which apprehends (grahakarupa), is established (siddha) 

by means of a perceptual self-consciousness ( 3a~vedanapratyak~a) th~t 

is due to a condition of permanency established on account of the 
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•manifestation• (bhasamanatva) [which appears] just by means of a 

condition of permanency in the form of an 1 object 1 (visayatva) that is 

only sensed within the body as in sleep at~. [i.e.,dreaming, imagining, 

etc.] wherein there is no proximity to external objects of this 

apprehension (anubhava),which is of the nature of the awareness (samvedana) 

of an object and which is [classified as] experience. 60 

This is also said [by the Buddhists]: , 11 Al 1 things are momen

tary on account of the •conflict with activity• (arthakriyavirodha) which 

results when one holds that there is both sequence (krama) and simultaneity 

(yaugapadya) of that which is non-momentary. __•• This is false because of 

the case of the gem, something which is certainly permanent (aksanika): 

at one and the· same time (yugapad) various objects such as pots etc. can 

appear sequentially reflected in the one gem. Furthermore, since what

ever is momentary is destroyed the moment it arises, it is impossible for 

there to be a •conformity with activity• with manifold instants that no 

longer exist. 
/

In the Srimanmatarigavrtti and elsewher·e such arguments are 

carried out in detail by the Acarya [Ramakantha II] •.. 
Thus, holding that the sou l can be inferred by means of the 

establishment of self-consciousness (svasa~vedana), he says: 

(67A) HEREIN THERE IS NO CONCURRENCE WITH A MEANS OF VALID 


KNOWLEDGE (PRAMANA) SINCE THE MEANS OF VALID KNOWLEDGE IS 


PERCEPTION. 


In this case there is no need for there to be a concurrence with 

another pramaoa of this pramaoa [i.e.>pratyak~a]. 
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Even though ther2 is an absence of a concurrence with another 

pramana for perception, due to the criterion of validity (pramanya) 

ldefined] as the condition that generates the cognition of an un

apprehended object (anadhigatavi~aya), the Buddhists say: uA pramana 

is the comportment towards an unapprehended object (anadhigatarthagantr

pramaoam) •. 11 

Again, in what manner does the fallacy of the unsupportable con

clusion apply in the case of the mountain top etc. He says: 

(67B) [THE FALLACY OF] THE UNSUPPORTABLE CONCLUSION IS REFUTED BY 

THE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE INSTANCES [OF THE INFERENCE]~ ~ 

The fallacy of the unsupportable conclusion is not seen in the 

example of smoke etc. In this case, there is the connection (sa~bandha) 

that is characterized as an inseparable concommitance (avinabhava) 

is · discerned with positive and negative instances. Such is the 

case with the smoke that has been well 1iscerned to have its locus in 

fire; but, an error (bhr~nti) occurs when one does not discern the proper 

nature of .11 smokiness 11 and attributes its genesis to the mountain-top it

self. Therefore, here as well, on account of discerning the ante

cedence ·of the agent (kartrpurvakatvadarsana) of actions in all cases, 

the Enjoyer is inferred from the activity of Enjoyment. By you as well, 

the mind (buddhi) in another's body is inferred by an inference without 

the concurrence with another pramarya, because of the activity of the 

effect [i.e.~the body], which is established by the prior-existence of 

the mind in one's own body~ Thus he says: 

(68A) THE MIND IS ESTABLISHED AS THE CAUSE IN THE EXPLANATION 
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REGARDING THE ONTOLOGICAL STATUS (DHARMA) OF THE BODY; 

This is the meaning. When there is the explanation regarding 

the ontological status of the body that is of the nature of activity 

etc., then in another's body the cause is established as the mind. 

Concerning this the Buddhists say: ."Having seen, in on,~· s own body, th.e 

activity that is preced2j by the mind,on account of seeing it elsewhere, 

[i.e. ,in another's body} the mind is recognized [as preceding the activity]. 

Therefore, the Enjoyer is established by the presumption of experience 

(bhog~nyath~nupapatti), 61 like the sense of sight etc. [which is inferred] 

by means of the presumption from the discernment of col8ur etc. _He says: 

(66B-69Aa) THE PRAMANA OF THAT WHICH IS OTHER THAN THAT WHICH IS GENERALLY 

ACCEPTED AS PERCEPTIBLE IS ESTABLISHED BY MEANS OF INFERENCE. 

The carvaka says: ,"Let there be an Enjoyer, but that too is just 

the body which is of the nature of a manifestation of a modified aggregate 

of the elements such as earth etc. As the manifestation of the ability to 

intoxify arises as a [result of a] fermenting agent (kinva} etc., so 

the appearance of consciousness arises as a modified characteristic of 

the body. Furthermore, on account of seeing the activity of enjoyment 

etc. [existing] by means of the power of the vital forces such as praoa, 

no other thing can be appealed to [in order to account for the manifest

ing cause of consciousness]7 as it is not observed through perception. 

Thus, they say: "It is impossible to postulate something imperceptible 

11when something percept i b 1 e [a 1 ready J exists .. 

He rejects this view: 

(69A.b-70A) ."BUT, JUST ON ACCOUNT OF BEING THE CAUSE [OF CONSCIOUS
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NESS], LET THE AGGREGATE OF EARTH AND SO FORTH BE THAT WHICH 

DEMONSTRABLY ESTABLISHES CONSCIOUSNESS, THE ENJOYER OF THE MENTAL 

11ACTIVITY OF THE MIND. , THIS IS WRONG! 

This is the meaning: It is wrong to hold that consciousness is 

like a pot and so forth, because of the observation concerning the sphere 

of the objects of enjoyment: the hard, soft etc. touch on the outside 

of the body is [felt as] pain, pleasure, etc. within the body. Therefore, 

it follows that, ."the soul is established by means of being the Enjoy1:=r 

ev:~n in the case of the body;,11 furthermore, !'there is no means of proof 

to establish that consciousness belongs to this [body].!1 He says: 

(70B) FOR, HOW CAN YOU COME UP WITH A DECISIVE PROOF TO ESTABLISH 

THAT CONSCIOUSNESS BELONGS TO THIS? 

There is the objection [by Carvaka]: Consciousness is just of 

the nature of the body, as it is only observed when there is the ex

istence of the elements that give rise to the body (which is of the 

nature of sperm and blood) and it is not observed when the body is non

existent. 

(71A.a) EVEN WHEN THERE IS THE EXISTENCE [OF THE BODY], THE FALLACY 

OF BEING TOO GENERAL (ANAIKAtffIKA) APPLIES HERE; 

Even in the case of the existence of the elements of the nature 

of the body in the womb etc.> or in a corpse, since consciousness is 

not observed, consciousness is not of the nature of the body; con

sequently, !'there is no proof to substantiate the claim that the soul 

is the body .. " He says: 
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(71A.b) CONSEQUENTLY, -"THE CAWING OF CROWS" [I.E. SUCH IS THE SENSE 

OF YOUR ARGUMENT]. 

,"On account of being an object of experience, the body is not of 

the nature of consciousness ;,11 he says: 

(71B-72A) SUCH THINGS AS MOLASSES AND SO FORTH ARE OBJECTS OF 

ENJOYMENT, ARE PERCEPTIBLE AND ARE INCAPABLE OF MANIFESTING 

CONSCIOUSNESS; ON ACCOUNT OF THE CONDITION OF BEING AN OBJECT OF 

1 11EXPERIENCE, WHICH IS AN ._'IMAGE, (CHAYA) OF THE SOUL (JIVA), LET 

THE BODY BE EQUAL TO MOLASSES AND SO FORTH. 

Molasses and such things are made objects of experience (visayf

kriyamana) by means of being the objects that are 1 grasped 1 , i.e., 

1 enjoyed 1 by means of cognition that is of nature of experience and 

is a 1 reflection 1 (chaya) belonging to the soul, i.e., 1 jfva 1 
; such objects 

are never observed to be manifested forms of consciousness 

(abhivyaktacetana). Therefore, with reference to the position already 

stated that, !1the soul is the body
1 
which is an aggregate of elements,~ it 

is maintained [by us] that there is the non-consciousness (acetana) [of 

the body] due to the process whereby something is made an object 

(visayikarana) by means of being an object of enjoyment, i.e.)by being 

something which is 1grasped 1 
; the condition of being the enjoyer cannot 

be established to belong to the body. Moreover, when consciousness is 

just said to belong to the body, on account of the repeated changes in 

the body resulting in a condition of destruction [of previous states], 

it becomes impossible for an older person to remember something from 

childh~Jd. Such criticisms [as raised above] are taken up by us in 
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,
detail rn the Srimanmrgendravrttidtpika. 

A new objection is raised by those who claim that the senses 

are consciousness: 11 let the condition of being the Enjoyer just be

long to the senses)which are separate from the body.~ That this is 

false, he says: 

(728-73A) MOST e~RTAINLY, THERE IS THE NON-CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE 

SENSES THAT ARE THE INSTRUMENfS (KARANA) FOR [THE PRESENTATION 

OF] THE OBJECTS OF ENJOYMENT (BHOGYATVA); THEREFORE, THE SOUL) · 

WHICH HAS CONSCIOUSNESS INTRINSIC TO IT (CITSVABH.i\VA), IS THE 

ENJOY ER. 

As it has already been described, even the senses are for tll~ 

purpose of t:njoyment (bhogarthata); 0'1 account of being objects of 

enjoyment (bhogyatva) and on account of being instruments (karanatva), 

like a sword etc., the senses most certainly cannot be [identified with] 

consciousness. Therefore, agency (kartrtva) cannot belong to the sense 

organs; rather, agency just belongs to the soul)which has consciousness 

as constitutive of its nature, as the agency of the soul accounts for 

.
11 engagements in." and "cessations of!l all other agentive activities that 

are caused by an agent (sarvanyakarakapravrttinivrttihetutvena). They 

say: .1'the Lord is the one responsible for the engagements in and 

cessations of agentive activities; the Lord is the ."Unengaged One", the 

one who is responsible for the causative process (karaka) is the agent 

(kart:).'.' 
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(738) THE ENJOYMENT OF THE ENJOYER IS THE MANIFESTATION OF 

CONSCIOUSNESS THAT IS .1'COLOURED (ANURANJITA) BY THE REFLECTION 

(CH~Y~) OF THE OBJECTS OF ENJOYMENT. 

The enjoyment of the enjoyer is just the manifestation of con

sciousness that is ,"coloured." (anuraiijita) through the 'form' (akara) 

which is the reflection (chaya) of the nature of pleasure etc. that 

belong to the mind (buddhi),which is an object-of-enjoyment. As it is 
;

said in the SrTmatsvayambhuva: ,''Enjoyment is the consciousness ( vedana) 

characterized by the [bound] soul's enjoyment etc." 

Now a new topic: 

(74A) CONSCIOUSNESS APPEARS AS AN OBJECT OF ENJOYMENT ON ACCOUNT OF 

THE CONNECTION OF THAT WHICH IS NOT CONSCIOUS WITH THAT WHICH IS 

CONSCIOUS. 

The object-of-enjoymentiwhich is of the nature of the mind (buddhi), 

even though it is not of the nature of consciousness, appears as if it 

were of the nature of consciousness on account of its connection to the 

consciousness (caitanyasam~lesa) [constitutive] of the sou1. 62 It is 

said by the Sfilrlkhyas: "that which is· not conscious appears (linga) as 

if it were conscious. ," Moreover: 

(74B-75A) MUTUALLY CONSTITUTED BY THE CONNECTION OF THE REFLECTION 

OF THE NON-CONSCIOUS AND THE CONSCIOUS, SOULS AND BONDS APPEAR VERY 

STRONGLY [AS OF ONE NATURE] THROUGH THE INSTRUMENTALITY .OF 

ENJOYMENT. 

- The:'object-of-enjoyment' is indeed a 'thing• (vastu) that is 
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superintended over by consciousness (cittadhisthita) and is the 

collection of the instruments of the mind (buddhindriyavrnda _); it 

presents the 1 object 1 to the soul (atmano Y.!1,ayatvenopasthapayati). 

The soul [in turn] grasps the mental activity of the mind 

(buddhy!dhyavasita). They say: ~The soul (purusa) is cognizant on 

account of the mental activity of the mind~163 The'phenomenal 

connection' (akaranu~ahga) is just a •contact• (sam~lesa) of the two 

1 images 1 (chaya) or •reflections• (pratibimba) that are of the nature 

of the conscious and the unconscious; due to this connection, the souls, 

enjoyers and bonds are transformed into (pariQata) objects of enjoyment 
<( 

through the form of the 1object 1 (visaya) that __ arises through the in

strumentality of the mental activity of the mind> which itself functions 

in a mirroring manner and is called enjoyment. It is just for this reason 

that the Samsarins make the mistake of seeing the soul and so forth in 
t 

what is not the soul etc. However, through discernment (vivekajnana) 

there is the dissolution of prak:ti for the Samsarins, ·samkhya defines 

this dissolution as moksa. Thus: 

(758) ENJOYMENT [WHICH APPEARS] IN THE OBJECT OF ENJOYMENT [I.E. IN 

THE BUDDHLI IS A REFLECTION OF THE SOUL (PRABHU), LIKE IHE MOON IN 

WATER. 

Enjoyment that is characterized as an object of enjoyment just 

belongs to the soul that is pervasive (vyapaka) and lordly (prabhu). 

In the ~ognitive activity of the mind)which is of the nature of 

ascertainment (adhyavasaya), there is a reflection, like tne reflection 

of the moon in water; this reflection is characterized (visi~ta) by the 
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manifestation ot consciousness. However, the example (drstanta) 

[supporting the metaphor] is only applicable to a 'naturally occuring 

manifestation' (vi~i~tasvarupabhivyaktimatra),as the moon reflection 

is of a purely insentient (jacja) and material (sthula) nilture. There

fore, on account of the condition of the Enjoyer (bhoktrtva), the agent 

(kartrtva) just belongs to the soul that is conscious, and cannot be 

said to belong to the mind (buddhi) and its products, which are non

c;nscious and objects-of-enjoyment. 64 

But [objects Sa~khya] agency (kartrtva) entails engagement in 

activity· (kriyavesa)~5 if agency is attributed to the soul, the soul be

com·=s subject to- transformation (parinamita). Since the soul is not 

subj 1?ct to transformation (nirvikara), agency cannot be attributed to the 

soul~ Rather, agency just belongs to [the sphere of] prakrti; prior to 

the arising of discriminative knowledge, prakrti shows itself to the purusa 

through the instrumentality of the mind and its products, which are objects 

of enjoyment; in this manner Samsara is described. According to Saf12khya,. 

liberation means 1t1e ceasing of the activity that arises with this 

prakrti
1
• Thus, they say: "having shown herself to the audience the dancer 

draws away from the audience; likewise, having manifested itself to the 

purusa, prakrti ceases from its activity. 66 As a result, he says: 

(76A-76B) WHEN ENJOYMENT IS NOT ATTRIBUTED TO THE SOUL OUT OF A FEAR 

BF ATTRIBUTING TRANSFORMATION LTO THE SOULJ,THEN THE DIFFICULTY 
I

ARISES CONGERNING .THE IDENTITY (AVISESA) OF THE RELEASED ONE AND 

THE BOUND ONE. 67 

This is the meaning. In this case agency is not the ldirect] 
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engagement in activity; rather, just the 'capacity for activity• 

{saktitva) is engaged in activity. For instance, like the iron fil

ings that ·. have come within the proximity of a magnet, the locus of 

activity { kriyavesa J, which is of the nature of movement (spanda ), is just 

seen to belong to the body,which is in proximity to the soul. Therefore, 

there is no possibliity of the transformation of the soul during the 

[activity of] enjoyment 1 which is of the nature of the •representational' 

activity• (visayikarana) of the mind and its products. 
/

However [obj1?cts the 5aivite], this 'representational activity• 

just takes place as something separate (paratva) [from the puru§aJ. 68 

But, wh~n you do not postulate this separate condition i~ the case where 

there is the purity (nirmalatva) of the soul, the difficulty arises as to 

the identity (avisesa) of the one who enjoys and the one who is liberated, 

since both are similarly unconnected [i.e.,even the bound soul is not 

connected to the impurity enjoyment entails]. 

No! It is said: ,11 Prakrti purposely functions for the sake of 

anoth~r (pararthapravrtti). •• 69 They say: 11 As the non-conscious milk 

functions for the sake (nimitta) of the growth of the calf, so prakrti 

functions for the sake of the release of the pur~~a. 1170 Thus he says: 

(77A) MOREOVER, THERE IS THE OPPOSITION TO: "THE ACTIVITY OF 

THE BONDS IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE SOUL. i• 

This is the meaning. It is false to hold that the activity of 

prakrti is for the sake of the purusa, as prakrti is just non-conscious, 

as even in the case of [non-conscious] milk ect., one observes the 
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activity just as it is superintended over by the conscious cow etc. 

Moreover, on account of the [useful] appropriation (paksikrtatva)even . . 
of air, water, ect. [i.e. of purely unconscious things not directly 

superintended over by a conscious being], even if we accept this type 

of activity [of purely unconscious things], it does not make sense that 

this activity can be for the sake of something unconnected [to anything]; 

or, if the activity be said to be for the purpose of that which is un

connected (nirapeksa), then even in the case of the liberated one this 
' 

activity will occur. Furthermore, on account of the engagement 

(samudyoga) of the bound/ soul (baddhatma) who has a desire (sabhilasatva) 

for enjoyment, since no change (vikara) is said to occur in the soul, it 

is false to attribute enjoyment to the bound soul; he says: 

(77B) IN AN UNCHANGEABLE ENJOYER1 AS IN THE CASE OF A LIBERATED 

SOUL, ENJOYMENT DOES NOT ARISE. 

But (objects the Samkhya] just non-discrimination (aviveka) is. 
the cause of the activity of prakrti. When there is the discrimination 

(' 

between the puru~a and prakrti, on account of the qualification (adhi

karatva) of the cessation with respect to the activity, it is no longer 

activity. Therefore, there is no identity (avise~a) of the bound one 

and the released one. They say: ~It is my belief that there is nothing 

more beautifully youthful than prakrti, who, with the thought, ··I have 

been seen~, does not come within the sight of .the puru~a again. 11 

~ . 

This is false! Given your position, it is not ~ossible for 

there to be the non-discr1minat1on,since the soul is pure (nirmalatva) . 

And since non-discrimination is ·at all ·times without a cause, the 
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possibility of the non-existence of discrimination becomes a 

possibility. Therefore,. we claim that, by the unestablishment of any

thing other than non-discrimination, there ought to be the acceptance 

of the passion (saragata), impurity {samalatva) etc. attributable to the 

sou 1 i tse1f. 

If one holds that the innate condition of being unconscious is 

roused to consciousness on account of the association with that which 

is defiled, i.e., the connection to· a body etc., then it follows that 

there will arise the eternal connection to things which are other than 

what is innate -- thus the opponents view is put in doubt. 

IF IT IS CLAIMED THAT;ON ACCOUNT OF BEING SUBJECT TO TRANSFORMATION 

{VIKARITVA), IT IS NON-ETERNAL (ANITYA), 

Here, t11e 11 enjoyer." (bhoktr) should be supplied in the verse 

[i.e.,accept transformation,and the enjoyer becomes non-eternal]. He 

fefutes this: 

{78Ab). THEN THE EFFECTED CONDITION OF MAYA (MAYASADHYA) IS NOT 

RECOGNIZED. 

The 11 peculiar characteristic 11 (viSe§a) that is brought about 

(kriyamana) by means of maya and its effects (svakaryani) through the 

instrumentality of the subtle and gross bodies is not recognized(.11 by you 11 

should be supplied here). Therefore, the fault (~~) of non-eternality 

and so forth does not apply -- this is the meaning [of the verse]. How 

is this possible? . He says: 

(788) AND, ON ACCOUNT OF THE INTRINSICAtLY MANIFESTED CONSCIOUSNESS 

http:recognized(.11
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(SVAR0PAVYAKTILABHA)) NEITHER TRANSFORMATION (VIKARA) NOR 

DESTRUCTION [CAN APPLY TO THE SOUL]. 

Unlike the Naiyayikas and others we do not hold that the soul 

(atman) is solely of a material nature (jaoarupa). Rather, the soul has 

consciousness innate to its nature. 

[The Naiyayikas raise the question:] But, concerning the innateness 

(svabhavata) of this consciousriess, on account of there being no manifestation 

0-ff.Cconsciousness without a connection to a body etc. [the Naiyayikas defini

tion of jnanaJ, what is the beginningless (anadi) thing by which the 
I

bound condition {pratibaddha) [of the soul] is discerned [by the Saivites]? 

[The Answer follows:] He is going to say that this [beginningless 

thing] is just mala. And thus, wnen ~here is the removal of 

mala (mala-vyudasa) by means of maya -- i.e.) by kala etc.)which are its 

effects (svakarya) -- the total munifestation of the innate nature 

(natkadesasvarupavyakti) of the soul (atman) takes place. When there is 

the ripening of mala by means of ~iva~akti -- which is designated as 

diksa -- all objects become manifested (sarvavi$ayo 'bhivyajyate). Thus, 

he says in the verse, ."neither transformation nor change.1' belong to this 

[soul]. And of this [soul]: 

(79A) RAGA SERVES THE ROLE OF "OBJECTIFYING" [IN ThE PRESENTATION 

OF] THE OBJECT OF ENJOYMENT~ SINCE RAGA IS LIKE A CRYSTAL [I.E., 

· SINCE IT SIWLY m.JIFESTS TI-UNGS], IT CANf\OT BE THE CAUSE AS DISCUSSED ABOVE. 

Raga gives rise to .the presentation of the object-of-enjoyment, 

which is manifested in the form of sukha, duhkha and moha. 
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Raga is said to be "like a crystal" because it manifests things by means 

of its own luminosity. Raga is not a cause of that "transformation" 

[of the innate consciousness of the soul] as discussed above. It is 

said that "the affliction to the attachment to objects" (visayopard'ga) 

is just "the making something an object" (visayikarana) through the 

intentiona~-activity towards it. 

There is no transformation of the Enjoyer, even though there is 

the repeated transformation of the body, which is an object-of-enjoyment: 

{798-80A) BY MEANS OF TRANSFORMATION OF THE BODY THE SOUL IS NOT 

THE THING TRANSFORMED1 BECAUSE THIS SOUL WOULD BE UNCONSCIOUS AND 

AN OBJECT OF tNJOYMENT, LIKE BUDDHI, ON ACCOUNT OF TRANSFORMA

TION [BEING ATTRIBUTED TO IT]. 

This is the meaning: if the transformation of the soul is 

accepted, then unconsciousness and the fact of being an object of enjoy

ment [apply to it], like the Buddhi etc. 

Herein, after having proposed another•s viewpoint, he will 

criticize it: 

(80B-81A) CONSCIOUSNESS IS RATHER THE "QUALITY." THAT IS DESCRIBED 

AS A 11 COGNITION 11 (JNANA) THAT IS IN A RELATION OF INHERENCE 

[WITH THE SOUL] . THEREFORE~ CONSCIOUSNESS CANNOT BE SHOWN TO 

BE INTRINSIC TO THE SOUL. 

THIS IS FALSE! 

This is what the Naiyayikas and others think: the soul is by 
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nature unconscious; on account of the connection of manas [manahsamyoga] 

with the soul, cognition arises as a quality [i.e.; as a quality of 

the soul]. ,-And just this cognition is the consciousness of the soul; in 

no other way can the soul be considered to be of a conscious nature. 

This is false because, as in the case of a pot etc., there can be 

no connection of inherence of cognition (jnanasamavayayogat) to the soul 

if the soul is considered to be unconscious {jadatva). 

An objection: herein, the restricting factor [in the relation of 

inherence between cognition and the unconscious soufl is Karma,which is 

designated as ,11the unseen.11 (adrsta) [the purvapak~in says that the in

visible activity of Karma is the restraining force in this matter]. 

Cognition, which is in a relation ·of inherence when the soul (puru~a~ is 

a common substratum/generic locus of Karma (karmasamanadhikarana) [the 

soul, according to the purvapaksin, is the adhikarana of jnana]. This 

cognition does not arise in other places, i.e~, in different substrata 

(vyadhikarana), such as in pots etc. Thus, he says: 

(81B-82A) ."CONSCIOUSNESS (VIJNANA) IS JUST IN THE UNCONSCIOUS SOUL 
,._ 

(AJNE NARI) AND NOWHERE ELSE.11 
; BUT EVEN KARMA IS NOT SUITABLE 

AS THE RESTRICTING FACTOR, AS KARMA IS FOUND IN A DIFFERENT 

LOCUS [THAN THE SOUL]. 

It is said, i''on account of the possibility of transformation, 

there is no [soteriological-] development (sa~skaratva) but just the 

[soteriological-J development of Prakrti on account of being like the ---} 
activity of agriculture etc •. " Therefore, even karma cannot be the 

restricting-factor here. Thus, ,"the soul (atman) is established solely 

http:unseen.11
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.. ' 

as innately conscious;on account of its intrinsic connection to con

sciousness (ca i tanyasamavayat) ;," He says: 


82B-83A) IN THE SAME WAY THAT DELUSION (MOHA) -- ACCORDING TO THE 

WISE -- IS [GENERATED] ON ACCOUNT OF THOSE WHO HAVE DELUSION 

INTRINSIC TO THEM (MOHASVABHAVA), AND NOT OTHERWISE, SO CONSCIOUS

NESS (CITI) IS [GENERATED] ON ACCOUNT OF CONSCIOUS THINGS 

(CAITANYEBHYAH PAD~RTHEBHYA~), AND NOT OTHERWISE. 

On account of the!tognition:•, which is of the nature of con

11sciousness, being a 1

11 quality, (dharmatva) of the soul, when there is the 


destruction of the quality; the destruction of the substratum (dharmin) 


is also entailed, due to the inseparability of the substratUn and quality. Thus, the 

soul (atman) ought to be accepted as always having consciousness in

trinsic to it. It is said, ,"due to the veiled condition of mala 

(malavrtatva) of the innately conscious soul, there is the establish

ment of Manas, Buddhi etc. as the manifesting agents (abhivyafijakata). 11 

He is now going to. describe Kala, Vidya and Raga, which are 

collectively described as 11 the triadic sheath 11 (kancukatraya). In terms 

of the 11 means whereby enjoyment is accomplished", these tattvas lie 

above Prakrti and collectively act as an instigating-agent by means of being 

an "auxilliary cause" (upakarakata) in the activity of the enjoyment 

of the soul. He says: 

(83B-84A} THE TRIAD
7 

WHICH IS DESIGNATED TO BE ABOVE PRAKRTI >IS 

AN INSTRUMENT FOR INSTIGATION AND A CAUSE OF EXCITATION IN-THE-OBJECT

OF-ENJOYMENT; AS WELL, IT IS AN AGENT IN THE SOUL'S ACTIVITY OF 

ENJOYMENT. 

http:abhivyafijakata).11
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Having dealt with Enjoyment in this manner, he is now going to 

speak about the arising of the ego from the prakrti-based Buddhi. 

(84B-85A) THE GROUPING IN THE BUDDHI WHICH IS A POSTERIOR 

DIVISION (APARO BHINNA) GIVES BIRTH TO THE EGO. THE GUNAS 

ARE CONSIDERED TO BE THE PROGENITORS. THE GUNAS ARE ALSO 

MANIFESTED (DRSTA) IN THE IMAGINATION ETC. 

The Gunas are manifested (drsta) as the material-causes 

(utpadayitara) of the effect (karya) according to the maxim, "by means 

of mutual subjegation, on account of the interdependence and on account 

of being coupled together {parasparabhibhavena, a~rayat, mithunTbhavat). 11 

Hence, this cause (k~rana. ) is in in the imagination etc., i.e., in the 

modifications of the Buddhi Sarrikhya claims: "the Gu(las function inter

relatedly on account of mutal suppression and cooperation (anyonyabhi

bhavasrayanmithunapravrttayatca guoaQ). Therefore, according to this 

account [of the way the Gunas generate the lower tattvas], one the one 

hand, the Buddhi generates "ascertainment" [and gives rise to the imagination 

etc.] and on the other hand, the Buddhi generates the ego, which consists 

of its own particular "blending of the Gunas 11 Thus, according to the • 

maxim that "more than one progenitor is required" (~ hyekam janakam), the 

Gunas are considered to be the progenitors (janaka) that are mutually 

blended together (anyonyasa~prakrta) [in the generated effect]. In like 

manner [i.e., as mutually blended together], the ~u9as exist in all 

objects (padartha). This means that when we say that such and such a 

thing is sattvika etc., we mean that it contains an abundance (bahulya) 

of ~a etc. of the three Gunas. On the analogy of the association of 

the forms of mud in pots etc., the Guoas are in a direct association with 

the effect [eg., Buddhi, ego, etc.] as a result of direct participation. 
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He says: 

(85B-86A)"THE FIRST TRANSFORMATION OF THE GUNAS TAKES PLACE 

BY MEANS OF THE ARISING AND DOMINATING [OF ONE OVER THE OTHER] 11
-

BUT THIS SETTLED CONDITION SHOULD REMAIN INVARIABLE ! 

It is said that, if the Gunas are in an invariable relation whereby 

they mutually suppress one another, then it becomes impossible for the 

Gunas to be the progenitors of "Accomplishment" [Siddhi qua Buddhi

pratyaya] etc. If this is so, just let the ego arise from the Gunas 

in a direct association with the Gunas. He says: 

(86B-87A) 0 PUNDITS, DO NOT PRATTER THAT THIS [SAME] MAXIM APPLIES 

TO THE CASE OF THE EGO AS WELL. BECAUSE OF THE GENERATIVE TRANSFOR

MATION [OF THE GUNAS], EVEN rHE SUBTLE ELEMENTS ARE IN ASSOCIATION 

WITH THE GUNAS. 

On account of the serial transformation of the Gunas--as it is 

said, on account of the _generative transformation (anyonyavikrtitva) of 

everything beginning with the ego and ending with the gross elements-

this association with the Gunas not only applies to the ego but to the 

subtle elements as well (which means the collection of the organs and 

the collection of the gross elements). It is, therefore, correct to 

hold that, as in the case of the association of the shapes of earth 

(mrdakaranvayavat) in pots, skulls, etc., not all things arise directly 

from the Gunas. 

He now addresses the question, "What are the Gunas and by
--r

means of what activities (vyapara) are they accomplished ? He says: 
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(878-888) SATTVA, RAJAS AND TAMAS -- THESE ARE THE GU~AS THAT 

ARE THE CAUSES (KARANANI) IN THE BUDDHI; THEY ARE MANIFESTED 

WITH RESPECT TO EACH SOUL BY MEANS OF THE RESTRICTIONS [I.E., 

THROUGH THE RESTRICTIONS] OF THE MANIFESTED ACTIVITIES. 

As has already been described, there is this "thing" (vastu) 

that is "an object of enjoyment for the soul" (purusabhogya) it 

occurs through the instrumentality of the Buddhi(buddhidvarena) in the 

form of Bhavas, Pratyayas, etc. The Gunas were the cause at the 

beginning of creation [i.e., buddhyadisarga] and continue to maintain 

this creation to the present time (adhunapi); as well, the Gunas 

are the cause of the 8uddhi. 

Since these Gunas are mutually-interconnected (parasparaviyoga), 

they" are considered to be just one Tattva. Thus, it is said: "Even 

though the Gunas are three in number, they are still considered to 

constitute one Tattva, on account of their inseparability (aviyoga). 11 

Therefore, the accomplishment of Sattva etc. occurs by means of the 

activities (vyapara) refered to as the "restriction of the manifested 

activities" (prakasavrttiniyama). The activities occur by means of 

the casuality of the 8uddhi (buddhikaranata) and are manifested 

(pradar~ita) because of the dominance (pradhanyat) [of one 

particular quality over the other two]. 

In the Agamas it is said that there are other effects of the 

Gunas (gunakaryani) as well: steadiness (sthairya), patience (dhairya), 

etc.; valour (~aurva), cruelty (krauya) etc.; and discontent (arati) and 

slowness (mandya) [i.e., each has its more dominant gu~ic trait]. 
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An objection is raised by Samkhya: "the Gunas are just 

"conditions" (sthita) through the eternality that is designated 

as Prakrti. He says: 

(88B-89A) THE PRIOR EXISTENCE OF THE CAUSE OF THE GU~AS 

IS ESTABLISHED, AS IN THE CASE OF THE BUDDHI, POT, ETC., 

DUE TO THE CONNECTION TO A MANIFOLD NUMBER WHEN UNCONSCIOUS. 

Thus, because of unconsciousness and manifoldness, there is 

the establishment of the condition of being an effect, like a pot 

etc . . 

What is the [material] cause of the Guoas ? He says: 

(89B-90A) THE [MATERIAL] CAUSE OF THE GUNAS IS DESIGNATED AS 

PRAKRTI; BEING UNDIVIDED (AVIBHAGASTHITA) IN PRAKRTI, THE 
I

GUNAS BEGIN THEIR ACTIVITY WHEN SIVA INDUCES PRAKRTI. 

The GuQas exist as undivided and subtle conditions in Prakrti; 
I

through the inducement of Siva they develop into gross form through 

the distinctions of their respective activities. In the verse it is 
/

stated that Siva induces Prakrti. Because Prakrti is of an unconscious 

nature, the Prakrti-activity is not self-willed [and therefore depends 

on the inducement of Siva]. Furthermore, as each soul is separately linked 

to Prakrti through the engagement in a subtle body, Prakrti is manifold. 

Being manifold, Prakrti is an effect--! will discuss this further. 
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Now, on account of being yoked to Mala, there is a ."pumstva", 


[state of being a pums, i. e.)pounct so~l ], whi~h occurs through the 


condition of being an Enjoyer for that soul which is yoked to the five 


sheaths, Kala etc. [Kala, Kala, Niyati, Vidya, Raga].. Dfksa is for the 

/ - .

purification (suddha) of this condition and according to the Agam. as 1s 

above the Prakrti-tattva. The accomplishment of Enjoyment and the attaiment 

of a particular station of exi~tence c~nnot come to be on account of the 

condition of Enjoyership, the soul [qua Enjoyer] is qualified by both conscious

ness and pervasiveness~ Having considered this, he is going to establish 

the Raga-tattva,which was earlier said to be the cause of the craving for 

Bhoga. 

(908-91A) UPON THE ACCOMPLISHMENT (ASADYA) OF THE EXPERIENCE 

(ANUBHAVA) OF ENJOYMENT THE ATTACHMENT TO THE OBJECT OF ENJOY

MENT COMES TO PASS; IN ORDER FOR THERE TO BE THE ACCOMPLISHMENT 

(SIDDHYARTHA) OF THIS [SAKTI OF THE BOUND SOUL], RAGA SHOULD BE 

urmERSTOOD AS THAT WHICH CAUSES THE CRAVING FOR BHOGA 

""' (BHOGANURANJAKA). 

In this worldly condition (samsaravastha), when the soul h?s_seen 

an object of enjoyment (Bhogya), an attachment ( sakti) arises in the soul. This 

attachment does not arise without a cause ( hetu)' for this wou 1 d 

a11 for the poss i bi Iity of this attachrent to occur in the state of release as we11 

(m.uktyavastha). Thus, for this reason, Raga ought to be accepted as ."the 
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Now, on account of being yoked to Mala, there is a upumstva 11
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[state of being a purps, i. e.) pound so~l J, whi~h occurs through the 


condition of being an Enjoyer for that soul which is yoked to the five 


sheaths, Kala etc. [Kala, Kala, Niyati, Vidya, RcigaJ. Dfksa is for the 
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above the Prakrti-tattva. The accomplishment of Enjoyment and the attainrent 

of a particular station of exi~tence c9nnot come to be on account of the 

condition of Enjoyership, the soul [qua Enjoyer] is qualified by both conscious

ness and pervasiveness~ Having considered this, he is going to establish 

the Raga-tattva,which was earlier said to be the cause of the craving for 

Bhoga. 

(90B-91A) UPON THE ACCOMPLISHMENT (ASADYA) OF THE EXPERIENCE 

(ANUBHAVA) OF ENJOYMENT THE ATTACHMENT TO THE OBJECT OF ENJOY

MENT COMES TO PASS; IN ORDER FOR THERE TO BE THE ACCOMPLISHMENT 

(SIDDHYARTHA) OF THIS [SAKTI OF THE BOUND SOUL], RAGA SHOULD BE 

UNDERSTOOD AS THAT WHICH CAUSES THE CRAVING FOR BHOGA 
llw 

(BHOGANURANJAKA). 

In this worldly condition (samsaravastha), when the soul h?s _seen 

an object of enjoyment (Bhogya), an attachment (sakti) arises in the soul. This 

attachment does not arise without a cause (hetu)' for this would 

a11 for the poss i bi Ii ty of this attachTEnt to occur in the state of release as well 

(m.uktyavastha). Thus, for this reason, Raga ought to be accepted as ."the 
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generating factor in the craving for Bhoga 11 (bhogabhilasajanaka) which 

is for the purpose of the accomplishment [i.e., release] of this [bound] 

soul's attachment. 

He now expresses an opposite opinion: 

(91B-92A) QUITE RIGHTLY SATTVA, RAJAS, AND TAMAS ACT AS THE CAUSE

OF-THE-CRAVING FOR THE OBJECTS (VISAYA ); WHEN THIS CRAVING HAS 

ARISEN IN THE BUDDHI OF THE SOUL, THIS OTHER THING [I.E., RAGA] 

172IS OF NO USE 

The manifested condition of the object-of-enjoyment is solely 

a result of the three Gunas (sattva etc.), which arise in the Buddhi 

in a transformed state as pleasure, suffering and delusion. The 

"transformed" Gunas thus appear in the Buddhi in terms of the ascertained 

appearance of the object; in turn, this ascertainment serves to bring 

about enjoyment, which itself is influenced by the predominance .of one 

of the three Guoas. It is, therefore, clear that some cause [extrinsic 

to the object-of enjoyment] must be postulated in order to account for 

the soul's desire for this 11 object-of-enjoyment 11 Hence, Raga ought to• 

be considered to be this cause and should be considered to have its locus 

in [i.e., gata, lit. to be connected to] the grasper, the one who apprends 

the object-of-enjoyment. The grasper is not of the same nature as 

the "object-of-enjoyment", which is constituted by the three Gupas 

(sattva etc.) and is produced in the Buddhi in the form of the Gunas, 

objects, etc. 

http:predominance.of
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The verse addresses the oppenent: 

that the cause of the attachment just belongs to the object-of-enjoyment, 

then it follows that it will be impossible to ever be free from Raga 

(vrtaragabhavaprasariga) !," Thus it is said in the Tattvasamgraha: [Raga 

is the desirous-attachment ( abh i j>vanga) tha"t causes the sou 11 s 

engagement in the object-of-enjoyment]; however, if Raga is consider

ed to be of the character of the object-of-enjoyment7then it could not 
1173provide 	any freedom from Raga. 1
 

But [replies the Samkhya] just let Raga be the Buddhi-based

' 	 -

11Disposition characterized as 11 bondage, (avairagya); · thus he says, .''even if1	 7 

Raga is considered to be a ·1Disposition,1• the same fault holds. ,11 This is 
,,., 

1

what he means: there can be no production of effects (karyakaratva) on 

account of the vasana-condition characterized by the [Disposition] 
11 Avairagya.~ ·. ~· " If something in a vasana state is capable of producing effects, 

then 
1 

since the vasanas are infinite in the [dormant conditions in the] 


Buddhi, .· the soul will be confronted with the simultaneous formation 


of an infinite number of oppossing activities--an unacceptable 


•t t• 	 74s1 ua 10n. 

Even if Raga is held to be that which has ,'_'entered into,11 (apanna) 

the condition of the object-of-enjoyment (bhogyada~a) through the gross 

form (sthularupena) of the nature of a :•conception" [i.e. Pratyaya], then 

the same difficulty already mentioned arises, ~ i.e., that the freedan fran Raga 

becomes impossible (vTtaragabhava). f'DN [you might claim that] Raga 
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ought to be construed as something other than either Raga or a buddhi

based Disposition. However, if you claim that Karma _should be the cause 
75of the craving, we disagree, for two reasons. First, there is no way 

of prooving that Karma is the cause responsible for bringing about 

effects other than those one is responsible for bringing about, as in 

the case of farming etc. Second, if Karma is postulated as the cause of 

this craving, a manifold number of activities are therefore postulated 

1
( anekatattvapari kalpanabhavaprasarigat ) .• 76 

Now, the Vidya-tattva is established: 

(93B-94A) WITHOUT AN INSTRUMENT, THE ACTION (~) OF AN AGENT 

IS NOT SEEN IN THE ACTIVITY (KARMA); THUS, VIDYA IS THE INSTRUMENT THAT 

SERVES: IW THE DISCRIMINATION OF THE COGNITION OF THE BUDDHI 

(BUDDHIBODHAVIVECIN). 

As it has been said, [this is] :•on account of ihe proximity of the 

objects that have been presented by the senses.~ When there is the 

grasped-object(grahya),which is the activity (karma) described as the 

cognition of the Buddhi, what then ought to be the instrument whereby the 

soul 1 s grasping activity [of this cognition of the Buddhi] takes place? 

That instrument is Vidya. 77 

·_· ~--~ere arr:op13onent:,·says: 

{948-95A) LIKE A LIGHT (PRADfPAVAT), BUDDHI IS THE MANIFESTING
_, 

AGENT (PRAKASIKA) OF BOTH ITSELF AND OTHER THINGS. A ,''VIDYA" 

CONSTRUED AS THE INSTRUMENT WHEREBY THE SOUL COGNIZES -- OF WHAT 

USE IS IT? 
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,''Because of the nature of its manifesting property (prakasarupatva), 

which is like a lamp, the Buddhi causes to be m;inifested (prakasayati) · 

an appearance . of the object (vi~aya-akara) as well as itself-

no other instrument can be established!!' He refutes this: 

(95B-96A) IN THE APPREHENSION (UPALABDHI) OF OBJECTS SUCH AS 

PILLARS ETC., A LIGHT (PRADIPA) IS THE INSTRUMENT FOR THE SOUL 

AND. IN THE APPREHENSION OF A LIGHT, THE EYE [IS THE INSTRUMENT] 

THE SAME ANALOGY HOLDS IN THE CASE OF THE BUDDHI 

The verse points out that an instrument must be postulated 

in order to account for the activity whereby the Buddhi becomes an 

apprehended object (grahyatvaJ. The Tattva Samgraha states: "like 

the sun, the Buddhi has a manifesting nature; however, since the Buddhi 

is an object-of-activity [whereby it is apprended], the Buddhi requires 

some other instrument in order for it to be graspect. 78 He points this 

out: 

(96B-97A) ON ACCOUNT OF BEING OF THE NATURE OF THE THREE GUNAS, 


THE BUDDHI, IN ITS PRESENTATIVE-FORM AS THE OBJEC~IS NOT 


CAPABLE OF ILLUMINATING ITSELF THROUGH DISCRIMINATION -- AND THUS 


IT REMAINS UNDISCRIMINATED. 


-(97B-98A) VIDYA OUGHT TO BE UNDERSTOOD AS BEING HIGHER THAN THE 

GUNAS ON ACCOUNT OF (ITS) SEPARATION (VIVIKTATA)>WHICH IS DERIVED 
-

FROM DISCRIMINATION (VIVEKATA), VIDYA IS CAPABLE OF MANIFESTING 

FOR THE SOUL -- AND THUS IT REQUIRES NO FURTHER INSTRUMENT. 

Being of the nature of the three Gunas, the Buddhi is an object 
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of that activity whereby it is discerned in the form of an object


of-enjoyment (bhogya-akara); therefore, the Buddhi is not self-


illuminating, like a lamp etc. But, being beyond the sphere of the 


Buddhi, Vidya is separate from the form of the object of enjoyment; 


in causing the illumination of that which is to be known by the 


soul, Vidya does not require a further instrument. 


Now he describes the function of Kali: 

(988-99A) FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE ACCOMPLISHMENT (SIDDHI) OF ENJOY

MENT, THERE IS AN INSTIGATOR (PRAYOKTR) ~DF THE MULTITUDE OF 
-AGENTIVE-FACTORS OF ACTIONS ETC. (KARMADI ); THE SOUL (PURUSA), 


WHICH IS SELF-WILLED) IS THE AGErn; KALA IS A CONCOMI_TANT-_AGENT. 


It is said, ,"the soul (purusa) is the agent on account of [being] 

the prayoktrtva (instigating-agent) of the collection of concomitant-factors 

(karaka) such as the Buddhi etc., which are for the purpose of Enjoyment 

(which takes p 1ace on account of the Enj ayer) ./179 The one who is the Lord of 

theconco~itant-factors . involved in activity and the cessation of activities, 

and yet who is neither active nor inactive, is the one who is designated 

as an agent as well as a concomitant-factor.In the authoritative texts 

Kala is called the 11 instigating-agent,1_1 in the activity of Enjoyment_;aS1 

Kala's causative activity is similar to the Lord's. 

An objection is raised by Samkhya: the soul is not an agent! 
I 

That this is false,he says: 

(99B-100A) IF ONE HOLDS THAT [THE SOUL IS] NOT AN AGENT, THE VERY 

11TERM ,11 ENJOYER1 BECOMES MEANINGLESS [AS THE ENJOYMENT OF THE 

http:concomitant-factor.In
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ENJOYER IS AN ACTIVITY, ENJOYERSHIP ENTAILS AGENCY]; AS WELL, 

THE FRUITLESSNESS (NISPHALATVA) OF THE COMMENCEMENT OF PRA~RTI 

ACTIVITY (UPAoA°NAPRAVBTTI) WOULD RESULT [AS THE EFFECTS OF 

PRAK~TI, SUCH AS BUDDHI ETC., ARE INSTRUMENTS (KARANANI), THEY 

REQUIRE AN AGENT]. 

The agency of the soul (pums) is established just by means of 
.:._.-._ 

Enjoyership, on account of the activity of Enjoyment (Enjoyment qua 

activity entails agencyJ. If one claims that the soul is not an agent, 

the rise of Prakrti -- which is for the purpose of Enjoyment [of this non

agent] -- becomes fruitless, because of the uselessness of tfiere being 

a connection to instruments etc. in something which :is not an agent! 

Moreover: 

(100B-101A) ON ACCOUNT OF BEING THE ~EANS OF ACTIVITY 

(KRIYAsADHANANBHAVATAH) THE MOTOR ORGANS ETC. ARE POSSESSED 

BY AN AGENT (KARTRMAT); THE AGENT, SPOKEN OF BEING ,"COVERED 

11 
_, 

ETC.; [BY MALA ETC.] (VASYADI) OUGHT TO BE UNDERSTOOD AS THE 

SOUL (PU~S),WHICH IS PERVASIVE (VIBHU). 

If it is postulated that the soul (atman) is non-pervasive on 

account of being formless, like the sky etc., .then [your left with the 

absurdity that] it becomes impossible (anupapanna) to 9bserve the Enjoyment 

which is the result of one place to be observed in some other place as, for 

example, a resident of the south to experience things in Kashmir.; thus, 

it ought to be accepted that the soul (atman) is pervasive (vyapaka) by 

means of the failure of holding any other position [i.e.,pervasivenessJ.80 
/ . 

It is said in the Srimatparakhya and elsewhere: ~"The agentive-cause of 

http:i.e.,pervasivenessJ.80
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this [soul] is Kala, which manifests the agentive-capacity [of the 

soul]." Thus, the soul bound to Kala is the agent-concomitant in 

Enjoyment. 

The agentive-capacity (kartr-Sakti) of this soul that is an 

agent does not come to affect [all] objects, because this agentive

capacity is vieled by Mala_. (In the sequel we will discuss both the 

"capacities" of agency and "consciousness", given that "capacity" is a 

unity of the two.) Kala has the power to illuminate things, like a 

lamp. However, because of the veiling power of Mala, Kala only 

partially manifests the soul's agentive-capacity. Kala is thus 

described as the "agentive-cause", "cause" and "agent". 

This "limited" soul appears to be indistinguishably linked to 

Kala and is, therefore, described as the "agent-concomitant" (kartr

karaka) in the activity of Enjoyment. The limited soul is the agent 

on account of [having] Enjoyership, while Kala is the concomitant-cause 

(karaka) on account of [having] the agentive-causation (prayojikatva). 

The Mrgendra Agama states: "O Brahmans, so these two, standing together 

as if indistinguishable (sambhuya-ananyavat-sthitam) in the activity of 

enjoyment (bhogakriya), are called the agentive-concomitant (kartr

karaka).1181 

(1018-102A) WHEN ONE HOLDS THAT THE EXISTENCE OF AN AGENT DOES 

NOT REQUIRE ANOTHER AGENT IN THE MANIFESTED 

SPHERE, THEN THERE WILL BE [POSTULATED] THE CONTINUAL OMNIPOTENCY 

OF THE SOUL, AS A RESULT OF BEING PRIOR TO KALA. 
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(102B-103A) O~ ACCOUNT OF BEING OMNIPOTENT, THE SOUL WILL BE 

OMNISCIENT, LIKE THE LORD ! BUT, IT IS IMPROPER TO HOLD THAT, 

ON ACCOUNT OF BIENG OMNISCIENT, THE SOUL IS AN AGENT FOR THE 

PURPOSE OF ITS OWN SUFFERING. 

If one holds that there can be agency that does not require 

Kala (kalanapeksa) due to the innate purity (nirmalatva) of the soul, 
,

then it follows that there will be, as in the case of Siva, both a) 

omnipotence, which is without a connection (sa~bandha) to a body of the 

nature of Pasa, i.e., Kala etc., and b) omniscience, which is unconnected 

to any instruments of ignorance.82 This independent soul is not presided 
I 

over by Siva. However, it is improper to hold that this independent soul 

that is undefiled can be an agent engaged in the bodily activities etc., 

which are for he purpose of suffering. Thus, "the grace of Kala" is 

necessarily established in order to account for the limited consciousness 

and activity of those souls that are possessed of enjoyment on account of 

being veiled by Mala." He says: 

(103B-104A) .ON ACCOUNT OF BEING IN A STATE OF BONDAGE, THIS 
I

SOUL IS NOT OMNIPOTENT, LIKE SIVA ETC. WHEN IT IS ENGAGED IN 

ENJOYMENT, THE SOUL QUA AGENT REQUIRES THE GRACE OF KALA. 

http:ignorance.82
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Having established Kala, he will now describe the 


generation of Vidya, Raga, and Prakrti from Kala: 


(104B-105A) THERE IS ANOTHER GROUPING (SKANDHA) THAT DERIVES 
FROM KALA; THIS OTHER GROUPING IS KNOWN AS VIDYA, RAGA AND 
PRAKRTI, WHICH ARISE IN SUCCESSION IN A PAIR [RAGA AND VIDYA] 
SINGLY [PRAK~TI]. 

Raga and Vidya sequentially arise as a pair. Prakrti arises 
/'

separately as a separate entity. Thus it is said in the Srimatraurava: 
"From Kala, the two Tattvas--Raga and Vidya--have arisen , and Prakrti as \..ell. 

The Acharya [i.e., Sadyojyoti] has not taken up the Tattvas 

designated as Kala and Niyati, which are mentioned in the Agamas, 

because these two Tattvas are self-evident in light of the context 

[of what has so far been discussed], as nothing would transpire (anutpatti) 

without both the temporal-sequentiality and experiential-restrictedness 

of enjoyment, which is a result of karmic activities. In the case of 

farming etc., thieves are seen to steal the fruits of [othersJ] activities 

(karmaphala) when there are no restrictions established by a ruJer. r~estric-
- ------·- - -- - 

ti on!' (Niyati) is established (siddhi) by means of being the re~trict-

ing-P,rinciple when the question is asked concerning exactly what -it is 

· wfl-i..€.h · is the restraining-principle (niyamaka) restricting the fruits of 

, karmic-activit~es (karmaphala) such asthe · jyotistoma sacrifice etc. to 

individual enjoyers (bhoktrpratiniyamaka). 

However, it is false to claim that Karma is itself the restricting 

principle, for, as it is said, Karma only generates the fruits of 

activities. In over-seeing the sphere of enjoyment, even the Lord's 

capacity (sakti) requires and auxilliary causal factor (karyakaratva), 

which occurs through the intervention of other Tattvas. Otherwise, 

none of the Tattvas would exist [they would be useless if the Lord 

did everything]. 
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Time (kala) is established as the factor that separates off 

various states of the object-of-enjoyment etc. For example, in 

statements such as, "He has been enjoying it for a long time," 

the conceptions of "long", "quickly", etc. are indicative of the 

"separating" function of time. 

It is impossible for time to be eternal, as the Naiyayikas 

and others think, because time is of an unconscious and manifold 

nature, due to [its] having the form (rupatva) of living beings 
/

(bhuta) etc. The Srimatmrgendra states: "Time, which arises 	from 
1184Maya, is based on the conception of an "instant" (truti) etc. 

He will now discuss the collection of tattvas that are 

constitutive of the subtle body and the fact that the subtle body 

is restricted to each soul separately: 

(105B-106A) [THE TATTVAS] BEGINNING WITH EARTH AND ENDING 
-WITH KALA ARE THE COLLECTION WHEREBY THERE IS THE ACCOMPLISHMENT 

OF ENJOYMENT (BHOGASADHANASAMHATI); ACCORDING TO THE LEARNED, 

THIS COLLECTION IS RESTRICTED (NIYATA) TO EACH ENJOYER 

[INDIVIDUALLYJ. 85 

Thus, it is said in the Tattvasamgraha: This group of 

characteristics , beginning with earth and ending with Kala, are 

bound ~ (niyata) to each souI. 1186 Thus, it is said: "so this [bound 

soul], under the control of Karma (karmavasata), is caused to wander 
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in all the bodies born in their respective worlds. 

In the event of a single, universal subtle body, there 

would be no diversity in enjoyment. However, the diversity of 

enjoyment is seen by all to be diverse ! He says: 

(1068) OTHERWISE, IT IS NOT PROPER, DUE TO THE DIVERSITY (BHEDA) 

THAT IS [PHENOMENALLY] SEEN IS PLEASURE ETC. 

An objection is now raised: in the case of a universal 

subtle body, the diversity among the fruits of enjoyment will 

arise solely on accou·nt of the karmic diversities applying to 

the subtle body. 

This · objection is false ! He says: 

(107A) ON ACCOUNT OF THE KARMIC-DIVERSITY, THE DIVERSITY 

[OF ENJOYMENT WITH RESPECT TO EACH ENJOYER] IS 

ESTABLISHED. 

The diversity of enjoyment is established solely on account 

of karmic-diversity. "When there is the establishment of the diversity 

of enjoyment, the karmic-diversity is inferred" -- such logic 

entails "the fault of the mutual locus" (itaretara~rayadosa). 

This is the sense of the verse. 

Another objection is raised: "The karmic-diversity is 

established solely on account of the agentive-diversity, and the 

diversity of enjoyment on account of the karmic-diversity. There is 

no fault of the mutual locus here." He states: 
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(107B-108A) GIVEN THAT THE AGENTS OF ACTIONS (KARMAKART~) ARE 

ACTIVE BECAUSE OF THE SIMULTANEOUS CONNECTION (SAMBANDHADYUGAPAD) 

TO THAT [I.E., THE SINGLE COLLECTION OF TATTVAS CONSTITUTING THE 

SUBTLE BODY], HOW CAN THERE BE SEPARATE ACTIONS (KARMAN) 

POSTULATED ON ACCOUNT OF THE DISTINCTION OF THE AGENTS 

(KARTRBHEDAT). 

There is no possibility of there being a "karma-kart'r;tva", 

(i.e., a relationship between the agent and the action) without a 

connection between the subtle body etc. (which are constituted by Kala 

etc.), and the souls that are covered by Mala. By means of the simultaneous 

connection to all the agents, the action is an activity that is in the 

form of the subtle body, which is a single tattvic collection. In this 

case, how can there · - the distinctions between the various activities 

come about ? This cannot be the case ! This is the meaning [of the 

verse]. 

An objection is raised. The Diversity of the subtle bodies can 


only be based on the diversity of each souL's "desire". 


We oppose this objection, since the "desire" only arises on account of 

each soul's connection to a subtle body ! And it is false to hold that the 

diversity of desire arises on account of a single subtle body. On account 

of the failure to account for the phenomenon of the diversity of enjoyment 

in any other manner, one is forced to accept the diversity of subtle 

bodies with respect to each soul. 

An oppenent may raise the objection that the diversity of subtle 

bodies is only applicable in the case of the diversity of souls. The 

Vedantins uphold that the soul is single. He says: 
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(108B) THUS, IT FOLLOWS THAT THE MANIFOLDNESS APPLIES AS WELL TO SOULS. 

If you accept the unity of the soul, then it is improper to 

accept the diversity of pleasure, suffering, etc. and the differences of 

birth, death, etc. -- thus, the manifoldness of souls is established because 

of the diversity of enjoyment. The refutation of Advaita is taken up by us 

in the Mrgendravrttidipika in detail. 

A question is raised: this tattvic-collection that is of the nature 

of the subtle body, is it pervasive, like the soul, or is it non-pervasive ? 

Thus, he says: 

(109A) THE NON-PERVASIVENESS OF THIS [TATTVIC-COLLECTION] IS 

ESTABLISHED ON ACCOUNT OF THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF SIMULTANEOUS FUNCTIONS. 

The subtle body is established as being non-pervasive due to 

the impossibility of its activity--which is characterized as manifesting 

consciousness and activity--to occur at all places at all times. 

A further objection is raised: If you postulate that the 11 effects 11 of 

activities come about on account of Karma, which is an auxilliary cause, then 

a pervasive subtle body can still account for the [limited] manifestation of 

the soul's consciousness (by inciting it). Hence, as this argument proves, 

the pervasiveness of the subtle body does not entail the simultaneous 

arising of effects everywhere ! 

The reply: even this reasoning is false, on account of the non

eternal ity of the subtle body, since it is in the condition of being an 

effect--due to its non-pervasiveness, like a pot, etc. This is the 

sense of the following verse: 

(109B-110A) IT IS NOT PROPER TO ANSWER THAT THE INSTRUMENTALITY OF 

THE SUBLTLE BODY'S INSTR~MENT IS RESTRICTED BY KARMA; ON ACCOUNT OF THE 

IWOSSIBILITY OF LIMITLESS ACTIVITIES, TI1ERE IS NO UNIVERSAL PERVASIVENESS [OF TI1E SUBTLE BODY]. 
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Afurther question is raised. Is the partial mani·festation of 

consciousness due to the non-pervasive nature of the subtle body or sool ? l-e says: 

I' 

(110B-111A) ACCORDING TO SRUTI THERE IS A PROBLEM IN HOLDING THAT THE 

SOUL IS ·A SUBSTRATUM CHARACTERIZED BY TRANSFORMATION ETC. ~l 

DURING THE TIME THAT THERE IS THE MANIFESTATION OF CONSCIOUS

NESS, WHICH IS SIMULTANEOUS WITH THE NON-PERVASIVE [SUBTLE BODY], 

THE SOUL (ANU)_,,__ REMAINS PERVASIVE. 

It is said, ."If the soul is [considered] non-pervasive, then it 

will be impossible ~-nanupanna) for there to be the experience ~ipabhoga) 

that is the result (p·hala) of another place (desantara) •1 

11 Moreover, 

in the state of release of this (soul), the necessity of perva~iveness 

ought to be acknowledged, on account of the Agamic claim that the 
I

soul , has omnipotence and omniscience, like Siva. If one holds that 

in the state of release there is pervasiveness and in the state of 

bondage there is non-pervasiveness, then there is the possibility of the 

fault of unconsciousness and mutability etc. [attributed to the soul]; such 
I .

a position would contradict . Sruti concerning the soul's eternality, 
I 

pervasiveness, etc. Thus it is said in the Srimanmrgendra: ,"Conscious

ness, which is of the nature of cognition and activity, is in souls at 

all times and in all ways; therefore, in release there is pervasive

ness. 1 

11 There is no non-pervasiveness, i nstantane

ousness,singleness, unconsciousness etc. [of the soul]. 

Now, having discussed the creation (Sr§ti) of the unique [or !1 in

dividual/1] Tattvas that are of the nature of the subtle body, he is 

going to speak about the common (Sadharar:rn ) Tattvas that· are of the 
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) 
/ 

nature of the ,11 worlds, 11 
• 

(1118) IN A DIFFERENT GROUPING OF TATTVAS [THAN THOSE WHICH 

CONSTITUTE THE SUBTLE BODY] THERE ARE THE GROUPS THAT 

CONSTITUTE THE SPHERES OF ENJOYMENT (RATIBHUMI) FOR THE 

ENJOYERS (BHOGIN). 

This is the meaning: the levels of Enjoyment (Bhogasth~na) 

of the bound ones are the enjoyments (Bhog~ of the Tattvas .th9t are 

of the form (akara) of the various worlds etc., which are other than the 

Enjoyment (Bhoga) that is of nature (Rupa) of the subtle body. He says: 

(112A) THIS TATTVIC-COLLECTION HAVING ENTERED INTO A BODY BORN 

WITH THAT [I.E~ A WORLD], IT BRINGS ABOUT THE [RESPECTIVE KARMIC] 

RESULTS [PHALA] IN THESE [RESPECTIVE SPHERES OF ENJOYMENT] OF 

THOSE [SOULS]. 

When the tattvic-collection has entered into the bodies born of 

their respective worlds (Tattadbhuvanajadehe$u) on account of the force 

of Karma (Karmava~at), i.e., when it has entered into the loci-of-enjoy~ 

ment (Bhoga bhITmi)_ which is for the purpose of the behavior (acarapek~a), 

this [tattvic-collection] becomes the manifesting-factor of the 

force [or capacity, i.e. samarthya] of the consciousness and activity of 

a part of the soul. It is said in the Tattvasamgraha: ,"On account of the 

force of Karma, one wanders in all the bodies born with their[respective] 
,., 

worlds .• ," As well, it is said in the Srfmanmi:-gendra , 1
11This subtle body, 

which belongs to this creature (Jantu),is [described ·] briefly as 
1

1
11 conscious,~ (Cit), because it is in [i.e., born from] the contact with 
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cJnsciousness (citsariga) and is an evolute in the mysterious womb 

(gahanagarbhavivartin),i.e. ,an evolute in maya]; judging that this is not 

sufficient I am going to describe a series of 

cosmic principles (Bhauvanatattvapankti) that are for the purpose of the 

production of the supports (Adhara), bodies and objects [of these worlds]. ,1190 

Now he is going to briefly describe the creation of the worlds 

(bhuvanasrsti): 

11(112B-113A THE 11 COURSE, OF THE GROSS WORLDS BEGINNING WITH HELL AND1 

ENDING WITH TRUTH ARE SUPERINTENDED OVER [I. E. ,IMPEDED] DURING THEIR 
I -GENERATIOtJ, SUBSISTENeE AND DESTRUCTION BY DESIKA, HATAKA, AND KALA. 

Here Kala is Kalagni. Hataka is the Pataladhipati. Desika is 
- ,the Lokacarya on account of imparting teaching in all the Sastrasj he 

resides in a p 1 ~ce that is above the Sat ya 1 aka, and is even above the 
/

Visnuloka. The Ananta SrTkantha is present in the Rudraloka on account 
' ' 

of being the one who has superintendance in Brahm~nda in these gross 

regions. Thus: 

(113B-114Ba) THE LEADER OF THE 100 RUDRAS JOGETHER WITH THE 8 ALONG 

WITH THE 5, IS IN THE CAUSES OF THE EARLIER MENTIONED ELEMENTS 

(BHUTAN!) -- NOT THE [GROSS] ELEMENTS [BORN] OF THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS , 

BUT AS THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS [THEMSELVES] ~HICH ARE CATEGORIES OF THE 

INTERNAL ORGAN (CITTAVARGA). 

~ I
V1rabhadra is Governor of the Satarudras, who are the Bearers 

the ·Brahmanca; Virabhadra is located in the subtle prthivitattva (not to 

be confused with the gross Prthivi. {prthTvitattvepraguktastulaprthivikaranabhute 

tanmatrajanye). Likewise [for the Pancabhutani starting from Prthivi, 
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there are two classes, a gross and subtle and a particular ·divinity in 

charge of these] in the group of four elements, the subtle water etc., 

which are not the subtle elements but the causative elements that are 

the gross water etc; as in the [collection] beginning with the subtle 

elements and ending with the ego [which is on account of being the material 

cause of the internal organ as is indicated by the word ,11 cittavarga.11 

(in the versef]Jso in this sphere with those called Sthanu, Guhya, Ati

guhya, Guhyatara and Pav itra, there are the five and eight that are in 

these worlds. Thus it is said in the srrmannandikesvarakarika: .11 Brahma 

is located in the gross things for the purpose of the objects of enjoy

ment of the bodies that are the support of the subtle etc. The 
I - .. 

Rudrasata is of the Ksetrabhuva and the forty subtle elements. The subtle .. 

elements, Manas, the ego, Buddhi, organs, the best of the Yagins, Va..ma, 

etc. are at the summit of the Gu~as and rule in the Prakrti-tattva; the 

Mandalins have their sphere in Kala; he says:., -
,

(114Bb-116B) THE EIGHT WISE ONES, PAISACA, ETC., THAT TAKE OFFICE 

IN THE GUNA-TATTVA OUGHT TO BE WORSHIPPED IN THE BUDDHI; 

IN DUE ORDER THE SERIES OF STATIONS OF VAMA ETC. ARE COMPLETELY 

ABSORBED IN THE PRAKRTI .THAT. IS A MODIFICATION WHEN [DWELLING] 

AT THE HEAD OF THE GU~A-TATTVA,WHICH STATION OF EXISTENCE IS 

PURE AND OF THE CHARACTER OF T8E GUNAS YET UNACCOMPLISHED. THE 
~ 

SERI ES OF REGIONS OF THE KRODHESVARARUDRAS BELOtJGS TO THE PRAKRTI 

REGION. 

The thirty RUdra, Varna etc., together with the eight KrodeSvara, 

by means of being the Lords of the Prakrti sphere~ are located at the 

http:11cittavarga.11
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head of the worlds of the Guna-level (gunamastakabhuvane~u). On 

account of the subtle nature of Prakrti, it is improper for [them to 

be] the support of the worlds -- so say the ones who know the Agamas. 

-(117A) THE MA~J~ALAS, THE EIGHT DESIRABLE ONESJARE IN THE KALA-TATTVA. 

The Mandalas are in the eight worlds in an eight-fold sequential.. 
ity of the Kala-tattva in association with Raga and Vidya. Thus

1 
it is 

said in the srrmatmrgendra, Uthe MaQfialadhipas are in the 64 groups 

(Ma~~ala) of the Great Cities (Mahapura. ) that occupy Kala,which is the 

womb (qarbha) of Raga and Vidya. ,'_' 

Therein it is said that 1
_
1Kala and Niyati have two worlds1 

(bhuvanadvaya); restraint (niyata) is in niyati :while t~e ~apacity to 
91cause things (kalan.aS'akti) · is in Ka~a. ,u Since the worldly- states 

(bhuvanidhvan) are well treated in the manuals dealing with ritual and 

elsewhere;they are not going to be treated here in great detail. In 

these ritual manuals and elsewhere there may be some differences concern

ing the enumeration of subordinate worlds; however, some of the enumeratio~s get 

included somewhere or other -- so there is no inconsistency. 

Now, having discussed the creation of the Tattvas that' is of the 

nature of the worlds,~e is going to establish Maya as the higher 

material cause of the worlds,which is of the nature of Kala etc. 

(which have already been discussed): 

(117B-118A) MAHAMAYA, WHICH IS UNCONSCIOUS, IS THE ,"SEED OF THE 


WORLD,", THE CAPACITY TO CREATE; IN ORDER FOR' THERE TO BE THE 

-· ENJOYMENT OF THE ErJJOYERS, THERE IS THE BIRTH OF KALA ETC. ON 
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ACCOUNT OF THIS MAHAMAYA. 

l
11 Mayaiu is .'.'the extensive one,... (mahati) on account of its self

1 11effected pervasiveness in the form of a manifold ._
1flowing,_ ; Maya is 

the , ... mati,11 (conception/idea) in the 1 

1
_
1Cosmic Rest (pralaya) of the whole 

impure world. [Maya qua Mati outlives the Pralaya and serves as the 
-- -- > 

source of the succeeding creation]. 

This Maya is the : seed of that ,.. world which is in the 

form of Kala etc.; iv\1ya ·.is thus the material cause, both directly and in

directly (sak~atparamparya),~f everything ·that is of the form of an 

effect
7 
since Mlya is bearer of the worlds and the pr1n~ 

ciple of the manifoldness regarding the difference with respect to each 

soul. 
11Maya is ,"the capacity to create.
7 

which means that it is of the 

nature of a collection of its own effected capacities ·that are of a 

subtle form. By the acceptance of Satkaryavada, Maya is of the form 

of the capacity (£°akti) of all effects; being such a condition 

as the material cause, Maya is unconscious, like earth and so forth. 

Therefore, Maya is the origin of the means whereby Bhoga is accomplished 

in the sphere of Kala etc. 

He is now going to describe the nature of Maya as a collection 

of capacities: 

(118B-119A) THIS MAHAMA'r'A P-OSSESSES CAPACITIES; THE PLURALITY AND 

MANIFOLDNESS OF THE CAPACITIES ARE ESTABLISHED ON THE 

BASIS OF THE MANIFOLD AND ENDLESS EFFECTS. 
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On account of observing the arising of the manifold and end

less effects, this Maya is known to be of the nature of the collection of 

capacities that are of the manifold and endless effects. 

An objection is raised. If one holds that Maya's manifold capacities 

cause manifold effects, and yet, if one also holds that all the forms of 

capacity a tually are capacities of Maya itself, then it is unnecessary 

to postulate further capacities [in the form of the manifold effects] 

stemming from this capacity [of Maya]. As a result, Maya should be 

considered to be eternal on account of being the ultimate [single] 

cause; otherwise, an infinite regress [of causes] will follow. This 

is the s~nse of the following verse; he says: 

(119B-120A) [AN OBJECTION:] ON ACCOUNT OF THE MANIFOLDNESS OF THE 

NON-CONSCIOUS THINGS, THERE IS MOST CERTAINLY THE NON-ETERNALITY 

[OF MAHAMAYA]; [THE REPLY:] NOT BEING ITSELF MANIFOLD ON ACCOUNT 

OF ITS CONTINUED EXISTENCE, MAYA IS ETERNAL, EVEN THOUGH IT IS 

OF AN UNCONSCIOUS NATURE. 

Moreover, 

(120B-121A) ON ACCOUNT OF THE INFINITE NUMBER OF SOULS, MAYA MUST 

BE PERVASIVE; FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING ENJOYMENT, MAYA CAUSES 

ALL EFFECTS THROUGH ALL THE COURSES [OF THINGS] AND THROUGH ALL 

THE ABODES. 

Bfhaspati says: "[if Maya is not eternal,] all the Siddha's 

words, which have been vocalized over a long period of time, will perish." 

Although Maya is eternal [i.e., beginningless, anantya], the 

various courses [of things caused by Maya] are not innumerable. The 

maxim that "curd comes from milk" supports the idea that transformation 
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is not a total transformation; the maxim .·that ~~insects [taking sustenance] 


from the gheeH supports the ·idea that transformation is only partial. 


(121B-122A) CREATION, MAINTENANCE, AND DESTRUCTION ARE SAID TO BE 

THE CONDITIONS. INHERENT TO MAYA; THE INHERENT CONDITION 

BELONGS TO THE TRANSFORMATION WITH THE TATTVAS AND ENDS 

WITH THE WORLDS. 

.... . . . 

So, on account of being the ultimate material cause, Maya is responsible 

for the creaiio~, ·~aintenance and destruction of the universe . . The 

~~~nsformation of the worlds, etc. remains as an inherent condition of 

1 ~aya in the form of tattvas, etc. Indeed, the universe, as a transformation of 

Maya, consists of the tattvas, materi'al things, sentient beings and worlds. · 

/ln 6bjectron: the Agamas c_laim that Bindu is the material 

cause of the pure Tattvas etc. · · 

True! That holds good in the case of the higher condition of 

releas~ · such as is obtained by the . 

Vidyes~aras etc., but not here, however, as the material cause (qua 

Maya) provides the means wh~reby enjoyment is accomplished 

( Bhogasadhanata) -- thuS, there is~no:cootraEfittioo.E in ho 1ding both Bi ndu and 

Mayamaya as matenal causes]. And here: 

(122B) WHEN CREATION AND MAINTENANCE HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED, DESTRUCTION 

IS [DESCRIBED AS] THE REVERSE PROCESS OF CREATION. 

This is the meaning [of the verse]: creation and maintenance 

are described by explaining their activities and by describing the sequence 

of their genesis with respect to each Tattva; destruction, on the other 
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11hand, is described as the ."drawing in/contracting, (upasarohara) into 

its own causes by an inversion of creation?3 Moreover: 

(123A) ON ACCOUNT OF THE BEGINNINGLESSNESS OF WORLDLY EXISTENCE, 

THERE IS NO PERMANENCE IN THE PROCESS OF CREATION ETC. 

The Beginninglessness refers to sa~saric existence. An objection: 

as they provide the means whereby enjoyment can be accomplished, creation 

and destruction affect souls; however, why should the .Lord 

want to carry out destruction?94 

We reply: since Maya has_ the incessant capacity (Sakti) of 

increasing the production of the infinite enjoyments of the soul, the re

absorption (samh§ra) is for the purpose of the maturation of the (souls') 

Karman (karmapakartha) and also for the purpose of providing some rest for 

the souls (atmanam vistamartham) for the rejuv~nation of their 

powers (samarthyopdbalanartham), as is sleep for a beautiful woman. Thus, 

11it is said in the Srfmatmrgendra, 95 
1 · Hlving been seized, the soul 

remains for the purpose of rest. 11 lhis i~done for the benefit of all created 

being$ who are the 1\\Grldlings" fatigued by the bound condition; even in this . 

state of rest, there is instruction for those who are fit for instruction, 

the obstruction for those who are fit for obstruction, and the maturation1 

of Karma for those who are fit for this· maturation. Making 

the capacities of Maya fit for manifestation, the Lord watches over the 

whole genesis of things. 

Now summing up that Enjoyment (with its means) belongs to the soul, 

he is going to introduce [the view] that the Pas~,which is of the nature 

of Mala,just belongs to this [soul]. 
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1(123B-124A) .THE SOULS. •iOBJECT-OF-ENJOYMENT" CONSISTS ~:: 

OF MAYA (MAYA-MAYA) BY THE MEANS (SADHANA . ) . THAT HAVE BEEN 

PRODUCED FROM MAYA; THEREFORE, THE ENJOYER IS A DEFILED-SOUL 

lHAT IS CONSCIOUS -- THE OBJECT-OF-ENJOYMENT IS NOT CONSCIOUS. 

As it has been said, the object-of-enjoyment is of the nature of 

the cognition of the Buddhi,which is of the nature of pleasure etc.; this 

object of enjoyment is just an effect of maya and is not inherent in the 

soul as its !"quality,", since the soul is of the nature consciousness. As 

well, to postulate such an inherence (samavaya) would entail the fault of 

attributing mutability etc. to the soul. Thus, just the 
·. · 

conscious soul is the Enjoyer of the object of enjoyment. 
On account of the sculls obfuscated condition of consciousness 

and agency (which is an impure condition that will be discussed in the 

sequel), it is possible for the soul to enjoy that which is accompanied 

by the Tattvas such as Kala etc., which are produced from Maya. 

But, without some cause to account for the effect, limited 

consciousness is not possible. Hence, how does this impure soul come to 

be ? He says: 
(124B) THUS OMNISCIENCE AND OMNIPOTENCE ARE OBFUSCATED BY THE MALA 

OF THE EXPERIENCER (VISAYITVA). 

Although possessed by omniscience and omnipotence, like Siva, the 

soul requires Kala etc. in the cognition that has a limited scope 

(kimcidviiaya). Thus, it is said . that the released soul - who is not 

an enjoyer -- is possessed by omniscience etc. 

Therefore, given [the sense of] Enjoyership there is the 

11designation of ~"experiencer; (visayitva), which means that the obfuscation 
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by Mala is designated by ,'1experiencer!•.•. It is said that ,11 Enjoyment 

1s a result of Mala~I Thus, the soul [with Enjoyership] is impure • 

Jhe :Srimatsvayambhuva _states: • 
11 If the soul is not impure, how come it 

has this attachment to enjoyments? .Thus: 

(125A) .BY MEANS OF.-· THAT PASSION (RAGA) THAT FUNCTIONS ON ACCOUNT OF 

~ IN ALAIDJT COOITI(}J, lHE SOUL .[OOFUSCATED BY fvWJ\] CHASES AFTER .. ~YA . 

It is improper to attribute [karmic] development to the soul, 
I . 

as in the case of agricultural activities etc. -T;he soul follows after 

Maya (which is transformed into the form of the means whereby Enjoyment is 

accomplished) thro~g~ the ~eans of Raga,wh-i.Gh is of the nature of Karma# 

O·uring the period of the Cosmic Destruction (pralaya) when there is the 

disappearance of the Buddhi in the ~amsaric sphere due 

to the Reabsorption of the destroyed Buddhi into the 
1 

11 seed of the worldu . 

(which is of the nature of Maya),. 95 enjoyment . aris~s due -to the fructification 

of [the latent] Karma. Now an obj~ction is raised. 

(1258-126A) KARMA,WHICH IS AN EFFECT OF A PREVIOUS EXISTENCE 

PROVIDES THE SOULS 1 FRUITS AT BIRTH ETC. -- WHY THEN IMAGINE THAT 

THE SOUL IS DEFILED WHEN KARMA IS PREVAILING? 

Karmic-activities are the givers of birth, life and Enjoyment 

through the condition of the bondage to the body that is an effect -

[this can be understood] in terms of the maxim that ,. 'the seed and sprout 

relationship is beginningless. 1196 Just let these karmic-activities provide 

the soul 1 s connection to the body ,which is for the purpose of the enjoy

ment of the respective fruits. of what use is Mala? After you have 

http:Raga,wh-i.Gh
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construed Mala as useful [i.e. as capable of providing the souls' 

bondage], you go on and postulate Karma, [claiming that it must be postu

lated] since there is nothing other to explain the variety _[of the differences] 

of enjoyment. Thus, just Karma should be postulated as the cause of 

bondage; your explanation is "too cumbersome ! The postulation of 

Mal a_ is unnecessary ! Thus they say, 11 What is conceived again obstructs 0 1 

the conception (kalpyam punar nirunaddhi kalpanamit0,11 In this [verse]• 

he refutes this: 

I
(126B-127A) ON ACCOUNT OF KARMA THERE IS THE CAPACITY (SAKTI) 

THAT GErJERATES BIRTH ETC. -- BUT THIS DOES NOT TAKE PLACE 

WITHOUT MALA, AS A SOUL THAT" IS FREE FROM IMPURITY IS NOWHERE 

TO BE SEEN. 

Since it is impossible to observe either the engagement in karmic 

comportment or the actual birth of a released soul- that . is not 

possessed of Mala (the cause of ignorance.) it follows that the acquisition of 

Kar:_rna solely belongs to a soul possessed of Mala .· once the accumulation 

of Karma has been effected, · the soul thenceforth engages 

in its enjoyment. If th~ cause of birth etc. is Mala, then why even 

posit Karma? 

(127B-128A) IF LET THE WO~LDLING/EXPERIENCER (VISAYITVA) BE 

EXPLAINED BY ONE THING [I.E. MALA] -- THEN OF WHAT USE IS KARMA? 

ON ACCOUNT OF HAVING ACQUIRED [MALA], THE CONNECTION TO BIRTH ETC. 

CERTAINLY ARISES~ 

Now he refutes this: 
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(1288-129A) IN RESPECT TO THE ,11 KEVALINS;11 (RELEASED SOULS) WHO ARE 

POSSESSED OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND WHO ARE ACCOMPLISHED WITHOUT KARMA, 

THERE IS NO CONNECTION TO BIRTH ETC.: THEREFORE, THE CAUSE BEHIND 

THE EXISTErJCE IN THIS WORLD IS TWOFOLD. 

Since we do not see the birth etc. of the ViJ.fianakevalins who 

are free of karma but are still impeded by Mala, the cause of the 

connection to Maya is twofold -- this is the meaning of the verse. 

Now an objection: it is not proper to hold that the soul can be 

obfuscated [by Mala], since prior to creation the soul is possessed by 
,

consciousness and partlessness, 11ke Siva. He dis~oses of this doubt in 

the following verse: 

(129B-130A) IT IS FALSE TO SAY THAT ,"SINCE THE SOUL IS POSSESSED 

OF THE QUALITIES OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND ACTIVITY AND IS PARTLESS 

PRIOR TO CREATION, THERE CAN BE NO CONNECTION TO IGNORANCE. 11 

If this accepted, it then becomes improper for the soul to have a 
I

connection to Kala,as in the case of Siva. ·Therefore, there is 

failure of anything else to account for the connection to Kala; hence, 

Mala ought to be accepted as belonging to the soui. 98 Furthermore: 

(130B-131A) WHEN IT IS POSTULATED THAT THE CONSCIOUSNESS AND 

ACTIVITY [INHERENT IN THE SOUL] APPLY TO EVERY OBJECT ON ACCOUNT 

OF THE SOUL'S PERVASIVENESS, THE SOUL BECOMES OMNISCIENT AND 

OMNIPOTENT AND IS THEREFORE SELF-SATISFIED WITHOUT A CAUSE. 

This is not the case on account of the requirement of Kala etc. as in-- ' 

the case of limited knowledge. 
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(1318) ON ACCOUNT OF THERE NOT BEING A MANIFESTING-AGENT OF 


KALA ETC., THERE IS NO MANIFESTATION OF THE BOUND SOUL'S 


CONSCIOUSNESS AND ACTIVITY. 


And it is not proper for this to apply to a soul that is not 


veiled. 


(132A) THE LIGHT OF THE SUN, NOT BEING VEILED, DOES NOT REQUIRE A 

MANIFESTING-AGENT. 

And therefore: 

(1328) MALA IS A BEGINNINGLESS CONNECTION TO [SOMETHING] 

BEGINNINGLESS; IT IS UNIVERSAL [SABHARANA, I.E. APPLICABLE TO ALL] 

AND INDESTRUCTABLE. 

In this verse the ~beginningless connection~ means the ~beginn


ingless covering [by Mala]11 and ~'.'to [something] beginningless' ~ef_ers to 


1the beginningless of the souls; .'universal,'.' means that it applies to all bound1 

souls--thus one has to accept that Mala is eternal. [The opponent raises an ob

-::jeetibn·:fif Mala is eternal, there wi 11 never be a .'.'cessation [of samsara_.111
· 

for the soul! Or, on the other hand, if _ 11cessation.11 is accomodated, 

on account of the unity of Mala,at the time of the release of one soul, 

all souls will attain release. He says: 

( 133A) WITH RESPECT TO THE LIMITATIONS PERTINENT TO EACH SOUL, W\LA HL\S lHE 

' CAPACITY (SAKTI) TO SEPARATE THE RESPECTIVE TIME [GOVERNING THE 

RESPECTIVE LIMITATIONS]. 

Mala's innumerable capacities (sakti) are restricted to individual 


souls. Thus~ individual souls are released when their bonds qua 


http:11cessation.11
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"capacities" (sakti) [of Mala] reach their proper maturation. In this 

respect, it is said that the capacities are simply superimpositions 

(up~dhi) over individual souls and that that these capacities reach 

their own end. 

The oppenent argues: the obfuscated condition of the soul arises as 

a result of the "mundane delusion" (mahamoha) that comes about only after 

the creation of the world and due to the soul's "connection-to-Kala, etc." 

\~e reply: 

(133B-134A) ACCORDING TO THIS VIEW, THE SOUL IS CONSIDERED TO 


BE UNCONNECTED TO MALA AND IS THEREFORE CONSIDERED TO BE 

/

UNOBFUSCATED, AS IS THE CASE WITH SIVA. 

However, according to this view, it becomes impossible for 

the soul [which is only obfuscated by mundane defilement] to 

abandon the mundane defilement (prakrtamala). Thus, one ought 

to accept the beginningless connection between the soul and the 

beginningless Mala. 

Furthermore: 

(134B-135A) ACCORDING TO THE WISE, IF THE CONNECTION 

BETWEEN MALA AND THE SOUL HAS A BEGINNING, THEN ONE 

MUST ALSO SPEAK ABOUT A CAUSE (KjRAN~) [OF THIS 

BEGINNING] -- AND THUS, AN INFINITE REGRESS WILL 

FOLLOW. 
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(135B-136A) IF, ONE THE OTHER HAND, THE CONNECTION IS CONSIDERED 


TO BE WITHOUT A CAUSE, THEN EVEN THE CONNECTION TO KALA ETC. 


IS CONSIDERED TO BE WITHOUT A CAUSE, AND THEREFORE, THERE 


WILL BE NO RELEASE FOR SOULS AND THERE WILL BE NO LORD! 


When one holds that the association with Pasa [the category 

of the bound condition] is without a cause, on account of the uncaused 

connection to a body etc., then even the released soul will have some 

connection with this Pata, and it will actually be impossible for the 
/

the soul to be released from samsara. Since this association to Pasa 
/ /

would even apply to Siva, Siva would no longer be considered the Godhead. 

For these reasons, the soul's connection to Mala ought to be accepted as 

beginningless and as the cause of samsaric existence. 

An opponent may claim that Mala is manifold due to its specificity. 

According to this view, Mala is therefore considered to be non-eternal, 

due to its manifoldness and materiality, as in the case of pots etc. 

However, since this view postulates a type of Mala that would have 

have a beginning, the same faults already mentioned would apply here 

as well, i.e., the charge of "infinite regress", the impossibility of 

release", etc. He says: 

(135B-137A) IF MAL~ IS HELD TO BE SPECIFIC [TO EACH SOUL], 


THEN IT rs UNCONSCIOUS ON ACCOUNT OF BEING MANIFOLD; HOWEVER, 


ON ACCOUNT OF HAVING AN ORIGIN AND BEING SUBJECT TO DESTRUCTION, 


THE EARLIER MENTIONED FAULTS APPLY [TO THIS ACCOUNT OF MALA]. 


Since Mala is beginningless it cannot "have an end" [i.e., be open 

to destruction]; otherwise [if one holds that something beginningless can 

have an end], everything becomes open to destruction [i.e., everything 

becomes non-eternal]. 

(137B-138A) IF THE CONNECTION OF "SOMETHING BEGINNINGLESS TO SOME
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THING BEGINNINGLESS" IS ESTABLISHED AS BEING OPEN TO DESTRUCTION, 

/THEN EVEN SUCH BEGINNINGLESS THINGS AS MAYA AND SIVA WOULD BE 

SUBJECT TO DESTRUCTION ! 

Having established the indestructableness, eternality and 

beginninglessness of Mala, he will now establish that Mala is possessed 

of endless capacities (sakti): 

(138B) THESE CAPACITIES OF MALA, WHICH ARE RESTRICTED TO EACH SOUL 

INDIVIDUALLY, ARE THE OBSTRUCTORS OF THE [SOU~S ] QUALITIES. 

"The obstructors of the quality" means the obstructors of the 

soul's qualities, which are of the nature of consciousness and activity 

/ (as has been pointed out already). 

Due to the failure to otherwise account for the variety of enjoyment, 

which is [empirically] observed, the variety [of enjoyment] is .established 

to be based on the temporal transformations of Mala's "capacities". He says: 

(139A-140A) IF MALA'S CAPACITIES WERE NOT TEMPORALLY RESTRAINED WITH 
N- RESPECT TO THE TERMINATION OF THE OBSTRUCTION [OF JNANA AND KRIYA], 

THE SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE OF ALL THOSE WHO POSSESS CONSCIOUSNESS 

WOULD OCCUR. SINCE THE SOUL EXISTS IN A CONDITION OF BEGINNINGLESS 
_/

OBFUSCATION, MALA IS THE ONLY PASA THAT INNATELY COEXISTS ALONG WITH 

THE SOUL. 

Mala is the only Pasa that innately coexists along with the soul. 

However, the Srfmatsvayambhuva and other works entertain the opponent? 

claim that Maya etc. are just "independent" phenomena [lacking any 

innate connection to the soul and Mala]. The opponent claims that all the 

entities that belong to the sphere of Maya to which the bound soul has 
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a connection, are just of the nature of Maya itself. 
/

In the Srimanmrgendra and elsewhere this opponent is refuted 

on the grounds that the Mala that innately coexists along with 

the soul is in fact the cause (hetutva) of the Mala constitutive 

of [the Maya-based] delusion, etc. (i.e., delusion, madness, passion, 

depression and emaciation). Thus, he says: 

(1408-141A) IT IS NOT PROPER TO HOLD THAT THE FIVE [DELUSIONS] 

SUCH AS MADNESS, ETC. ARE THE [OBSCURING-] ACTIVITIES OF THE 

EXPERIENCER (VISAYITVA), AS THESE FIVE DELUSIONS ARE NEVER 

SEEN IN THE SOULS WITHOUT KAL~. ~ 

The five delusions (which are going to be described in the 

sequel) are not seen when Mala is without the connection to Kala etc. 

as in the case of the Vijnanakala and Pralayakala [souls]. The five 

delusions only apply to the Sakala souls. Thus, it is established that 

the five delusions, which belong to Mala, do not have the function of 

obfuscating consciousness and activity • 
.I •

The Srimatmatanga and other texts state that Mala exists as the 

generating cause of the five delusions. In this case, the five delusions, 

which are of the nature of such mental conceptions as seeing the soul in what 

is not the soul, are said to have Maya as their material cause, because 

those souls that are involved in the sphere of Maya and that are linked to 

Kala, are not free of Mala. Consequently, the five delusions arise 

on account of Mala acting as an associate cause (sahakarin). Only 

as an "associate cause" is Mala, therefore, the cause (hetutva) . 

of the five delusions. Hence, there is no contradiction in speaking of 

Mala as the cause. 
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Now, an objection is raised: "The five delusions, whose 

material cause is considered to be Mala, are not manifested during 

the period of Cosmic Rest. They are only manifested after their 

connection to Kala. What is wrong with this position ? He says: 

(1418-1428) "THE FIVE DELUSIONS ARE MANIFESTED ON ACCOUNT OF THE 

CONNECTION TO THE MEANS WHEREBY ENJOYMENT IS ACCOMPLISHED." 

THIS IS FALSE ! ACCORDING TO YOU THE FIVE DELUSIONS HAVE THE 

SAME CHARACTERISTICS AS FUNCTIONS OF THE GUNAS. THUS, 

ACCORDING TO YOU, THE FIVE DELUSIONS ARE SIMPLY SPECIES OF 

THE GUNAS. --,

He states that the manifestation of the five delusions does not 

arise after the connection to the means whereby enjoyment is accomplished. 

An objection is raised. Mala is described as the cause of the five 

delusions. However, since Mala is also described as eternally being 

of the same nature, it is impossible for there to be a distinction between 

a manifested and an unmanifested condition of Mala. As a result, it must 

be accepted that the five delusions are in an effect condition obfuscating 

the soul's consciousness and activity. 

No, this does not follow ! Rather, the five delusions attributed 

to the soul are simply conditions of the internal organ (antahkarana) 

and temporally arise after the connection to the means whereby enjoyment 

is accomplished. Thus, the five delusions should be construed as 

arising from the Gunas, which have arisen from Maya together with the 

auxilliary cause Mala. 

Now he is going to point out the nature of the five delusions 

as of the nature of the Gunas:__.___ 
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(143A-143B) MADNESS AND DELUSION; ATTACHMENT; DESPAIR AND 


ERROR -- THESE ARE RESPECTIVELY DERIVED FROM TAMAS, SATTVA 


AND RAJAS. 


An objection: if the five delusions are not modifications of the G.Jnas 

in the condition of the internal organ, then the five delusions 

must be separate modifications of Mala and are seen.. -_to occur 

in the soul with limited consciousness. lhat this is not the case, 

he says: 

(144A) THE MODIFICATIONS OF THE CAUSE [I.E., MALA] ARE 


NOT SEPARATE FROM THE FIVE GU~A-BASED DELUSIONS--THIS IS 


NOT, THE CASE 


Thus: 

(144B-145A) IF ONE DISMISSES THE CAPACITIES AS THE OBSCURATIONAL 

FACTORS, NO OTHER QUALITY THAN THIS SHOULD BE ACKNOWLEDGED. THE 
... 

CAUSE OF THE 11 SAMSKARAS 11 IS ONE THAT IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 


RECEPTACLE OF KARMA. 


The ubiquitous Mala is the obscurational agency of consciousness 

and activity while the connection to the sawskara-based Karmic activity 

is the cause of samsaric existence. There is no other reason to explain 

the effect except Mala. This is the meaning of the verse. 

Now, having pointed out the innate nature of Mala, he 

concludes [this verse]: 

(1458) IN A WORD, ON ACCOUNT OF ITS CONNECTION TO MALA, THE SOUL 

IS TERMED "THE LIMITED ONE" (ANU). 
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In the Srimatraurava etc. the word ,11 souC1 (pa£u) is used to 

indicate .11 mala 11 
; Mala is not a separate Tattva from ."soul 11 but rather 

J , ...... 

Mala is inclusive in the .11 Pa£u-tattva 11 
-- without this inclusiveness 

of mala in the.1.1Pasu-tattva 11 
, it is impossible for there to be the bound 

..
/condition (pasutva) the soul. Moreover, in this section, the activity 

[of Mala] has been treated as (a) the form of ! 
11 Enjoyment11 and ."the 

object of Enjoyment," belonging to the bound souls and (b) of the nature 

of a 
1 

11 diminishing (posana) qua the generating of Kala etc. which forms 

the means whereby Enjoyment is accomplished and which is derived from 

maya, and (c) which is of the nature of. the soul 1 s enjoyment of Enjoy

ment (bhqgabhojana) prior to the act of creation etc. ' of Siva and at the 

time of creation, on account of the beginningless-veiling (anadyavrtatva) 

by Mala. All of these activities of these [limited souls] arise solely 

on account of the soul's obfuscation by Mala. All obfuscational activrties occur 

because of the existence of Mala. Moreover, the five delusions are herein sh0W1 

to be Klesas of the soul; he is now going to sum up, pointing out that 

the differences of the activities [of these klesic souls] are due to the 

differences in the competance (adhikarabheda) [of these klefic souls]; 
f\. 

He says: 

(146A-146B) FOR THOSE WHO ARE ABSORBED IN THE TATTVAS, THE 
/

KLESA S ARE INACTIVE (PRASUPTA); FOR THOSE WHO ARE YOGINS, 
/ 

THE KLESAS ARE THE OBSTRUCTIONS ON THE SHORE (TATARUDDHA); 


FOR THOSE WHO ARE ADDICTED TO WORLDLY OBJECTS (VI~AYASArfuIN), THE 

I 

KLESAS ARE OF A MANIFOLD AND DEV.ELOPED FORM (VICITRODARARUPA). 

IBelonging to·those in the ~13ya-tattva, the Kl es as belong to the 
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Pralayakala . ·souls who are limited to the Guna-tattva etc •. being 

so limited, the Klesas . of the Pralayakala souls are 11inactive11 
, because they do not con

/
tribute towards any significant change. The Klesas of the Yogins are 

manifested on account of the power of yoga; being in the middle sphere, 
Vr~j.-\ r.»' 

Yogins 
v 

1 
~ 

activities are obstructed. The ones who are attached to sense 

-


objects are the Sakala -s~uls whose activities are diverse (vicitra) and 

developed ,.(udbhufa} .., If- we take the reading 11 vicchinnodara 11 instead 

.of ":'_'vicitrodara [vicchinna-udara, separate and illustrious, vicitra-udara, 

manifold and illustrious] the meaning [of the verse] becomes: For those 
I

who are addicted to worldly objects (visayasahgin) the Kleasas are some

times of a. developed form and sometimes of a 

split up form, because of the mutual ascendency-and subjugation of the two 

types. 

Now, having earlier mentioned that Bhoga and Moksa along with the 

the means whereby they are accomplished would be treated, Bhoga along with 

its means has been dealt with and the manual dealing with Bhoga is con

cluded. Moksa along with its means will be dealt with in another manual. 
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NOTES 

1As the ,11 Paramatman.~ Sadasi va is described as the 
1
11 sarvakalapravartaka6,11 in RA, 1.18, p. 2. 

2sadaSi va is described as the ,11 bandhamok§apranetr.11 in RA, 1. 2, p. 1 • 
3compare Sffivkhya SUtra, 3. 72 : 11 [Bondage and Liberati on be

1ong J to matter directly, because it is subject to association, like a 
beast ( prakrteranj asyatmasangat) •. 11 

4cf. Par}dey, Bhaskar!, p. LXII for a discussion of the distinction 
between Agamic Saivism and sa~khya. · 

5A soul becomes capable of enjoying objects-of-ef!joyment because of 
being attached (saktatva ) to enjoyment (~hoga) by the Ra{g-tattva which is 
technically that which causes attachment anuranjaka) to ings {visaya)'; 
however, Raga is dependent on Mala. ' 

According to Samkhya, ~ is the cause (hetu) or manifestor 
(abhivyan~aka) of attac~ment (aoliTsaOga)which is an attribute (dhanna)
of the Bu dhi. 

6sK, 117B-118A; the ~a~adbija is described as the ."mahamiiyii,", 
11which is th"e .'.'janyafakti . an is acetana. 

7This verse is also quote,d by Madhava in the Sarvadarsanasawgraha 
in the section dealing with the Saivadars~na; cf. ed. p. 80 and trans. 
p.118. 

~Cf. -K. Sivaraman, Saivism in Philosophical· Perspective, p. ·247. 
9Also quoted by Aghora Siva, TSV, p. 5 
10A similar quotation is found in MA, p. 317: 

• 
11 sthUl asuk§marupatvena tanindriyayadharan isthitan i i tyartham .... 

11 Also quoted in MAD, p. 317 and MPA, 19.21-, p. 467; the source 
is TS, v. 4, p. - 

12 11m 11,11 ~cti vi ti~s~ or , ·odi fications, are variously referred to as 
vrtti, kriya, or vyapara. 

13The subtle body (suk~adeha) or ,"transference body (ativahika)" · 
is also known as the :11 purya§taa,11 as it consists of the five tanmatra 
and three antabkarana~ Elsewhere the ourvastaka is identified with 

• t 
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the pr~oastaka, i.e. that which consists of the fiverl\r~~· the 
ka rmen rfYii. ~ll<inendriya and a ntahka ran a ; cf. Yu kt id pi a comm. on vv . 
23-24 and Bra mastrtrasahkarabn~ya on ~.4.6. S[~khya S-atra 3. 7-16 / 

1claims tharrfle subtle body (lrnga) is 11 sevcnteen ancr one,il (saptadasaika),
which includes i;.he three internal organs, ten organs and five subtle 
elements. The Sivajrianasiddhiyar (trans. p.206 ) claims that there are 
actua11 y /'five II boih es ' tfiesuk§ma- ' sthii I a- ' auQi- ' kailcuka- and 
karapa bodies, ·which the author respectively i en ifies with the five 
kosas of the Vedanta, i. e. the pra12amaya-, annamaya-, manomaya-,
vi1nanamaya- and anandamaya-kosa. · 

1114In this context, the commentator supplies both the 11 gross, and 
11 

,
11 subtle, elements whereas in the previous verse just the gross elements 
are discussed. 

15The commentator is attempting to explain the compound 
11.nativahikadehastha, in terms of the fact that the gross body is the 

11receptacle; therefore, the ,11 stha, cannot directly be the receptacle. 
Moreover, the introduction or-tfie subtle body and karma at this point,
especially the claim in 8Ab-8B that .trresubtle body-rs-only perceptible 
by those who have lordly powers, may be an argume1t against the Carvakas 
who argue that the :~C~§1.f is solely a product of the physical body; of 
the two causes the Saivi e brings forth i.n his explanation, i.e. karma 
and the subtle body, kaf'!!!~ is adrl}a and the subtle body is only open to 
the perception of those who have ordly powers. . 

16TS, vv. 24B-25A, p. 25. 
17 11 11 , "Spirits, , i.e • . 11 pisacal;l, ; for a description of these spirits,1

cf. SPB, p~ 239. The Pisacas are the deities who rule over the Tattvas 
from""lftiddhi to earth, possess lordly powers and are of eight types:-----

18A very similar description of the kramic ordering of the ele
ments and their qualities is found in the Mrgendra Agama, 12.26-30; 
pp. 337-338. . 

19cf. MA, 12 • . 28A; p. 338. 
20ibid. 12.26A, p. 337 
21 Ibid. p. 331: ,11 ete_g sabda etasam parasparahati va~at 

utpanna~11 • 

22cf. ibid. 11.17-19. p. 

, 23The Saivites want to argue for a ,11 krama theory 11 of evolutes. 
Sabda is actually a specific~ of, akasa but a shared QUJl~ of the 
other gross elements as well;----:rfle Saiv1tes are arguing against the 
more static view of Vaise~ika that sabda is an ekagupa of akasa. 
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Vais'esika explains the presence of/ sabda elsewhere by arguing that 
iikasa· is present everywhere; cf"; SPB, p. 283: ."svaviSesa~upa~ Sabd~~ 
iSraya"danrta~ Sth itaQ. heturva i Ser'J(a ( atO I~ h~tVabliaSQ 'V ag amya e) • ,11 

Sridhara comm. on 41, trans. p. 32) argues . af sound can never be · 
a quality of any other substance, one of the reasons being that :'it 
is perceived elsewhere than its substratu~''. Sound is perceived in 
the ear, not in the objects which are thought to be its substratum. 

24~11 kal~tita,11 : the hetu is proven to be badhita by some other _ 
pramaoa whicn is stronger;--rt is fivefold according to the five pramanas.
A typical.example with respect to the pratyak§aprama2a is the statement 
that ,"fire is not hot because it is a thrng,11 

• 

25According to ttyaya-Vaise~ika, the conceptio!J. of rtTP,.? is only 
11 

,
11 colouri although ~t signifies form as well, which Nyaya-Va1se~ka cal ls 
anvaya-samsthanavisesa (a particular arrangement of parts). 

/ _ 26A similar citation is found in MA, 12.198, p. 330 
11 


•
 
11 s abdaayekotta ra ••• ,

27According to the Vaisesika, the five karmendriya fall under 
11the category of .11 movement, ( kanna); cf. Padarthadhannasamgraha, trans. 

p. 5. According .to Uyaya~ the definition of the . 11 sarira, 11 is .natmano 
bho~ayatanam,11 or more specifically, antyavayavitve sah ce$ta"srayam,
a final product which possesses voluntary action; c~arkasa~graha, 
p. 106 and K. Kuppuswami Sastri, A Primer ~f Indian Logic (Ma ras: P. 
Varadachary, 1932), p. 83. As weTl, cf. Sridhara, trans. p. 629, for a 

11description of the function of !'conscious movement, : "if one wishes to 
perform an action then there arises an effort in the soul, occupying
the region of the bcxJy, aided by that effort and gravity, produces an 
action (motion) in the hand (explained in terms of the soul being in 

11 
,
11contact, with a circumscribed part of the body)." 

28Quoted in MAD, p. 321: a~so quoted by Aghora Siva in his comm
entary on v. 51 of tne-Tattvaprakasa, p. 105. 

29 . I 
11Cf. TS, v. 6A, p. : ! 

11 pratyekam sabdadisvesamalocam vr.ttib. ,
30campare TSV, p. 9: ,"na c~xam tattvantaranain ~arya}! tesam 

1Y_akaryaireva sidd"hTfl. ~aryantara efUtve pramanabhava • ----
anekatattvap~r1kalpanabhavaprasangacca. 

31 - 3 9 11 - - - - • • - • 11MA, p. 1 : .. devanaddyotanadva deva rndriya91 ••• ,
32

:A. similar idea is expressed in the MA, p. 321: ,11 when the soul, 
the senses, and the objects are in contact al-Y-the senses do not enter 
into action. Therefore, by the same . reasoning, some may infer that 
there is an agent which sets the senses into [their restricted] activity. 

1133MPA, 18.81-82; also quoted in MAD, p. 320. (wherein 1
11citta, 
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is g 1 ossed as :•manas,11 by RamakaQ~ha). 
34MA, p. 323. 

11~ 35Hul in translates 11 abhijatamarmarasabdavat. as ," ••• craquant 1 

agreablement (..§.Q!!§. la ~?)/'; cf. Hulin, Mrgendragama, trans. p.27T. 

36The needle piercing the collection of lotus leaves is a common
ly used analogy. Sridhara, for example, uses it to explain the quick
ness with which we perceive two separate objects at the same time in 
different places; cf. PDS, p. 57. 

1137BK, 117B-118A. The jagadbfja is ."mahamaya, · (which is the 
janyasakti--and acetanatva). · · 

, 38 1n the MAD (p. 312) which deals with the va}u ."udci'na," Aghora
Siva mentions the-aifferent kinds of udana (naga etc. which are 
mentioned elsewhere as ."pradhana:•, i.e. as e~sential forms of va~[' but 
jJ1 fact they are, he says, seconda~ (apradhanya). He cites the lottara 
~gama which lists five kinds of udana, which are the same that are cited 
ere 

39Quoted in MAV, p. 324 as well. 
40 Ibid., p. 325. 
41 Quoted also in MAV, p. 327. 
42A similar ided is expressed in MAD, p. 327. 
43cf. MAV, p. 32. 
44The same quote appears in MAD, p. 308 and in the TS, p. 9, 

although with the more logical 1

11 tatra yo _e_nadhyavasayatmaka"f.".•," 
1145san:ikhya Sutra 3.58 and 6.40: ,11..e!_aktti, , which is pumartham,

represents the sphere of the bhogya. 
46The whole verse appears in the Sataratnasa~graha, trans. p.69 

!"~hoga is called vedana and is of the nature of JOY, suffering, etc.: 
t e soul fit for tius has the consciousness as due to Karma (bhoga 
·~ vedana eu~saQ . sukhaduQkhadilakianab ~ ~3marthitacaitanya8 
p~n abhyeti annatap).,11 



47The MA (p.342) even attributes cit to the sukjmadeha, thus 
indicating tharthe subtle body acts as aKind of ,"intermediary," factor. 
although. it does not come within a substained analysis in the text. 

48cf. ~' pp. 64-65. According to the £PB (pp. 337-339), Samkhya 

http:11abhijatamarmarasabdavat.as
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.,.,; 

construes mok~a as ;11 kai valya1 

11 
, the atman without adjuncts; for Nyaya 

it is 11 uccheda,n, the complete destruction of all atma-g51~; and for! 

the Bha\tas, fhe manifestation (abhivyakti) of eternal iss (nityasukha). 
49~ pp. 284-285. 

501.e., with respect to v.55. 


1 151 BK, v. 59 is quoted in MAD, p. 289 as i . svacintite~ 
- • h cavig norupe ••• 1II . 

52 , 11 vighata,11 is not explained. 


~3A similar etymology is found in the Pau~kara · A~ama (Q!!f!\Spatala, 

v. 47; SP~, p.232): ;11~ dhannadayas~ ca3tau bhavayanti, • 

54cf. SPB, p. 243, quoted from the Pau~kara (pu~spatala, vv. 
104-128): prat~anti ksetrajnanam ~~ pra yay~~ smrtab.: 

55 MA, 11.12, p. 298. 


56Y~ga s-utras, v. 1.3. 

57Mokia Karika, v. 105, p. 38. 

58 
~' 11 •12 ; p • 298. 

r 
59MA, 11.6; p. 293. The Pauskara fgawa (pu~spafala, v. 120: 

SPB, p. 24jf. describes 11 anaisvarya as ttia- w ich ,ilresu ts from in" 1 1 

capacity (asakti); and this incapacity is of 176 'kinds. Since it is 
often of the fonn of afnana and atu§ti; it is of 164 varieties; these 
are al 1 incapacities o the intel lec"L •• ,11 

60cf. Vedanta Sutras, trans. I I, 272: ,11 Nor is it true that the 
body is absolutely required as an auxiliary of perception -- for in 
the state of dream . the body is motionless.,11 

61 anythanu~apatt i·=artha~att i : presumption of some ,"adqta11arthat11 to accountor some-:11dr(a-artha, accord~ng to tJyaya, i fs an 
anumaQa which can only be proven by vyatirekavyapti. 

62cF. SK, v.20. 
63Not a quote from either the Sa!Qkhya Sutra or ~arpkhya Karika. 
64siimkhya slit ra, 6. 54: ,"ahamarqh kart a na ~urusa~,'' • An i ruddha 

justifies thls view on the basis of the positioil"t at the purusa is 
aparinamitva: cf. also 6.55. 

65similar quote in MAD, p. 85-86. 
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66samkhya Karika, v. 59. 
67cf., for instance, Sridhara on Padarthadharmasa~graha, trans. 

p. 597 concerning dharma; he argues that the itman 1s neither a bhoktr 
or kartr -- it is wholly indifferent. Its connection to the body and · 

11thesenses and the resulting egoistic conceptions of .11 1:• and ,11 Mine, 
1 11cause the sense of 
1
_
1..Qhoktr and 11 kartt''. 	 · · · 

1 1 

68SID1Jkhya Karika, v. 37 
69cf. SfilQkhya Karika, vv. 55-60 
70samkhya Karika, v. 57. 
71 Ibid • v • 56 • 
72~, 10.21; p. 276. 
73TS, y;. 10. p. 

74Quoted in TPV on v. 48, p. a similar citation is found in 
MAD, 10. 11 , p. 262, TSV on v. 4, p. 14 and ~' 11 • 7, p. 326. 

75cf. SPB, p. 201 wherein Sivagrayogin argues that that which is 
an object of eiij'Oyment is not that which causes enjoyment; thus Karma 
must be 	distinct. 

76similar quote · in the MAD, 10.11, p. 262. 
77cf. SPB, p. 215: the samvedana (cognition) of the Buddhi has 

a distinctive Ka'Faoa, since it is an act-(kriya) which thus establishes 
the Vidya-tattva. 

78 TS, v. 14, p. 
79MAD, p. 129 appears to be a better reading: apravrttaQ pravrtto 

80cf. SPB, pp. 160-161 wherein limitedness implies pervasiveness: 
~"The soul is anomniscient being veiled by something, since he is 
parviscient. If he were not an omni$(ient being vieled by something, he 
could not even be parviscient, like Siva. 

81 MA, 10, 7, p. 257. 

, 82Kala, not Sivasakti, activites the Buddhi-tattva; cf. Sivar9man, 
Sai vism in-pnflosophTCarPerSeecti ve (pp. 240-241): ,11 Aow about Si va-Sakti 
which is sp1r1t itself? -C-an 1t not serve to activate the buddhi::rat'tva? 
The answer is that just as one•s body is activated by one 1S-own seTf-;-C>ne's 
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psyche too is activated on one•s self alon1. Because ~akti is the cause 
of all effect it does not mean that it is sakti and not the potter that 
fashions the pot. It may be asked: is not kala itself jaoa? Has it 
not to be activated by a self again? The answer to this-oDjection is 
that ~al~ and other tattvas, jaqa as they are, are activated in their 
1f!rn y i va-tattvas presidecf""Over by theintell igent Si va-iakti. The 
~-tattva'S themselves cannot take the place of kala=tartva because it 
has been explained, the 1 pure 1 siva-tattvas canno:r-T'Unct1on as revealers for 
impurity-ridden selves. t11 



, 83RA, 2.14, p. 6. In his commentary on v. _24 of -t:he TS!.. Aghora
S'lva interprets the "ca" in "avyaktaragavidyal) :: ka.lasamuthah kala ca 
mayaja" as _entaHing·kala and niyati. · 

84MA 

85TS, v. 

86 MA, 6.7. p. 201. 
87TS, v. 
88cf. MA, 3.12, pp. 138-139:Vama~ Guhya, Atiguhya, Pavitra and 

Sthana are five--:P-fve .of the fifty Lords of the worlds of the subtle body. 
89 MA, 13. 14. p. 353. 



APPENDIX II 

The Transl iterated Text1of the B~oga Kdrikii, Qr Sad~ojyoti and its Com
mentary~ Aghora Siva 

[ 1 J 
/  -· 
SIVABHYAM NAMAH

• 

BHOGAKARIKA 

(V~TTISAHITA) 

SIVAM PRANAMYA SADBHOGAMOKSADAM MANDACETASAM. . 
HITAYA LESATAH SPASTAM VYAKHYASYE BHOGAKARIKAM.. .. 

iha hi tatrabhavadbhih sadyojyot.ipadaih \prakaranapratipadyamanam . . . . 
bhogamok~;tmakamartham s~cayadbhistasyaiv~ 'vighnaparis~maptyartha~ pra

thamam parama~ivanamaskarap kriyate. 
- I(1) TRIBANDHICITKALAYOGA BHOGAVISLESAMOKSADAM 

. ' ' 
- - -'• ••I•SARVAKALAKRAMARTHAJNAM PRANAMYAJAM SIVAM DHRUVAM .. 

I ... ... - •trayo bandhasca malakarmamayalaksanaste vidyante yesam ·te tri. . . 
oondt:tinah tes-am-tribandhi.nam sakalakhyanam citamatmanam yo 'yam kala. . . 
yogah suksmadeharambhakakaladlprthivyantatatvatmakaistattadbhuvanaja-2 . . . 
deharupaisca mayiyairavayavaissambandha~ tena bhogam tadvi~le?era [2] 

I - - I I. - - . moksam ca yo dadat1. tam taddrsam. anena s1vasyanad1muktatvena sarva, 
• . 

'nugrahakatvam sarvakartrtvam ca sucyate. ata eva ca sarvakalakramartha
.i111 • • ... - • ~ • ~ • ... ' ~ ....Jnam sarvam ca bhutad1rupam kalakramam sarvamsca tattatkalabhav1ra~ 

padarthan janatiti. etena casya nirmalatvatsarvakartrtvacca sarvakalam 

sarvajnata pratipadyate. kim ca, ajam amalatvadeva sariradisambandhat

manapi janmana rahitam dhruvam cavikarinam na tu bindvadivatparinamitvam.. . 
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vikaritve ja9atvaprasangat. Sivam pra~amya bhogamok~a vacmiti vak~ya

sambandhah. 

(2) RURUSIDDHANTASAMSIDDHAU BHOGAMOKSAU SASADHANAU 
.. . - - ,VACMI SADHAKABODHAYA LESATO YUKTISA~SKRTAU. 

sadhayanti bhogamoksaviti sadhaka acaryadayah. tesam diksadau. . . 
tatsadhanadijnanaya yuktya anumanena samskrtau pratipaditau srimadraura. . 
vatantropalak~itasiddhantasastre siddhau sasadhanau bhogamok~au rau

ravanusarenai va samksepadvadami. tatra tavatsatsadhanam bhogam. . . 
darsayitum bhogadhikarah kesamityata aha. [3] 

"' - . ' ... -· • - • (3) ANJANADISANUNNANAM JAYATE BHOGALOLIKA 
_, - 

KARMASAYANURUPENA CIDVATAM BHAVAMANDALE.. .. 
malinatvadi£enadhikaravasthena £ivenanantadidvarena nunnanam 

bhoga I bhimukh-Tkrtanam .atmanam anjananmaiadeva hetOQ· SalJISaramandale 

karmasa~skarapakanuguDam bhogalolika bhogeccha jayate. 

nanu nirmala evatma sankhyairabhyupagata~. tadayuktam. nir

mal asya bhogasaktyasamb_havat. tatsarribhave va muktasyapi prasarigat. 

nanu raganibandhanasaktiri?yate. satyam. ragopi malinasyaivasaktihetu~. 

- yaduktam srTmatsvayambhuve yadya~uddhirna pumso 'sti saktirbhogesu kim. . . 
krta iti. atha ko 'sau bhogah kaih sadhanaih sadhyate ityata aha . 

.; . . . 

~1 ~ ~ ~ 

(4) ISVARECCHASAMAVISTAJAGADBIJAPARICYUTAIH.. . 
- - -¥SADHANAIH SADHYATE BHOGO BUDDHIVRTYANURANJANAH.. . . 
i~varo 'trananta eva tasyaiva mayaksobhakatvat. yaduktam. 

srimatkirane suddhe 'dhvani sivah karta proktonanto site prabhuh iti.. . . 
tadicchaya ksubdham yajjagadbijam mayakhyam tasmatprasutairasadharanais

suksmadehatmakaissadharanabhuvanadirupais sadharana 'sadharanabhuvanaja, . . . 
dehatmabhi~ca yas sadhanairbhogo ni~padyate sa ca buddhivrtyanu- [4] 
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ranjanatmaka~. buddhivrtya sukhaduDkamohadhyavasayarupaya atma

caitanyasya yadanuranjanam sa eva bhogah. anuragascatra sukhadhya
• 

vasayakarabuddhivrttinisthataya tatsamvittistadanubhava eva na tu. .. . 
pratibimbatmata. atmana~ pari~amitaprasangat. taduktam srimatsvayam

bhuve bhogosya vedana pumsassukhaduhkhadilaksana iti. tatra bhutanam. , . 
tavadbhogasadhanatam pratipadayati. 

(5) KSMAJALAGNIMARUTVYOMNAM GUNAVRTYAKSABHUMITAH 
- .. .._. ._

SVAMATRAPURAPUSTANAM GAMAYANTI TADANGATAM ... 
atra Pfthivyadfnam bhutanam ye gu~adayas ta eva te?am bhogangatam 

sadhayanti. tatra guQa gandhadaya~. vrttayastu dhara~adaya~. ak~a

bhumita cendriyadharatvam. etanyapyanantarameva dartayi~yati. tatat

ca. ksmadayo gunairvrttibhiraksadharataya catmanam bhogasadhanatam. . . . 
bhajantTtyartha~. kidrefam ksmadinamityata aha svamatrapurapustanam iti.. . .. 
svaih svaih karanabhutaistanmatrair ya apurah puranam tena pusthanam.. . . . , .. 
akrtasya karanam krtasya parivardhanam ca prakrtikarma etani. . yatah... . 
ca bhutani svakaranaistanmatraih saha sthulasuksmatvenendriyadharani. . .' 

• ~ • e , - Isth1tan1tyuktam sr1manmatange. tanmatraniha ghatavanmahabhutani [5]
' . 

lepavat iti. etatkaryam da~adhakaranairavi[ya karyate cestam. avibhutvat 
• I I 

karanani tu karyamadhisthaya cestanta iti. atascaisam suksmadehasthanani 
I •• I# " I 

bhutanamindriyadharatve bahya~arirasthanam ca diha upacaya iti 

dhatvarthagatya dehatvena copacayadharmitve sadharane sati tesam 
' 

dhrtyadayo 'sadharanavrttaya ityaha. . , . 
- - .(6) KARANADHARADEHATVE DHRTISANGRAHAPAKTAYAH. . .- .. ,.. . 

VYUHO 'VAKASADANAM CA VRTTAYO VASUDHADISU 
I • 

tatra dhrtirdharanam bhumervrttih. sangraho 'vastambho 'mbhasah.. . . . .. ' . 
pakti~ pako 'gneo. avaka~asyaspadasya danamaka~asya. atha tadeva~sam 
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4 

sadhara~amindriyadharatvam _suk~madehasthatvenaha. 
•

(7-8Aa) ATIVAHIKADEHASTHAM KARANAM PRAVIJRMBHITAIH , ' . 
YONERYONYANTARAM CAP! YATI PUMBHOGASIDDHAYE - ,_ . 
PUMARTHADADRSTAVASAT 

. ... 
ativahayatyatmanam karma bhogena nasayatTtyativahikah. suksma, 

deha~ tatsthameva karaoamindriyavarga~ce~~ate. avibhutvena nirasr~ye 

ce~tanupapatte~ suk~madehasthabhutatanmatradhara evakaraoavargat- [6] 

cestata ityuktam. kim ca . .tatsuksmadehastham karanam purusarthaprada.. , 

karmavasat tasyaiva pu~so bhogasiddhaye yoneryonyantaram prayati. yad

uktam tatvasangrahe 'vasudhadyastatvagunah pratipumniyatah kalanto. . . 
'yam paryatati karmava~ato bhuvanjadehesvayam ca sarvesu. iti. sa ca. . 

. · suksmadehah suksmatvat pi~acadivannasmadipratyaksah. api tu yogi. . 
pratyaksagamya ityaha . 

• 

(8Ab-88) DEHO NAIVATIVAHIKAH. 

AKSADHARO 'KSAGAMYO 1 YAMANISANAM PISACAVAT. 


atha bhutanam gunanaha .

• 

(9) GANDHAH KSITAU RASAH SODHA MADHURAH KSMAKABANDHAKAH 
• e • I • t I • 

/ - / . - . -SUKLADI SUKLAM BHASVACCA RUPAM KSITYADISU TRISU. , . . 
/~ - ..

( 10) ASITOSNAU MAHIVAYVOH PAKAJAPAKAJAU PRTHAK.. . . 
I• / . I •

JALE SITAH SIKHINYUSNASPARSO 'YAM SAMVYAVASTHITAH.. .. . . 

I ( 11) SABDASTADDRAVYAJANITAH PRTHAGBHUTACATUSTAYE. . .. 


I PRATISABDAKASAMGHATO NABHASYEVODITO BUDDHAIH.. . 

· iti. tatra gandhah surabhyasurabhirupah ksitaveva. rasah. ksma. . . , . 

jalayoh. tatra ksitau katvamlalavanamadhurakasayatiktarupah. jale tu. . . . . . 
madhura eva. rupam ca ksmajalagnisu. tatra ksitau ~uklarakta- [7]. , . 
pitakrsnadyanekavidham. jale tu suklameva. agnau bhasvadrupam. tesu... . 
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sa vayusu sparsasthitah. sa ca mahyam vayua ca pratyekama~ito 1 nusnoh.. . ... 
kah. punarmahivayuspar~ayoh. parasparam bhedo 'ta aha--p~kaj~pakajau 

pfthagiti. mahyam sparsar pakajah. vayau tvapakaja ityapakaja ityayam• 
evanayorbhedaQ. asya copalaksanatvadrupadayo 'pi mahigunah pakaja eva. 

I • • ' I 

_ - • ' /or- - I Ijale punah svabhav1kah sparsao s1ta eva. agnavusna eva. sabdasca. . .. 
bhumyadi~u catur~u taistaip parthivadibhirdravyai~ parasparamahatya 

jatah. nabhasi tu pratisrukchabdatmakah. nanu vaiefesikadibhiratrayad
• I I 

anyatropalabdherakasaikagunah sabda isyate. tadayuktam pratyaksagama

badhitatvena hetoh kalatyayapadistatvat. yatah sabda£raya eva bheryadau. .. . 
sabdaD ~ruyate. kim ca Pfthivyam tavatka!aka~adika~ sabdo drsyate. 

jalecchalacchala9iQ. agnau dhamadhamadih. nabhasi ca prati£abdatmaka. 
iti. etaccakasaikagunatvam tabdasya vistarenasmabhir mrgendravrtti. . . .. 

dipikayam pratik~iptam. uktam ca srimanmrgendre iti pa~casu sabdo 'yam 

sparse bhutacatustaye. a~itosno mahTvayvoh ~Ttosnau varitejasoh... . . . .' . 
bhasvadagnau jale suklam k~itau sukladyanekadha. rupam tri~u raso 

gandhah ksitavasurabhih [8] 
• " # 

surabhitca mato budhai~. iti. atha uktarthopasamhara~. 

(12A-12Ba) ITTHAM YATHOKTAGANDHADIVRATOPETA DHARADAYA~ 

ABHIPRASIDDHA LOKASYA 

gandhadyasray~yataya PTthivyadayo 'rtha lokasiddha ityartha~. 

e~am ca bhutanamasmadadibahyendriyaparicchedyagunatvadghatadivatkaryatva

siddhestat karanataya panca tanmatrah siddha ityaha. , . 
(12Bb) MATRASTAIRANUMANATAH .

• 
atha gunagrahanadeva tadavyatirekitvadgunino 'pi grahanam

e • I I 

siddhatiti dar~ayitum proktanam tavadbhutanam gunebhyo 1 prthak bhavam
' . 

sadhayitumaha. 
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... - - ..... ..... 
( 13) CITRASVABHAVAKAH PROKTA GUNABHINNA DHARADAYAH. 	 . . 

KRAMAVANGYA YATHA CITRAM PATE RUPAM TU VESTITE. ,. 

uktah prthivyadayah. arthat gandhadigunaih parasparam bhinnah 
' • , 	 I I , - --	 __ , /

sthalopalaparvatasaritsamudradyakarabhedena vicitrasvabhavasca drsyante. 

tato 'mT ve~~itapa~agatacitrarupavatkramavyangya eva. na hi Pfthivyadi
..... 	 I- .... - ._._ • ...... ' nam paridrsyamanavantarakarabhedabhinnam sannikrstam svarupam tad... 

, 
anugunam ca viprakrstam svarupam sarvam 	 [9]. 	 ' . ~ 

yugapadgrahitum takyam. api tu indriyairanumanena ca kramena vyajyate., 

kimata ityata aha. 
, I 	 / - 

( 14) VISESANAVISESYATVAVYAPADESASYA DHIBHIDAM 
I I 

KRAMAVYANGYATVATO HETORGOCARATVAM VRAJANTYAMI 

amr dharadayo 'rthah kramavyangyatvaddhetossurabhiriyam 
I 

1' _. T"' ....... I" ~ -- ..... -·· ~ - "\.- - -·
prthiv1tyad1nam visesanavisesyarupanam dh1bhidam jnanabhedanam tad. 	 ' . 
...... 	 I' ~. 

bhavavyapadesasya ca vi~ayatam prapnuvanti atra ca. 
.... -	 - -- ~ 

(15-16A) 	 NAG~HITAISTU GANDHADYAIRJATU CIJJAYATE MATI~ 

DHARITRYAM HI JALADINAMAGRAHE 'PI PRAJAYATE. 

GANDHADIBHYASTATO 'NANYA JALADIBHYAH PRTHAK CABHUH. . . 
hi yasmatkaranadvisesanarupairgandhadibhirgunairagrhitair. . 	 .~ 

/ ..... -· ... - - • ..-...1 vise?yayam dharmirupayam dharitryam kadacidbuddhirnotpadyate. 

dra~yantaresu tu jaladisvagrhitesvapyutpadyata eva. tasmadgandhadibhyo. ,. , 

bhumirananya. jaladibhyo 'nyaiveti. evam bhutantare~vapi jneyamityaha. 
-

(168) 	 JALADISVEVAMEVAYAM YOJYO HETURMANISIBHIH.. 	 , . 
nanu japakusumasannidhane raktabhavam bhajan sphatikamanih [10]. .. . 

I -	 
sauklyag~nagraha~ad;te 'pi 9fhyate. tasmadgu~igraha~asya gu~agraha~a-

purvakatvamasiddhamata aha. 
- . 

( 17) 	 SAMSTHANAM CAPI VARNAM CA RUPAM DVIVIDHAMISYATE. 	 , 
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TASMADASIDDHATA NASTI HETORUPAHITE MA~AU. 

iha hi dravyanam varnavatsamsthanatmakamapi rupam guna evesyate. , .. 
- - - Jtasmajjapakusumopahitasyapi spho~ikasya graha~am sauklyagu~agraha~a-

- I ... ... ~ .bhavepi vrttacaturasradisamsthanagrahanapurasmarameva bhavat1t1 dravya. , ~ 

grahanasya gunagrahanapurvakatvam siddhameva. ato 'sya hetornasiddhateti. . . . 
""""' - -· - , ... - - - • - .. >••ittham bhutanam bhogangatvam prasadhya adhuna 1matrasta1ranumanata it1 

I , - - -· - - Ipraguktam tanmatrasiddham vise~ayitum bhutanam tavatkaryatvamanirdesena 
I .

darsayat1. 

(18) GUNANAM KARYATASIDDHAU YO HETURABHIDHIYATE 
- ................... 


KSITYADIKAKALANTANAM YOJYAH KARANASIDDHAYE. . 
gunanamaca i tanye satyanekat v adghatad ivatkaranapurvakat v am· .it i. . . 

vaksyati. tatastenaiva hetuna prthivyadTnamapi karyatvasiddhih. tatha. , . 
hi paridrsyamanabhogavaicitryanyathanupapatya prthivyadikakalanta. .. 
trim£attattvatmakah pratyatmaniyatamsuksmadeho 'stityuktam. agame~u. . . 

I - - • - - -· ca sruyate. tatastesam prthivyadinam pratipurusaniyatatvenacaitanye . . . 
.,,,, - - . ... 

satyanekatvatkara~apurvakatvam siddhat1ti. [11] 

tatra tavadbhutakararyatvena tanmatra 'siddhe~ tattadgu~abhedadeva 

prthivyadfnam kramasiddhirityaha. 
I - - - /

( 19) SABDADYEKOTTARADHIKYAMATRASTADAVISESATAH. . 
- - -~ ~ 

YONAYO GAGANADINAM KRAMAMICCHANTI DHARM~NAM. 

. . I I - - •ayamatra tatparyartha~. anabh1vyaktav1se~asabdamatrasvarupam 

~abdatanmatramaka~asyopadanam. evam tadadhovarti ~abdaspar~amatrasva-
- • I - - I I - - • rupam sparsatanmatram vayop. sabdasparsaruparasatmakam rasatanmatram 

I .. . - ,.. -- • - Ijalasya. sabdad1gandhantapancaguryarupam gandhatanmatram bhumeh iti. 

ak~ararthastu gaganadivacchabdadyekottaram gu~adhikyam yasam ~ary 

~abdadyekottaradh i kyaQ. tadav i se~ato gunav i sesat anabh i vyaktav i £esa. , ' 
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sabdadimatrasvarupattesam gaganadinam kramat yonayah upadanabhutah
~ . , 

sabdaditanmatrah. tesameva visistagunayoginam dharminamaka~aafnam. . ,. . , ' 

bhutanam srstikramamicchanti. gunadhikhyakramenadhodhobhavam bhajantyah.. . . 
karyapamapyadho 'dhobhavam kurvantityarthaD. katham punarasam 

bhogangatvamata aha. 

(20) SVAKARYOTPATTITATSRSTIKARTRTA SARVAYONISU. . 
- - - - IMATRADYASU PUMARTHASYA SADHANATVAM VINISCITAM 

akr~asya kara~am krtasya parivardhanam ca yatassarvopadanam tatastanmatranam 

--~-· - ~-· -- ... -- -mayad1nam ca karyayon1nam bhogasadhanatatvotpadakatvattadapurakataya 

ca bhogangatvam siddham. atha indriya~amapi bhogangatvam dars~yitum 

prathamam karmendriyasiddhamaha. 

(21) ANANDAGAMANOTSARGAVACANADANAKARMANAM.. 

UPASTHAPADAPAYVASYA PANINAMANI VAI PRTHAK. . 
utsargo malavireka~. anandadikriyahetutvenopasthadfnikarmendriya~i 

siddhanityartha~. kimetanyupasthadini sthananyevendriya~i netyaha~ 
~ ~ - . 

(22) BHAVABHAVAU TU YATTANTRAU PRATYEKAM KARMANAM SMRTAU, . 
STHANESU SATSU TANIHA PANCA KARMENDRIYANI TU 

' ' 
_.. ·-- - - I .. ~---iha hi ke~amcitpadadisthanayoginamapi tattadindriyasaktih1nanam 

- - I - - - -- - - •gamanadikriya na drsyate. tasmattesu sthanesu satsvapi tasam kriyanam
• • I 

- -- - - ' ,.., yadadhinau bhavabhavau tastatrasthah saktaya eva prthak pancendriyani 
' . 

jneyani. ata eva karmendriyani yenecchanti naiyayikadayaste prati

ksiptah.
• , 

nanvevam cedbhrulatotksepadfnamapi kriyatvadanantata 
a . II 

[13] 

karmendriyanam prasajyate. ata aha. 
-
I - (23) ANANDADIBHIRETAISTU KARMABHIH. PARIBHASITAIH. . - .. - ,_
KARMENDRIYANYATO NAISAMANANTYAM KARMANAM VASAT. . . 

bhavedayam do?o yadyasmabhiD sarfraikadesavrttfni tanf?yaste. 
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. . ... /...., - - .- .. -tvag1ndr1yavatte?am sarvasar1ravyapakatvene~~addhastasya1vayam bhru

ksepanadivyaparah. payvaderiva jfrnavirecanadyatmaka iti bhriiksepadfnam
. . . ' , ~ 

apyanandadisvevantarbhavanna tadbhedadatrendriyanantyasiddhih. kin. . 
caitaireva anandadibhih praguktaih pradhanabhutaih karmabhih pancaiva. . . . 
karmendriyani sidhyantTti nanantata karmendriyanam tattatsamjnastu tesam .. ' , . 
tatra tatra vi sesadhi stha·nadi tyavi rodhah idanTm buddhindriyas iddhamaha... , ... . 

I - • - -.
(24) SABDADIGRAHANE. PUMSAH. KRTIHKARTURNA KARANA , .. 

NA CAIKARKARANA YASMADAPEKSA. NA NIVARTATE. 
~abdadigrahasyapi kriyatvacchidikriyayavatkaranam vina notpattir. 

yukta. na ca taD pancapi kriy~~ strotraderekasmadeva kararadutpadyante 

yasmatkaranantarapeks.a- na ni vartate [14]. . 
~abdagraha~akararyabhute §rotre satyapi spar£adigrahaQe tvagadi ··· 

kara~antarapek~ita dr~yata iti bhavaQ. kani tani kara~anityata aha. 
- I - - (25A) KARANANI . STRUTIS TVAKCA. CAKSURJIHVA CA NASIKA. . 

1 I-. - - - .,_ ~ tatasca sabdad1grahaDanyathanupapattya tanyanum1yante ityabhi- · 

prayenaha. 
I - , I 

(258) SABDADYALOCANANAM TESAM VRTTIH SABDADISANNIDHAU. . . 
sannibheti patha sabdadibahyakarasadrsamantaramakaramadhyavasayinya. . 

buddhya saha mano 'dhisthitanfndriyani vidya ya visayatvenopa~·. - . . 
sthapayantityarthaQ. tam cendriyopasthapitam buddhyadhyavasitamakaram 

amtarangena vidyakhyena karanena purse grhnatiti vaksyamah. uktam , . . . . . . 
- ' Icanyatra. buddhyadhyavasitamartham puru~ascetayate itl. na caitani 

I - -- - - I
karQasa~kulyadisthananyevendriya~i. api tu tatstha~ saktaya eva yata~ 

sthanavatamapi karmavasattacchaktivaikalyanna ~abdadijnanamutpadyata 

ityaha. 
~ ~ 

(26) ETAN! STHANAMATRA~I BUDHYAKSANITI MA KRTHAH 
• • I 
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STHANESU SATSU VAIKALYANNA SAMVIJNAYATE YATAH 
I 	 I I 

athantaokaraQasiddhirucyate. 	 [15] 

(27) 	 ICCHASA~RAMBHABODHAKHYA NOKTAI~ SIDHYANTI SADHANAIH 

TATSIDDHAU KARANANYANTARMANO 'HAM.KARABUDDHAYAH 
• 	 I • 

iha hi PfthivyadTnam tatvanam svakaryaireva siddheQ karyantara

hetutve pramanabhavat anekatatvaparikalpanabhavaprasangacca yanTcchadi, 

siddhau sadhanani tani manoharikarabuddhyakhyanyantara~i kara~anity

anta~karaQaSiddhi~. tatrecchaSabdenaikagrataparaparyayo 'vadhanatmakar 
I 	 \ 

s~kalpo vivak~ita~ sa manaso vr;ttih. sa~rambhasca prayatnohan~arasya 

bodhascadhyavasayo buddhiriti. etacca prapancayi?yate. e?am ca antaQ

karaQabahi~kara~anam parasparopakarera puru~arthasadhanatvamaha. 
-	 .. ..... """' 

(28) 	 ANTARMUKHANI BAHYANI SAMBHUYECCHADISADHANAM 
I -	 
SIBIKODVAHINARAVADEKAPAYENA TASTATA~ 

-	 . 
(29) 	 ANTARMUKHAGATANAM CA CITERARTHAM PRAKURVATAM 

. - . 	 ....... - 
BAHYARTHAM 	 BUDDHIBHISSARDHAM NA SYURICCHADIKAHKRIYAH 

' I 

yato 'ntarmukhani bahyani ca karanani .Sibikodvahinaravatsam. 

bhuyecchadfnam kriyanam sadhanani bhavanti. bahyarthalocana- [16]
I 

- - -	 - - - -· I - - - - - . . purvanameva . 'dhyavasayadinam darsanat avadhanadina vina bahyartha, . 

·grahana
I 

-
'sambhavacca. 

• 

I . - .
tatasciteratmano 

I - • ' 

'rtham bhoga khyam prayojanam 
- - - -- -- I -	 -- sadhayatamantarmukhagatanamantahkarananam ca sabdadibahihkarananam va 

• I 	 ' I 

anyatarasyapi vargasyapayena tisthatam satam ta icchfiliikah kriyah 
' • 	 I ' 

I - - - - - - -	 sabdadibahyarthabuddhayo va puru§arthasadhanataya notpadyante. yatha 
I - - -	 Is i bi kodvah i normadhyadeka_syapaye tadudv ahanak r i ya na drsyate. at ra 

parabhiprayamaha. 

(30A) ANYENTAHKARANAM PRANAMICCHANTI VYAKTACETANAM.. . , 

anye lokayataikadesah pranayanadivrttibhirjfvanadihetubhutam 
I ' , . 
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bhutaparinamavisesadabhivyaktacetanam pranakhyamantaram vayumevantah. . . ' 	 . 
karanamahuh. asya dusanamaha. 

• 	 I I -(308) 	 PRATNAIRNA VINA SO 'STI TATSIDDHAU KARANAM TU KIM 

pranatmanastavadvayoh kadacitkatvena prayatnapurvika pravrttir. . 	 . 
drsyate. yadahuh prerapakarsena vayoh prayatnena vi na kutah iti. tatah 

.. 	 . ' . . ' 
samr.ambhatmakaprayatnasiddhau kenapi karanena bhavyamityantahkarana- · : . 	 . . . 
siddhih. vaksyati ca samrambho 'hamkrtervrttih !ti. kimca caitanyotpattir. , ' . . .. , 

apyasya vayorbhavatabhyupagateti tasyah karanantaram vacyamityaha. 
I I 

(31 ) CAITANYODGARABHARO 'YAMASYANTA~KARA~AM VADA 	 [17] 

' -	 
VYAKTAM NA CASYA CAITANYAM VAYUTVADBAHYAVAYUVAT 

na ja9asya caitanyabhivyaktiryukta sarvasya caitanyabhivyakti

prasangadityasya na caitanyam vayutvadbahyavayuvaditi. ittham 
-- ' - -	 pranantahkaranapaksam nirasya praguktadantahkaranatrayanmanah~

" 	 . . \ .. ' 

sadhanayaha. 
-	 _, """ - - 

(32) ICCHAHETVASU SANCARI BAHIRDEVAPRAVARTAKAM 
-1 

MANO 	 YASYASUBHAVACCA KARTURNA YUGAPANMATIH , 
- - I -	 Idevanaddyotanaddevasabdenendriyanyucyante. matisabdena ca tattad. 


arthavisayam jnanam tata~cayamarthah. iha hi atmano indriyartha
' .. 

sann i karse satyapi sarvan1 ndriyan i yugapanna pravartante. kitic idev·a. 	 . . 
na ca tatsarvada pravartate tatastatpravrttau yatkaranam tadicchayah 

I ' 	 I 

samkalpatmano 'vadhanasya hetubhutam bahyendriyapravartakam ca mano 

buddhavyam. ata eva ca tadantarena antahkaranadhisthanena sukhacti
' 	 ' H 

samkalpena ca bahyendriyadhisthanena ca dvidha 'dhikarTtyuktam. £rr. 	 , , 

manmatange - dvidha 'dhikari taccittam bhokturbhogopapadakam. bahih

kara~abhavena svocitena yataD sada. indriyanam tu samarthyam sam

kalpenatmavartina [18] 
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karotyantapsthitam bhuyastato 'nta~karaQam mana~. iti. ~rfmanm;gendre 
I 'pi. devapravartakam sfghnacari sankalpadharmi ca manah. iti. nanu. . 

- ' - I - ..... - svadusurabhyabhijatamarmarasabdavadabhirupad1rghatarasaskulyasvadane
' I 

,,.... "-- I - Iyugapatpancajnanotpattirdrsyate. tanna. yatastatrapyutpalapatrasata
- "" ~- vyaktibhedavadalaksyasuksmakramanyena panca jnananyutpadyante. ata eva 

• I ' 

...... 1 ..... ~ . - 
etadasu san;icari tyuktam. evamahari_.karamapi sadhayati. 

,._ -- .-. 
(33A-33Bb) PANCAKARMAKRTO VAYORJIVANAYA PRAVARTAKAH 

I t 

SAMRAMBHO 'HANKRTERVRlTIH 
r l I I 

~ - , _ .-.,, ~ ' ...... - .-. - ,.._
jivanaya sariradharanartham pranayanapanayanadipancakarmakrtas

, . ' 

tattadvrttibhedena pranapanadisamjnabhajo 
, I • 

vayoh
I 

pravartakah
, 

sam
, 

rambhatmako yah prayatnah so 'harikaravrttirityaha'rii<arasiddhih. yad. "' ,. -- ' 
/... - -uktam sr1manmrgendre - atha vyaktantaradbuddhergarvo 'bhutkaranam citah. 

I , I 

,- r 41\..,. .,_. I

samrambhadyasya cestante sar1rah panca vayava. iti. tatra pranayanam
\ I\ I I 

- \ suksmadehasyordhvadhonayanam pranasya vyaparah. apanayanamadhah
• I 1 I 

praparam maladerapanasya. annadeh rasarupasya sarvagatre~u samyena 

nayanam samanasya. vinamanamanganam vyanasya. unnayanamantarasya 

dhvanervarnatapranamudanasya. [19]
I I 

pancakarmak\ta iti ca pradhanyaduktam. udgaradikart~tvena casya vayo~ 
r ... t / ,_. - - - sravanat. yaduktam sr1matkalottare - udgare naga ityuktah kurma. - . 
unmilane sthitah. krkarastu ksate caiva devadatto vijrmbhane. dhanam 

~ .. , .. 

jayasthito 'pye~a [sthita~ pose iti pa~habheda~] mrtasyapi na muncati. 

kim ca buddhikaryadayam gha~a itycidigrahyadhyavasayarupatpratyartham 

bhinnarupatpratyayadatyantabhedena bhasamanah sarvarthagrahanepyekarupo
' ~ 


'hamiti grahakadhyavasayarupah pratyayo 'hamkarasyaiva vrttirityaha.

I I ~ 

(33Bb) ANYO 'RTHAPRATYAYO PARAH. 
aha~karav~ttyatmakapratyayo 'rthapratyayadanya ityartha~. nanu 
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sabdagrahanadayah srotradinamasadharanavrttayah samrambhastu tesam
.. C I t & t. I 

evendriyanam sadharanavrttiriti kimanyenahankarena kalpitena. ata aha. 
I ~ 

-(34) NA DEVAGRAMASAMANYAVRTTIH SAMRAMBHA ISYATE. ... . . 
., 

YATO 'NYATAMAVAIKALYE JAYATE SATYAHAMKRTIH. . . 
sadharanakaryakartrnamekapaye tatkriyanutpatteruktatvattadvaikalye

' . 
'pi jayamano 'yam samrambho 'hampratyayo vahankarasyaiva karya [20]

I I 

ityarthah. atraiva prasangat buddhfndriyakarmendriyatanmatravarganam 
f I 

-- .-- I .... 
mana~sahitanamahankaradevotpattiriti darsayitumaha. 

(35) ANYE CAHAMKRTISKANDHASTRIVARGAJANAKASTRAYOH 
I I I 

- - - I - TAIJASADIKANAMANAH KRAMASAH SATVIKADAYAH 
~ I I 

sattvarajastamobahula~ satvikarajasatamas·astrayo 'hankaraskandhah 

kramattaijasavaikarikabhutadikasa~jnabh~o bhavanti. satvikaditvam 
- - - .... ,,,_. I • .....caisam sattvadigunabahulyat. na misram parinamata iti nyayena

• a I 

gunantarasamsargo 'pyesam vidyate yatah. tatra kutah kesamutpattir
• l • , ' ' 

ityata aha. 
- -1(36) SA MANOBUDDHIDEVANAM GUNO. YASMATPRAKASAKAH 

TASMATSASATVIKAJJATASSVANURUPADAHAMKRTAH 


atra naiyayikamatamanudya dusayati.

I 

- -1

(37) ANYE TU BUDDHIDEVANAM BHAUTIKATVAM PRAPEDIRE 
-VISAYANAM TU NIYAMADASIDDHADEVA HETUTAH

' . 
• I - , I I 

evam hi te manyante. sabdaikagrahakam strotam sparsaikagrahika 

tvagityadiniyatavisayatvadindriyanam tani tabdadyadharakafadi. . 
bhutajanyani. ahankarikatve tu te~amekakara~atvadekarUpata syat na 

tu pratyekam vi~ayaniyamasiddhiriti. [21] 

tadidam tairasiddhadeva heto~ kalpyate. te~am visayaniyamasya prakrti

niyamasadhakasya 'siddheh. niyatavisayatve hi indriyayanfm tani sva, 
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svakara~anyeva bhutani guQasahitani Qfh~iran. yavata dravyantara~i tu 

tadgu~a£ca 	cak~uradina gfhyate. tathahi. 
- I-• 	 

(38) 	 CATURDRAVYAGA1ANUSPARSAMSCATURO MARUTA TVACA 

DRAVYA~YANIYATAM [DRAVYA~I NIYATAMITI PA1HABHEDA~] CAIVA 

GRHNATI MARUTA SAMAM 
~ ; 

tvagindriyam tavat vayavyatvena 'bhyupagatam vayusahitani 

~rthivyaptejfil!lsi tadgata~s~a spar~angrhnati. kim ca. 
- - ' TRINI DRAVYANI CAKSUSCA TESU RUPANI CAIVA HI(39) . . . . . 

ATO NA NIYAMOKSANAM VISAYANAM CA KALPYATE. . 	 . 
dusanantaramaha. 

' . 
(40) 	 BHAUTIKATVACCA NIYAME KARMASAMANYAYO~ SPHU}AM 

-DEVEBHYO BUDDHAYO NA SYUH SAMAVAYE CA DEHINAM 

bhautikatvasadhanayak2anam vi~ayaniyame 'bhyupagamyamane bhUtebhyo 

guQebhyasca vyatireke~a bhavadbhirabhyupagatanam' karma- [22] 

samanyasamavayanam padarthanam buddhayastebhyo jayamana na bhaveyu~ 

yadapyuktamahankaritve tulye kathamaksanam karyabheda iti tadapyutpatti-	 . 
bhedadiksuvikaranam gudakhanda~arkaradinamiva bhavisyat1ti matva s 

e I I 	 " 

srotrad1nam sabdadigrahananiyamakapeksayamapyasmabhih purusarthadayakam 
• • 	 ' 1 

karmaiva niyamakami~yata ityaha. 

(41) 	 NA CAPYAHAM KRTO JANMA NIYAME KARANAM MAMA. 	 . 

PUMARTHADATR YATKARMA KARANAM TAT BHAVERITAM. 	 . 

nasmabhirahankarajatvameva visayaniyame karanamisyate. kintu. 	 . . 
/. .... . 	 . , -- / s1vadh1sth1tam karma cetyarthah. kayarandhravisiste nabhobhage sa 

\ • 	 • I 

/

fabdavadyotake 'bhyupagamyamane nasarandhradinamapi sravanendriyatva~
t 

, - I" - _I I" prasangataya srava~akasasyaiva sabdagrahakatvaniyame karmaiva 

'd.r_s~akhyain 	 niyamakam bhautikendriyav~ina· pi i..syata ityaha. 
-- - / ~ 	 ~ .... 

(42) 	 NANASRUTIBHAYATK~~PTE SVE PARE~API KARA~AM 
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,,, 	 - 
SABDABHOGASYA NIYAME TATPRADAM KARMA BHA?ITAM 

..,. .__I I -	 ..__ __ , • , 

sve kayakase sabdagrahake kalpyamane nanasrut1tva~rasangabhayac-
I I 	 - ' - - - I 

chravanik~sasyaiva sabdagraha~aniyame puru~arthapradam karmaiva karapam 

bhavatapf syata ityanvayah. 
, 

ittham karmendriyanam ahankarikatvamaha. [23] 
,_ 	 I 

(43) 	 RAJASADVAIKRTADVARGAH KARMAKSANAM TU KARMAKRT. . , 	 . 
-- ' 	 - .... - JATAH KARYASYA YENEHA KARANANUVIDHAYITA. 	 , 

rajasa~ pravrttihetutvadrajasadvaikarikakhyadahankaraskandhat~ 

kriyahetuh karmendriyavargo jatah yasmatkarananuvidhayitvam karye 
' 	 , . 

qrsyate. ata eva satvasya praka~atvatpraka~asya buddhfndriyavargasya 

satvikadutpattirukta. anyatha bhinnasvabhavayoranayorvargayorekasmad

evotpattyabhyupagame karananiyamalaksano 'navasthadosah prasajyate 
I 	 • f 

ityaha. 
- 'I - - - - (44) 	 VINIVARAYITUM SAKYA NAVYAVASTHA VIKARAJA 

SATVIKATSAMBHAVE KLRPTE SATVARAJASAVARGAYOH.. . 	 . 
- - .

(45) 	 MATRASANGHO 'PYAHANKARADVARGADVAYAVILAKSANAH 
" . 

... I .... 	 ..... - """ 
PRAKASYASTAMASASTASMAJJATO 'BHUTADISAMJNAKAT 


~danfm buddheradhyavasayi°dihetutvamaha. 

_I 	 - 

(46) 	 PRAKASO VISAYAKARO DEVADVARO NA VA KVACIT 
# 

PUMBODHAVYAKTIBHUMITVADBODHO VRTTIRMATERMATA 	 [24]. 
... . - .. ... - - _,

indriyadvaro 'yam gha~a ityadibahyavi~ayadhyavasayarupaprakasas-
/ - - -/ - / - .

tadanapek~ascantarasmrtipratibhadiprakaso va sabdadvak~yamano bhava
"' _, 	 . - - pratyayalaksanasca prakasah purusabodhasya vyaktisthanatvadbodhakhyo 

• 	 I , 

materbuddhervrttirjneya. tato 'dhyavasayasmrtyadilinga buddhih. 	 . . 
siddhyatfti. taduktam srfmanmrgendre iti buddhipraka~o 'yam bhava

/
pratyaya I ak;;a.na~. bod ha i tyucyat.e bodhavyakt i bhumi taya pa so~. it i. 

http:ak;;a.na
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eva ca buddhibodhastrividha ityaha. 
/

(47Aa) KLRPTIRMATIH SMRTISCETI , . . 
/' . ;'\..

tatra klfpti_h kalpanam pratibhetyarthab matisca mananam jnanam

adhyavasaya iti yavat. itthamicchadikaryabhedadantahkaranabhedah siddha , . , 

i tyupasa.mharati. 


(47Ab-47B) JATA BHINNARTHAVACAKAH 

- . ...... - . 

ICCHASAMRAMBHABODHAKHYASTENANTAHKARANAM TRIDHA. . 
smrtyadfnamavantarabhede 'pi bodhakatvenaikarthatvat buddhi

vrttitvam icchadayastu vrttayo bhinnarthatvadbhinnakarana iti bhavah., . 
nanu prthivyadinam vi~ayatvena bhogyatvadindriy~nam ca tadgraha~a-

hetutvadastu bhogasadhanata. buddhestu indriyartha- [25] 

sannikarsadatmanyutpadyamanayah samvedanarupatvanna bhogasadhanata., . . 
apip tu atmagunataiveti naiyayikadayah. ata aha.. . - , ~ 

(48) TULYE GUNANVITATVE 
I 

TU SAMVEDYAM 
, 

KINCIDISYATE 
I 

"'- - - - BUDDHISCAPIHYASAMVEDYA DHANYA TARKIKATA TAVA. . • 

ayamabhiprayar dvividho 1tra bodho 'dhyavasayatmako 'nadhyavasayat

makasca. tatra YO.. I dhyavas aya-tmakah sa sarvada grahakarupenai va l:itta:s 
' ' 

bhasamanatvadatmanah svab~ava eva. astu anadhyavasayarupah sa ut- . -

pattyapavargayogitvena bhasamanatvanna pumsah svabhavah. nityanitya. . . 
svabhavatvayogat. tatsvabhavatve canityatvaprasangat. na ca nityonu

bhuyate. tato na pu~sa~ svabhava iti yasya SaQ svabhav~h Sa buddhirbha
- - - - ,,..._ - - /bhvanamadhyavaseyatotpadika dharmajnanadya~~agu~a buddhiriti. tatas

ca visayadhyavasayar'Upatvadbhavapratyayatmana satvadigunatrayanvitvena 
I • 

svarupena bhogyatvacca buddherapi samvedyataiva. na tvatmagunatvam.. . 
taduktam tatvas~mgrahe buddhirvi~ayakarasukhadirupa samasato bhogyam 

iti. prayogascatra bhavati buddh i rapi saQlVedya i va satvadi.guQanvayat-· 
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prthivyadivaditi. karanatvam ca indriyavadasya vi?ayadhyavasayahetu

tvatsiddhamityuktam. nanu dharmadinam [26] 

bhivinimapi asmabhiratmagunatvamisyate. tadayuktam. tes~matmasam-. .. , , 

skarakatvayogat. tathahi. jyotistomadikarmasamskarastavannatmani,. ,. . 
sambhavati, avikaritvat karmanam ca krsyadinamatmasamskaratvadrsteh 

• I ' , • " ' , • 

api tu jada eva yatra tani samskaram kurvanti. sa buddhih. evam
' . , , 

jnanadisamskare 'pi vacyam. tadbaladeva svapnasmrtipratibhadav, ,. 

asatyapyarthe ulleko drsyate. yatah atasca. 
/ 
I 

, ~ 

I ... 
(49) ANTARBAHISCA KARANAM SAKSAT BHOGASYA SADHANAM. . 

BHOGYAM VINA NA BHOGO 'STI TYATO BHOGASYA SADHANAM 


antaro bahyasca karanagramo bhogasya sukhaduhkhadisamvedanatmanah
. , , ' ' 
..-. - , / -- ( -saksatkaranam. yaduktam srTmatsvayambhuve bhogo sya vedana pumsah 

I ' \ • 

sukhaduhkhadilaksana iti. sa ca bhogah srakcandanadibhogyam vina na 
• I ' • 

syaditi tadgraha~apurvakasya sukhadyadhyavasayasyapi saahanami~yate. 

etadeva drstantena prakatayati. 
' I I - .~ ~ 

(50) SAINIKANVIJAYAYEHA PRAYUNKTE NFPATIRYATHA 
, - 

PRYUNKTE MAHADADINI BODHADYARTHAMANUSTATHA [27]. 
(51) SAINIKASTHE JAYE RAJNA~ KART~TVAM TU YATHA TATHA 

-BUDDHYADISAMSTHE BODHADAU PUMSAH KARTRTVAMISYATE 
~ . . . . 

(52) SVATMARTHAM SAINIKANAM TU VIJAYO NET! TE YATHA 
- . 

SADHANAM VIJAYASYESTASTATHAIVA MAHADADAYAH 
- -- . - . /

(53A) TE~AMAPI HI BODHADYAM SVARTHAM NET! VINISCITAM 

karananamacetanatvattadvrttinam na svartham. api cetana

purusarthatai veti bhavah. 
, I 

-.. - _, - , 
(538) TATO BODHADIVRTTINAM SADHANAM MAHADADAYAH 

~ . 
adhuna bhogyam vibhajati. 
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(54) MOHADU~KHASUKHAKARO RUPAKHYASTADBHAVO DVIDHA 
. . 


BAUDHO BODHA~PARAM BHOGYAM MAYADI CA TADARTHATA~ 

• I
udbhutagunatvena mohadihetutvanmohadyakaro rupasamjrio dharmadi

bhavavargah tadupadanah siddhyadipratyayavargasca dvidvidho yam bauddho. . 
bodhah pumsah paramavyavahitam bhogyam mayadikam bhuvanadivastu tad

# • • " 

anvayatastadarthatvadbhogadhikara~atvatparamparaya bhogyamiti. ko •sau 

rupakhya ityata aha. 
- . - 

(55) ADHARMADITRAYAM RAGO DHARMADI CA CATUSTAYAM 
. . 

TAMORAJAH. SATVAMAYAM RUPAM TATKARMAJAM MATAU [28] 

-"' "'--- - / - . - , .,.. . ..... - - ' adharmajnananaisvaryakyam rupam tamasam ragastvavairagyakhyam 

- . ,,,,.,._ ... / - . .. . - ,


rajasam dharmajnanavairagyaisvaryakhyam satvikamityevamastavidham rupam.. 
' , ,,. ...... --- ~ ""-buddhau gunatvena sthitam karmatascopadanajjatam. tattvabhuvanasariradi, 

tu karmanaiva sahakarina mayakhyadupadanat saksatparamparaya cotpannam. - , 
/  -ityuktam srfmatsvayambhuvadau. ete ca. 

/
(56) ATYANTOCCHEDATO MUKTAVABHIVYAKTESCA SARVATAH.. 

. 
4 - . PATADIBODHAVAITATYADATMANO NA GUNAGUNAH 

- ""' - , /yato dharmad1nam moksetyantocchedah parairapTsyate yatascatma,. . ,, 

svabhavasya jnanakriyatmano nityasya vy.akpakasya muktau sarvato 'ffY" 

vyapakatvenabhivyaktir sruyate yasmacca pa~adijnananamadhyavasaya-
- - , - . /ruparamavaitatyam avyapakatvam drsyate. tasmadanitya avyapakas-

I 

cadharmadayo nityasya vyapakasyatmano gura bhavitum narhanti. tat

samavaye tasya parinamitvadidosaprasangat. ete cadharmadayah. . .. 

sa~siddhikavainayikaprakrtabhedastrivdha atmana utpadyante. yaduktam 
/ - - - - _, /sr1manmrgendre samsiddhika vainayika prakrtasca bhavantyanoh. visista

• • ' • I 

dharmasa~skarasamuddfpita cetasam. guna~ sa~siddhiko bhati dehapaye 

'pi purvavat. lokadhfgurufastrebhyo bhati vainayiko gu~a~. [29] 
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sa marjito vainayiko manovaktanuce~~aya. prakrto dehasa~yoge vyakta~ 

svapnadibodhavat. iti. atascaivam trividhebhyo dharmacJibhya~ phala

bhedanaha. 

(57) 	 ESAMADHOGATIRBANDHO VIGHATAH SAMSRTIH KRAMAT
" 	 . . . . 

...... .. 	 ,, 
SVARGO MUKTIH PRAKRTIBHAVO 'VIGHATASCA PHALAN.I_ CA .. " 

(58) 	 BHAVASTHANAPARADHO 'THA VIGHNO BHOGANATIKRAMAH 
/ 	 . - 

VASYORDHVASTHITISADDRSTIBHRTVAM BHOGASPRHA PHALAM , . 
(59) 	 SVACINTITESU VA VIGHNO RUPE SAMSIDDHIKE PHALAM. ~ 

VINAYAPRAKRTE RUPE PURVOKTAPHALASAMGRAHAH. 	 . . 
vainayikebhya~ prakrtebhyascadharmadibhy~h kramadadhogatyadini 

phalani bhavanti. samsiddhikebhyastu bhavadini. tatradhogatirnaraka
' 

prapti~. bandho 'natmani atmabhimanitadih. ·samsrtistiryagadiyoni, , , 
/ 

prapti~. muktisca darSanantaramoksah. paramukterdiksaphalatvena moksa
• 4 	 • ' 

karikasu vaksyamanatvat. prakrti bhavah prakrtilayah. bhavah samsarah 
• 	 ~ ~ r • • • 

sthanaparadhar svasthanannyakkara~. bhoganatikramo bhogeccha. 

v asyordhvasth it i h vasyanam svapadadhahsthan i namadh i sthan'am saddrst i
,. 	 • • • • ,,, I 

. 	 /~-bhrtvam tattadvisayasamyakjnanayogah. sesam sugamam. 	 [30], , 	 . , 
ittham bhavanvicarya pratyayanvyaceste. , . 
(60) 	 VYAKTAVYAKTAJNASA~BUDDHI~SIDDHI~ SA~PRATI SIDDHYATI 

RAGAMATRANULIPTANGADDHARMADI SAMUDAYATA~ 

iha hi buddhau vasanatvena sthita dharmadayo~~au bhava ucyante 

yadahuh bhavayanti yato lingam tena bhavah prakirtita iti ta eva pra. 	 , 

kar~avastham 	praptar sthulena rupe~a bhogyadasamapanna~ sa~sariDam 

pratyayanatpratyaya~ kathyante. _taduktam pratyayayanti k~etrajnam 

pratyayastena kirtita~. iti. atasca vairagyena rajasena T~adyuktat 

satvikaddharmadibhavacatustayatsiddhirutpadyate. sa ca vyaktasya, . 
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gu~aderavyaktasya ca pradhanasya jnasya ca puru~asya sa~buddhistad-

vi ~ayam jnanameva prakar~avastham prapta siddhirucyate. uktam ca 

pumprakrtyadivisaya buddhirya siddhiratra sa. iti. tatra vyaktavyakta. . ' 

visaye buddhibodhe tatpraka~akatvenatyantam viviktah purusah svayam. . . " 

evavabhasate. yadahu~ dra~~u~ svarupe •vasthanam iti. bhoyatvadi

do?apransangadyadvak~yati moksakarikasu par~namr puman bhogya~ praptas

tadgocaro yadi. iti. 

(61) DHARMADIRUPASAMPRKTA . PAPADITRITAYODBHAVA [31]. . 
.... ,._._ -

TUSTIH KRTARTHAVIJNANAMANAYATMAGAHE SATI 

• # "" •• 

satvikairdharmadibh"irisatsamprktadadharmaditrayattamasattustir

utpadyate. sa ca tu~~i~ prakuktaya bhutatanmatradijnanarupaya siddhya 
I - - tattaddarsanoktena svarupenatmano grahane sati. adhastanavisayad. . 

vairagyadakrtarthasyapi krtartho ~~mityutpadyamana budd~istustirucyate.
' . . 

yacchruyate tustirnirakrtarthasya krtartho 1 smfti ya mathih. 
~. . iti .. , 

- - - .... .- /.- ,....,,, -
(62) AD HARMAD ITRAYAJ JATA RAGALESANURANJITAT 

/ - - . / . 
ASAKTIRDEVAVAILKALYADASAMARTHYAM SUBHADISU , 

,,, / - - subhasabdenatropasthendriyavyapara ahlada ucyate. tadadi~u indriya
- / -- - - ti ·vaikalyattadupalak?itasariravaikalyadva klaibyabadhiryadirupam yad

asamarthyam seyamasaktistamasadvargadrajasenesatsamprktadbhavati. uktam
I 

. . . 
ca a£aktirapravrttatvattamasT duhkhabhavatah r~asyapi guno drstah karye 

• , • • •• w • 

- /karanasamsrayah. iti.. . . 
- - - "-- . - ---. 

(63) TASMADEVAYATHAVASTU VIJNANAM VITARAGATAH 
" 

I?ADDHARMADISAMPRKTADABHIVYAKTO VIPARYAYA~ 

tasmattamasavargadrajasahfnatsatvikene~adyuktadeyatharthergraha~a-

rupo viparyayastamo mohamahamohatamisrandhatamisralak~a~o [32] 

jayate. yacchruyate kimcitsamananyato 'nyatra matiranyaviparyaya~. iti. 
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itthamatisamksepenoktam bhavapratyayatmakam buddhibodhamupasamharati.
• • I 

/ 	 I 

(64Aa) LESOKTA BUDDHIDHARMO 'YAM 

esam ca bhavapratyayanam prapancap srTmanmatangadau vistareQa 

darsitah. prakasitascasmabhirmrgendravrttidipikayamiti ata evavadharyah. . . -	 " ,
gandhavistarabhayattu natra likhyate. ayam ca. 

(64Ab) CETANENOPABHAJYATE 

bhogyatvaditi se~a~. bhogyatvameva sadhayati. 

(648-65A) BHOGYATVAM CASYA SAMSIDDHAM YENOTPANNO 'NUBHUYATE 
-	 - .SA CAPYANUBHAVO BHOGO BHOKTARAM GAMAYATYALAM 

asya bauddhasya jivanasyotpattyapavargayogitvena bhogyatvameva na 

tu bhoktrtvam tasya sarvada grahakarupe~a sthirasyaiva svasa~vedana-
Isiddhitvadityuktam. atasca • 

.._ - - -	 - 
(658) 	 SADHAYITRA VINA YASMATSIDDHIRNEHA SAMIHITA 

iha hi buddhicaitanyavadibhirbaudhairbhokt:tvenabhyupagatasyasya[33] 

bauddhasya jnanasyasthiratvena gha~adivadacetanatvatkalantarabhavi-

ka rmapha 1a1 abhoktrt v asambha vaduktav-adbhogyatv acca sa tattadv i saya. , 	 . 
sukhadyanubhavarupo bhoga eva bhoktaram sadhayati. yato bhogakriya

siddhirbhoktaram ce~~amanamantarena na sa~bhavati bhogasyapi kriyatvat

tatkartrtvenapyatmasiddhiriti bhavah. samihiteti. abhistetyarthah.
• 	 I • • • 

atra codayati. 

(66A) NA VINA D~~TASAMVADAMANUMANASYA MANATA 

iha hi dhumenanumito 'gnirasTdata pratyak:ikriyata iti tasyanu
- -- - / 	 -manasya pramanantarsamvado drsyate. ata eva tasya pramanyam. cakra

• I ' 

/ /murdhadau dhumaderiva sadhyavyabhicaradarsanattatascatrapyanubhavatmano 
• ,._._ • / - • ,,,,,,._ I'- - .... ..- ,; - --

Jnan asya 1v a darsanat Jnat;jnanayorakarabhedanupalambhat bhogadbhoktr

anumanasyapi vyabhicarasankya prama~atvabhavanna bhokturjnana
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· vyatiriktasyatmana~ siddhiriti saugata',h. yadahu~ ekamevedam sa~vidrupam 

har~avi?adadyanekakaravivartam pasyamastatra yathe~tam sa~jnar kriyant~m

iti. 	tadayuktamityaha. 

(668) DRSTASYA KENA SAMVADO VENA TASYASTI MANATA 

bhogasya visayasamvedanatmanonubhavasya [34]ayamabhipraya~. 	 ., 

- -	 - / - .bahyavi~ayasamnidhane 'pi su~uptyadavantaradehasparsamatrav1~ayatvena 


sthiratayaiva bhasamanatvat sthiratvena svasamvedanapratyaksasiddho 

I 	 I 

grahakarupo atmetyuktam na ca jnanasya k~a~ikasya svatmani kriya~

vi rodhenasthai r yadhyaropo yuktah. yadapyuktam aksanikasya. 	 . . 
kramayaugapadyabhyamarthakriyavirodhat yatsat tatsarvam k~a~ikamityapi 

na. ak~a~ikasyaiva ma~yade~ kramena gha!adfnbhavanavabhasayato 

yugapancaikag;hagatamstamstanarthan praka~ayato 'nubhavasiddhatvat. 

k~a~ikasya cotpattikala eva nasyato 'nekak?a~anirvartyakriyanu- -~~ 

stanaksamatvadityadi vistarena (rTmanmatangavrtyadavacaryaih sadhitamiti . 
.. , . 	 ' . . 

/_ 	 .
tatascatmanah svasamvedanas1ddhatve 'pyanumeyatvam abhyupagamyocyate.. . 
(67A) NEHA PRAMANASAMVADAH PRATYAKSASYA PRAMANATAH 

I , • • • • 

natra pramapasya prama~antarasa~vadapek?a. pratyak~asya 


pramanantarasamvadabhave 'pyan. . 
adhigatavi~ayajnanajanakatvena pram~nyat tadahu~ anadhigatarthagantr 


. / - - 
prama~am iti. katham punascakramurdhadau vyabhicaro 'ta aha. 

(678) 	 ANVAYAVYATIREKABHYAM VYABHICARANIRAKRTI~ 

yasya dhumaderyena 'vinabhavalaksanassambandho 'nvayavyatirekabhya-m
' . . 

nifcitah na tasya tatra vyabhicaro drs'Yate. su-	 [35]. 	 . 
vivecitasya dhumasya 'gnaviva. cakramurdhadijanyasya tu svarupavivekena 

- - . /_ -- /dhumatvabhrant1p. tatascatra 'pi kriyayassarvatrakartrpurvakatvadarsanat
.. . 

bhogakriyaya bhoktra 'numfyate. bhavadbhirapi svadehe buddhipurvakatvena 
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siddhatkaryadivyavaharatpara~arrre buddhih pramanantarasamvadam vina 
~ . 

1 pyanumanena 'numTyate ityaha. 

(68A) - DEHADHARMASYA MANATVE KARANAM BUDDHIRISYATE 
• I 

/
dehadharmasya cestadyatmano manatve hetutve sati tena parasafire., 

taddheturbuddhip sadhyate ityarthaQ. yadahu~ buddhipurvam kriyam df~~va 

svadehe 'nyatra tadgrahat. jnayate dhI~ iti. atasca rupadidarsanan

yathanupapattya cak?uradindriyavadbhoganyathanupapattya bhoktrsiddir

ityabhipraye~aha. 
- - -

(688-69Aa) 
---.

ASMATSAMANYATO DRSTADANYASYAPI 
~ ....

PRAMANATA 
- -ANUMANASYA SA~SIDDHA 

yaduktam ca~vakaip. astu bhokta. sa tu parid:syamanaprthivyadi

caturbhutavikarasamaharatmakah kaya eva. tasyaiva parinamavisesena 
I I • 

kinvadidravyavikarena madasaktyabhivyaktavaccaitanyabhivyaktih. pranadi
.. . - . 

vayubalena bhogadikriyadarsanacca. na tu tato 'nyar. tasya 
-. / praty.a.< senada rs an at • [ 3 6 J 

yadahuh. drste sambhavatyadrstaparikalpana na nyayya. iti. tadapi 
• f I ' • • 

nirakrtamityaha.
I 

(69Ab-70A) KARANADATA EVA HI 
I 

CETANO BUDDHIBODHASYA BHOKT~ MANASAMARTHITA~ 
-
PRTHIVYADISAMAHARO BHAVATVITY NA YUKTIMAT 

/ - - / - - /-

ayamabhipraya~. yata~ sar1rasyapyantap suladyatmana bahisca mrdu

karka~adina sparsena bhogyatvadarsanadgha~adivaccetanatvam na yuktam. 

tatastasyapi bhok~rtvena 1 tma siddha iti cetanatvam casya na pramanopa

pannami tyaha. 
- - I

(708) CAITANYAM HI TVAYA TASYA KENA MANENA NISCITAM 
I' / - - - - /nanu suklasonitatmakadeharambhakabhutasadbhava eva caitanyadarsanat
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tadabhave ca 'darS'anaddehatmakameva caitanyamata aha.-(-7t [37] 

(71Aa) SATI SHAVE 'PYANAIKANTAH 

savasarfre garbhadau va dehatmakabhTitasadbhave 'pi caitanya 

(dar5ananna dehatmakam caitanyam tatasca sarira 'tmavado na pram~nopapanna 

ityaha. 
-~ 

(71Ab) TASMADVAYASAVASITAM 

bhogyatvaccasya 'cetanatvamityaha. 

(718-72A) ANABHIVYAKTACAITANYA DRSTA BHOGYA GUDADAYAH. . 
- .. 

JIVACCHAYOPABHOGYATVADASTU TULYO GUDADIBHIH 
o I 

gudadayo hi jfvasya 'tmanatchayaya 'nubhavatmana samvida bhogyatvena . . 
grahyataya visayTkriyamanah kadacidapyabhivyaktacetana na drstah. tatah , . . . . .,, , . 
kaya 'tmapi bhITtasamaharah proktavadgrahyatvena bhogyataya visayfkaranad, . , . 

acetana eveti na tasya bhok~rtvam upapadyate. kim ca dehasyaiva 
- - _/_ - - . ... - ' cetanatve tasya 'sakrtparinamena vinasadbalyavastha . . 'nubhutam vrddhava. 

sthayam smaryamanam nopapadyate ityadi vistarena nirakrto 'yam pakso
• I • # 

I Sffiabhi SSrimanmrgendravrttid_fpikayam. nanU Sarfravyati riktanam
• ' 

indriyanameva bhoktrtvam astu. nanyasyeti jn~riyacaitanikastadayuktam


ityaha. 

- - - -· /(72B-73A) BHOGYATVAKARANATVABHYAMINDRIYANAM VINISCITAM. 

- / ACAITANYAMATO BHOKTA PURUSASCITSVABHAVAKAH ,. 
uktavadindriyanamapi bhogarthataya bhogyatvatkaranatvacchastradi. .
. 

vadacetanatvamanivaryamevato naisam kartrtvam api tu citsvabhavasyatmana . . 

eva tasyaiva hi sarvanyakarakapravrttiniv;ttihetutvena kart;tvam yuktam. 

yadahuh pravrttau ca nivrttau [38]
• # • 

ca _karakanam ya 1~vara~ apravrtti~ prav_rttau va sa karta nama karaka 

i ti. 
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I 	 ~ 
(738) 	 8HOKTUR8HOGASCITERVYAKTIR8HOGYACCHAYANURANJITA 

bhogya ya buddheh sukhadirupayah chayaya akarenanuranjita caitanya. . 	 ,, 

vyakti rev a bhokturbhogar. yaduktam srTmatsvayamb_huve bhogosya vedana 

pumsah sukhaduhkhactilaksana iti tadanfm ca. 
• • # 

(74A) ACITTACCITISAMBANDHAD8HOGYAMABHATI CETANAM. 
. ' - . /. -acetanamapi buddhatmakam bhogyam tasyatmana~ caitanyasa~sle~c-

cetanavadabhasate. taduktam sarrikhyairapi acetanam cetanavadiva Iirigam 

it i • evam ca. 
- - ,_ -· ,I - •

(748-75A) BHOGYADVARENA PASANAM PASUNAM CA PARASPARAM 
-	 . - /CETANACETANACCHAYANUSANGO BHASATE BHRSAM ,, 	 . 

bhogyam hi vastu cittadhi~~hitam buddhTndriya~rndamatmano 

visayatvenopasthapayati.tacca buddhyadhyavasitam puruso grhnati. tad,. 	 . . 
buddhya:fhyavasitamartham puru~atcetayati iti. tatas'ca prakaS'a

_.. 	 ---"" I -- - - - - -.. -11rupatvadadarsasthaniyena bhogakhyena buddhibodhatmana dvare~atmanam 

bhoktrnam pafanam ca visayarupena parinatanam [39]. 	 . . . 
bhogyanam cetanacetanarupayoh chayayoh pratibimbitayorakaranusangah. . 	 . , 

I 	 - / -· ... - - -- samslesamatram bhrsamatyarthamekakarataya bhasate. ata evatranatmadau . 	 . 
atmadibhramah samsarinam. tadvivekajnane tu tesam prakrtilaya ityuktam. 

I 	 I , , IA 

/ - - (758) 	 BHOGYE BHOGAH PRA8HOSCHAYA YATHA CANDRAMASO JALE 

prabhorvyapakasyatmanassa eva bhogyavisayo bhogah. ya tadadhya
" , 

- - / - vasayatmani buddhibodhe candramasa iva jale chaya visi?ta caitanyabhi

vyakti£candrabimbasya j~datvat sthulatvacca vi[i~tasvarupabhivyaktimatra 

evatra df?~antatvam ato bhoktrtvaccetanasya purusasyaiva kartrtvam 
4 	 • 

nacetananam bhogyanam buddhyadinamiti mantavyam. nanu kriyavesO hi 

kartrvam. sa yadi pu~sassyatpari~amita bhavet. puru~o hi nirvikaras

tato nasya kartrtvam. kim tu prakrtereva sa hi vivekajnanatpurvam 
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.- ..... - • I .... 
mahad~di rupe9a bhogyataya tasyatmanam darsayat1ti sa~sara ityucyate. 

tatsambhave tu tasmannivartamana mukti£abdabhidheyeti samkhyah. yaduktam' . , 

tai p. · rangasya darsayi tva n i vartate nartakap yatha rangat. puru..sasya 


tathatmanam praka{ya vinivartate prakfti~ iti. [40] 


ata aha. 


(76A-76B) PARINAMABHAYATPUMSI BHOGE CANlPSITE SATI
. . 
/ 

AVISESO DURAPOHAH PRASAKTO BHOKTRMUKTAYOH. , , . 
ayamabhiprayah. natra kriyavesah kartrtvam. api tu kriyayam, , . 

saktatvameva. tathahi ayaskantasannidhanadayas ivatmanah. sannidheh , 

[arrradereva spandadirupar ktiyaveso drsyate. tatasca buddhyadivi~ayi 

karanarupe bhoge pumso na parinamaprasangah. kintu tatparatvena tad
• • • 6 • 

visayfkaranameva. bhavatpakse tu pumso nirmalatvena tatparatve 1 py, . .. . 
. - / -anabhyupagamyamanebhoktrmuktayoraviseso durnivarah prasajyate. ubhayor. . ,. 

apyanapek?atvena tulyatvat. nanu pararthapravrtta prakrtireva tad

artham pravartata ityuktam.yadahuh vatsavrddhinimittam ksfrasya. yatha. . " 
pra~rttirajnasya. puru?avimok~animittam tatha pravrtti~ pradhanasyeti 

ata aha. 
- - /- - , - 

(77A) PUMARTHAYA CA PASANAM PRAVRTTIRVINIVARITA 
' 

ayamabhiprayar acetanatvadeva pradhanasya puru~am prati prav!ttir~a 

-yukta. k~fraderapi cetanagavadyadhistitasyaiva pravrttidrstaih. vayu
• c • • ' ' 

jaladfnamapi paks1krtatvacca tatpravrttyabhyupagame- [41]. . ~ 

1 py na nirapek~am prati prav;ttiryukta. nirapek?am prati pravrttau va 
/ muktasya 'pi pravartate. tatasca baddhatmani sabhilasatve bhogartham

I 

samudyogadatmani vikare ca 1 nabhyupagamyamane tasmin bhogo 'pi na 

yuktimanityaha. 

(778) BHOKTARYAVIKRTE BHOGO MUKTAVANNOPAPADYATE 
.# 
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nanu aviveka eva pradhanapravrtterhetuh. prakrtipurusavivekajnane tu 
, , ' . 

tam pratyuparatadhikaratvannapravartate. ato na baddh~muktayoravise~a~ yad 

ahuh prakrteh sukumarataram na kim cidastTti me matirbhavati ya 
I • I - ... /

d;~~asm1 ti punardarsanamupai ta puru.sasya iti. tadayuktam. bhavatpak.se 

pu~so nirmalatvenavivekayogat. nirhetuke caviveke sarvada vivekabhava

prasangacca. tasmadavivekanyathanupapattyapi tasya samalatvasaragatady

abhyupagantavyamiti vaksyamah. yadyevamatmanah samalatvenajnasva~. , . 
bhavatve sarTradiyogena jnatrtaya vikarecabhyupagamyamane svabhavantara

.- I •
yogadfnityatvaprasanga iti paramatamasankate. 

- - /(78Aa) VIKARITVADANITYASCET 

bhokteti sesah. pariharati. [42].. . 
(78Ab) MAYASADHYAM NA MANYATE 

mayaya svakaryaissuksmabahyasarrradvarena kriyamanam vi~sam na 
~ . , ' 

/
janite bhavaniti sesah. tato nanityatvadido~a ityabhipraya~ katham-

I ~ 

i tyata a·hah. 

(788) 
- - -SVARUPAVYAKTILABHACCA NA -VIKARO NA -1 -NASITA 

nasmabhirnaiyayikadivajjadarupa eva 1 tma isyate. api tu jnasvabhava. . 
eva. sa tu tasya svabhava~ sar1radiyogam vina 1 nabhivyakteranadina 

kena 'pi pratibaddho 1 vasfyate. sa ca mala eveti vak~yama~. tatasca 

mayaya kaladibhi~ svakaryamalavyudase naikadesasvarupavyaktirevatmanaD 

kriyate. malaparipake tu dik?akhyaya sivasaktya sarvavi~ayobhivyajyate. 

tato nasya vikaro vinasita ceti. asya ca. 

(79A) /BHOGYOPADHANARAGASCA SVACCHATVANNOKTAKARA~AT 
. I

ato bhogyavisayopadhanajanito raga 'pi sukhaduhkhamohakarah prakaso. . .. 
1 sya spha~ikasyeva svacchatvatpraka£arupatvat. na tu purvoktatpari

namakhyatkara~at. sa ca vi~ayoparago 1 pyasya tatparataya tadvi?ayf

http:bhavatpak.se
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tato bhogyasya sarfrasyasakrtpariname 'pi bhokturna kara~am. evetyuktam. . . 
paripama ityaha. [43] 

(79B-80A) SARlRAPARINAMEVA PARINAMI NA PUDGALAH.. . . 
-SA YATO 'CETANO BHOGYO BUDDHIMATPARINAMATAH. 

tasyapi pari~amabhyupagame buddhyadivadbhogyatvamacetanatvam ca 

syadityarthah. tatra paramatamupanyasya dusyati., . . ,,._._ . - --
(80B-81A) CA ITANYAM HI GU~O JNANAM SAMAVAYO 'THA TENA VA 

- . SVARUPAM PURUSASYETI NANYADASYA NA YUKTIMAT. 
evam hi naiyayikadayo manyante. jadasvabhava evatma tasya manah 


. - - ,..._ , 
I I 

;


samyogadgunataya jnanam samavetamutpadyate. tadeva ca tasya caitanyam , , 

nanyajjnasvabhavatvamiti. tadayuktam. jadatve tasya ghatadivatjnana. . 
samavayayogaditi. nanvatra niyamakam karmadrstakhyamasti. yatkarma. .. 
samanadh1kara~e puru~a eva jnanam samavetamutpadyate. nanyatra tad

vyadhikarane ghatadaviti. ata aha. . . 
(81B-82A) AJNE NARYEVA VIJNANAM NANYATRETI NIVAMAKAM 

KARMA 'PI NOPAPANNAM TU TADANYATRA STHITAM YATAH 

karmanah krsyaderiva prakrtisamskaratvameva natmasamskaratvam 
' • • I I I e 

vikaritvaprasangadityuktam. tatastadapi natra niyamakam [44] 

bhavitumarhati. tatascaitanyasamavayaccitsvabhava evatmasiddhi ityaha. 

(82B-83A) MOHO MOHASVABHAVEBHYO YADVANNARTHANTARA~ BUDHAH 
\ 

- - - # 

CAITANYEBHYA~ PADARTHEBHYASTADVANNARTHANTARAM CITI~ 
- -- - - -Icaitanyatmano jnanasyatmadharmatvaddharmanase dharmi~o 'pi tad

avyatirekannasa~ prasajyata iti sarvada cetanasvabhava evatmabhyupa

gantavya~. tasya ca malavrtatvanmanobuddhyadayastadabhivyanjakataya 

s i ddha i tyuktam. as_ya ca bhogakriyayamupakarakataya sahakari bhutain 

prayoktrkaraQaranj akarupain kal avidyaragakhyam kancukatrayam prakrti
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sadhanatpa{cadabhidhasyate ityaha. 
, 	 ,~ 

(83B-84A) 	 PRAYOKTRKARANAM BHOGE RANJAKAM COPARI TRAYAM 
f • 

ASYA BHOGAKRIYAKARTUHPRAKRTERUPADEKSYATE 
I ' I 

ittham prasangadbhoktaram prasadhya prakrte buddherevahankarasyot

pattirityaha. 
. - 

(84B-85A) 	 BUDDHE SKANDHO 'PARO BHINNO YO 'HANKARAMAJIJANAT 

JANITARO GUNA YENA DRSTASTATPRATIBHADISU [45]. 	 , 

yena karanena tasya buddheh pratibhadisu vrttisu proktena nayena 
I 	 I ' ' • 

parasparabhibhavenasrayanmithunT bhavacca karyasyotpadayitaro gunah, , 

. - _, -	 "' drstah. yaduktam sankhyaih anyonyabhibhavasrayanmithunapravrttayasca , . 	 , 

gu~a iti tena 	buddherevadhyavasayaheto~ skandhadanyo bhago gu~asa~p~kto 

'hankaramajijanat. tatasca na hyekam janakamiti nyayenanyonyas~mp;kta 

eva gu~a janakastathaiva ca sarve~u padarthe~u vartante. satvikadi

vyavaharastu tesam satvadibahulyaditi bhavah. saksadgunakaryatvadeva 
I 	 t t I 

casyam gunanvayo ghatadisu mrdakaranvayavadityaha. . . . ' 

(86B-86A) 	 PRATHAMA VIKRTIH SATO GUNANAM TATRA YUJYATE. . 	 . 
UDBHAVABHIBHAVABHYAM TU NIYAMENA VYAVASTHITI~ 

gu~a hi tasyam niyamena parasparabhibhave na bhavantah siddhyadi

janaka ityuktam. yadyevamahankarasyapi gunanvayaggunebhya evotpattir, , 

astu ata· aha. 


(86B-87A) AHANKARE 'PYAYAM NYAYA ITI MA JALPA PANDITA 


ANYONYAVIK~TITVATTANMATRASVAPYANU~AJYATE 

ahankaradibhutantanam sarvesamapyanyonyavikrtitvatproktavatparam, 	 . 
paraya gu~avikaratvanna kevalamahankara eva tanmatrasvapi .api ~abdad~ 

indriyavarge bhutavarge ca gunanvayo 'nusajyata [46]. . 
eva. ghatakapaladisu mrdakaranvayavat na tu sarvesam saksatgunebhya

• ' • 	 , I , 
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evotpattirityado?ap. atha ke te g~n~h kairvyaparaisca t~sam siddhir 

ityata aha. 

(87B-88A) SATVAM RAJASTAMASCETI KARANANI DHIYO GUNAH 
• I / 

PRAKHYAVYAPARANIYAMAIH PUMYOGAM YE VITENIRE , . 
· proktavadbuddhyadidvare~a bhavapratyayadirupam puru~abhogyam vastu ye 

sargadau cakrurutpaditavantah adhunapi kurvate te buddherapi karanam 
' I 

guna i ti. ete ca parasparaviyogadekameva tatvam. yacchruyate. trayo 
I 

gunastathapyekam tatvam tadaviyogatah. iti. tato buddhikaranataya,
I , 

prakasavrtti n iyamakhya i rvyapara i h satvadinam siddh i,h. ete ca pradhanyat. . 
pradarsita~. anye?amapi sthairyadhairyadfnam sauryakrauryaafi'lamarati

..._ - ~ - I .,,.. - ..,. - / - mandyad1nam gunakaryanamagamesu sravanat. nanu guna eva . 
I I I I 

pradhanakhyanityatvena sthita. iti. samkhyastadayuktamityaha.
I 

-
(88B-89A) ACAITANYE 1 PYANEKATVASAMKHYASAMBANDHAHETUTAH 
e I I 

TESAM KARANAPURVATVAMISTAM BUDDHIGHATAoIVAT
' , . . " 

yata esamanekatvasamkhyasambandhadanekatvam tato 1 nekatvad- [47]. . . 
acetanatvacca ghatadivatkaryatvasiddhih. kim tesamupadanamityata aha. . ., 

(89B-90A) UPADANAM GUNANAM 
I 

YATPRAKRTIH SAsHIDHiYATE 
• I 

- - /

AVIBHAGASTHITAYASYAM NIRGACCHANTI SIVERITA~ 

-· - - - - - /.yasyam suksmatvenavibhagena sthita gunah sivapreranena svasva, . ' . 
pravrttivibhagaih sthulah abhivyajyante sa prakrtih siverita iti ca 

, t I ' _. 

acetanatvannasya svatantryena pravrttiriti darsayati. asyasca prati, . 
purusam suksmadehavartitvenanekatvatkaryatvamiti vaksyamah. atha 

• I I 

puru~asya kaladipancakaffcukayuktasya bhoktrtvena pu~stvammalayogaddik~ayam 

tacchuddhyartham prakrtitattvadU"rdhvamagamesu pathe satyapi . ' , 
-.. ..-.. .... - .__ , __. I

tasya vyapakatvaccetanatvena bhok~rtvaccadhvarupatvam bhogasadhanatvam ca 

na sa~bhavatiti tamupek~ya tasyaiva ranjakatvena praguktam ragatatva~ 
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sadhayi tumaha. 
-(908-91A) 	 BHOGYANUBHAVAMASADYA BHOGYE SAKTIH 

I 
PRAVARTATE 

TATSIDDHYARTHAM TATASTASYA RAGO BHOGANURANJAKAH_.. 

iha hi samsaravasthayam puru~asya bhagyam drstva tasminsaktih , 	 . ' .. 
pravartate. sa ca naheturutpadyate. muktyavasthayamapi prasangat. 

atastasya pumsastasyah sakteh siddhyartham bhagabhilasa- [48] 
, I I 	 I 

J\1naka r-a9a 	 'bhyupagantavya~. atra parabhipraya~. 

(91B-92A) 	 SATVAM RAJASTAMO VISAYESVANURANJAKAMYUKTAM . , 
- ,

BUDDHAVABHYUDITAM PUMSASTASMADANYO. 	 NIRARTHAKAH. 
pariharati. 

- . . 	 - ,.,,,,
(928-93A) 	 TANMATAVUDITAM BHOGYAM TASMINYO 'SYANURANJAKAH 

t 

SA RAGO 'NYAH PRAMANTAVYO RUPE 'PYETADDHI DUSANAM 
II 	 I • 

satvikadibhagasadhanavisayakaradhyavasayadvarena buddhavuditasya
I 	 • 

sukhaduhkhamaharupena parinatasya satvadigunatrayasyaiva saksadbhagya
' 	 I I r • 

tvattasminnapi bhagye yah pumsa 'bhilasajanakasya tasmadvisaya. . , 	 . 
gunadirupena buddhavuditatsatvadigunatrayadbhagyarupadanya grahakagata. ' . , 

raga mantavya~. bhagyasyaiva 'bhil~sajanakatve vitaragabhavaprasanga 

iti bhavah. tact uktam tatvasamgrahe bhagyavisese ragena hi kascict
, 	 4 I 

vftaragassyaditi. yadyevamavairagyalaksana buddhidharma eva raga
I • 

'stvata aha. rupepyetaddhi du~a~amiti. ayamabhipraya~. avairagya

laksanasya rupasya tavadvasanarupatvanna karyakaratvam. vasanavasthayam. , 

api karyakaratve buddheranantavasanayagena pu~sa yugapadviruddha 'nanta

pratipattivai;asaprasangat. [49] 
...... - - ..... ,_ .,..

pratyayatmana sthularupepa bhagyadasamapannena tasmin rage 'bhyupa

gamyamane 'pi pragvadvitaragabhavaprasanga iti tayaranya raga 'bhyupa

gantavya iti karmaiva ranjakamastviti cenna. tasya krsyadivatphala
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janana eva caritarthatvatkaryantarahetutve pramanabhavadanekatatva, 

parikalpanabhavaprasangacca atha vidyasiddhiry. 
' -	 /(93B-94A) 	 KARA~AM NA VINA KARTU~ KRTIH KARMA~! D~SYATE 

ATO 'STI KARANAM VIDYA BUDDHIBODHAVIVECINI 

proktavadindriyanam vi~ayopasthapakatvenopayogat. tasmin buddhi

bodhakhye karmani grahye grahanakriyanam pumsah kena 'pi karanena . 	 . . ,.. 

bhavitavya~. yattatkaranam s~ vidyeti., 
- / 	 - _, 

(948-95A) 	 PRADIPAVANMATISTASYA SVAPARATMAPRAKASIKA 

VIDYATE KARANAM PUMSO VIDYAYA KINKARISYATI. , 

buddheh prakasarupatvatpradfpavadvi~ayakaram svatmanamapi pra

kasayatTti na. karapanatarasiddhiQ pariharati. 

(958-96A) PRADIPAH. KARANAM ,. PUMSASSTAMBHADYARTHOPALABDHISU , -	 ~ - DIPOPALABDHAU CAKSUSCA BUDDHAVAPYEVAMISYATAM. 	 . 
buddherapi grahyatvena karmatvatkara~apek~a 'stfti uktam iti [50] 

.... . -/ - _,, -· bhavah uktam ca tatvasangrahe 'ravivatprakasarupo yandinam mahamstatha 
' 	 . 

- - / 	 - 'pi karmatvat. karanantarasapeksassakto grahayitumatmanam iti. etad 
~ 	 ~ 

eva darsayati. 
-	 / - I' • 

(968-97A) 	 TRAIGUNYATSA VIVEKENA SAKTA DARSAYITUM NA, 	 HI 
-VISAYAKARAMATMANAMAVIVIKTA YATASSVAYAM 

# 

- - I (978-98A) 	 VIDYA GUNAPARA VEDYAM VIVIKTATO VIVEKATAH , . 
/ - / ' .  -
SAKTA DARSAYITUM PUMSO NA 'TRA KARYO 'TIMATSARAH. 

buddhestrigunatmakatvena bhogyakaravivekatkarmataya na svatma
1 

praka{akatvam pradipadivat. vidya tu tadatTtatvena bhogyakaradvivikta 
~ 	 . - - -/sat1 pumso vedyam karanantaranirapeksa prakasayatyeveti. atha kalaya . 	 . . 

vyaparah kathyate. 
' 

(988-99A) 	 KARMADIKARAKANIKAPRAYOKTA BHOGASIDDHAYE 
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SVATANTRAH PURUSAH KARTA KALA TASYA PRAYOJIKA 
• I ' 

bhoktrtvena bhogcfrtham buddhyadikarakavrataprayoktrtvatkarta 

puru~a ityuktam. pravrttau ca nivrttau ca karakanam ya rfvarah.. ' , , 

apravrttah pravrttau va sa karta nama karakah iti. tasya ca bhoga-· , , . . 
kriyayam vaksyamanavatsamarthyopodbalena prayojika kala- [51]

• I 

I... - -, - •sastresucyate. nanu akartaiva purusa iti sankhyah. tadayuktam ityaha. 
t I ' - /

(998-100A) AKARTRTVA 'BHYUPAGAME BHOKTRSABDO NIRARTHAKAH. . . 
"" - IUPADANAPRAVRTTESCA NISPHALATVAM PRASAJYATE. . 

bhogasya 'pi kriyatvadbhoktrtvenaiva pumsah kartrtvam siddhyati... . . . . 

tasminnakartaryabhyupagamyamane tadbhogartham pradhanasya 'pi prav;ttir

nisphala syat. akartari karanadisambandhasya nirarthakatvat. kim ca.' . , 
~(1008-101 A) KARTRMATKARMADEVADI KRIYASADHANABHAVATAH 

t . • 

VASYADIVADATAH KARTA PARIJNEYO VIBHUH PUMAN. 
. - - . - - 1- av1bhutve hyatmano gaganad1vadamurtatvaddesantaranayana 'sa~bhavena 

- • - / 'T'" - / - /daks 1natyadeh kasm1radau drsyamanah desantaraphala bhogo 'nupapannah
t • • ~ ~ I 

_iti tadanyatha 'nupatattya 'tma vyapako 'bhyupagantavyah. iti. uktam ca 

~rrmatparakhyadau kartrsaktim vyanaktyasya kalasyatar prayojika. tata~ 

kala samayukto bhoge 'nu~ kartrkaraka iti. asya kartuh pumsah kartr. , , . 
.. 


/ • /I - • ,.,_ • - / • - - sakt1ssakterekatvatJnanakr1yasakt1rvaksyamanavat malavrtatvenarthesu. . . 
_I - - I na pravartate iti pradipavatprakasarupa kalaikadese [52] 

. - - -/ 
malavidara~ena tamabhivyanakti prakasayati tatassa prayojika hetu~ 

kartrf bha~yate.sa canuh purusastaya'tyantavivekena bhasamano bhoga. . . 
kriyaya kartrkarakamucyate. sa hi bhoktrtvatkarta kala tu tat. . 
prayojikatvatkarakamiti. taduktam £rrmanmrgendre ityetadubhayam 

viprassambhuyananyavatsthitam bhogakriyavidhau jantornirjaguh kartr, . ~ 

karakamiti. anyatha hi. 

http:bha~yate.sa
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(101B-102A) VYAKTIKARTRANAPEKSASYA KARTRBHAVE SAMIHITE 
- ' ..... - ..... ...

ATMANAH PRAKKALAYOGATPRASAKTA SARVAKARTRTA 
I . 

- ~ /

(102B-103A) SARVAKARTRTVASAMBANDHATSARVAJNAH PARAMESAVAT. . . 
"' _,,, - - ~ 

SARVAJNATVADAYUKTASYA SVATMADU~KHAYA KART~TA 

atmano hi nirmalatvena kalanapek?asyaiva kartrtve 'bhyupagamyamane 

. sivavatkaladipasatmaka~arirasambandham vinaiva sarvakartrtvam ajnatasya . . . 
- ·ifV , • - /. karanasambhavena sarvaJnatvam ca bhavet. n1ravaranatvena s1vena 1 . 

- -
~ 

- / -'nadhis~hitasya svatantrasya 'sya svatmana eva duhkhaya sar1radikartrtvam.. ,, , 

na yujyate. ato 'sya sukhotpadadau paratantryadarsanat baddhatvam 

samalatvam ca ni(ciyate. tata eva ca 'syasarvakartrtvam asarvajnatvam 

- - - - I'ca sa~saravasthayam ctrsyate. [53] 

tato malav;tatvadasya bhoge vi~aye kimcitjnatvakart;tvayorapi 

kalanugrahapek~a siddhetyaha. 
.... . _.. 

(1038-104A) NA CASYA SARVAKARTRTVAM BADDHATVADGOVRSADIVAT 
I 

KALANUGRAHASAPEKSA BHOGE TENA 'SYA KARTRTA. . 
ittham kalam prasaddhya tasya eva vidyaragavyaktanamudbhava ityaha . 

....._ - ,.. -- ,.,J

(1048-105A) SKANDHO 'PARAH KALAYASTU YASMADETAH PRAJAJNIRE 
- -

• - I 

VIDYARAGAPRAKRTAYO YUGMAYUGMAKRAMENA TU , 

yugmakramepa ragavidye sahaiva jayete. avyaktam tu ~rthagayugma


kramenetyarthah. uktam ca srfmadraurave kalatatvadragavidye dve tatve
.. . 


sa~babhuvatu~. avyaktam ca iti. atra karmaphalabhogasya kala' 


'vacchedam bhok~rniyamam ca vina 'nutpatte~ kalaniyatyakhyam tatva

dvayamagamesu sruyamanam arthasiddhatvadacaryena 'nupattam. tathahi 
' I I 

- - _, - ,,,. - - / krsyadivatkarmaphalanam rajaniyama 'bhave dasyubhirapaharadarsanat. . . , 

jyotistomadikarmaphalanamapi bhoktrpratiniyamakena kena 'pi bhavyamiti.. . 
tanniyamakatvena niyatissidhha. karmano niyamakatvamastfti cettanna. 
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-~ /tasya phalajanana eva caritarthatvadityuktam. isvarasakterapi 

tatvantara~ [54] 

vyavadhanenaiva bhogavi?aye karyakaratvam. anyatha sarvatatvabhava

prasangat. kim ca ciraksipradipratyayadvarena ciram bhunkte ityadi. 
bhogyadyavacchedakatvena kalassiddhap. sa ca naiyayikadyabhyupagatavan

nityo bhavitumarhati. bhutadirupatvenanekatvadacetanatvacca. taduktam 

srimanm:gendre tru~yadipratyayasyartha~ kalo mayasamudbhava~. kalayan

nasamutthananniyatya niyatam pasum iti. ittham suksmadehatmikam tatva, 

samhatimuktava tasyah pratipurusam niyatatvamaha. 
• ' I 

(105B-106A) VASUDHADIKALAPRANTA BHOGASADHANASAMHATIH. . 
~ ~ 

NIYATA PRATIBHOTARAM PARIJNEYA MANISIBHIH 
, ' 

taduktam tatvasamgrahe. vasudhadyastatvagunah pratipumniyatah .. . . 
kalanto 'yam. paryatati karmavasato bhuvanajadehesvayam ca sarvesu. ,, . 
iti. ekatve suk~madehasya sarve?am drsyamanabhogabhedo na yukta ityaha. 

(1068) ANYATHA HI SUKHADINAM DRSTO BHEDO NA YUJYATE.,, . 
nanvekatve 'pi suksmadehasya karmabhedadeva tatphalabhogabhedo

I 

bhavi~yat1ti cettadayuktamityaha. [55] 
-
(107A) YOKSYATE KARMANO BHEDATTADBHEDO YADI YOKSYATE. . 

karmabhedadeva bhogabhedassiddhyati. siddhe ca bhogabhede karma- . 

bhedo 1 numiyate iti itaretarasrayadci~aQ prasakta ityartha~.nanu kartrbhedad 

eva siddhah karmabheda~ karmabhedacca bhogabheda iti nanyonya~rayado?a 'ta aha 

(107B-108A) SAMBANDHADYUGAPATSA TU KURVANTI KARMAKARTRBHIH. . . 

KATHAM BHINNANI KARMAN! KARTRBHEDATKARISYATI 

# , 

malavrtatvena 'tmanam kaladisuksmadehadisambandham vina karma, . . 
kartrtva •nupapatteh. yugapatsarvakartrsambandhena karma kurvana. . . . 
sa suksmadeharupa tatvasamhatirekarupa katham bhinnani vicitrani karmani. , . . 
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karoti naivetyarthah. 
• 

nanu pratipurusam cikirsabhedatkarmabheda iti 
I • 

- - - - - -. -f 	 .cettanna. c1k1rsayasca suksmadehasambandhadevotpatteh. tasyasca1katvac. .. , 	 . 
~ -	 ... / - - - cik1rsabhedo 'pyanupapanna it1 par1drsyamanabhogabhedanyatha 'nupapattya. 	 . 

. / 	 pratipuru?am suk?madehabhedo 'vasyamabhyupagantavyap. nanu atmabhede 

hi sUksmadehabhedo yuktah. sa eva tavadeka iti vedantavidastatra 'ha. . 	 . 

- - - [56] 

ekatve hyatmanassukhaduhkhadivaicitryam janmamaranavaicitryam ca 

(1088) 	 ATMANAMAPYANEKATVAMATA EVA PRATIYATE 

. 	 . 
'nupapannamiti bhogavaicitryadeva 'tmananatvasiddhih.

' 
esa. cadvaita

niraso 'smabhirmrgendravrttidTpikayam vistarena darsitah. atha kimiyam
# • 	 , • 

suksmadeharupa 	tatvasamhatiratmavadvyapika. ahosvidavyapiketyata aha. . 	 ' 
-/-	 

(109A) 	 TASYASCAVIBHUTA SIDDHA YUGAPADVRTTYASAMBHAVAT , ' 
jnanakriyabhivyaktilak~a~asya tatkaryasya sarvatra yugapadanutpatte~ 
-I"- -	 . .... . ._ ... tasyascavyapakatvas1ddhih. nanu yatra sahakar1na karmana phalarambhena. 	 , . . 

nirdeso bhavati tatraivasavatmanascaitanyabhivyaktaye vik~obhamabhi

vyanjanarupam karotiti tasmadevasyassarvatra yugapatkaryanutpattir

navyapakatvaditi cet. tadapyayuktam tasyah karyatvena 'nityatvatghatadi-, . 
vatxyapakatva 'siddherityabhiprayenaha. 

/

(1098-110A) 	 KARMANIRDESAVIKSOBHAKARANATVAM CA NOTTARAM 
~ . 

YUGAPADV~TYANUTPATTESSARVATRA VIBHUTAIVA NA 

atha kimiyamekadeefe caitanyabhivyaktissuksmadehavyanjakasya
' 

'vibhutvat uta vyangyasya 'tmana ityata aha. 
- - - - / /(110B-111A) 	 VIKARITVADIDHARMYATMA VIRODHASCA SRUTERA~AU 

AVIBH;U YUGAPACCITVAVYAKTIKKLEPYANURVIBHUH [57]., , 

yadyavyapaka atma syat tada desantaraphalopabhogopyananupapanna 
. 	 .-. _, /' ""' 

ityuktam. k1m 	 ca tasya muktyavasthayam sivavatsarvajnatvasarvakartr
r - - /katvasravanat vyapakatvamavasyamabhyupeyam. atha sa~saravasthayam
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avyapakatvam muktyavasthayam ca vyapakatvam tasye?yate tada pari

~amitvacetanatvadido~aprasangar tato nityatvavyapakatvadisrutervirodhar . 
. / . -- · · - taduktam srfmanmrgendre caitanyam dfkkriyarupam tadastyatmani sarvada 

sarvata.sca yato muktau fruyate sarvatomukham. it i. navyapakao na ks an iko- . 
naiko napi jadatmaka iti ca. ittham suksmadehatmikamasadharanatatva. . ' 

srstimuktva bhuvanatmikam sadharanatatvasrstimaha. 
e • • I I t t 

( 11f8) TATVANAMAPARE SKANDHA BHOGINO RATIBHUMAYAH 

suk~madeharupadbhogadanye vicitrabhuvanadyakarastatvanam bhogas

samsarinah bhogasthanananityarthah. ata;ca.. ' . . 
-. ~ - --

( 112A) TAJJADEHAPRAV ISTA SA TESAM TASU PHALAVAHA.. ' 

suksmadehatmika tatvasamhatiracarapeksayatasu bhogabhumisu karma. . . . 
va~attattadbhuvanajadehesu pravista sati purusasyaikades'ena jnanakriya. .. ~ 

samarthyam~abhivyanjik~ bhavati. taduktam tatvasangrahe [58] 
I" • ,,. 

parya~ati karmavasato bhuvanajadehe~vayam ca sarve~u iti. sriman~rgendre 

'pi. ityativahikamidam vapurasya jantofcitsangacidgahanagarbhavivarti

lesat.na'itavatalamiti' bhauvanatatvapanktimacaradehavisaya 1 bhyudayaya 
- . /vak?ye. iti. tameva bhuvanasrstim samksepena darsayati.

& I• t , I - ... ... / 

( 112B-113A) NIRAYADISTU SATYANTA KALAHATAKADESIKAIH
' . 

... -- -- ....
ADIMADHYANTASAMRUDDHA BHUTESU STHANAPADDHATIH 

I & 4 

tatra kalah kalagnih hatakah pataladhipatih. desikah samasta
• ' I I ' ~ I 

sastropadesakatvallokacaryassatyalokordhvasthitasya visnulokasyapyupari ,, 
- / / ~ vartate. rudraloke vartamano 1 nantasisyah sr1kanthastasyaiva , 

I tr \ I 

brahmandantaradhikarattaih kalahatakadefikaissvasvabhuvanavartisvadi
,. 1 ' • 

madhyantesvadhisthita narakapatalabhuradilokatmika bhuvanapaddhatis, . 
- -

\.' 

- - /sthulesu brahmandantarvartisu sthita tatasca. . '' . 
(1138-114Ba) sATARUDRAVIBHUSCAPI SAHAPANCABHIRASTAKAIH 

' ' . 
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- ,._. ~ 
MATRASAMBHUTABHUTESU PROKTABHUTAVIDHATRSU 

~ . 
TANM~TR~ CITTAVARGE~U 

, . - -· - ..... - - - tatra satarudranam brahmandadharakanamadhisthata vfrabhadrah 
f I 

prthivftatve praguktasth~laprthivfkaranabhute tanm~tri 'janye [59]. . . 
suksmaprthivitatve sthitah. tatha sthulajaladikaranabhute tanmatrajanye 

' . , . 
eva suksmaj a I adi bhutacatustaye c i ttavargasabdenantahkaranffiamupadanat 

' ' . ' .. 
tanmatradyahankarante ca 'dhvaniguhyatiguhyaguhyatarapavitrastha~vakhyani 

,... - - . - _, . - . / - . / . - . pancastakan1 bhuvananam sth1tan1. tad uktam sr1mannand1kesvarakar1kasu 
'' 

brahma sthulani gata~ suk~madfnyadharadehabhogyartham. rudra{atam 

ksetrabhuvam catvarim sacca suksmabhutani. tanmatra mane 'hankrti
' I • 

buddhirdeva gunamstu yogivarah. vamadya gunasaram krodhah prakrtim 
t ' I I I • 

kalattu mandalina iti ata eva 'ha. 
' ' 

/ 

( 114Bb-1168) BUDDHAU CA KRAMASO NYASET 
/- - . - 

PAISACADYASTAKAM VIDVAN GU~ATATVE KFTADIKAM 
- /

APRAPTAGUNABHAVE TU VISUDDHE GUNAMASTAKE. . 

VIKARE PRAKRTE LINA VAMADISTHANAMALIKA 

' / ' KRODHESVARARUDRANAM PURAPANKTIH. PRADHANAGA 
- - ,,. - /~ - - vamadevadayastrayodasa rudrah krodhesadibhirastabhissaha pradhana 

, ' ' 

'dhipairgunamastakabhuvanesu sthitah. prakrtessuksmarupatvadbhuvana
L • ' a ' a. 

'dharatva 'yogat. ityagamavida~ tatha. 


(117A) MANDALANI TU VAMASTAU KALATATVE STHITANI TU [60]

" \ ' " 

ragavidyasahite kalatatvestastakramenastau bhuvananam mandalani 
'' '" . .' \,• 

sthitani. taduktam srrmanmrgendre ragavidyagarbhe kalapade mahapura, 
- / Icatussasthimandale mandaladhipa iti. kalaniyatyosca bhuvanadvayam 

' ... ' ... t \. ' ' 

tatraivoktam niyatau sthito niyata~ kale kalanasaktiman. iti. e~a ca 

bhuvanadhva paddhatyadi~u bahuso d\sYata iti natra vistare~a pradarsita~. 
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tesu ca 'vantarabhuvanasamkhyabhedah kesucitkesam cidantarbhavadity
• .. • ' ' 4 

avirodhah. ittham bhuvanatmikamapi tatvasrstimuktva proktasya kaladi. . .... ,.. . 

rupasya jagata~ paramopadanam mayam sadhayati. 
- . /(1178-11 BA) JAGADBIJAM MAHAMAYA JANYASAKTIRACETANA 

-- - - -· TASYAH KALADISAMBHUTIRBHOGINAM BHOGABHUTAYE. , 

mahaticasavanekasrotorupasvakaryavyaptermaya ca matyasyam pra~aye 

sarvamasuddham jagaditi maya. sa ca jagadbijam jagatar kaladirupasya 

pratipuru~am bhedena 'nekatvadbhuvana 'dharatvacca karyarupasya 
/  -sarvasya sak~atparamparaya copadanam. ata eva janyasaktissuk~marupa-

..... I' -- - ~ -- .,. ..... .,,,, - - .-,svakaryasaktisamahara 'tmika satkaryavada 'bhyupagamena sarvakaryapam 

/ - -- saktirupe~a tatra 'vasthanadupadanatvadeva m!dadivadacetanata ca tatas

tasyap kaladibhoga [61] 

~ ------ - ..,,,...sadhanasa~bhuti ri tyuktam. saktisamaharatmakatameva 'sya9 praka~ayati. 
- - / /

(118B-119A) ANEKABHIRVICITRABHISSAKTIBHISSAKTIMATYASAU 
.- ..... ---· /' --- -

VICITRA 'NANTAKARYA~AM DARSANATSA~PRATIYATE 

~ , .,.. - ...- I ,_,.--- 
vicitra 'nantakaryotpattidarsanadvicitranantakaryasaktisamaharatmika 

"' - .... _. ...... .- I _· 
'sau jnayate. nanvasya eva 'nekakaryajanika 'nekassaktayah kalpyah 

. . . 
tasyassvayam ;aktirupatvacchaktesca s'aktyantarakalpana 'nupapatte~ 

paramakararatvadeva '.sya n i tyatvam anyathanavasthaprasan'gadi tyabh i

prayena 'ha. 
t - - -/ . /

(119B-120A) ACIDVATAMANEKATVADVINASITVAM SUNISCITAM 

NA 'NEKA SATVATO NITYA MAYA YADYAPYACETANA 

kim ca. 
~ ~ ~ ~-

(12os;121A) VYAPINI PURUSA 'NANTYADBHOGAYA KURUTE YATAH. , 
/ 

SARVAKARYANI SARVATRA STROTOBHIRVISVADHAMABHIH 
t • 

taduktam bfhaspati padai ~ api sarvasiddhavaca,h k~Iyerandirghakal am
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udgirnah. mayayamanantyannocyate srotasam sankhya . . iti esa ca ks!ra
1 ' ' • 

dadhinyayena na sarvatmanan parira~ameti kim tu gh~takT~anyayena eka

de~eneti mantavyam. [62] 

- - .... 
SARGASTHITILAYASTASYASSVATMASAMSTHAH PRAKIRTITAH( 1218-122A) 

& • 

~ . --
• 


SVATMASAMSTHAM VIKARASYA TATVADIBHUVANA 'VADHEH. . 
-- --- --: - - /evam paramopadanatvanmayastha eva jagatassargadayah bhuvanadesca 

I 

-.. - _.... ' --. - - -- .vikarasya tatvadisvarupam svatmasa~stamiti tatvabhavabhutabhuvanatmakam 

ca samastam jagadvikarasthameva jneyam. nanu suddharupamapi tatvadikam 

tadupadanain ca bindusamjnamagame.su ~ruyate. satyam. tatprapter

vidyesvaradi padaprapti rupatvena 'paramuktitvanna 'tra 'sya bhoga

sadhanatayopadanamityavirodhah. atra ca. 
-

~ 

- - -( 1228) SARGASTHITISAMAKHYATE LAYASSARGAVIPARYAYAT 
I

pratitatvamutpattikramakathanena vyaparapradarsanena ca sarga

sthiti prokte. layastu sargapratilomyena svasvakaranesupasamhara ity
• 

arthah. etcca. 
- _. 

( 123A) BHAVASYANADIMATVACCA SARGADIGU~ANACYUTAM 

anadirayam samsara ityarthah. nanu bhogasadhanatvadatmanam' yukte, , 

sargasthiti. layastu kimartham1svare~a kriyate. atram vadamah, an

avaratamanantapurusabhogajana~opacitasaktermayayassukumaravanitaya iva
' . 

svapena samarthyopodbalanarthamatmanam [63] 

visramartham ca karmapakartham ca samhara ityadosah. taduktam ~riman-
, I I 

mrgendre. tacca satmakamakramya visramaya 'vatisthate. bhavinam bhava' , , 

khinnanam sarvabhutahito yata~. svape vyaste bodhayan bodhayogyan 
- , rodhyan rundhan pacyan karmikarma. mayasaktirvyaktiyogyah prakurvan 

I 

pafyan sarvam yadyathavastujatam iti. itthamatmanah pratipaditam 
' .... I , _,

sasadhanam bhogamupasamhartum tasyaiva malatmakam pasamupakseptum caha. 
I I 

http:bindusamjnamagame.su
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. __ , - - . - 
(123B-124A) PUMSAM MAYAMAYAM BHOGYAM MAYOTTHAIREVA SADHANAIH 

I 

/YATO BHOKTA VISUDDHATMA CETANASTANNA CETANAM 
" - . - ' - . .... - uktavatsukhadirupam buddhibodhatmakam bhogyam mayakaryameva na 

tvatmani gunatvena samavaiti. cetanatvat. tatsamavaye purusasya
' ' 

parinamadidosaprangacca. tasya ca cetanah purusa eva bhoktetyuktam.. ' . ' . 
sa ca vaksyamanavadaviS'uddhatvadavrtajnan~kriyatvanmayotthaih kaladibhis. . ' ~ 

tatvairupabrmhita eva tadbhoktum £aknoti. karyak.aranam vina kimcit. . 
,..._ - I - I' - - jnatvaderapyadarsanat. atha kuto 'yamavisuddhatma 'ta aha. 

(1248) VISAYITVAMALACCHANNASARVAJNANAKRIYO YATAH. . 

.-..... - I' ,,_,_ - r 

yato 'yamatma sivavatsarvajnanakri-yayukto 'pi kimcidvisaye, 

vijnanadau kaladikamapeksate. yatasca muktasya 'bhoktrtvam [64]. . 
sarvavisayajnanadiyuktatvam £ruyate tato 'yam visayitvakhya bhoktrtvasya' . 
hetvadvisayitvakhyena malenavrto 'vasTyate. yacchruyate bhoktrtvam 

I • ' 

malatah proktam iti ata eva 'yamavi~udd.hah taduktam ~rfmatsvayambhuve. 
I ' 

yadyasuddhirna pumso 'sti saktirbhogesu kimkrte 'ti. ata~ca.. ' . 
(125A) BIJASTHAKARMARAGENA MAYAMESO 'NUDHAVATI 

• 

karmanah krsyadivadatmasamskaratva 'yogat. bhavasthayam buddhi
, I f I o 

gatena· pralaye nastabuddherapi mayatmani jagadblje pratisamcararattat
• 'I - , _ - __.,. - ....... .-... _,


sthena paripakavasadbhogajanakena karmatmana ragena margena mayam 
. I ~ 

bhogasadhanadirupena parinatamesapumananusarati. atra parah. 
I I • ' 

(125B-126A) BHAVANTARAKRTAM KARMA JATYADIPHALADAM NRNAM 
I I I 

r 
ASUDDHIH KALPITAPUMSASTASMIN SATYATIRICYATE. . 

._,,, . .... . ~. ..-. ..... / ... .,... . . -anad1tvena b1Jankuranyayena karyasar1rabandhasyavasth1terJatyayur

- - - - /r -- •bhogapradani karmanyeva svaphalabhogarthamatmanassar1rayogam kurvantu. 
I 

kim malena bhavata 'pi hitam malam kalpyitva bhogavaicitryanyathanupa

pattya karma 'pi kalpyate tata~ [65] 
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kalpanagauravaprasangat karmaiva kalpyatam yadahuh kalpyam punar=
' 

nirunaddhi kalpanamiti. atra pariharah.
• l - - /' ~ 

(126B-127A) JANMADIJANIKA SAKTIH KARMANO NA MALAM VINA 
l • 

~- - ~ 
ANURAJNANARAHITAH KVACIJJATO NA DRSYATE 

• I I- ·- - - , ajnanahetuna malena rahitasya muktatmano janmadarsanat 
..-.. _ _.. r _.. __.. I _. 

karmanusthanadarsanacca malayuktasyaiva karmarjanam tadbhogo va upa

yujyate. yadyeva malasyaiva janmadihetutvamastu. kim karmaneti 
I 

codayati. 
' (127B-128A) VISAYITVAM HI TASYAIKAMASTU KIM TENA KARMANA 

L - ~ . ..-- _,.,,. 
• 

YATO JANMADISAMBANDHAMANUSAMPRAPNUYADDHRUVAM 


pariharati. 

,_,_ - 

( 128B-129A) · SANTI KEVALINO JNANAGRASTAH KARMAVINAKRTAH 
t • I - , NA CA JANMADISAMVANDHO DVAYAM TENEHA KARANAM 

t , 

•. "-" .. -1 - - - . . - -1 • - IVIJnanakevalinam malavrtanamap1 karmarah1tanam Janmadyadarsanat
' 

dvayamapi mayayoge heturityarthah. nanu srsteh prakniskalatvac
" l ' • ' • 

- - ,., ,_ lo - I • - I

cetanatvaccatmanassivavadajnatvam na yujyate iti prasankam nirasyati.[66] 

(129B-130A) PRAKSRSTERNISKALO JANTURDRKKRIYAGUNAVANYATAH 
• • I • t I 

/' - ,.,_ 
TATASCAJNANASAMBANDHO NAYAMITYANRTAM VACAH. , . 

. /' ,-
yadyevam sivavadeva kalasambandho 'pyasya na yujyate tatasca 

I 

kalasambhanda 'nyatha 'nupapattya tasya male 'bhyupagantavya. ityarthah . . 
etadevaha. 


(130B-131A) DRKKRIYE SARVAVISAYE SARVAGATVADANORMATE 

t \ I 

,,,_. .... t -

SARVAJNAH SARVAKRTTASMATSUTRPTAH KARANAM VINA 
t I f ~ I 

' ,., ,__ - -- -- __. 
na caitadevam kincajjnatvadavapi kaladyapek~itvadityaha. 

- ,,.,, -- - ---.(1318) KALADIVYANJAKABHAVANNAVYAKTE TASYA DRKKRIYE. 
na caitadanavara~asya yujyate ityaha. 
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- ' (132A) NA HYANAVARANAM TEJO BHANORVYANJAKAMIKSATE 
t 


/

atasca. 

(1328) ANADYANADISAMBANDHO MALAH SADHARANO 'KSAYAH 
• I I I 

- / - - - _, - ' / - - - - - anadiscasavatmanam anadisambandhascanadyavarakah sarvapurusanam
' . 

r •eka eva. ata eva nityasca malo 'bhyupagantavyah. yadyevam malasya
' 

nityatvatkadacidapyatmabhyo na nivrttih. nivrttau va tasyaikatvacJ
~ . ' 

ekapurusamoksakale sarvamoksaprasango 'ta aha. [67] 
I I ~ . - - /

(133A) PRATIPUMNIYATAH SVASVAKALAVYAVRTTASAKTIKAH 
' , ' 

- . - / . - ... /'malasya pratyatman1yatanantasakt1yuktatvadekasyah sakteh 
I 

pari
, 

- ,,_ . . __. ... 
namavasann1rodhe krte tasya1va mokso nanyasya yacchruyate pratyatma, . , 

sthasvakalantopadhisaktisamuhavaditi. nanu prakrta eva viparyayarupo 

mahamohakhyo malo 'stu tasyastata eva vyanjakapeksa. karmanusthanam 
~ . 

copapadyate. ata aha. 


(1338-134A) MAHAMOHADBHAVATPURVAMANURESA NIRANJANAH 

' . ' 

/' I 

NA SAKYOJJHAYITUM TENASAMVRTTAH SARVAVATSVAYAM
' . 

mahamohasya kaladisambandhottarakalabhavitvatprathamata~ 

sargarambhe bhavatpak~e nirmalatvena fivavadanavrta~ puma~stena prakrta
/

malenojhayitum na sakyate. ato 'nadina malenatmano 'nadisa~bandho 

'bhyupagantavya~. anyatha tu. 
~ ~ . 

(134B-135A) ADIMANYADI SAMBANDHA ISTAH PUMMALAYORBUDHAH 
' ' ' 

TASYAPI KARNAM VACYAMITI NASTI VYAVASTHITIH, . 
(135B-136A) ATHA NIRHETUKO YOGAH KALAYOGO 'PYAHETUKAH 

I I 

I' - - -/- - I' 
ANIRMOKSASCA JANTUNAMISABHAVASCA JAYATE 

I 

nirhetukasya pasasamsargasyabhyupagame ~arTradiyogasya 'pi nir

hetukatvanmuktasyapi punassamsarayogacJanirmoksah. [68]. . . 
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sivasya 'pi pasasa~sargadanfsvaratvam prasajyate. ato 'nadireva mala

sambandhah pasossamsaraheturabhyupeyah. evam malasya 'sadharanatve 
I I ' I . 

pratipurusamanekatve 'bhyupagamyamane jadatve satyanekatvadghatadivad
• ' I 

anityatvaprasanga~. tatafcanaditvabhavatpragukto 'nava sthananir

moksadidosassyadityaha. 
.. ' 

(135B-137A) ASAMANYO YADIBHAVEDACAITANYETVANEKATAH. - - _,_ 
UTPADAVANVINASI CA TATAH. PURVOKTADOSABHAK. 

anaditvadeva casya nantavatvam tadyoge va sarvanityatvaprasanga 

ityaha. 
- - /(137B-138A) ANADYANADISAMBANDHO YADI CESTO VINASVARAH.\ . 

_ __./ - ....... ____ , .-1 

MAYASIVATMAVASTUNAMAJANAM NASA ISYATAM 
' 

· .~.ittham prakpratijnatam malasyanaditvam sadharanatvamaksayatvam ca 
' ' 

P!a$adhyanantaSaktiyuktatvamapi sadhayati. 
-1 - I 

( 1388) PRATIPUMNIYATASCASYA SAKTAYO GUNARODHIKAH 
' ' ' 

atmagunasya jnanakriyatmano rodhikah. etacca prageva darsitam. . . 
I' - - ..... - - __ , I" - -·paridrsyamanabhogavaicitryanyatha 'nupapattya tasam malasaktinam 

I 

I parinamakale vaicitryam siddhamityaha. 
I 

- , - - I

(139A-140A) NA KALANIYATISTASAM VINIVRTTYAI NIRODHATAH [69] 
• I 

ANYATHA YUGAPANMUKTISSARVESAM CIDVATAM BHAVET
•- / ._ ,..,, .... ~ ...... ..._,,

NA CA SA DRSYATE TASMAJJNEYASTASSUKSMALAKSANAH 
I ' ' ' I 

- - - - - -I - evam canadyavarakatvanmala eva 'tmanassahajah pasah. mayadayastu.. . 
- - ~- _ __. I' - , ~ _, tadbhavabhavino bhavaQ sarve mayatmaka~ pasorityadisr1matsvayambhuvadi

r -.. ,,,... ,.._ - r,,,, •- /sruteragantuka eva jneyah. nanu sr1manmatangadua tu moho madasca 
I 

ragafca visadassosa ityadina mohad:lnamapi malahetutvam sahajamalatvam
I • ,._ 

ca sruyate. ata aha. 
- ,._ 

(140B-141A) VRTTAYO VISAYITVASYA MADADYAH PANCA NOCITAH 
' .f t I 
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-NISKALATMANI TASYAITE NO DRSTA JATU CIDYATAH 
• 	 I 

yato vijnanakalapralayakalayoh kaladisambandharahitatayamale 
\ I 

- - r Isatyapi vaksyamanamadadayo na drsyante. kim tu sakala eva. ato na
' \ 	 . 

/'

malasyaite jnanakriyavaranavaddhrttitvenestah. srTmanmatangadau tu
' . 	 \. .. ' 

ma! asadbhava eva mayopadananamanatmaclavatmabh imanad i rupanamesam. 
- -	 - - -- • - - -- - - I'-'_,madaoTnamutpadyamanatvatkaladiyoge 'pi nirmalanam mayagarbhadhikaryad1nam 

tadadarsa~acca . tena malena sahakarina jayanta iti sahajamalahetutvat-
L 

r
sahajasabdenocyante. na tu malopadanatayetyavirodhah. nanu malopactana.. 

apyete pralayakevalavasthayamanabhivyaktah 	 [70] 
' 	 I 

pascatkaladisambandhadabhivyan}yanta ityasya paksasya ko doso 'ta aha.. . 
(1418-1428) 	 BHOGASADHANASAMBANDHADVYAJYANTA ITI NOCITAM 

TVAYA TU GUNAVRTTIBHYO YENOKTABHINNALAKSANAH 
' I 	 l ~ \ 

BHAVATA GUNAVRTTIBHYO BHEDENAIVA MADADAYAH 
I # 	 I 

prokta i ti. na tesam bhogasadhanasambandhatpascadabhi vyak·ti r 
I 

utpadyate. etaduktam bhavati. madadfnam hi malopadanatve 

'bhyupagamyamane tasya sarvadaikarupatvadabhivyaktyanabhivyaktabhedanut

pattestatkaryabhutajnanakriyavararavatsaTharavasthayamapyupalabhyeran. 

na copalabhyante. api tu bhogasadhanasambandhottarakalamantahkarana
~ ~ 	 ' 

sa~stha eva pu~samupalabhyante. ato malena sahakarina mayodbhutagunopa.. 	 . 
. - -	 /dana eva te 'bhyupagantavya iti. athaisam gunatmakatvameva darsayanti.

t .. 

(143A-1438) 	 MADAMOHAVABHISVANGAH PARITAPABHRAMAU CA YAU 
\ .. 

- - I -	 TAMASAU SATVIKASCAIVA RAJASAU CA YATHAKRAMAM 
I -	 - _, - -, evam cantahkaranasamsthanam gunanam vrttayastvimah na caitad

' I I ' ' 	 \ 

. . - _,.. 	 ._.,,,, ,.,,_ -· . - vyat1r1ktah kascinmalasya vrttayo madadisamjnah kasyamc1davathayam
' 	 ' I I 

atmani drsyante. ato na santyeva ta ityaha. [71] 

( 144A) ABHYO BHINNA NA MULASYA VRTTAYO 'TO NA SANTI. 
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/'atasca. 
- -rr - 

(1448-145A) TYAKTVANIRODHIKASSAKTIRNANYODHARMO 'SYAVIDYATE 
_, 

KARMASAYASAMETASYA HETUTVAM CA BHAVEDBHAVE 
,,_,,,_ -- ' kevalamalasya jnanakriyavarakatvam karmasamskarayuktasya 

. L 

sa~sarahetutvam ca yuktisiddham. nanyatkaryantaramityarthah. ittham 
I

malasvarupamapi pradarsyopasa~harati. 

r , - I 
(1458) PASURITYAM SAMAKHYATO YATSAMBANDHADANUH PASUH 

I 

, r _ _ r _.. - /'
pasusabdo malavacakataya sr1madrauravadau drsyate. tasya ca na 

tatvantarata. api tu pasutatva evantarbhavah. tena vina 'tmanam 
I 

pa£utva 'yogat. tenanadyavrtatvacca kim ca vidhau srstikale sivasya. .'\ 
- - - - . . - -- _, srstyaaikaranapurvamatmanam bhogabhoJanatmako mayayasca bhogasaahana, ' \ 

kaladyutpadanatatpo~anatma~ap pa(vatmanam ca bhogyabhogarupo vyaparo 

'smin prakarane "proktah. ete caisam vyapara atmavarakamaladeva hetu
' ' ' 


bhUtadbhavanti. malasadbhava eva 'sya sarvasya pravrtteriti. api ca 


madadayasca klesa~ pufJ!samatrai va pradarS'ita ityupasa~haran adhikara

bhed·attes~m vrtti bhedanaha. 
I 

_.. _.. ------· _, ,_,.

. (146A-1468) PRASUPTA TATVALINANAMTATARUDDHASCA YOGINAM [72] 
I 

VICITRODARARUPASCA KLE$A VI~AYASANGINAM 


mayatatval fnanam .pralayakalanamete klesap gunadfnamapi tatvanam 

I 

tatraivopasamharat prasupta akimcitkara asate. yoginam tvabhivyakta 
. ' 


a.pi yogabafanmadhye niruddhavyapara bhavanti visayasariginam tu sakalanam 

I 

pasunamudbhutavividhasvavyapara bhavanti. vicchinnodararupa iti 


pathe parasparamudbhavabhibhavabhyam kadacidvicchinnarupah kadacicodara
, I 

rupa~ca bhavantftyarthah ittham prakpratijnatayossasadhanayorbhogamoksayos
1 • 

sasadhanci bhogastavadetabhip · pradar£ita ityatraiva bhogaprakara~opa

saTharap. mok~astu sasadhanap prakarapantare pradar{ayiyi~yata iti. 
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/
subham. 

~rimatkhetakanandanena guruna siddhantasiddhasphutam 
I \ 

samksepaditikarikabhirudito bhogah samam sadhanaih. 
\ \ I 

vacastasya samTksya vftatapasa ghoradina sambhuna 
' 

lesaddesikakunjarena vivrtistasamiyam nirmita. 
' 

samapteyam bhogakarika. ityaghorasivacaryaviracita bhogakarikavrttih
• f 



APPENDIX II 

NOTES 

1The transl.iterated text apQears from the Astaprakarana, ed. 
Krishna Sastri, Vol I (Devakottai: ~ivagamasanga ·), 1923. The square
brackets on the right hand side of the page list the Sanskrit page
number appearing in the A~taprakarana. I have included the errata 
which appear in the Astaprakana within the body of the transliterated 
text. 

2Throught the text the editors transcribe the term "tattva" 
as "tatva". 
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